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Abstract 
Everyday Interculturalism in Urban Public Open Spaces:  
A Socio-spatial Inquiry in Bradford City 

This thesis addresses the question of ‘living with diversity’ in urban public open spaces and 

responds to the needs for more proactive approaches to ethnocultural diversity in urban 

planning and design policy and practice. The dynamics of everyday interculturalism in 

public spaces has been the focus of many studies originating in anthropology, urban 

geography and sociology. These studies often conclude that the characteristics of the built 

environment influence experiences of conviviality and conflict, but rarely discuss the 

specificities of these characteristics. These omissions require the perspective of urban and 

landscape design, applying methodologies which can critically explore the spatial and 

material qualities of public open space. This research examines the social, spatial and 

temporal dimensions of everyday intercultural encounters to inform urban design and 

planning on mediating conviviality and managing tensions of diversity. The four research 

objectives are addressed through a mixed-method qualitative research design focusing on 

Bradford, UK, a post-industrial city characterised by migration flux and high population of 

ethnic diversity within the central urban areas. Data were collected through extensive 

behavioural mapping and in-depth and on-site interviews investigating three case study 

clusters in the city centre and suburban neighbourhoods. Qualitative GIS mapping was used 

to integrate narratives of outdoor experiences and intercultural encounters with spatially-

coded data of activity patterns. The research found that ‘ethnicity’ cannot be used as a 

determining factor for describing patterns of use of public spaces. However, when 

‘ethnicity’ is intersected with other aspects of identity (age and gender) it does appear to 

influence types, rhythms and frequency of use of public open spaces. The research findings 

challenge some previous notions of ‘low user groups’, highlighting the diversity and 

relatively high intensity of South Asian female users’ active recreation in parks. The 

research outlines a combination of socio-spatial conditions that contribute to shaping the 

possibility of conviviality: situated diversity and overlapping of presence and activities; 

visibility and lingering; in-betweenness and playfulness. This research formulates some 

approaches for urban designers and planners towards mediating conviviality in public 

spaces. In particular, it highlights the importance of recognition of difference, cultural 

competency of urban space professionals and a context-dependent awareness of encounters 

shaped by temporalities and designed affordances. 
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PART I 

THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Urban diversities and the intercultural encounter 

In order to understand twenty first century urban life it is essential to also understand 

diversity. All over the world, more people from a variety of different cultures, religions, 

nationalities and languages encounter each other in today’s growing cities. In 2016, it is 

estimated that more than half of the world’s population (54.5%) lived in urban areas (UN-

DESA, 2016). By 2030, it is expected that 60% of the global population will live in urban 

settlements (UN-DESA, 2016). The dynamics of migration make a primary contribution to 

the diversification of cities’ population, as well as contributing to overall urban expansion. 

Cities ‘have become an endless inhabited sprawl without clear boundaries and they have 

become sites of extraordinary circulation and translocal connectivity’ (Amin, 2006, p. 5). 

How do these processes unfold regarding social relations? How do people negotiate their 

diverse identities in the cities that are continually changing? 

The need to address these questions has emerged as a critical topic in urban studies and 

policy-making. The rhetoric of urban diversity discourses across European and American 

cities, especially those concerned with ethnocultural diversity, have in many instances 

moved from a celebratory approach to emphasising problems of increasing intolerance of 

difference. This is partly a response to specific disturbances (for example the 2001 

disturbances in northern English towns (Home Office, 2001a), and the 2011 riots in London, 

Manchester and Liverpool (Rogers, 2011)) but also reflects broader political contexts. 

Recent anti-immigration protests in Europe, for example those in Germany, Amsterdam, and 

the UK (VOA, 2016) as a reaction to the recent refugee crisis, and in North America (Heim, 

2017) and Canada (Abedi, 2017) are evidence of narratives of fear and intolerance of 

different others. It is noteworthy that the hostility towards racially visible different others 

has also been escalated by austerity measures and increased competition over resources and 

opportunities and the terrorist attacks both in the UK and in other countries (Arango, 2014; 

Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014). In Britain, the current political climate, including the result 

of the Brexit referendum and the rise of Islamophobia, has led to an escalation of hate crime 

at a national level. This does not deny the existence of positivity and openness in 

encountering difference, which tells of a different side of the dynamics of living with 
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difference. The dominant rhetoric of anxiety and fear is sometimes interrupted by the work 

of some scholars who portray ‘unpanicked’ and convivial ways of living together 

(Wessendorf, 2013; Neal et al., 2013; Wise & Velayutham, 2009; Amin, 2002). But while an 

openness and tolerance to difference can still be found in many communities, some would 

argue that even here prejudice is tacitly entrenched in the views of many urban dwellers, and 

this challenges practices of coexistence and belonging among diverse communities (Social 

Integration Commission, 2014; Matejskova & Leitner, 2011; Valentine, 2008). The question 

of, ‘are we living together or divided’, has been addressed and debated in different public 

and academic events, as at the conference, Live Difference, on the future of social relations 

held in Sheffield in 2014. One of the clear messages that these events and debates manifest 

is that the dynamics of living together in today’s cities of growing diversity need more 

thorough understanding in terms of practices of conflict and conviviality.  

Britain has been a country of migration over centuries; and since the mid-twentieth century 

the pace and scale of migration have greatly increased. Between 1993 and 2015 the number 

of foreign-born people in the UK increased from 3.8 million to 8.7 million (Rienzo & 

Vargas-Silva, 2017). Increasingly, events within specific localities and cities, and the 

dynamics of national and international politics, have required government policy to be more 

responsive to ethnic difference in urban areas. The government has adopted various policy 

agendas and approaches to the issues of diversity, migration and living together in shared 

urban spaces over the past decades. To be clear about the meaning of policy in this context, I 

have adopted Cochrane’s introductory explanation of urban policy as ‘nothing more or less 

than the cluster of initiatives aimed at dealing with the problems of cities or the inner cities, 

or — more positively — initiatives intended to take advantage of the innovation, “buzz” and 

excitement associated with cities’ (Cochrane, 2007, p. 1). The early changes in policy, 

towards a pluralistic approach in response to diversity and migration, took place in the early 

1970s-1980s. It was only during the late 1990s that policy discourses adopted a paradigm 

shift in national policy, to what is now termed ‘multiculturalism’. The years between the 

Scarman report of the riots of 1981 (Scarman, 1981) and the Macpherson report (1999) on 

the death of Stephen Lawrence were ‘have been momentous decades in the history of race 

and the future of Britain as a multicultural society’ (Hall, 1999, p. 187). Both reports 

suggested taking more responsive approaches in dealing with race issues in society and its 

institutions.  

Under the Labour government (1997-2010) policies shifted the focus towards a ‘community 

cohesion’ agenda as a response to the riots and inter-ethnic conflicts which took place in 

three northern cities in the UK, Bradford, Oldham and Burnley, in 2001. A series of 
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commissioned reports criticised earlier multicultural policies and argued that celebrating 

cultural identities and recognition of differences without emphasising shared values and 

cross-cultural contact had unwittingly increased socio-spatial segregation along racial, 

religious and ethnic lines (Home Office, 2001b; Ouseley, 2001). The key community 

cohesion report called ‘our shared future’ highlighted the importance of ‘place’ in generating 

cohesion; and suggested that ‘intercultural dialogue’ and ‘inter-faith’ engagement should be 

promoted in the four spheres of ‘schools; workplace; sports, culture and leisure; and shared 

public spaces and residential areas’ (CIC, 2007, p. 110, my italics). 

During the Coalition and then under the Conservative government (2010- 2015), under the 

Localism Act 2011, which advocated decentralisation of power from national to local 

government (through local authorities), the policy approaches regarding diversity and 

migration shifted their focus to ‘integration’. This was in part a reaction to the issues raised 

by the reports on the 2011 riots in London, and a number of political discourses on ‘the 

failure of multiculturalism’ and lack of collective values and identities (for example in 

speeches delivered by Angela Merkel in 2010 and David Cameron in 2011). The integration 

policies in the UK strongly emphasised that living together and bridging the boundaries of 

difference was possible through promoting British values, ‘underpinned both by 

opportunities to succeed, and strong sense of personal and social responsibility to the society 

which has made success possible’ (DCLG, 2012a, p. 4). Since the recent changes following 

the Brexit referendum, policy approaches have mainly focused on ‘prevent strategies’ and 

reducing the annual migration rate. This brief overview suggests that the policy approaches 

have been primarily decisions to minimise conflict, aiming to deal with ethnic segregation 

and migrants integration. However, there has been a perception of increasing conditions of 

intolerance and tension in urban areas, and criticisms of multicultural policies that have 

triggered a number of political and mostly academic debates on the effectiveness of these 

agendas. A need has been expressed for more pro-active approaches that explicitly address 

the everyday dynamics of living together and intercultural contact (Amin, 2002, 2013; 

Sandercock, 2003). The term ‘interculturalism’ has been introduced (mainly in the urban 

planning academic context) to describe a policy alternative that can further develop 

multicultural policies by putting more emphasis on the everyday negotiation of difference in 

the prosaic sites of intercultural interaction (Wood & Landry, 2007; Sandercock, 2003; 

Amin, 2002). 

Streets, parks, squares and other shared outdoor public spaces are places which people 

occupy and utilise for different purposes, maybe socialising, undertaking either necessary or 

recreational activities, spending time alone or sometimes in the company of others. They are 
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also important sites of ‘prosaic interaction’, including the negotiation and reconciliation of 

diverse forms of differences (Amin, 2002; Sennett, 1990; Young, 1990). (Amin, 2002; 

Sennett, 1990; Young, 1990). How public spaces (as sites of encounter) shape identities and 

experiences or being shaped by spatial practices of a diverse range of users have been the 

focus of academic studies and policies in different geographical contexts. These studies 

highlight the problems and potentials of intercultural engagement in urban public open 

spaces in terms of change of recreation patterns, perceptions of otherness and belonging, 

different forms of symbolism and tensions of rapid population change. In Singapore and Los 

Angeles, use of streets as spaces of informal trading by migrants have transformed the social 

and spatial patterns of street use and have had impacts on the perception of the 

neighbourhood as welcoming or unwelcoming space (Fincher et al., 2014). In Rotterdam, 

processes of social categorizations and making sense of different ethnic groups in everyday 

encounters among native Dutch and ethnic minority groups played a significant role in the 

way these groups pass through, avoid and play at the local public square and their sense of 

belonging in the neighbourhood (Burgers & Zuijderwijk, 2016). In Toronto, New York, 

London and Sydney, cultural and religious practices of Erivum and building mosques have 

implications on politics of rights to claim public open spaces and inter-faith relations 

(Fincher et al., 2014, Watson, 2005). In Dubai, migrant workers’ use of sidewalks and street 

corners as hanging out spaces offered fragile and momentary opportunities for intercultural 

interaction and transnational connection (Elsheshtawy, 2013).  

A valuable body of research, predominantly in the fields of sociology, anthropology and 

urban geography, have contributed to conceptualising and clarifying the complexities of 

banal intercultural interactions (Neal et al., 2015; Wise & Velayutham, 2014; Wessendorf, 

2013; Clayton, 2009; Amin, 2002). These studies have provided some insights regarding the 

spatial and material qualities of the spaces in which people interact which have an influence 

on how intercultural encounter is experienced. However, they have rarely explored the 

particularities of these qualities, which are usually beyond the scope, interest and expertise 

of these disciplines. The studies often conclude with nuanced interpretations and offer a 

critical perspective on intercultural social dynamics but only abstract and vague reflections 

on the importance of the physical space. These omissions require the perspective of 

landscape architecture and urban design, applying methods of enquiry which can critically 

investigate the spatial and material qualities of the sites of intercultural encounters. 

In the context of planning and urban design, critical urban design theorists advocate the 

importance of social interactions and sociability in public spaces (Carmona et al., 2003; 

Whyte, 1980; Gehl, 1971; Jacobs, 1961). These theories offer valuable situated methods for 
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analysing public spaces. However, their interpretations of sociability in urban design 

discipline sometimes overlook the complexities of experiences of encountering diversity as 

well as social and spatial inequalities, particularly among ethnically diverse disadvantaged 

communities (Zavestoski & Agyeman, 2015). There are few studies which engage with 

intercultural aspects of public spaces with the intention of informing and criticizing the 

existing body of knowledge, particularly in urban design and landscape architecture (see 

Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014; Rishbeth & Powell, 2013; Hou, 2013). However, across these 

disciplines, there is a lack of in-depth understanding of the intricacies of patterns of 

everyday use in public spaces, and how they relate to practices of sociality among people 

with diverse identities, which can lead to simplistic and sometimes stereotyped assumptions 

about the inclusive nature of public spaces. Madanipour (2007a) argues that the idea of 

inclusive urban planning and design is often based on ‘the assumption that the society is 

made of a homogeneous majority and a number of marginal minorities needs revision.’ (p. 

145). As planners and designers, ‘we cannot think of an urban design for a culturally 

homogeneous majority that needs to be adjusted to incorporate the needs of cultural 

minorities. We have to talk about a sensitive urban design that tries to understand who it is 

working for and what needs it is addressing’ (Madanipour, 2007a, p. 145).  

Urban design scholars have theorised extensively, advocating the importance of inclusive 

design and considering diversity and difference in shaping urban spaces. However in 

practice there is more attention paid to issues of disability and justice in access and design 

(for example the principles of inclusive design published by the Commission of Architecture 

and the Built Environment (CABE 2006); and a recent publication on embedding inclusive 

design in built environment professions (Office for Disability Issues, 2016)). Several studies 

have underlined the importance of acknowledging ethnicity, race and class in relation to 

spatial justice and inclusion in public space provision, green spaces in particular. Some have 

argued that experiences of inclusion and exclusion in outdoor environment and patterns of 

using or not using public open spaces are shaped by experiences of intercultural conviviality 

and racial tensions (Wise & Noble, 2016; Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010).  

One of the responsibilities of urban design and planning is to manage coexistence (Healey, 

1997); and considering that ‘the right to the city is also a right to encounter’ (Fincher & 

Iveson, 2008, p. 145). The practice of planning and management of public spaces, if not 

informed by situated knowledge and in-depth understandings of how places are used and 

experienced with regards to ethnocultural differences, can unwittingly result in exclusionary 

processes, and sometimes exacerbate tensions and conflict (DCLG, 2009a). Urban design 

and planning profession and pedagogy have been critiqued for taking a less responsive 
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approach towards ethnocultural diversity (Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017). Often there is 

an assumption that adopting a colour-blind and race-neutral approach in the planning, design 

and management of public spaces is a way of insuring that recognition of some ethnic or 

racial differences won’t result in discrimination of another (Lowe, 2017). But, ‘to treat 

everyone the same is not necessarily to treat them fairly’ (Neil, 2004, p. 220). The 

Commission for Racial Equality, in their conclusion of a formal enquiry into urban 

regeneration practice in the UK stated: ‘We were very concerned by the number of officers, 

at all levels, who said that racial equality and good race relations were irrelevant to the work 

of regenerating the built environment and they used a colour-blind approach to their work’ 

(CRE, 2007, p. 127). Thomas and Gale (2015) argue that ‘there is a persistent blind spot 

among many built environment professionals’ when it comes to thinking about the link 

between design and management of the built environment; and race equality and inter-racial 

relations (p.120). The conference organised by the Urban Design Group (2014) with the 

theme of ‘urban design for all’ didn’t have a single paper focused on ethnicity, race or 

migration. The ‘Intercultural City’ (ICC) programme was an influential example advocating 

cultural competency and embedding interculturalism in practice though they don’t focus on 

the implications for urban design (Council of Europe, 2009, 2013a; Wood & Landry, 2007). 

In the current context of growing urban diversity and concerns about intercultural relations 

in shared spaces, there is a need for more embeddedness of cultural competency and deeper 

understanding of dynamics of intercultural interactions in practice and pedagogy of urban 

and landscape design and planning towards a wider socio-political agenda concerned with 

justice and equality (Agyeman & Erickson, 2012). As an international academic with urban 

design and planning background, I argue that adopting culturally sensitive and situated 

methods of engagement with practice of place shaping is a social and ethical responsibility. 

My interest is to explore the link between research and practice; particularly to understand to 

what extent design, planning and management of public spaces can facilitate (convivial) 

encounters with difference without ‘over- management’ and homogenizing of public spaces 

(Carmona, 2010a); and disregarding social and cultural differentiation (Young, 1990). 

This research situates its focus within this context of increasing urban diversity, with its 

urgent need for a deeper understanding of the dynamics of intercultural interaction and lack 

of pro-active approach to diversity and social justice in urban planning and design policy 

and practice. This research holds an interdisciplinary position, from the perspective of 

sociology, anthropology, and urban geography as well as urban design and planning. It 

addresses the call for more attention to be given to the spatial and material qualities of urban 

public open spaces in fostering intercultural interaction, and aims to explore the links 

between the social, spatial and temporal dimensions of experience of outdoors sociality. It 
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also addresses the need for more critical understanding and analysis, in urban design and 

planning practice and policy, of the ‘lived experiences’ (Lefebvre, 1991) in ethnically 

diverse urban areas. This research aims to explore the patterns of use and intercultural 

interactions in urban public open spaces, and to identify the qualities of public spaces that 

are conducive to convivial and cordial intercultural interactions. Considering ‘that the tone 

and content of local policy interventions can make a real difference’ to the dynamics of 

encounter and local specificity (Amin, 2010, p. 1); this thesis attempts to inform policy by 

exploring lived experiences in a specific urban context characterised by emergent and 

established urban diversities. This research is particularly useful for informing built 

environment professionals and policymakers in areas such as landscape architecture, new 

housing, community development, green space management who work in ethnoculturally 

diverse contexts; and contributes to the wider field of study concerned with spatial justice 

and cultural competency in design and planning research and pedagogy. For the need to 

understand urban places at a range of scales and in relation to diversity, the choice of case 

study requires to focus on ethnic diveristy. Here I briefly introduce the location for the 

fieldwork and the significance of this case study with regards to the focus of this research. 

1.2 Bradford: Old and new diversities 

Bradford is a Metropolitan District located in the north west of West Yorkshire. It is the fifth 

largest English local authority by population (after Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield and 

Manchester). Bradford’s latest population estimate in 2016 was 534,000 (BMDC, 2017a). 

According to the 2001 and 2011 censuses, it is one of the fastest growing urban areas in the 

UK (Migration Watch UK, 2014). Bradford has the tenth fastest population growth in the 

UK, with rapidly increasing young and older population (BMDC, 2015a). Like many other 

industrial cities in northern England, has struggled with the economic decline arising from 

post-industrialisaton, globalisation and recession. The 2015 Index of Multiple Deprivation 

(IMD) ranked Bradford as the nineteenth most deprived district in England and the second 

most deprived after Hull in the Yorkshire and Humber region (BMDC, 2015b). Distribution 

of wealth is very uneven in Bradford District. 11% of the population live in the most affluent 

decile in the UK, and 40% are in the least affluent decile (Kidd & Reeves, 2016, p. 164).  

In the previous 150 years Bradford was a destination for migration by Irish migrants, 

German-Jewish merchants, post-war Polish migrants, and South Asian industrial labourers. 

More recent migration trends have been from central and eastern Europe (with a significant 

increase from EU Accession countries), South Asian (Pakistan), African and Middle Eastern 

countries who have migrated to Bradford as international students, economic migrants, 
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refugees and asylum seekers. Some of the nationalities reported by recent surveys were 

Iraqi, Kurd, Afghan, Iranian, Syrian, Sudani, Samali, Ethiopian, Polish, Kosovan, Bosnian, 

Romanian (Roma), Bulgarian, Czech, Portugees, Italian, Greek and German (Migration 

Yorkshire, 2017). It is one of the most ethnically diverse areas in the UK. Of this diverse 

population 17% were born outside the UK (based on 2011 Census) (BMDC, 2017a). Over 

85 languages are spoken in Bradford, reflecting the superdiversity of the population 

(BMDC, 2015a), however the majority of the population consists of two ethnic groups, 

white British (64%) and Pakistani origin (20%). Near a quarter of the population identify 

themselves as Muslim and Bradford has the second largest Muslim population outside of 

London (McLoughlin, 2005).  

Bradford has been under a spotlight from national government as well as the media for many 

years. As I mentioned before, one of the most important events in race relations in the UK, 

which had a significant political impact on the discourse of multiculturalism, were the 2001 

riots, part of which took place in Manningham neighbourhood in the City of Bradford, 

where there is a high population of Muslim and Pakistani origin people. The city has been 

the target of many political strategies concerned with cohesion and integration, in part as a 

response to the riots. These outbreaks of violence over a period of two days in July 2001 

were seen as indicative of the problems of ethnic segregation, and directly informed the 

analysis of different communities leading ‘parallel lives’ (alongside but fundamentally 

segregated) in an influential report known as the Cantle Report (Home Office, 2001b). The 

narrative of ethnic segregation and division in Bradford has been also evident in the national 

media. The Channel 4 programmes, Make Bradford British, East is East, Bradford Riots, are 

examples of how media perpetuated some form of a (negative) stereotype of Bradford’s 

ethnic population. This negative stereotype was exacerbated by a stigmatised perception of 

Bradford’s Muslims after the events related to homegrown terrorism and the government’s 

prevent strategy to tackle extremism. 

A large proportion of Bradford’s ethnic diversity (mostly recent migrants, established South 

Asian families and white (British) working class families) is concentrated within Bradford 

central areas (historically known as the City of Bradford). These areas are also among the 

most deprived urban areas in Bradford District and ranked as the most deprived in the UK. 

Bradford Council has received multiple urban renewal funds from central government, 

mostly during the time of the Labour government (1997-2010) in order to tackle the issues 

of deprivation and poor housing quality within these areas (Social Exclusion Unit, 2001). 

Over recent years Bradford Council has developed various plans and strategies to attract 
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investment, facilitate economic prosperity and improve public space quality and to promote 

cohesion and integration.  

From a research point of view, Bradford case study has a great potential given its social, 

political and physical context. Conduting research on diversity and encounter situated in this 

context offers relevant and valuable insights into the current debates discussed previously. 

Bradford has been a ‘hot’ case study for the scholars interested in investigating British 

Muslims, politics of citizenship and belonging and inter-racial conflicts. My interest in 

Bradford context is also because of my previous experience as a resident and a researcher in 

Bradford. I have conducted my Master thesis in Bradford to explore the role of urban 

regeneration in social sustainability. This was right after the grand opening of Bradford City 

Park in 2012, an award winning project in the heart of Bradfrod City Centre, nationally 

recognised for its different approach on design and the social and economic values it brought 

to the city. 

1.3 Key Definitions 

This section offers introductory definitions, and more discussion of some nuances and 

contexts of these terms will be given in the literature review chapter.  

Urban Public Open Space 

Urban Public Open Space is a term used to define any land within towns and cities that is 

publicly and physically accessible (Madanipour, 1999). Regarding function and physical 

characteristics Urban Public Open Space contains: 

• Green space is any area with soft or vegetated surfaces, for example parks, 

gardens, play and recreational areas and other functional green spaces. 

• Civic space (urban space) that are mostly paved or hard surfaces, for example 

streets (shared and pedestrian), urban squares, marketplaces, and promenades 

(Williams et al., 2001). 

(Spatial) Quality  

I have chosen this word to describe the physical characteristics of spaces that contribute to 

the specific character of a studied space or the micro-spaces within a case study. It is worth 

mentioning that ‘spatial quality’ is a ‘central tenet’ and yet a ‘highly contentious’ subject in 

urban design and planning (Khan et al., 2014). There are several factors that contribute to 
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the spatial quality of a space. This research is concerned with those that are perceived to be 

associated with social and intercultural dynamics of public open spaces and considers 

‘spatial quality’ as a relational concept in connection with uses and users of the space. 

Ethnicity 

Ethnicity describes the cultural distinctiveness of a racial group ‘with myths of common 

ancestry, shared historical memories, one or more elements of common culture, a link with a 

homeland and a sense of solidarity among at least some of its members’ (Hutchinson & 

Smith, 1996, p. 6). The ethnicity of an individual is defined by the country of birth of the 

individual or either of their parents. 

(Super) Diversity  

The focus of this research is more on the ethnocultural aspect of diversity of a given 

population. It also acknowledges that the intersection of other aspects of identity such as 

gender, age, race, class, religion, language, immigration status add to the multiplicity of 

diversity. Terms such as ‘super-diversity’ (Vertovec, 2007) and  ‘hyper-diverse’ cities 

(Amin, 2013; Noble, 2009) are suggested to emphasise the complex and evolving aspects of 

the diversity of populations in many cities with a high migration flux. ‘Such a condition is 

distinguished by a dynamic interplay of variables among an increased number of new, small 

and scattered, multi-origin, transnationally connected, socio-economically differentiated and 

legally stratified immigrants who have arrived over the last decade.’ (Vertovec, 2007, p. 

1026) 

Interculturalism  

Interculturalism describes a shift from ideas of assimilation and multiculturalism in urban 

planning, and advocates the importance of intercultural interaction as an intrinsic part of 

diverse societies (Cantle, 2012; Sandercock, 2003).  

Intercultural interaction (encounter) 

In this thesis, intercultural interaction is considered as any form of exchange (mostly verbal, 

but visual exchanges are also important) between two or more individuals that are 

considered culturally, ethnically, or racially different; either from a third person’s 

perspective or the perception of the interacting parties. In academic literature interaction and 

encounter are often used interchangeably. Goffman (1963) uses the concept of ‘encounter’ to 

describe ‘all those instances of two or more participants in a situation joining each other 

openly in maintaining a single focus of cognitive and visual attention.’ (p. 89)  
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Conviviality and Conflict 

The meaning of ‘conviviality’ in this research is more than friendly and positive interaction. 

This research draws on the conceptualisation of ‘conviviality’ from disciplines such as 

sociology, urban geography and anthropology, which aim to have a deeper understanding of 

ways of togetherness. Conviviality in this research is about experiential, spatial and material 

settings and patterns of unpanicked and easy coexistence, cooperation and interaction across 

cultural and ethnic lines in everyday shared spaces (Nowicka & Vertovec, 2014). Conflict 

and conviviality ‘lie close to each other’ (Nowicka & Vertovec, 2014, p. 346). Here, 

intercultural conflict is considered as any form of interaction between people of different 

ethnicity, culture and race that can lead to a sense of unease, exclusion, tension and 

prejudice.  

1.4 Research aims and objectives 

The overarching aim of this thesis is: 

• To understand the social, spatial and temporal dimensions of intercultural 

encounters in urban public open spaces  

• To inform practice and policy on design and management of public spaces 

towards increasing conviviality and help reducing conflict. 

This thesis is structured in response to four research objectives. These broadly describe the 

intellectual development and methodological process, starting from the exploration of lived 

experiences towards implications for policy and practice: 

Objective1- To analyse the ways a diverse range of users use and experience the case study 

spaces. 

Objective 2- To identify the spatial, material and management qualities of urban public open 

spaces and the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality and 

generate or exacerbate conflict. 

Objective 3- To assess the fit-for-purpose of current urban planning and design policy 

(strategy and guidance) in mediating interculturalism.  

Objective 4- To examine the extent that ethnographic understandings of everyday activities 

and social behaviours in urban public open spaces can inform urban design and planning 

policy and practice. 
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1.5 Research Approach 

I devised a mixed-method qualitative research strategy to address the aims and research 

objectives. This required producing knowledge based on the in-depth investigation of 

multifaceted constructs and social realities (socio-spatial intricacies of urban contexts and 

dimensions of policy and practice). It was important to maintain an overarching qualitative 

rationale in this research, since my intent was to develop an understanding based on situated 

knowledge and narrative about everyday interculturalism (including memories, behaviours, 

identities, emotions, meanings and perceptions). Ethnographic methods of enquiry were 

highly relevant in this respect, but applying a pure ethnographic approach wasn’t sufficient 

considering that I also aimed to inform design and planning disciplines by developing 

knowledge about spatialities and temporalities of outdoor experiences within a range of 

urban public space typologies. This required more creativity and risk in designing the 

mixture of methods. My personal background (planning and urban design) was influential in 

the research design process. I sought to explore the advantages of combining varied forms of 

expertise in integrating design and spatial dimensions with ethnographic understanding. This 

informed my approach to studying spatial behaviours and experiences in public spaces, 

inspired by methodologies from environmental psychology (Moore & Cosco, 2010), spatial 

ethnography (Kim, 2015) and Qualitative GIS (Cope & Elwood, 2009). Using three diverse 

case study clusters in Bradford, I investigated the rhythms of activities and the presence of 

diversity, and explored how prosaic encounters across difference occur as well as the 

opportunities and barriers that urban public spaces offer in shaping instances of intercultual 

encounters. In exploring the possibilities for linking the research to urban planning policy 

and practice, I was interested to explore policy discourses in textual materials in relation to 

diversity and encounter, and to see how these discourses are being localised and practised in 

Bradford. In pursuit of a bridge between research and practice, I tested the application of 

participatory methods to develop a more situated understanding of planning and design at a 

local level, and to offer practical directions for improvement. This was broadly related to my 

overall ambition in this research, to create an impact beyond the academic context.  

1.6 Overview of the thesis 

The structure of the thesis is in four parts, and within these four parts, ten chapters elaborate 

the thesis content (Figure 1-1).  

Part I- the Research Context- consists of the introduction (Chapter 1), literature review 

(Chapter 2), methodology (Chapter 3) and the case study context (Chapter 4). The thesis 

starts with a discussion of a wide range of literature spanning the disciplines of sociology, 
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human geography, urban anthropology, environmental psychology, urban design and 

planning. The diversity of the relevant theories helped to approach the focus of this research 

from these different perspectives. 

Part II- the Policy Context is addressed in Chapter 5, covering the findings of a systematic 

qualitative content analysis of the UK urban planning policy documents to address the third 

research objective. The focus of the analysis is on the content of policy (primarily national 

UK, but with some reference to international and local) with reference to ‘public space’, 

‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’. It is situated at this point in the thesis to facilitate the critical 

discussion of the textual materials regarding the policy understandings of the key concepts 

prior to presenting the outcome of the empirical research.  

Part III- Lived experiences: the empirical research- This part consists of the findings of 

empirical research within three chapters (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) to address the first, second and 

fourth research objectives. Chapter 6 communicates the analysis of GIS mapping of the 

spatial and temporal patterns of activities and ethnocultural diversity in three case study 

clusters. Chapter 7 looks beyond the case study clusters and discusses the findings on the 

socio-spatial patterns of intercultural interaction through exploring the narratives of 

conviviality and conflict in inner city Bradford. Chapter 8, the final section of the empirical 

data, focuses on the findings of a participatory experience that aimed to engage the residents 

and practitioners for a better understanding of the intercultural potentials within a particular 

case study cluster (Bradford City Centre).  

Part IV, Integration, Implication and Reflection. This is the concluding part of the thesis that 

discusses the findings of chapters 6-8 in response to the theoretical debates outlined in 

chapter 2, and goes on to suggest approaches in which the findings of this research could 

inform urban design practice and policy (chapter 9). The final chapter (chapter 10) 

summarises the theoretical and practical contributions of the research, reflects on the 

research journey and the possibilities for pursuing further research. 
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Figure 1-1- Thesis structure and research design 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature review draws on the multiple disciplines of sociology, human geography, 

anthropology, environmental psychology, urban design and planning and landscape 

architecture. The diversity of the relevant theories has helped to approach this research’s 

objectives from different angles. The review begins by discussing the ‘socio-spatial 

dialectic’ (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1980) as ‘a productive and appropriate focus’ for the 

analysis of social aspects of urban environment (Soja, 1980, p. 224). I reflect on an array of 

theories that set out to explain the interrelated aspects of the ‘social’ and the ‘spatial’. Then I 

move to outline the definitions of ‘public space’ and the debates on the social role of public 

space. I also explain the relevance of environmental psychology theories in studying patterns 

of use and social behaviour. Then the chapter divides into three areas that are specifically 

related to the research objectives. The first part (2.5) looks into the body of research on 

(super) diversity and the experience of landscape. The review draws on the literature on 

activities and behaviour in public open spaces, focusing on ethnocultural differences and 

migration, and particularly looks into the social and emotional dimensions. The second part 

(2.6) narrows the focus on the dynamics of intercultural interactions by drawing on a body 

of ethnographic research which focuses on conviviality and conflict in everyday urban 

spaces. It also brings together the current understandings on socio-spatial patterns of 

intercultural interactions. Finally, the third section (2.7) discusses the debates on 

interculturalism in urban planning and design. It reviews the current approaches to managing 

diversity in urban planning and the capacities of design and management in shaping socio-

spatial and material affordances for intercultural interactions.   

2.2 The socio-spatial dialectic 

The ‘socio-spatial’ dialectic emerged as a critical theory about space and social dynamics, 

primarily as a means of opposing Cartesian binary thinking, which considered the body (the 

physical space) and the mind (the social space) as separated entities (Harvey, 2009; 

Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1980; Castells, 1977). The ‘socio-spatial’ theorists argue for a 

relational perspective, instead of an absolute one, in thinking about the causality between the 

spatial structures and the social dynamics (Soja, 1980). The socio-spatial dialectic explains 

this causality as a dynamic process in which spatial strucutres are simultaneously shape and 

are shaped by social relations. It is ‘a mode of thinking that seeks to engage with and 
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understand a world in flux’ (Halvorsen, 2017, p. 446). Dialectical thinking means that 

‘social reality is marked by contradictions and can be understood only through the 

comprehension of these contradictions’ (Schmid, 2008, p. 30).  

2.2.1 The production of (social) space 

Lefebvre (1991) is one of the key theorists to suggest a framework for conceptualising the 

dynamic process of socio-spatial dialectic. He suggests that space is a socially produced 

construct (social space) and that it is multiple, mobile and transformative, meaning that 

social space is being constantly produced and reproduced. Social space contains ‘a great 

diversity of objects, both natural and social, including the networks and pathways which 

facilitate the exchange of material things and information’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 77).  

He states that social space is produced through the processes of interactions, associations 

and contradictions of the three dimensions of ‘spatial practice (perceived space)’, 

‘representation of space (conceived space)’ and ‘representational space (lived space)’ (p.38), 

and this perceived-conceived-lived triad requires further discussion: 

Spatial practice (perceived space) is about the rhythms of daily life, the urban routines, 

roads, and paths, including their connections. Perceived spaces can be observed, embodied, 

sensed, and appropriated. ‘this sensuously perceptible aspect of space directly relates to the 

materiality of the “elements” that constitute “space”’ (Schmid, 2008, p. 39). A perceived 

space is the embodied (sensed) space. 

Representation of space (conceived space) is about the maps, images, and the conceptualised 

space. It is ‘the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic subdividers, and social 

engineers’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 38). Conceived space is the impression of lived and perceived 

space. It is the imagined space.  

Representational space (lived space) is the space as lived, including the codes, the symbols, 

the memories and the non-verbal signs of the material space. The lived space is about ‘the 

loci of passion, of action and of lived situations, and thus immediately implies time… it may 

be directional, situational, or relational, because it is essentially qualitative, fluid and 

dynamic’ (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 42). It is the experienced space. 

The main drive of this research is to study the experiences of intercultural interactions (lived 

space) and ways of embodying and using public spaces (perceived space) in relation to 
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aspects of design, planning and management of public spaces (conceived space). In the 

context of this research, according to the socio-spatial theorists, to understand the social 

dynamics of space it is important not to consider space as a ‘container’ of social relations but 

to investigate the ongoing interactions and contradictions of the socio-spatial dialectic. The 

conception of social space as a multifaceted construct particularly in relation to diversity and 

intercultural dimensions directly informs the design and the methodological approach of this 

research (see Chapter 3). Although Lefebvre’s social space can be considered as a primary 

theoretical framework in producing knowledge about social relations in cities, it is unclear in 

some parts when one tries to operationalise the ‘social space’ theory in real contexts and 

falls short in informing design and planning (Awan and Langley, 2013). In this review, I 

address this challenge by incorporating different theoretical frames for conceptualising 

public space alongside analysing the practical and experiential aspects of interacting with 

people and spaces. Soja (1980) argues that in understanding the city, the socio-spatial 

dialectic should also consider the economic, political and historical aspects. Assemblage 

thinking explains the socio-spatial dialectic in relation to wider structures. 

2.2.2 Assemblage thinking 

‘Assemblage’ theory originates from the Deleuze-Guattari philosophy (Farias, 2016; 

Kamalipour & Peimani, 2015; McFarlane, 2011). It has been adopted as a critical urban 

theory for reading the socio-spatial relationship with emphasis on the multiplicities of the 

elements that come together, interact or contradict in shaping social realities (Kamalipour & 

Peimani, 2015; McFarlane, 2011). The term ‘assemblage’ highlights the importance of 

orienting our understanding of the socio-spatial construct both as a whole, and 

simultaneously in parts.  

Assemblage thinking aims to understand urban reality without reducing it into its 

components (McFarlane, 2011). In other words, it emphasises ‘the inseparability of the 

sociality and spatiality’ (Kamalipour & Peimani, 2015, p. 403). As a critical theory, it also 

aims to consider the macro political economy and power relations in relation to micro-scale 

urban experiences (Dovey & Wood, 2015). Assemblage thinking means considering 

multiple components that can be in different but interrelated scales (micro, meso and macro), 

and rejecting a simplistic sequence of understanding (Kamalipour & Peimani, 2015). Dovey 

(2009) applies the theory of assemblage in theorising the concept of place and states that 

place ‘is an assemblage of spatial practices but also of meanings; more than locations or site 

it is also distinguished by intensity of experience’ (p. 24). Comparing assemblage thinking 

with Lefebvre’s socio-spatial dialectic, Farias (2016) says, ‘the ontological use of the notion 
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of assemblage in current urban theory is an invitation to think not against, but beyond the 

Lefebvrian matrix in order to radically “reimagine the urban”.’ (p. 45) 

The approach of assemblage theory informs the multiple aspects addressed by this research: 

exploring lived experiences of everyday encounters and the implications in policy and 

practice. It requires fluidity in moving between different scopes and scales (Kamalipour & 

Peimani, 2015), and raises the importance of wider political, economic and societal 

considerations in understanding the lived, perceived and conceived aspects. 

2.2.3 The space-place conception 

One of the approaches in conceptualising the space-place is the idea that considers ‘space’ as 

a general and abstract construct that can become a ‘place’ through actions and experiences 

(Canter, 1977; Relph, 1976). Like Lefebvre, Canter (1977) suggests a triad to explain the 

production of place. In Canter’s theory, place is a construct that is shaped through the 

interaction of three constituents: the ‘space’ (material and spatial), the engagment of 

inidividuals with the space as ‘behaviours and activities’, and ‘conceptions’ as the meanings 

and values produced through experiencing and utilizing spaces. Relph (1976) also suggests a 

similar model for explaning the three elements of place identity, but uses ‘meaning’ instead 

of ‘conception’. Relph’s model considers the ‘place indentity’ as a quality of a location 

which has a distinctive (often positive) meaning , while Canter suggests that his model of 

place can be used as an analytic frame that looks into three interrepated processes, and 

considers space (physical setting) as a container for behaviour.  

Another approach is to consider space and place in a fluid and dynamic relationship. 

Conceptualising the ‘space’ as a fluid construct is most evident among the key theorists of 

everyday such as de Carteau (1984) and Bourdieu (1977) and later in Massey’s (2005) work. 

In particular, these theories provide a useful account for understanding the relationship and 

interaction of space, body and culture (I return to the concept of culture later in this review) 

(Low, 1996, 2000). However, they use different approaches to the understanding of space 

and everyday socio-spatial practices. Bourdieu (1977, 1984) looks at the structure and order 

of everyday socio-spatial practices and the production of social space through the conscious 

and spontaneous spatial behaviours that are informed by certain expectations and 

dispositions. He uses the word ‘habitus’ to define the everyday habitual spatial practices that 

shape cultural meanings and social structure. Bourdieu argues that spaces and places are 

inhabited and produced through ‘internalised structures, common schemes of perception, 

conception, and action’ (Levin, 2015, p.34). De Certeau (1984) talks about ‘tactics’ and 
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‘strategies’ in everyday socio-spatial practices. De Certeau argues that individuals use 

different tactics and strategies in their everyday socio-spatial practices and these practices 

are free and active compared to Bourdieu’s explanation of ‘habitus’. In de Certeau’s (1984) 

explanation, a place (lieu) is the order of elements in relationships to each other that 

indicates stability, while space is the composition of mobility, direction, pace and time. It is 

movement within and in between locations that transforms the place into space. So ‘there are 

as many spaces as there are distinct spatial practices’ (Certeau, 1984, p. 117). These theories 

provide multiple accounts on the expressions of cultural capital through the physical and 

symbolic embodiment of space which are deeply entrenched in habits, tactics, choices and 

perceptions of everyday socio-spatial practices. In this thesis I seek to explore the 

implications of these socio-spatial practices in relation to dynamics of living with difference 

in public spaces; and to understand how habits and tactics in using spaces shape and are 

shaped by perceptions of self, others and the environment. 

Massey (2005) emphasises on looking at relationships and interactions of bodies with 

spaces, meanings, memories, materialities and temporalities in shaping the ‘event of place’:  

‘If space is rather a simultaneity of stories-so-far, then places are collections of those stories, 

articulations within the wider power-geometries of space. Their character will be a product 

of these intersections within that wider setting, and of what is made of them’ (Massey, 2005, 

p. 130)  

Space in Massey’s reading is about the multiplicities of open-ended processes and 

trajectories of material and spatial practices, while place is considered ‘as integrations of 

space and time; as spatio-temporal events’ (Massey, 2005, p. 130). The debate considering 

space as an un-finished and un-bounded construct arose from the criticism of the limitation 

of the concept of place as bounded and limited to the extent of the local (for example home 

or neighbourhood). By referring to place as ‘space that has been given meaning through 

personal, group and cultural processes’ (Altman & Low, 1992, p. 4), we can think that any 

space which is prone to inhabitation and use can be a place. Lofland (1998) states that any 

interaction (embodied, symbolic or imagined) with space has a meaning and sentiment 

associated with it. With this understanding it is possible to consider that both place and 

space are unbounded, multiple and relational with possibilities of multiple meanings. In this 

context, the difference between space and place is only about time in interaction with space. 

In considering the space-time-place relationship, place is ‘no more (and no less)’ than here 

and now and the moment of encounter with space (Massey, 2005, p. 141).  
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The implication of this way of heterogeneous and relational thinking about space has 

recently been encouraged in pedagogy and the practice of place shaping by some scholars 

who try to integrate theory, research and practice. I refer to the recent publication of 

Tornaghi and Knierbein (2014), who advocate a relational perspective in the analysis of 

public space, suggesting a rethinking in the ‘ontology’ (the understanding of the nature of a 

social reality), and the ‘epistemology’ (the ways to know about the social reality) of public 

space. They build on the work of Lefebvre (1991) and other theories in cultural studies in 

human geography that have attempted to embrace the dynamics of cultural practices, 

individual and collective experiences in relation to space and spatiality. The ontological 

position in relational perspective approaches public space beyond a ‘material surface’ and 

puts change at the centre of this understanding, ‘towards a dynamic idea of ever changing 

public life and lived spaces in the city’ (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 2014, p. 15). It also focuses 

on the emotional and experiential aspects of everyday life that are shaped by public spaces 

and re-shape public spaces through spatial practices and modes of occupation and 

inhabitation. The multiplicity of the ontology of public space in relational thinking indicates 

a multiple and mixed approach in epistemology of public space (Tornaghi & Knierbein, 

2014). It implies studying the lived experience of public space through multiple 

epistemologies that cross and go beyond disciplines (that is, sociology, geography, urban 

design, planning and landscape architecture) (Khan et al., 2014; Tornaghi & Knierbein, 

2014). In other words, it suggests bringing together different areas of knowledge and 

integrating them to be able to analyse public spaces and to study encounters with people and 

places in connection with experiential, spatio-temporal, socio-economic and political 

contexts.  

Reviewing the different concepts and approaches to space and place is useful because it 

addresses the focus of this research in different ways. Firstly, considering a space as an 

unfinished process (Massey, 2005) helps to consider the user as an agent who can shape and 

reshape space by embodying and interacting with the spatial, material and temporal 

dimensions of space. Secondly, the relational perspective is highly relevant in exploring the 

lived experience of public space in relation to its spatial and material qualities. A relational 

analysis tries to cross between different dimensions, and to understand the spaces by 

exploring experiences and dialectics. It also helps to link between the three dimensions of 

Lefebvre’s (1991) lived-perceived-conceived triad. Relational thinking also acknowledges 

the diversity of experiences of people and places. It is similar to assemblage in incorporating 

micro and macro, whole and parts, and different elements of human, non-human, networks, 

material and spatial, but it offers a more practical and tangible way of approaching space and 

social processes (in this research urban public open space and intercultural encounter).  
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2.3 Public space: definitions and debates 

Madanipour (1996) argues that public place is an abstract and contested concept within 

different areas of knowledge, that is, in geography, sociology and urban design. He explains 

that the dilemma of defining the conceptual territories of public place is due in part to the 

way that different approaches give priority to its interrelated aspects, whether social, 

cultural, spatial, temporal, economic or political. There is a consensus that public spaces are 

windows into urban cultures and ways of shared living, as well as a manifestation of the 

social, political and economic changes in cities (Madanipour, Knierbein, & Degros, 2013). 

In the following subsections, I discuss the definitions and typologies of public spaces (2.3.1) 

then move on to review current debates on the social role of public spaces (2.3.2).  

2.3.1 Definitions and typologies of public space 

Public space is a contested, multidimensional and multi-scalar concept. ‘From the physical 

small scale of a street, plaza and park, to the neighbourhood, city and country, as well as the 

media, World Wide Web, the local and national governments and even international 

governing bodies’ (Mehta, 2014, p. 53). The notion of ‘public’ indicates the subjects or 

objects that concerns or can affect and benefit everyone (Parkinson, 2013). The concept of 

‘public’ also has a binary meaning, opposed to ‘private’ or parochial, which concerns 

individuals. Among urban design scholars, a common definition of public space is a space 

which is open to everyone and managed by authorities as representatives of the state and the 

society (Madanipour, 2013). Public spaces are ‘publicly accessible places where people go 

for group or individual activities’ (Carr et al., 1992, p. 50). In sociology the debates are more 

focused on social processes and dynamics in public spaces and in geography and political 

studies, scholars shape their debates around societal matters and power relations. Their 

understandings of public space are plural and incorporate social, political and cultural 

concerns. Watson (2006) says: 

‘Public space can be material and lived, or symbolic and imagined, though the boundaries 

between the two are by no means clear. Subjectivities are produced symbolically, 

discursively and materially through a network of power relations and practices articulated in 

space complex and shifting ways.’ (Watson, 2006, p. 20) 

Concepts such as ‘public realm’ and ‘public sphere’ are other notions related to public space, 

sometimes used interchangeably. Political theorists suggest that ‘public sphere’ is about the 

democratic and political negotiations of public affairs in cities (Habermas, 1991; Arendt, 
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1958). The ‘Public sphere’ is an arena for dialogue and debates among citizens. It is a 

normative concept that places value in public life as a form of democratic practice in cities. 

If we consider public space as the material and spatial context in which there is an 

opportunity for dialogue, then according to Habermas (1991) public space can be public 

sphere but, these concepts don’t always overlap in their meaning. ‘Public realm’ is another 

term that has been used in the literature, usually when the social and political aspects of 

public space is under discussion; it is also a term more used in practice than academia. 

Carmona et al. (2003) discuss the function of the public realm for social interaction, political 

engagement and social learning. Public realm is ‘a regio incognita: land of strangers’ or the 

‘urban public space’ which ‘not only has a geography, it has a history, a culture (behavioural 

norms, aesthetic values, preferred pleasures), and a complex web of interrelationships’ 

(Lofland, 1998, p. 1). It is where strangers meet and interact, ‘a theatre of public life — a 

teatro mundi’ (Sennett, 1990). Some scholars state that public spaces are where diverse city 

dwellers come together and interact (Iveson, 2007; Young, 1990; Jacobs, 1961). This stage 

of togetherness can sometimes be ‘ludic’ as well (Stevens, 2007). The understandings of 

‘public sphere’ and ‘public realm’ don’t necessarily imply spatiality and material aspects 

but, they are often used to emphasis on the social and democratic (political) aspects of public 

spaces. Both can be manifested within the spatiality of public space. Low (2015) argues that 

critiquing the relationships of public realm, public sphere and public space is important to 

understand public space as a setting for socio-political practices.  

According to Mehta (2014), there are four aspects that distinguish public space: access, 

ownership, control and use. ‘Public space is traditionally differentiated from private space in 

terms of the rules of access, the source and nature of control over entry to a space, individual 

and collective behaviour sanctioned in specific spaces, and rules of use. … public space, 

while far from free of regulation, is generally conceived as open to greater or lesser public 

participation’ (Low & Smith, 2006, p. 4).  

There are different ranges of classification of types of public spaces according to their 

functions, forms, socio-cultural and political-economy aspects (Carmona, 2010a). In terms 

of the inside-outside binary, public spaces are: ‘external’ (open): any land that is publicly 

accessible outside of buildings (for example streets, parks, and squares); and ‘internal’: 

indoor spaces accessible for all (for example libraries, airports, and museums) (Carmona et 

al., 2003). The most common categorisation is based on the morphology (design) and 

function of public spaces. Carr et al. (1992) introduces 11 types of public spaces: ‘(1) Public 

parks (2) Square and plazas (3) Memorials (4) Markets (5) Streets (6) Playgrounds (7) 

Community open spaces (8) Greenways and parkways (9) Atrium/indoor marketplaces (10) 
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Found spaces/everyday spaces (11) Waterfronts’ (p.79). This classification mostly interests 

fields of design, policy and management (see Chapter 5 on critiques of policy). Carmona 

(2010) provides a comprehensive review of the typologies of public spaces based on 

different approaches and the critiques of public space. He argues that an inclusive typology 

should consider ‘aspects of function, perception and ownership (from design, socio-cultural 

and political-economy perspectives)’ and management (Carmona, 2010a, p. 171). Later, in 

reviewing the intercultural (social) dynamics of public spaces (section 2.6), I discuss other 

typologies that are based on spaces of encounter which are comparable to the socio-cultural 

typologies of public space in Carmona’s (2010) study.  

This research limits its focus to ‘urban public open spaces’ which, according to the 

definitions adopted, are considered to be outdoor, open and accessible to all, but it also 

acknowledges that public spaces are more than ‘the spaces between buildings’; they also 

comprise the ‘objects and artefacts therein’ and form the boundaries between public and 

private (Mehta, 2014, p. 54). It also considers that to engage productively with the debates of 

public space and meanings of public life, it is important to position our understanding of the 

urban public open space as what Lofland (1998) calls a ‘relational web’ of people, places 

and connections. I return to the concept of a ‘relational web’ in reviewing the existing 

literature on social interactions in public spaces (section 2.5.4). Before this discussion, it is 

essential to have an overview of relevant theories that portray the social aspect of public 

spaces.  

2.3.2 Current debates regarding the social role of public space  

The increase in the globalisation and commercialisation of urban environments has raised 

concerns among urbanists over the social and public life of contemporary public spaces. 

Their accounts of the social role of public spaces fall between two themes: ‘loss’ and ‘hope’ 

(Aelbrecht, 2016). The debates about a ‘threat to’ or ‘a retreat from’ the normative meanings 

of public space as open, inclusive, and as an arena for interaction with strangers, gained 

momentum from the middle to the end of the twentieth century. Sennett (1977) and 

Oldenburg (1999) argue that public spaces have become less stimulating for social 

interaction and that public life has retreated to the parochial and private realm. Other early 

critics of the ‘loss of public life’ have associated it with the design and planning trends of 

large-scale developments, ‘mass culture’, and loss of attachment to places (Carmona et al., 

2003). Relph (1976) points to the effects of ‘placelessness’ and loss of meaning and 

significance, criticising the homogeneity and standardisation of early modern urbanism and 
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the increasing urban sprawl and physical defragmentation of cities, which have had negative 

impacts on the vitality of the public realm (Banerjee, 2001; Arefi, 1999; Jacobs, 1961).  

The development of privately-owned and managed public spaces (for example shopping 

malls) that are open (sometimes within a time limit) for access and use by the public at large 

have blurred the boundaries in terms of how people move between spaces, how they access 

activities and encounter other people (Madanipour, 2003). Some scholars point to the rise in 

the privatisation of public space for reasons such as maintenance, control and security, and 

the implications of this in terms of social relations in contemporary public spaces (Crawford, 

1992; Sorkin, 1992). Others reflect on issues of accessibility, ‘the right to space’ and equity 

with regards to minority groups in society, and criticize the exclusionary practice of control 

and regulation of behaviour in public spaces (Iveson, 2007; Madanipour, 2007b; Mitchell, 

2003). Some attribute these issues to fear of the ‘other’, ‘be they the poor, migrants, young 

people or terrorists’ (Low & Iveson, 2015, p. 13) and the planning and management action 

for securitisation and ‘militarisation’ (the increased use of surveillance) in public spaces 

(Minton, 2009; Bauman, 1999; Zukin, 1998a).  

Koch and Latham (2012b) suggest that the current debates on the decline of public life in 

contemporary public spaces can be categorised in three themes of ‘exclusion, encroachment 

and claim making’ (p.515). They argue that these accounts are partial, and to some extent 

‘repetitive’ and ‘predictable’. In their analysis of the social life in a small market space in 

London, they attempt to portray a narrative of hope for sociality in public spaces, by 

advocating more pragmatic and situated understanding of three simultaneous processes of 

material affordances, inhabitation and atmosphere. 

The first of these three processes is the assemblage of ‘material configurations’ which enable 

different forms of activities and ways of inhabiting. ‘Public space, as a context for action, is 

made of constructed surfaces, arranged objects, architectures, demarcations, infrastructures, 

hard and soft technologies, amenities and provisions, aesthetic devices and shared material 

practices’ (Koch & Latham, 2012b, p. 522). The second process addresses the way that these 

material configurations are inhabited and lived in, with particular attention paid to the 

temporality of different modes of occupation of public spaces and continuity of ‘corporeal 

practices and embodied routines’ (Low, 2015, p. 159). In other words, ways of being in 

space and using it. The third process deals with the ‘relational intensities’: emotions, feelings 

and memories. Koch and Latham (2012b) point to the importance of understanding the 

diversity of the experience of public spaces. ‘Public spaces can be experienced as crowded, 

empty, lively, mundane, slow, fast, quiet, dangerous, inviting and so on’ (p. 522). Different 
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perceptions and valuations of space can influence the kinds of interaction and exchanges that 

people have with people and places.   

Some public space scholars don’t necessarily interpret the recent changes in public spaces as 

a decline of social life in public spaces. Instead, they offer a counter narrative of possibilities 

of new forms of encounters and socialisation that are more embedded in experiences of 

everyday public spaces compared to the classic perception of public space (Habermas, 1991; 

Sennett, 1977; Arendt, 1958). Studies by Whyte (1980) (social life of small public spaces), 

Gehl (1971) (life between buildings) and Shaftoe (2008) (convivial public spaces) all aim to 

portray the possibilities of sociality in the current conditions of public spaces. I return to the 

contribution of these scholars to the study of social interactions in public spaces in section 

2.5, and to the body of literature that depicts the convivial aspect of public spaces from an 

intercultural perspective in section 2.6. In discussing the debates on the decline of public 

spaces, it is important not to romanticize the role of public space in its normative and ideal 

condition. Massey (2005) suggests that most debates on the decline of the public realm are 

driven by a nostalgic perspective of public life in the Greek agora and Italian Piazza, failing 

to recognize that mobility and globalisation offer opportunities to practice other ways of 

publicness. Related to the discussion of the relational perspective of the publicness and the 

fluidity of the concept of space, Massey (2005) suggests three propositions that are relevant 

for rethinking the social role of public spaces: firstly to consider public space as a ‘product 

of interrelations; as constituted through interaction’ (p.9); secondly to understand that public 

space is an arena for the possibility of coexistence of differences; and thirdly that the 

production of public space is a continuous and open ended process. In studying the social 

role of public spaces through the lens of ‘everyday’, it is important to consider the 

intersections and expressions of ‘tactics’, ‘strategies’ (de Certeau, 1984) and ‘habits’ 

(Bourdieu 1977, 1984) in the everyday spatial practices. These theories provide a basis for 

exploring the spatialisation of these everyday practices and their meanings not only in 

relation to social but also cultural and political aspects of public spaces. However, as Low 

(1996) argues one can hardly derive applicable research strategies from these theories in 

order to study the social and spatial aspects of public space use and experiences. In this 

research, I address this issue by looking at environment-behaviour theories that offer useful 

concepts for the empirical analysis of spatial behaviours.  
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2.4 How theories of environmental psychology inform this 

research? 

The focus of this research requires an investigation into the relationship between public 

space, activities and social relations. One body of research which is significantly focused on 

the relationship between people and place is environmental psychology. Environmental 

psychology ‘applies social science methods and theories to real-world questions about 

human experience in everyday physical environment’ (Nasar, 2011, p. 162). The core idea 

underpinning this area of knowledge is that environment impacts on behaviour, a cause-

effect relationship. However, the understanding of the level of causality varies among 

different schools of thought in studies on environment-behaviour. Michelson (2011) and 

Lang (1987) mention three approaches in thinking about the extent of this interrelation: 

‘determinism’,  ‘probabilism’ and ‘possibilism’. The environmental determinism approach 

assumed that ‘the physical environment has a determining influence on human behaviour’ 

(Carmona et al., 2003, p. 106). This approach started among The Chicago School 

sociologists who adopted the idea of ‘human ecology’, emphasising a deterministic 

environmental impact for example climate on human evolution and behaviour (Michelson, 

2011). This approach faced a number of criticisms, including lack of attention to cultural 

differences in similar environmental contexts (Dempsey, 2009). Early modern urban 

theorists such as Le Corbusier (the city is a machine), Howard (the garden city) were 

criticised for not reflecting on social and cultural elements in their visions of the city 

(Jacobs, 1961).  

The probabilistic approach claims that specific activities are more likely in environments 

with specific parameters (Michelson, 2011), and that a change in the design of the 

environment causes a change in the behaviour within it (Carmona et al., 2003). The third 

approach, possibilism, considers a lower level of causality in the environment and behaviour 

relationship, where ‘the environmental context creates the conditions under which certain 

kinds of behaviour or interaction become physically possible’ (Michelson, 2011, p. 127). 

Current studies in environmental psychology shift between possibilism and probabilism in 

interpreting the influence of the environment. Dempsey (2009), by contrast, argues that 

although there is a consensus on the theoretical and ethical shortcomings of environmental 

determinism, it still has an underlying influence on practice and policy in the built 

environment. I return to this topic in Chapter 5 when discussing policy approaches 

concerning this research. 
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This study draws on the works of theorists who have made significant contributions to 

developing understanding of social, interpersonal and perceptual dimensions in the field of 

environmental psychology: Barker (1987) behaviour setting; Hall (1966, 1973) proxemics; 

Rapoport (1977) culture and environment; Gibson (1986) affordance; Whyte (1980) 

sociality in public spaces; and Appleyard (1976, 1979) action, perception and pluralistic 

view of the city. These studies describe how physical form is perceived, interpreted and used 

as well as how the design and function of space can affect behaviour. The implications of 

these theories in relation to this review are discussed in different sections of this chapter. 

Two key theories that have particularly informed this research in relation to our 

understanding of the influence of the environment on activities (Objective 1) and social 

behaviours (Objective 2) from an environmental psychology perspective are the concepts of 

‘affordances’ (Gibson, 1986) and ‘behaviour setting’ (Barker, 1987).  

Affordances theory, which originates in an ecological approach to behaviour-environment 

studies, argues that people identify possibilities for their activities in the environment by 

recognising the properties in the environment or objects that are objectively and subjectively 

significant as opportunities for action (Heft, 2007; Gibson, 1986). The role of the actor and 

the process of recognition of the affordances are both important. Lang (1987) builds on this 

concept in environmental design and states that affordances can also stimulate meanings and 

aesthetic experiences of the built environment. Exploring environmental affordances can 

also help in understanding assessments and preferences of the built and natural environment 

(Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). Chen (1993) applies the concept of affordances in distinguishing 

between the ‘potential’ and ‘effective’ environment, saying that the potential environment 

only becomes effective when the affordances are perceived and used. In the built 

environment theory, the affordance concept communicates a socio-spatial logic since it 

includes spatiality (affordances of the environment) and the social aspect which describes 

the perceiver-actor who experiences the affordances. From a design perspective, this 

distinction helps to acknowledge the difference between the ‘imagined affordances’ as 

imagined by urban planners and designers, and ‘lived affordances’, as actualised and 

experienced by various people that interact with the environment. 

‘Behaviour setting’ is another useful concept introduced by Barker (1968, 1987). A 

behaviour setting is an ecological unit consisting of three parts: a physical setting, a pattern 

of behaviour and a consistent relationship between them. The environmental affordances of 

a setting foster the functionality of a behaviour setting (Ward Thompson, 2013). 

Temporality is an important aspect of this concept since continuity and regularity are part of 

the definition of a behaviour setting. Nasar (2011) explains that ‘these standing patterns of 
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behaviour arise from the socio-physical and time characteristics of settings’ (p. 169). 

Scholars who have adopted this term in their studies apply different considerations in terms 

of the scale of a behaviour setting. In considering public spaces as behaviour settings for 

social interaction, the studies of Whyte (1980), Gehl (1971) and Mehta (2009, 2014; 2010) 

are examples of the application of the concept in studying the social dimension of public 

spaces. This concept offers a useful frame for analysing design aspects in relation to 

activities and behaviours in multiple scales. The methodological implications of the concept 

are also discussed in Chapter 3.  

2.5 (Super) diversity and experiences of landscape  

I have said that the experience of space is multiple and relational, and that the study of 

behaviour and the ways in which spaces are used helps to explore the multiplicity of 

experiences in relation to spatial and material configurations. Here, I draw on the studies that 

focus on the experience of open and green public spaces with regards to the dimension of 

diversity focusing on migration and ethnicity themes.  

Kloek et al. (2013) classify the existing research on green space and migration under three 

main themes: ‘recreational use of green space, perceptions of green space and societal 

aspects of immigrant and green space’ (p.119). Another review of research into outdoor 

recreation and ethnicity across Europe introduces four key focus areas: ‘(1) ethnic 

minorities’ use of green space, (2) social interaction and social cohesion through outdoor 

recreation, (3) ethnic minorities’ access to green spaces and (4) management implications of 

ethnic differences in outdoor recreation patterns’ (Gentin, 2011, p. 155). These reviews 

highlight some similarities across the various studies. Firstly, migrants and ethnic 

populations have different patterns of use, preferences and perceptions compared to the 

majority white (native or host) populations (the details of these differences are briefly 

discussed later in section 2.5.2). Secondly, that migrant and ethnic minority groups are 

under-represented in terms of visitor numbers using natural landscapes (particularly rural). 

This result is in line with studies in North America on outdoor leisure and ethnicity (Lanfer 

& Taylor, 2006; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995) as well as similar studies in Australia and New 

Zealand on migration contexts and the use of parks (Byrne & Goodall, 2013; Velden & 

Reeves, 2010). However, they offer different explanations regarding the factors that 

influence use, perception and preference of different groups. Kloek et al. (2013) offer some 

explanations regarding this inconsistency in identifying the factors.  
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Firstly, there are differences in research traditions (empirically and conceptually) in different 

countries. For instance, in the UK there is a greater focus on the relational and embodied 

experience of the landscape, whereas in Germany more emphasis is given to ‘normative and 

cognitive aspects’ (Kloek et al., 2013, p. 132). In the United States, the focus is more on 

ideas of marginality and social justice (Gentin, 2011). Secondly, there are differences in the 

ethnic groups under study, reflecting the diversity and quantity of migrant populations in 

different contexts which also relate to the scale and scope of research projects. Some studies 

focus on small-scale fieldwork investigating limited groups of ethnicities or migrants. Others 

include a larger and more diverse sampling size at national, regional and sometimes an 

international scale. Certainly, the ways that studies conceptualise ethnocultural diversity 

influence their interpretations.  

2.5.1 Conceptualisations of (super) diversity: re-reading ethnicity and culture 

Reporting of ethnicity with regard to fixed characteristics (like the birthplace of parents) are 

a common way of identifying ethnocultural diversity in majority of the studies, but may not 

adequately reflect transnational identities, reducing the nuances and depth of results 

(O’Brien et al., 2017; Kloek et al., 2013; Rishbeth, 2004). Olwig (2013) argues that diversity 

is a relative notion. It is important to be precise about what marks diversity. In the UK some 

surveys, for example national census, include questions which allow the ‘subjective 

experience of ethnicity by the individuals’ to be expressed to some extent (Kloek et al., 

2013, p. 119). In reporting surveys and providing an overview of their findings, BME (Black 

and Minority Ethnic) and BAME (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) are the most common 

categories in marking diversity.  

Some scholars have criticised the fixed categorisation of ethnicity and have attempted to 

rethink these categorisations, aiming to move away from an essentialist perspective (Cantle, 

2012; Vertovec, 2007; Parekh, 2000). Indeed, the recent studies which have adopted a more 

pluralistic approach to diversity have made significant contributions in capturing the social 

and spatial complexities associated with increasing diversity in urban environments. 

Vertovec (2007) coined the term ‘super-diversity’ to reflect the complexities of old and new 

diversities in contemporary Britain (and elsewhere) in terms of countries of origin, 

languages, religions, migration channels and immigration statuses, gender, age and 

settlement localities (Meissner & Vertovec, 2014; Vertovec, 2007). The theoretical impact 

of super-diversity is mostly evident in sociological research on diversity in urban 

environment (Neal et al., 2015; Wessendorf, 2014; Dirksmeier, Helbrecht, & Mackrodt, 

2014; Knowles, 2013; Berg & Sigona, 2013; Valentine, 2013; Harris, 2009), with less 
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recognition in urban and landscape planning and design (later discussed in section 2.7). 

Some scholars have indicated that it is timely and relevant because it highlights the 

importance of reflecting on the intricacies of diversity in the use and experience of public 

spaces in super-diverse contexts, and that it can give a critical frame within which current 

understanding of diversity in urban planning and design can be evaluated (Rishbeth, Ganji, 

& Vodicka, 2017). Kloek et al. (2013) suggest the concept of ‘identity-in-context’ in 

studying the experience of landscape, as providing a theoretical approach that allows greater 

openness in the understanding of diversity and ethnic identity as multiple, fluid, dynamic 

and context-dependant constructs (Cantle, 2012).  

2.5.1.1 Culture  

 ‘No idea is as fundamental to an anthropological understanding of social life as the concept 

of culture’ (Bauman, 1996, p. 9).  

Culture and community are key notions in scholarship and public discourse on ethnicity 

(Bauman, 1996). A broad definition of culture is that it is ‘the man-made part of the human 

environment’ (Altman & Chemers, 1984, p. 3). It is not ‘a real thing, but an abstract and 

purely analytical notion. It does not cause behaviour but summarizes an abstraction from it, 

and is thus neither normative nor predictive’ (Bauman, 1996, p. 11). Bauman argues that in 

ethnographic studies, the concepts of ‘culture’, ‘ethnicity’ and ‘community’ have been used 

in close association, particularly with regards to ethnic minorities, considering that they have 

some overlap in terms of their meanings, but this has resulted in a ‘reified’ understanding of 

culture. In environmental psychology and study of the relationship between culture and 

environment, Altman and Chemers (1984) suggest that culture relates to cognitions, feelings, 

values, norms and behaviours of a group or community, and that there is a consensus in the 

way it is practised and shared. Cultural values are ‘the shared meanings associated with 

people’s lives, environments and actions that draw upon cultural affiliation and living 

together’ (Low, Taplin, & Scheld, 2009, p. 15). Cultural values also inform the lifestyles, 

and lifestyles shape the ‘activity systems’, the particular patterns of activities of the people 

of similar culture (Rapoport, 1977).  

While most people acknowledge the importance of individual values and personalities, there 

is a broad perception that those who share the same cultural values tend to perceive and 

interact with their environment in relatively similar ways (Altman & Chemers, 1984). 

Processes of migration and globalisation contribute to blurring the distinctiveness of these 

cultural practices. One should acknowledge that ‘cultural values are not necessarily 
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definable attributes that can be measured or codified, but they must be understood as 

negotiated, fluid and context-dependent’ (Low et al. 2009, p.15). An understanding of 

cultural values can help in investigating preferences in relation to the use of public spaces 

and how people relate to places emotionally, symbolically, and socially.   

2.5.2 Ethnicity, culture and use of outdoor environments  

Experiences of public spaces and patterns of use differ according to needs, physical abilities, 

gender, life-cycles, culture, preferences, memories, norms, values and socio-economic status 

(Parekh, 2000; Rapoport, 1977). Through these differences, social, emotional, cultural and 

political meanings are produced (Iveson, 2008; Low & Smith, 2006; Floyd, 1998; Carr et al., 

1992). A valuable body of research is dedicated to exploring similarities and differences in 

patterns of leisure and recreation activities in urban green spaces among different socio-

demographic and ethnocultural groups (Baran et al., 2014; Keshavarz, 2013; Peters, Elands, 

& Buijs, 2010; Jay & Schraml, 2009; Low, Taplin, & Scheld, 2009; Rishbeth, 2001; 

Woolley & Amin, 1999; Madge, 1997; Burgess, Harrison, & Limb, 1988). There are fewer 

studies focusing on use and activities among diverse groups in other types of public spaces, 

such as streets, markets, plazas and other everyday spaces (Reichl, 2016; Lesan, 2015; 

Ehrenfeucht & Loukaitou-Sideris, 2010; Noussia & Lyons, 2009; Low, 2000). Another 

spectrum of significant studies (mostly ethnographic) explore the aspects of everyday use 

and experiences of urban environments and social relations, later discussed in section 2.7.  

The following paragraphs comprise a comparative discussion of existing knowledge, mostly 

within the European context, about patterns of outdoor activities and behaviour, focusing on 

types of leisure activities, social grouping, age, gender and ethnicity. Comparison across 

international studies (between Northern American and European) on the relationship of 

spatial context and use of public spaces has particular challenges given the differences 

between American and European urban and natural environments (Roe, Aspinall, & 

Thompson, 2016), demographic and political differences. So, a reflective approach is 

applied to the discussion of the similarities and differences at an international level in terms 

of social, spatial and physical context. I provide a synthesis of the studies of patterns of 

outdoor activities and behaviour in terms of three themes in the following subsections.  

2.5.2.1 Ethnocultural difference and group size 

A shared finding across the majority of studies was that migrants and ethnic minority groups 

more commonly use natural and green spaces for social purposes; and that they are more 
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likely to visit these spaces in groups (Peters, 2010; Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010; Jay & 

Schraml, 2009; Finney & Rishbeth, 2006). In a mixed-method study in the Netherlands by 

Peters et al. (2010), evidence indicated that barbequeing and food-related activities were 

popular among Turks and Moroccans compared to native Dutch users. Jay and Schraml 

(2009) applied quantitative and GIS methods to compare Turkish, Russian-German and 

Balkan users in Germany, and concluded that activities such as barbequeing were more 

common among Turks, whereas Russian-Germans and Balkans tended to travel further out 

of the cities for hiking and fruit picking in smaller groups. This result is consistent with a 

comparative study in the US, the Netherlands, Poland and Germany (Stodolska, Peters, & 

Horolets, 2016). Studies of cultural differences and the use of parks in the US have said that 

Hispanic communities often used parks for gathering with their families (Loukaitou-Sideris, 

1995) and that the patterns of use by Blacks, Asians and Latino's was for bigger groups and 

for social-leisure activities compared to Caucasians and white users, who often used space 

individually or in smaller groups (Gobster, 2002). Some scholars state that these differences 

are due to the prevalence of a family-oriented culture among non-Western ethnicities 

compared to the solitary use of green spaces as a manifestation of a European or Western 

European lifestyle (Kloek et al., 2013; Jay & Schraml, 2009). Byrne and Goodhall’s (2013) 

study of recent migrants and national parks in Australia points to the production of cultural 

and social meanings through picnicking in parks among Vietnamese and Arab migrants. 

They explain how the practices of shared leisure among homogenous migrant groups are 

important for creating a familiar sensory experience: ‘a sensory environment (sensorium) 

was created that enveloped the participants. Its elements included the smell and taste of food 

from ‘home’, the sound of music from ‘home’, the sounds of familiar language, and the sight 

of people of familiar facial features’ (Byrne & Goodall, 2013, p. 65). I return to the 

significance of experience of landscape in terms of attachment and belonging later, in 

section 2.6.4.  

A study by CABE (2010) showed that users of South Asian origin had a higher tendency to 

participate in physical activities compared to white British users, who indicated that they 

usually visited parks for sedentary and relaxation purposes. In the US study, African-

Americans were more involved in sports as social and relaxing activities (Gobster, 2002; 

Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995). A few pieces of evidence of migrants’ use of green spaces for 

spiritual purposes shows the range of activities and purposes of using landscapes. Practices 

of meditation among Vietnamese and Thai Buddhists and prayer by male Arab Muslims in 

parks in Sydney are evidence of some of these activities (Byrne & Goodall, 2013). The 

intersection of ethnicity with gender and age aspects offers greater detail in describing 

patterns. 
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2.5.2.2 Gender differences 

A number of studies addressed gender differences in the use of green spaces. Loukaitou-

Sideris’s (1995) study showed that male park users were, in general, more likely to use the 

sports facilities, while it was more common for women to spend time in playgrounds 

(presumably because of the responsibilities for looking after children). Jay and Schraml 

(2009) also found that activities like football were significant for Turkish men. In terms of 

social grouping, women’s use of parks and other green spaces were usually in family groups 

(Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010; CABE, 2010; Jay & Schraml, 2009). Jay and Schraml (2009) 

particularly indicated that there were fewer leisure opportunities for Muslim women in using 

urban forests in Freiburg (Germany) because of religious gender-based limitations. Another 

study focusing on neighbourhoods and urban parks in Birmingham (UK) found that 

women’s use of parks and playgrounds was high, and that these spaces were their favoured 

social locations for in-group mingling (Gilmore, 2017; Keshavarz, 2013). This difference 

may relate to the mobility patterns and distance from home amongst women from ethnic 

minorities. These underlying factors are discussed later in this section.  

2.5.2.3 Age differences  

A few studies have focused on the age differences within different ethnocultural groups. 

Seeland et al. (2009) compared age and cultural differences in parks and playgrounds in 

Switzerland and found that younger users were more involved in sports and the active use of 

parks, whilst as the park users’ age increased, socialising became more important. The 

Pakistani teenage participants in Woolley and Amin’s (1999) research said that sociality was 

an important aspect of their use of nearby parks in Sheffield: it is important to note that 

sports and the active use of parks may have social purposes. In comparing patterns of use 

and activities in relation to age differences, there have been studies which indicate that 

material, spatial and functional affordances of different spaces within a park have influenced 

frequency and the types of activities of different age groups. For example, in the study of 

cultural differences and the use of urban parks in Los Angeles, African-American youths 

showed a greater tendency to use the park in peer groups and occupy peripheral micro-

spaces in parks, such as entrances, parking lots or park edges, for socialising (Loukaitou-

Sideris, 1995). Baran et al. (2014) compared youth and adults’ use of parks and found that 

there was a significant ‘gender-specific differentiation’ in the frequency and type of use in 

different activity settings within parks. For example, they found that organised sport activity 

settings are more popular among boys (smaller children), adolescents and men compared to 

girls and women. Also, sedentary activity settings were more attractive to adults (men and 
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women) and adolescents. Playgrounds were equally attractive for boys and girls, and attract 

the most diverse population of park users (men, women, boys, girls and adolescents) (Baran 

et al., 2014, p. 758). The various intersecting characteristics of user groups (age, gender and 

ethnicity) can offer more nuanced understandings of use and activities. These intersections 

are less explored in these studies. 

2.5.3 Factors influencing recreational behaviours, access and inclusion 

The literature on diversity and the experience of outdoor spaces identifies various factors as 

motives and barriers to using outdoor spaces for recreational purposes. Some studies argue 

that gender and socio-economic aspects are relatively influential while other scholars 

suggest that ethnocultural characteristics are more determining (Kloek et al. 2013). Some 

studies build on the ‘marginality-ethnicity theory’ suggested by Washburne (1978) which 

originated from the United States. It is based on an analysis of race against socio-economic 

factors and states that difference in income and education impact on outdoor recreation 

among ethnic minority groups. Studies also draw on an ‘ethnicity theory’ which posits that 

certain cultural practices and values impact on preferences (Washburne, 1978). Later 

scholars have questioned the efficacy of these theories and suggested more investigation of 

the intersection between ethnicity, race, gender, age, and class for a deeper understanding of 

outdoor leisure activities (Floyd, 1998). These studies have rarely discussed environmental 

issues in relation to ethnocultural diversity and recreational behaviours.  

In recent years, some studies have attempted to incorporate multiple socio-cultural and 

environmental factors in their analysis. Stodolska et al. (2016) classify these elements as 

immigration-related, individual-user related and environment-related focusing on migrants. 

In their study of changes in recreational activities before and after migration, comparing 

immigrants in Poland, Netherland, Germany and the United States, they established that in 

the process of settling in host countries, migrants took three pathways with regards to their 

access to green and natural environments: ‘they ceased or decreased visitation’ (mostly 

among migrants from rural to urban environments); ‘they submitted one type of visitation 

for another’ (replacing non-urban nature with urban nature due to cost-time reasons); and 

‘they increased visitation’ (among migrants with higher socio-economic status being able to 

commute further distances’ (Stodolska, Peters, & Horolets, 2016, p. 11). They also pointed 

that these pathways change through time in processes of acculturation and adaptation 

(Stodolska, Peters, & Horolets, 2017).  
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The literature also points to factors related to accessibility and their impact on non-

participation or lack of participation in the use of green spaces. CABE (2010) reported that 

members of ethnic minority groups have less access to outdoor leisure activities because 

they characteristically live in deprived urban areas with unequal park and green space 

provision. Other studies show intersections between socio-economic factors and 

ethnocultural differences, suggesting that areas of deprivation which also have a higher 

migration flux have less access to natural resources (Abbasi, Alalouch, & Bramley, 2016). 

Roe et al. (2016) found that health and environmental inequalities among Black and 

Minority Ethnic (BME) groups in the deprived urban areas in the UK impact on their access 

to green spaces. 

Proximity impacts on access. A study undertaken in Reading, UK, used a mixture of 

observation, questionnaire and groups discussion methods to show that distance to green 

spaces was an important factor for their regular use by members of BME communities 

(Ravenscroft & Markwell, 2000). Woolley and Amin (1995, 1999) adopted a qualitative 

approach which produced similar findings, that neighbourhood parks located close to their 

home neighbourhoods were preferred and regularly used by Asian youth in Sheffield.  

It is important to note that evidence of people not using facilities do not necessarily indicate 

the absence of their wish to do so, and there are various factors that interfere with the choice 

of leisure activities and behaviour. Barriers to the use of, or access to, the open spaces can 

occasionally be associated with negative experiences. Manzo (2005) argues that paying 

attention to both positive and negative can provide a more informed and nuanced 

understanding of the range of experiences. Emotional and perceptual barriers such as 

perceived discrimination and sense of safety, and practical barriers like language 

competency, time, budget, access to private and public transport and a lack of knowledge of 

natural resources were among the factors identified as affecting non-participation (Kloek et 

al., 2013; Jay & Schraml, 2009; Rishbeth & Finney, 2006). Some evidence suggests that 

ethnic minority groups alter their preferences for park usage to avoid inter-racial tensions 

and because of fears of being attacked, for example a fear of dogs (Lanfer & Taylor, 2006; 

Madge, 1997; Woolley & Amin, 1995). There are readings indicating that some socio-

cultural and religious norms and values can affect the use of green spaces: ‘Muslim women 

may have less recreation opportunities because of rules on social and spatial separation of 

the sexes in Islam’ (Kloek et al., 2013, p. 126). Lack of cultural sensitivity and 

representation can prompt a sense of exclusion among ethnic minorities and migrants (Low 

et al., 2004).  
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This studies illustrate the multiplicity of processes that can affect behaviour. Together, these 

studies show the diversity of use and perceptions of green and natural spaces and some of 

the dynamics that can act as a barrier to use or decrease participation in recreational 

activities. Some aspects of social, psychological and embodied experiences of landscape 

have been highlighted and some indications of the subjective interpretations of landscape 

that influences behaviours and preferences have been presented. Despite the wealth and 

depth of the research with regards to patterns of use and activities and the intrinsic dynamics 

which shape the diversity of experiences and preferences, there are still elements that need 

further exploration. Our experience of place is an assemblage of interactions between 

perception, cognition and action as well as the meanings and feelings associated with them 

(Dorrian & Rose, 2003), which I discuss in the next section. 

2.5.4 Emotional and symbolic relationships with (public) spaces  

2.5.4.1 Belonging to places: memory, familiarity and transnational ties 

Exploring the dynamics of emotional connections to places and the meanings that people 

associate with different spaces can inform our interpretations of public space use and 

experiences. In this section, I draw on ‘place attachment’ literature and then, I review studies 

that explore aspects of migration and ethnocultural diversity in relation to attachment and 

belonging to people and places.  

Place attachment is about the meanings and feelings of affiliation to a place, and it is 

significant for understanding the sense of self, others and the relationships people have with 

their environment (Stephenson, 2010; Gustafson, 2001). Attachment to the environment has 

been described as a basic human need emerging through social relations. ‘The needs for 

safety, belongingness, love relations and for respect can be satisfied only by other people, 

i.e., only from outside the person. This means considerable dependence on the environment’ 

(Maslow 1968, p.34). Belonging and attachment to places can influence the sense of 

‘ontological security’ (Giddens, 1991), like the comfortable and easy sense of being at home 

in the outside world. Similar terms such as ‘place identity’ (Proshansky, 1978), ‘identity of 

place’ (Relph, 1976) have been used instead of place attachment in the literature. Although 

they have specific conceptual definitions, they sometimes have blurred boundaries and have 

been adopted interchangeably in discussions of people’s relationships to place (Stedman, 

2002).  
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Research into place attachment and identity of place in geography and anthropology has 

often taken a phenomenological approach. Scholars such as Relph (1976), Tuan (1990) and 

Massey (1994) have focused on the embodied experience of place and have described an 

active process of production of meaning and attachment that takes place through the 

embodied and multi-sensory experience of the environment. Relph (1976) says that activity 

and social relations in space is central to attachment. People attribute implicit meanings to 

the physical spaces they use for various purposes, and physical spaces that facilitate social 

relations and group identity are meaningful for them (Scannell & Gifford 2010). Massey 

(1994) suggests flexibility in thinking about meanings and attachment to places in multiple 

space-time trajectories that are more responsive to ‘the current global-local times and the 

feelings and relations they give rise to’ (p.152).  

Processes of place attachment are often at an unconscious level, and they only become 

obvious when there is a sense of loss or separation from the spaces of attachment (Hidalgo 

& Hernandez, 2001). Experiences of migration usually embody a sense of temporal and 

spatial break from multiple emotional and symbolic attachments. Stodolska et al. (2017) 

found, in a study of post-migration experiences, that new landscapes ‘reminded them [the 

migrants] that they were not at home, and fostered feelings of alienation, nostalgia, and 

longing for the familiar landscapes of home’ (p. 486). However, mobility can create 

opportunities for new forms of belonging and attachment when there are possibilities to 

connect to multiple elsewheres (Berg & Sigona, 2013). Developing bonds to new places can 

ease the post-migration ‘psychological adaptation’ (Stodolska, Peters, & Horolets, 2017). 

Amin (2002) argues that being in unfamiliar spaces allows the ‘individual to break out of 

fixed relations and fixed notions…to become different through new patterns of social 

interaction’ and ‘initiate new attachments’ (p. 970). In multicultural neighbourhoods, the 

visibility of self and various others in everyday public spaces enables familiarisation with 

the multiculture as part of a process of developing new attachments through recognition and 

interaction with difference (Rishbeth & Powell, 2013; Cattell et al., 2008). Dines et al. 

(2006) mention migrants’ length of stay and continuity of using public spaces can generate 

increasing familiarity with places.  

Sense of local place attachment is considered to be one of the key dimensions of the 

discourse of social cohesion (Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 2010; Dempsey, 2009) and 

community cohesion (Home Office, 2001b). The principal understanding of attachment 

normally manifests in positive emotions, but Armstrong (2004) argues that negative 

attachments also need to be considered as they carry significant meanings about places. A 

number of studies discuss the relationship between discrimination, feelings of exclusion and 
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lack of belonging, and the importance of positive social relations with other races and 

ethnicities in terms of a deeper sense of belonging and attachment (Peters, Elands, & Buijs, 

2010; Jay & Schraml, 2009). Some scholars emphasize the importance of everyday 

encounters in public spaces in developing a sense of attachment to people and places (Neal 

et al., 2015; Rishbeth & Powell, 2013; Reynolds, 2013; Clayton, 2009; Phillips, Davis, & 

Ratcliffe, 2007). A detailed discussion on these studies will follow in section 2.6, on 

everyday intercultural urban encounters.   

Low (1992) says that having symbolic relationships to places that are associated with 

cultural, national and ethnic identity is important for migrants in developing a sense of 

attachment, and is an important aspect of adaptation to new places (Armstrong, 2004; 

Sandercock, 2003). Rishbeth and Powell (2006; 2013) discuss the creative psychological and 

behavioural processes of shaping new attachments among first generation migrants, who 

find symbolic familiarity in remembering childhood or homeland memories through multi-

sensory experience of new landscapes. Visual characteristics, sensory aromas and flowers 

can trigger childhood or homeland memories and that can become associated with an 

emergent sense of belonging to places (Rishbeth & Powell, 2013; Lanfer & Taylor, 2006). 

Byrne and Goodhall (2013) mention that the sensory experience of a river in an Australian 

national park provided reminiscences of a river in their homeland for Vietnamese migrants, 

as if they were re-living the embodied experience in another locality. For a group of 

Lebanese men, gathering to drink tea and listen to Lebanon radio news in the park created a 

‘transnational space’ that simultaneously linked them to multiple localities (Byrne and 

Goodhall 2013). 

Building places for eating, worship and cultural representation (Husband et al., 2014) or the 

small-scale personalisation and adaptation of places by people from different ethnocultural 

backgrounds (Rishbeth and Powell, 2013) are behaviours associated with place attachment. 

These activities contribute to the creation of spaces of trans-cultural attachment and trans-

locality, where affiliations go beyond fixed and singular locations (Hou, 2013). Hall (2013) 

talks about the transcultural and intercultural aspect of the super-diverse streets of London, 

where the reshaping of spaces of consumption and economic exchange provides spaces for 

multiple belongings for those who live nearby or come from outside the city. Ehrkamp 

(2005) says that for Turkish migrants, socialising in everyday spaces of familiar culture like 

mosques and teahouses supports and maintains links to the home country and provides forms 

of ‘transnational practices and local attachments’ (p. 345). These sociospatial practices are 

mediated by and performed through embodying material and physical structures in everyday 

spaces and inform past and emerging collective memories (Bahloul, 1996). 
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Given the focus of this research on diversity of experience and activities in urban pubic open 

spaces, it is important to understand these aspects of attachment and belonging in relation to 

the patterns of use and behaviour in different localities, and to explore how material, spatial 

and temporal qualities are associated with a sense of attachment and social interaction. 

Emotional and symbolic ties to spaces can sometimes overlap with a sense of ownership and 

control and territorial behaviours. In the following section I discuss territoriality as an 

environmental behaviour which is particularly associated with social relations (Altman & 

Chemers, 1984). 

2.5.4.2 Territoriality 

Territoriality is about the spatial practice and behaviour of managing accessibility to others 

that have implications for effective psychological functioning, well-being and emotional 

relations to places (Altman & Chemers, 1984). Territoriality is about ‘control and ownership 

of a place or object on a temporary or permanent basis; that a place or object may be small 

or large; that ownership may be by a person or group; that territoriality can serve any of 

several functions, including social function (status, identity, family stability) and physical 

function [regulations of occupancy and use]’ (Altman & Chemers, 1984, p. 121). 

Territoriality and place attachment both indicate a sense of affiliation to a particular space, 

but territoriality is about control of space, sense of ownership, regulating accessibility 

(Carmona et al., 2003). Territoriality is also related to ‘people’s definition and defence of 

themselves- physically and psychologically, by the creation of bounded and often exclusive 

domains’ (Carmona et al., 2003, pp. 97–98). People from diverse cultures and ethnicity often 

exhibit different behaviour and preferences regarding managing social distances and 

territories, suggesting that proximity and territoriality are informed by cultural norms.  

Territories reflect shared meanings of inside and outside in places (Relph, 1976), and inform 

a social categorisation of others as ‘insiders’ or ‘outsiders’ (Carmona et al., 2003), 

something which can also take on a spatial manifestation. Territoriality can shape attitudes 

and behaviour towards the ‘insider’ and the ‘outsider’. It is also associated with identity-

building, both individually and collectively (Hernández-García, 2013, p. 37). Within primary 

territories (for example home, family land, and garden) the boundaries are clear, and the 

right-to-use is exclusively controlled through ownership. The focus of this research is on 

secondary and public territories parallel to semi-public and public spaces, where people have 

minimum control in terms of regulating the space (Altman & Chemers, 1984). As explained 

in the definition of public spaces (section 2.3), public territories (for example urban parks 

and squares) are assumed to be publicly accessible, and that everyone has a right to use and 
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occupy the space. However, secondary territories are ‘a blend of public availability and 

some control over their use by occupants’ (Altman & Chemers, 1984, p. 132). Cafes, 

community club or bars can be secondary territories demarcated by regularity of use and 

presence. Signs and symbols can represent the extent of territories, but spatial demarcation 

can also emerge through use and occupation. 

Neighbourhood spaces can also be secondary territories for some groups. The ways 

neighbourhoods are coded generate specific meanings and interpretations regarding the 

boundaries of territories, and these codes can sometimes reflect the ethnocultural diversity of 

neighbourhoods (Cattell et al., 2008; Manzo, 2005). Lofland (1998) says that some forms of 

social relations or regular occupancy can result in emerging temporary and parochial 

territories in public spaces (Lofland, 1998). She refers to them as ‘home territories’, spaces 

within public spaces in which people have a sense of autonomy and control as well as 

intimacy. These definitions are not simplistically experienced: spaces might be interpreted as 

a public territory for some, but as a home territory for others. What significance do these 

differences in the perception of territories have for social relations? Newman (1996) 

describes secondary territories as ‘defensible spaces’, arguing that the hierarchical territories 

(public, secondary, private) can increase the sense of ownership, personalisation, safety and 

defending the spaces against outsiders (Mehta, 2014; Mehta & Bosson, 2010). However they 

might also encourage ‘social categorization to divide society into discrete groups’ (Hillier & 

Hanson, 1984, p. 265).  

The ethnicity of neighbourhoods can also contribute to interpretations and enactments of 

territoriality. Territoriality is often seen as a contributing factor to explain crime and inter-

group conflicts (that is, gangs’ defensive behaviour within their territories). These forms of 

territoriality are examples of such behaviour at its extreme; fewer studies have focused on 

the concept in relation to tacit and implicit perceptions of place, especially in ethnically and 

racially diverse urban areas. In diverse neighbourhoods, the ‘visual, physical, and legal 

accessibility of public spaces [can contribute] to salience of racial-ethnic categories and 

stereotypes and provoked intergroup antagonism and racially charged territorial behaviour’ 

(Britton, 2008, p. 443). Dines et al. (2006) refer to ‘ethnic labelling’ of places which reflects 

the way people have ‘made sense of the cultural diversity…and at the same time how they 

perceived the identities of different places’ (p. 20). Ethnically-labelled spaces also influence 

the way people navigate through different territories (Nayak, 2017; Clayton, 2009, 2012).  

Practices of boundary making and ‘ethnic labelling’ are sometimes framed by gender 

identity. A Study in Germany showed that expression of masculine identity (Turkish young 
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men) in immigrant-receiving neighbourhoods through regular occupation of sidewalks and 

streets and establishing presence and ownership can have important consequences for 

women’s accessibility and movement in different areas and can present ‘opportunities to 

racialize spaces’ (Ehrkamp, 2008, p. 129). Hickman et al. (2008) argue that established 

communities which have a greater sense of ownership are more likely to express hostility 

toward new arrivals, although they also say that there are highly likely to be contextual 

variables involved. Experience of behaviour expressing territoriality can form a barrier to 

using public spaces (previously discussed in section 2.5.3.)  

Territoriality can help to carve comfortable and home-like spaces through occupation, but 

might also be conducive to some forms of tension and contestation in public spaces, 

particularly when the boundaries of public and private are unclear. It also helps to regulate 

access to individuals in social encounters, an issue which is the focus of the following 

section. 

2.5.5 Social interaction in public space 

This section integrates two bodies of knowledge: literature which builds on key sociological 

perceptions of interactions in public spaces Goffman (1963) and Lofland (1998); and work 

by the urban design theorists, Whyte (1980), Gehl (1971), and Stevens (2007). It also 

includes more recent studies in the field of urban design which focus specifically on the 

spatiality of social interaction in public (Aelbrecht, 2016; Mehta & Bosson, 2010; Mehta, 

2009). The consideration of these studies together informs a socio-spatial theoretical and 

methodological framework for interpreting social interactions. These are discussed in two 

themes: codes of conduct and types of interactions; and socio-spatial conditions which 

facilitate interactions. The review of the theories in this section has particularly informed my 

research methodology and analysis of behaviour in public spaces, which I discuss in the 

methodology chapter.   

2.5.5.1 Codes of conduct and types of interactions  

Within public territories, social interactions amongst strangers are shaped by the distances 

between them and the orientation of their bodies (Stevens, 2007; Altman & Chemers, 1984; 

Hall, 1966). People manage their social relations by regulating their interpersonal distances 

and proximities: Hall (1966, 1973) calls this ‘proxemics’, a term which describes temporary 

territories that are negotiated between two or more individuals in shared spaces.  
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Hall (1966, 1973) suggests that there are four specific scales of proximity between people: 

intimate, personal, social and public. The level of information that is exchanged in situations 

of interaction varies within different ranges of proximity, and also influences the sensory, 

embodied responses and types of interactions at different distances. Hall says that people 

from different socio-cultural backgrounds have different preferences and norms regarding 

their distances in social environments. Like cultural norms, norms of proxemics are 

practised in a consensual way, usually without verbal agreement. People only become 

conscious of them in situations of crowding or violation of the desired level of privacy space 

(Low, 2003).  

Within ‘intimate distances’ people can easily reach each others’ bodies, with clear 

communication of visual, auditory and olfactory information. In public, people often avoid 

bodily contact with strangers, while situations of crowding can challenge control of this 

distance (Hall, 1966). Still, people can often manage the proximity through body orientation 

and posture (Whyte, 1980; Gehl, 1971). At ‘personal distance’ (personal space, (Sommer, 

1969)) it is still possible to touch and sense bodies. This is a distance that people usually 

control when sitting next to strangers. Hall (1966) says that people from some cultures are 

more comfortable in keeping closer personal distances, and codes of behaviour which apply 

within this distance vary, with some cultures easier with bodily contact within this distance 

than others. Interactions at this level can range from intimate to formal. people are protective 

of their personal bubbles in public spaces, and crowding and invasion of personal space can 

cause anxiety and tension. At a ‘social distance’, bodily contact is often absent, and visual 

and auditory senses are the preferred tools for communication, but the visual information is 

less clear. People employ this distance in their group interactions or when standing in public 

spaces, and change their social distances for different environments. Interactions in public 

spaces are more comfortable within this distance (Altman & Chemers, 1984). At ‘public 

distance’, bodily engagement is almost impossible, but it is possible to make eye contact. 

People reduce public distances if eye contact continues and change to verbal interaction. 

Beyond these greater distances in public spaces, interpersonal engagement becomes almost 

impossible, though visual connection is still possible.  

The awareness of proxemics and the different possibilities of interpersonal engagement 

within different distances helps us to interpret the relationship between body and space, and 

to understand how people position their bodies in different conditions of encounter in public 

spaces. Lefebvre (1991) argues that the theory of proxemics is inadequate for understanding 

the social logic of space. He indicates that one should be mindful of these reductive 

interpretations (that is, specifying measures for identifying the proxemics) which can 
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‘obscure the great dialectical movements that traverse the world-as-totality’ (Lefebvre, 1991, 

p. 218). There are still many issues to explore, for instance how the spatial and material 

characteristics of space influence the processes of proximity and distancing, and how 

temporality frames these spatial practices.  

People usually follow certain codes of propriety when encountering strangers in public 

spaces (Lofland, 1998; Goffman, 1963). Lofland (1998) describes five principles for 

interactions in public spaces: cooperative motility; civil inattention; audience role 

prominence; restricted helpfulness; and civility toward diversity (p.34).  

‘Cooperative mobility’ is ‘the management of sheer and mere copresence’ (Goffman, 1963, 

p. 24). It’s an ‘unfocused’ interaction for negotiating shared space, to avoid any incident or 

conflict with others (Lofland, 1998). People interact through visual contact, body language 

and posture. The physical and spatial settings influence these behaviours, for example when 

passing through doors or pedestrian paths and sharing café tables.  

‘Civil inattention’ is interacting with a very brief eye contact as a common courtesy in 

interpersonal situations in public which usually signal that there is no intention of further 

engagement (Goffman 1963). It is ‘copresence without mingling, awareness without 

engrossment, courtesy without conversation’ (Lofland 1998, p.36). However, there is also 

discriminating behaviour at this level which is not out of common courtesy, for example 

racially charged stares in streets. Lofland (1998) stresses that there are cultural and societal 

differences in the practices of civil inattention.  

‘Audience role prominence’, which Gehl (1971) describes as ‘people-watching’ or ‘passive 

engagement’. People in public spaces are usually paying visual and audial attention to their 

social environment. Lofland (1998) says that public space is a stage for witnessing public 

life, an echo of the phrase ‘Teatro Mundi: the theatre of everyday life’. It is the most 

common interactional activity to ‘overhear or oversee just enough to catch a glimpse of 

enticing real-life dramas’ (Lofland 1998, p.96)  

‘Restrained helpfulness’ refers to requests for help or assistance, like asking for the time or 

directions, which are very common in public spaces. Finally and most importantly for this 

research, is the ‘civility towards diversity’ which is about offering a general non-

judgemental way to have face-to-face engagement without exhibiting any intrusive attitude 

towards strangers, regardless of their biological, cultural and socio-economic differences. 

Lofland (1998) suggests that practices of civility become most notable in situations of 
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evasion and infraction (Goffman 1963), in other words, in situations of incivility. A brief 

elaboration of incivility in public spaces can inform our understanding of processes of 

conflict in public spaces. Breaching personal space, for example spatially in forced 

proximities or verbally through racial or sexual comments, are expressions of incivility. 

Phillips and Smith (2006) explain that incivility usually happens in familiar spaces, where 

people commute frequently ‘and its nature is patterned by the time-space choreography of 

daily life’ (Smith, Phillips, & King, 2010, p. 55). In their study they found that the majority 

of occasions of incivility happen when interactants are in motion, for example, passing by or 

driving (Smith et al. 2010). Incivility might also happen in situations where ‘there may be 

expectations of territorial primacy that inform the behaviour of individuals in transit’ 

(Husband et al., 2014, p. 225).  

The practices and perceptions of civility or incivility and all the above codes of social 

interaction are conditioned by a range of factors such as gender, culture, ethnicity and the 

context (spatial, temporal and political). In situations where others are encountered in public 

spaces, people may use a combination of these principles in various types of interaction, and 

some situations might shape new forms of interaction. The ethics which apply to 

encountering strangers are practiced through different types of interactions. Lofland (1998) 

provides a detailed sociological account on these interactions and suggests four categories of 

interactions in public spaces.  

‘Fleeting interactions’ are the most common form of interaction in public, usually with no 

words or very brief verbal enquiry or response. Fleeting interactions are part of spatial and 

embodied experiences in the presence of others. ‘Routinized relationships’ which are 

fleeting in nature but between ‘categorically known others’, for example between a bus 

driver and a passenger. They are a type of interaction learnt through routine practice. 

Lofland (1998) states that social and emotional weight is barely significant in these 

interactions, but there are opportunities for transforming them into more fulfilling types of 

interaction. Quasi-primary relationship are about transitory sociality between strangers, 

interactions which have emotional significance, negative and positive, and which have a 

longer duration than the previous types. Examples of negative quasi-primary interactions are 

situations containing incivility or tension, defending territories in public spaces that have a 

negative impact on at least one side of the interaction.  

Intimate-secondary interaction are similar to the previous category, but are continuous and 

repeated. They often have positive emotional weight, with an added share of personal 

information. The interactions between ‘familiar strangers’ (Milgram, 1977) in habitual 
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activities such as riding bikes, sitting on the same park bench or having coffee in the same 

café are examples of this type of social relation. The routinized interactions between the 

‘categorically known others’ can transform into intimate-secondary relations. As previously 

explained in discussing territoriality, the spaces of intimate-secondary interactions in public 

spaces can sometimes result in the shaping of parochial or territorial spaces.  

The probability of these interactions varies in different settings and atmospheres of sociality, 

and can depend simply on who is sharing the space. The significance of Lofland’s (1998) 

account is her explanation of the ‘relational fluidity’ between these levels of interactions in 

public spaces, meaning that ‘today’s brief encounter — friendly or hostile — that 

transformed a fleeting relationship into quasi-primary one may, tomorrow, simply be a 

fleeting relationship again’ (Lofland 1998, p. 65). People may also practice a hybrid form of 

these interactions. There is further exploration of various types of interaction in relation to 

the dimensions of place attachment and activities in public spaces in the context of 

ethnocultural difference in section 2.6.  

It is a common narrative among studies on the level of interaction in public spaces that 

interactions are mostly spontaneous and ephemeral, with little significance. Whyte (1980) 

found that chances of ‘striking up acquaintances’ were very low in New York’s plazas 

(p.19). Proximity in public spaces doesn’t necessarily lead to interaction. Goffman (1963) 

also argues that people often have to be wary of initiating interactional situations in public 

spaces. The ‘embodied feeling of place can easily be jeopardized or at risk when conflicting 

moralities enter public space, resulting in an experience of uncertainty, fear or avoidance’ 

(Peters & de Haan, 2011, p. 173). Yet there are social, spatial and temporal conditions that 

offer greater opportunities for loose and fleeting sociality or sometimes quasi-primary or 

intimate relations.  

2.5.5.2 Socio-spatial conditions that facilitate interactions 

A review of the literature suggests that some socio-spatial conditions can suspend the 

common norms of propriety (civil inattention or cooperation) and facilitate other forms of 

interaction which allow more exploration. Whyte’s (1980) concept of ‘triangulation’ is a 

socio-spatial condition for informal and spontaneous interactions in public spaces that are 

outside routine and standard encounters. Triangulation is a ‘process by which some external 

stimulus provides a linkage between people and prompts strangers to talk to each other as 

though they were not’ (Whyte, 1980, p. 94). Events, festivals, public performances, play, a 

provocative public art and a stimulating sight are conditions of triangulation (Stevens, 2007; 
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Lofland, 1998; Whyte, 1980; Goffman, 1963). Similarly, Jacobs (1961) refers to ‘centering’, 

a stimulating focus in the middle, that can encourage contact (p. 104). Goffman (1963) 

points to the presence of ‘open persons’, often older people, children or people with dogs 

that are generally perceived as more open for face-to-face engagement and interaction in 

public. Instances of in-between activities include standing in queues, waiting for a bus or 

buying ice-cream, and sitting on a bench between everyday activities, illustrating the 

temporal aspects of such conditions (Lofland, 1998; Goffman, 1963). Sendra (2015) refers to 

Sennett’s theory of the ‘use of disorder’ (1970), which encourages informality, complexity 

and surprise in the design and management of public spaces that can facilitate contact with 

strangers. Stevens (2007) points to unconventional activities and playfulness in creating 

unexcepted urban experiences and contacts. He argues that play increases sensory 

experiences, suspends the everyday norms of coexistence and opens opportunities for 

interaction. There are also management practices that can facilitate informality and looseness 

of public spaces which can be conducive in creating opportunities for social interaction. 

Barker (2016) suggests an approach in managing and regulation of public spaces , what she 

calls ‘mediated conviviality’, which is based on ‘urban tolerance’, ‘restriction of behaviours 

based on risks of harm to others ’ with ‘minimal’ and ‘negotiated’ rules that can increase 

sense of publicness and opportunities for social interaction (p. 3). 

Reviewing the literature also identifies a number of concepts which aim to describe socio-

spatial and to some extent physical characteristics of public spaces which are more 

conducive to fleeting and informal interactions (Table 2-1). Like the socio-spatial conditions 

explained above, the characteristics of these spaces provide opportunities for informal 

infractions beyond the norms of social engagement, enabling more openness for sociality. 

Sociality here doesn’t necessarily indicate positive interaction, but entails any forms of 

contact that is beyond the mere management of coexistence (Lofland, 1998). These spaces 

are public territories, usually inclusive and diverse, and less regulated, and offer 

opportunities for lingering and people-watching. Interaction within these spaces is 

commonplace and expected, so people are more open towards initiations of interaction and 

to some extent less protective in terms of the norms of proximities.  

These theories expand our understanding of contexts that foster social interaction with 

strangers. In situating the meaning of ‘stranger’ in the discourses of diversity, it is important 

to understand how people distinguish a stranger (referring to the insider-outsider 

recognition). And what does it imply for interacting with a stranger who is ethnoculturally 

different? Do the above socio-spatial conditions apply when the strangers are an assemblage 
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of people of diverse race, culture, language, religion and legal status? These are the 

questions addressed in the next section, on everyday intercultural encounters. 

concept Social or Spatial characteristics 

Open regions (Goffman, 1963) Spaces in which seeking interaction and face-to-face 
engagement are ordinary and expected; for example, 
in small neighbourhoods and towns, or when people 
have to negotiate their spatial practices (sharing a seat 
or a narrow walkway), as well as in pubs, bars and 
carnivals. 

Mixed locales (Lofland, 1998) Spaces of ‘mixed locals’ that have a ‘fluidity’ of a 
combination of the four categories of social interaction 
are more open for creating new type of interactions 
among unknown others. 

Third spaces (Oldenburg, 1999) 

Liminal spaces (Zukin, 1991) 

Semi-public spaces outside work and home or 
between routine and necessary activities that are 
usually spaces of pleasure and entertainment (for 
example cafes, bars, bookstores, nearby shopping 
streets)  

Loose spaces (Frank & Stevens, 2007) Spaces that are publicly accessible, flexible and 
adaptable for diverse activities at different times  

Fourth spaces (Aelbrecht, 2016) Spaces that are in-between destinations with great 
sense of publicness and diversity and flexible functions 
and ‘indeterminacy’. 

They are ‘third spaces’ with qualities of ‘loose spaces’. 

 

Table 2-1- A review of the concepts on characteristics of public spaces conducive to social interaction  
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2.6 The everyday intercultural urban encounter 

In the introductory chapter I pointed to the need for a deeper understanding of the material 

and spatial qualities that are conducive to intercultural encounters, as there is a lack of 

engagement in understanding the role of physical environment in creating conditions for 

encountering difference and negotiating diversity. In this section I draw on a number of 

ethnographic studies that inform understandings of the socio-spatial patterns of intercultural 

interactions, which also have implications for the temporal, material and management 

qualities of public spaces. 

In recent years a field of research has emerged, concerned with urban encounter. These 

studies have a different interpretation of the meaning of ‘encounter’, to explain an ‘array of 

social interactions, forms of contact and modes of relations’ but there is a lack theoretical 

consensus to how this should be conceptualised as an analytic frame (Darling & Wilson, 

2016, p. 1). Darling and Wilson (2016) suggest four concerns that are central to the notion of 

encounter:  

‘Encounters are centrally about the maintenance, production and reworking of difference; 

that encounters fundamentally frames urban experiences and subjectivities; that encounters 

produce and encompass multiple temporal registers; and that encounters offer points of 

possible transformation and an opening to change’ (Darling & Wilson, 2016, p. 2) 

The significance of studying intercultural encounter in the context of diversity is based on 

the assumption that contact among people of a different ethnicity can promote tolerance, 

integration and reduce inter-racial conflicts. The key theory that underpins this assumption is 

Allport’s (1954) ‘contact hypothesis’, which states that proximity and contact between 

culturally different others reduce prejudice and stereotyping in an ideal condition in which 

there is an ‘equal status between groups, common goals, inter-group cooperation and support 

or sanction of the authorities, law or custom’ (Allport, 1954, p. 287). Hewstone et al. (2007) 

argue that the ideal condition occurs when contact is a secondary outcome of a shared social 

activity and when there is equality in ‘self-confidence, economic and political power and 

access to public spaces’ (Parekh, 2006, p. 337). These scholars focus more on inter-group 

relations in enclosed and small-scale spaces such as schools and community centres. The 

issues of intergroup contact and the underpinning assumption of contact hypothesis have 

been the subject of critical exploration in different settings and more recently in everyday 

public spaces (Selim, 2015; Matejskova & Leitner, 2011; Valentine, 2008, 2010; Landry & 

Wood, 2008; Wise, 2005; Dixon, Durrheim, & Tredoux, 2005). Critics of contact hypothesis 
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argue that social experiences in public spaces are of far greater complexity than the theory 

implies, and question the adequacy and impact of proximity and contact in everyday public 

spaces in reducing prejudice and producing respect and tolerence (Valentine, 2008, 2010; 

Dixon, Durrheim, & Tredoux, 2005). The question is whether everyday interaction in public 

spaces can support intercultural understanding?   

Recent literature on everyday intercultural encounters are mostly shaped around two strands 

of debate. The first strand is more concerned with exploring underlying prejudicial attitudes 

in mundane interactions. The argument is that banal interactions often do not translate into 

wider changes in relationships between groups of different races and ethnicities. Valentine 

(2008) challenges the ability of everyday contact in public places to create a meaningful and 

sustained intercultural exchange and claims that often tolerance and multicultural civility 

happen at a superficial level with underlying suppressed prejudice. Selim (2015) argues that 

it is important to consider the underlying socio-political context, power relations and 

histories of conflict that have shaped people’s preferences and practices of segregation and 

mixing.  

Amin (2002) argues that there should be a more realistic expectation of urban public open 

spaces as places that create possibilities for intercultural learning. He suggests that 

meaningful interactions are more likely to happen in ‘micro-publics’ where ‘prosaic 

negotiations with difference through intimate proximity take place and are often compulsory 

and necessary’ such as educational, leisure and work places (Back & Sinha, 2016, p. 524). 

Instead he suggests that public spaces should be considered in terms of their capacities for 

‘civility of indifference’ based on ‘living together without strong expectations of mutual 

empathy’ (Amin, 2012, p. 75); where understanding of difference happens based on ‘habits 

of negotiating shared space’ (Amin, 2012, pp. 70–71). Later, in Chapter 5, I return to the 

idea of ‘meaningful encounter’ in intercultural policy. 

‘Meaningful encounters […] are thus about joy, wonder and animation — about encounters 

that can disrupt, shake or surprise’ (Wilson, 2016, p. 10). With this definition, Wilson (2016) 

suggests a critical account on the understandings of ‘meaningful encounter’. In the context 

of inter-group contact, it is important to consider the accumulation effect of encounters 

‘across multiple temporalities and durations’ for possibilities of change in perceptions 

towards difference (Darling & Wilson, 2016, p. 10). To consider something meaningful 

means that there is an underlying normative or value-based perspective that assesses the 

significance of encounters. Wilson (2016) argues that this is often the perspective of the 

powerful majority and marginalises a pluralistic perspective of meaningfulness of any forms 
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of encounter. This argument informed the ontological position of this research on 

‘encounter’ and having a pluralistic stance towards the different ways in which urban 

encounters can be meaningful. This brings us to the second strand of studies on intercultural 

encounters. 

The second strand includes studies that focus on conviviality and the way in which everyday 

encounters are practised without emphasising the possibility for ‘scaling up’ in terms of 

reducing prejudice and ethnic-racial integration. The literature focuses on ‘the value of “light 

brush” encounters in the making and remaking of a progressive sense of place where 

difference constitutes the new norm’ (Nayak, 2017, p. 291). These studies have adopted 

different terms to depict the dynamics of ‘throwntogetherness of place’ (Massey, 2005), 

such as ‘everyday multiculturalism’ (Wise & Velayutham, 2009) and an ethos of 

‘commonplace diversity’ (Wessendorf, 2013) by studying a range of public and semi-public 

spaces such as parks, market, streets, community gardens, cafes and civic spaces. The 

synthesis of this body of research reveals some socio-spatial patterns in terms of the types of 

public spaces and the common intercultural interactions, which are discussed in the 

following sections.  

2.6.1 Socio-spatial patterns of intercultural encounter 1 

2.6.1.1 Spaces of shared activities 

Two types of public space are frequently discussed in the literature, spaces of which urban 

encounters are an intrinsic aspect: open markets or informal trading spaces and temporary 

event spaces such as festivals and fairs. Sharing these spaces for common purposes and the 

spatial concentration of diversity there increases the chance of encounters with different 

others. 

Marketplaces are recognised as diverse and vibrant settings where intercultural sociality 

often happens through routinized and fleeting interactions. Watson (2009) highlights the 

informality of trading relations, the structured layout  and proximity of stalls and openness 

and accessibility for lingering are spatial and management qualities which create an 

                                                      

1 The content of this section is mainly extracted from a co-authored peer reviewed paper: 
‘Ethnographic understandings of ethnically diverse neighbourhoods to inform urban design practice’ 
(Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017) 
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environment for ‘easy sociality’. Public markets can function as vehicles for ‘enhancing 

social integration in public spaces and encouraging upward mobility’ (PPS, 2003, p. 5). 

Although interactions are predominantly fleeting, there are possibilities for intercultural 

understandings and bridging stereotypes (Koutrolikou, 2012). The ongoing ‘act of civility’ 

in-between regular trading relations can lead to some forms of social cohesion (Hiebert, 

Rath, & Vertovec, 2014). Rhys-Taylor (2013) states that the multi-sensory experiences of 

the smell and taste of multicultural cuisines in markets interact in developing a pleasurable 

sociable environment. ‘People feel they have something of a license to speak with others’ 

when sharing casual micro-spaces like the counter and seating arrangements of eateries 

(Anderson, 2004, p. 18). The choice of being able to engage in mixed activities outside 

routine trade relations, or simply lingering and inhabiting the space, all add to the possibility 

of practising togetherness and light conviviality (Koch & Latham, 2012a, 2012b). These 

accounts of the intercultural dynamics of markets don’t necessarily ignore the possibility of 

tension and conflict. Watson (2009) argues that management of market spaces is important 

and that neglecting it can undermine the socially dynamic nature of such spaces.  

Research also highlights the role of festival and event spaces as occasional zones of 

encounter (Koutrolikou 2012). Cultural and community events are considered as situations 

for practising togetherness under a ‘cosmopolitan canopy’ (Anderson, 2011). Watson and 

Ratna (2011) argue that leisure-led events that represent specific ethnic communities can 

facilitate processes of claiming and belonging to leisure spaces and broadly support 

participation in public spaces. The celebratory atmosphere of events and festivals are usually 

mentioned as representation of conviviality and social mixing (Neal et al., 2015; 

Wessendorf, 2013). However, some scholars have argued that event-based interactions are 

limited in fostering intercultural understanding and decreasing existing tensions 

(Koutrolikou, 2012; Valentine, 2008).  

2.6.1.2 Spaces of leisure and play 

Recreational open spaces, particularly parks and play areas, are referred to as spaces for 

fleeting and loose ‘ethnic mixity’, with less intensity of proximity and intermingling (Neal et 

al., 2015; Peters, 2010; Cattell et al., 2008; Dines et al., 2006). Leisure activities are usually 

less demanding of verbal interaction (Cattell et al., 2008) and offer fewer opportunities for 

sustained intercultural interaction (Clayton, 2009). Some studies have shown that the park 

users often value the experience of elective intercultural togetherness, and that it generally 

contributed to place attachment and a sense of belonging (Neal et al., 2015; Peters & de 

Haan, 2011; Peters, 2010). Organised activities like collective health walks and exercise 
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groups offer opportunities for intercultural familiarity and sometimes sustained relations  

(Neal et al., 2015; Koutrolikou, 2012; Powell & Rishbeth, 2012). Neal et al. (2015) 

particularly discuss the interaction of material and functional affordances of parks as spaces 

of ‘elective practices’. They state that the shared interest and practice of exercising in parks 

across different ethnic groups bring ‘together ethnically different participants, the park 

setting, the things in the park, as well the physicality of exercising and produce a series of 

interactive micro-material and social intimacies’ (p.471). 

Play and sports areas in parks and within neighbourhoods are spaces for spontaneous 

encounters. ‘The children’s playground is the closest thing to a melting pot a neighbourhood 

can have’ (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995, p. 100). It is a ‘common ground’ that brings together 

children and parents of different ethnic, socio-economic and cultural backgrounds 

(Koutrolikou, 2012; Cattell et al., 2008; Loukaitou-sideris, 2003). Collective sports activities 

such as football are mentioned as an ice-breaker and sometime bridge-maker that also have 

significance for the mixing of old and new diversities. Wessendorf (2016) says that 

participating in casual and organised football groups among asylum seekers generated 

‘patterns of sustained conviviality leading to friendship as a result of routine (often weekly) 

encounters’ (p.459). She states that these encounters often happen within ‘microspaces of 

conviviality’ where close proximity and shared activity can lead to intercultural bonding 

(Wessendorf, 2016).   

2.6.1.3 Spaces of flow and passing-by 

Streets are the immediate areas of the public realm in which differences are encountered 

outside of the home (Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017). Serendipitous and casual 

interactions happen during everyday activities walking to school, work, running, and 

walking dogs in the passing spaces in streets (Cattell et al. 2008). The spatial quality, 

connectivity of different paths and the function of the streets shape different affordances for 

encountering diversity. Vertovec (2015a) suggests the concept of ‘route-ines’, which 

describe the ‘patterns of encounter that arise from fleeting interaction — or, indeed, merely 

regular observations of others along habitually travelled pathways or routes’ (p.171). The 

repeating observation of different others with occasional actual interaction becomes a 

‘methodically routinized’ practice through which the actors become ‘familiar strangers’ 

(Vertovec, 2015a, p. 171).  

Being visible on streets ‘is mostly incidental but may be strategic or even political’ 

(Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017, p. 10). Clarke (2014) discusses organised litter-picking 
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activities (by a marginalised group of Roma residents) as a public demonstration of care for 

the city, a strategy of staging visibility in neighbourhood streets formed a way of challenging 

common stereotypes. In another context, Selim (2015) discusses the collective walking 

initiatives for demonstrating togetherness in Londonderry/Derry in Northern Ireland, a city 

characterised by sectarian segregation and conflict.  

2.6.1.4 Spaces of prospect-refuge 

Fleeting interactions that happen between the hustle and bustle of markets, shopping streets 

and flow of sidewalks can turn into extended and sustained versions of interaction in less 

busy close-by spaces. Facilities such as cafés with outdoor seating close to busy local 

shopping streets are said to have an important role in changing fleeting and frequent social 

interactions into conversations (Watson, 2009; Cattell et al., 2008; Dines et al., 2006). The 

interface of public and private, the permeable edges of streets and near-by seating spaces 

provide the desired level of visual permeability and spatial proximity to maintain connection 

to the everyday flow, while the quietness offers more choice to initiate or to continue 

conversations (Neal et al., 2015; Watson, 2009; Cattell et al., 2008). 

The following subsections outline two other socio-spatial patterns that have fewer references 

to the typology of public spaces and are more shaped by types of activities, social relations 

and group identities. 

2.6.1.5 Quasi-parochial territories 

Within different types of public space there are often groups of individuals that tend to 

cluster in groups that are usually homogenous, connected by for instance, age, language, 

ethnicity and gender and sometimes by legal status (Vertovec, 2015a). Vertovec (2015) 

suggests the term ‘rooms without walls’ to explain the ‘carved-out’ spaces within large 

urban public open spaces that are often ‘identity-based’ and spatially demarcated (p.193). 

Vertovec and his colleagues in their research in New York, Johannesburg and Singapore 

found that groups (mostly migrants) shape temporary territories that allow some form of 

association and affinity based on certain repeated activities in shared space and time. A 

group of men playing chess or cards on a street corner in parks, or social gatherings, sitting 

on street pavements in an ‘unlikely spot’ to share food and news, are examples of these 

temporary territories. Noussia and Lyons’ (2009) study of spatiality of migrants’ activities in 

Omnia Square and mingling with ‘co-nationals’ offers similar interpretations of the use of 

urban spaces. They found that migrants’ use of the square was mostly within social clusters 
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based on shared nationalities and legal status. These quasi-parochial territories have 

‘permeable boundaries’ that allow observation, interaction and negotiation with others who 

occupy or pass the same spaces (Wessendorf, 2014) so that, ‘underlying the interactions and 

spatial negotiations are dynamics of power and influence’ (Vertovec, 2015a, p. 214).  

2.6.1.6 Spaces of margin  

While the busy activity settings, leisure and play spaces, the linear spaces of flow and nearby 

quietness are spaces in which different forms of intercultural encounters happen, there are 

other socio-spatial situations that are associated with exclusion, absence of encounter and 

sometimes tension between people of difference ethnocultural backgrounds. Vertovec 

(2015a) suggests the concept of ‘corridors of dissociation’ to explain the patterns of spatial 

practices that relate to intentional or unintentional avoidance or absence of intercultural 

encounter. ‘Such social and spatial patterns of segregation, or of selectively “balkanizing” 

spaces (ethnic linguistically, or as “safe” areas for people in precarious situations), bear 

directly on the ways configurations of diversification develop, how diversity relates to 

popular representations, and how “diversity” is encountered in non-segregated spaces’ 

(Vertovec, 2015a, p. 224). Spaces of margin can be shaped within different types of public 

space and they are not fixed to specific localities, they are fluid and socially produced 

informed by perceptions of safety, experiences of conflict and perceived discriminations 

along race, class, age-gender and legal status, while also shaped by spatial and material 

qualities. These spatial behaviours are also related to dimensions of territoriality (previously 

discussed) that influence people navigation, ways of occupying spaces, and leisure and 

consumptions activities designed to avoid unwanted encounters or being avoided. Spierings 

et al. (2016), in their study on the use of an urban plaza by young women from Turkish, 

Dutch and Moroccan backgrounds, found that the spatial and temporal patterns of use 

among these groups were influenced by their intentions of avoiding but sometimes seeking 

‘public gaze’. Understanding these dynamics is important in studying intercultural 

encounters, as it is through these patterns that we can read how people negotiate spaces 

‘through locally generated patterns of commonality, circumvention, and estrangement’ 

(Vertovec, 2015a, p. 246).  

Table 2-2 is a comparative matrix to show how the socio-spatial patterns of intercultural 

encounters in urban public open spaces discussed in different studies, relate to each other. 

This comparison informs my analytical approach in categorising the spaces of intercultural 

encounters based on the empirical research. 
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Figure 2-1- Comparative mapping of the socio-spatial patterns of intercultural sociality in 
public spaces in the literature 
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2.7 Interculturalism in urban planning and design 

In the introductory chapter I argued that there is a need to develop a critical understanding of 

the dynamics of everyday intercultural interaction, because there is a lack of critical 

engagement and relatively simplistic assumptions are made in urban planning and design 

about the social potential of public spaces in relation to dimensions of super-diversity. One 

of the objectives of this research is to inform urban design and planning (policy and practice) 

towards adopting a more responsive approach to ‘manage coexistence in shared spaces’ 

(Healey, 1997, p. 3). Although the focus of this research is on intercultural interactions, it is 

important to situate the review within wider debates of social and spatial justice, as planning 

for intercultural sociability without paying attention to dimensions of inequality and the 

needs of different groups might result in the emergence or perpetuation of exclusion and 

tension (Fincher & Iveson, 2008).  

In this section, I briefly refer to the three ‘social logics’ of planning for diversity proposed 

by Fincher and Iveson (2008), ‘redistribution’, ‘recognition’ and ‘encounter’, and I discuss 

their implications regarding interculturalism as a planning approach to manage ethnocultural 

diversity and mediate intercultural opportunities. I also draw on debates on current 

approaches in urban planning in shaping possibilities for conviviality. The review in this 

section informs research objectives three and four, which aim to assess and explore policy 

and practice with regards to diversity and intercultural encounters in public spaces. Later, in 

Chapter 5, I use these three logics to analyse policy narratives in the UK planning context in 

relation to ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’.  

2.7.1 Redistribution  

Redistribution in planning is about considering justice and equality in the way resources are 

distributed socially and spatially (Fincher & Iveson, 2008). The aim is to reduce inequality 

and disadvantage. Redistribution in public space considers the spatial distribution of public 

spaces throughout the city, and the right to access and experience public spaces regardless of 

wealth and ethnocultural background (Low & Iveson, 2015). Fincher and Iveson (2008) 

suggest two concepts that are essential to ‘redistributive justice’ in urban planning and 

design, ‘locational disadvantage’ and ‘accessibility’, which stress the relationship between 

people and the environment. The concept of ‘locational disadvantage’ captures the idea ‘that 

where a person lives affects their opportunities, and contributes substantially to their 

wellbeing or difficulties’ (Fincher & Iveson, 2008, p. 31). Considering locational 

disadvantage in planning draws attention to the spatial distribution and physical location of 
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different resources and amenities, including public spaces within cities and neighbourhoods. 

The concept of accessibility addresses ‘the physical materiality of the distance between 

person and the individual service or facility they might need’ (Fincher & Iveson, 2008, p. 

35). Equality in accessibility of public spaces also relates to affordability (Low & Iveson, 

2015). Accessibility and affordability are both important themes in debates on contemporary 

public spaces.  

Accessibility is not only about proximity but also relates to perceptions of access, regulation, 

a sense of being welcomed and an entitlement to use and occupy spaces (Fincher & Iveson, 

2008). Varna and Tiesdell (2010) argue that ‘publicness’ and ‘accessibility’ are intertwined 

concepts embedded in five dimensions: ownership, control, civility, physical configuration 

and animation. Their account takes notions of accessibility and publicness further than 

equality in spatial redistribution and proximity. Tornaghi (2014) suggests a relational 

perspective to the concept of publicness. She argues that although these dimensions offer 

practical ways for improving publicness, they ‘leave little room for the contingent, the 

embodied, the interstitial, the marginal, the counterpublic, the transient’ (Tornaghi, 2014, p. 

25). So in looking at dimensions of redistribution and diversity in planning and designing 

public spaces, it is important to consider both practical and relational aspects of accessibility 

and publicness, and to bear in mind the importance of recognizing difference.  

2.7.2 Recognition 

‘Recognition’ is used to describe the ways in which urban planning and design acknowledge 

difference of identities, needs and preferences and the subsequent approaches and strategies 

that are used in planning to address these issues (Amin & Thrift, 2002). Recognition in 

planning relates to justice in the politics of difference and identities where people of 

different values and identities can have equal opportunities and status (Fincher & Iveson, 

2008). This is mainly driven by two ideas: The recognition of differences and the 

recognition of the right to difference (Sandercock, 2000, p. 16). The recognition of the right 

to difference is one of the main focuses of multiculturalism in urban policy and planning, 

that is, the promotion of the rights of different groups to socially, spatially and politically 

express their cultural differences in public spaces. The multiculturalism perspective 

advocates the governance of multicultural communities on the basis of recognition of the 

existing cultural and ethnic identities present in society (Parekh, 2006, p. 13). Multicultural 

thinking categorises identities based on ethnocultural differences and considers culture and 

ethnicity as one of the main aspects of community formation. As I discussed in section 2.5, 

some scholars and policy thinkers have recently criticized this approach of categoric 
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thinking based on cultural and ethnic differences, and have stressed the need for a more 

inclusive and responsive approach that addresses the intricacies and fluidities of 

contemporary urban diversity (Vertovec, 2007; Parekh, 2006).  

Multiculturalism in urban planning and design can inform strategies and approaches, both in 

process and product of place-shaping, creating capacities in neighbourhoods and public 

spaces which coexist while retaining ethnocultural identities, values and needs; being able to 

express these differences through spatial, material, functional and symbolic attributes of 

spaces. So what is the role of urban and landscape design and management practices in 

recognition and representation of ethnocultural diversity in public spaces? Rishbeth (2001) 

suggests three ways in which landscape and urban design (mostly in ‘Britain’) have 

practiced representation of ethnicity and cultural diversity in the design of public spaces: 

symbolic reference, experiential reference and facility provision (p. 357). She argues that 

‘choice of approach should be considered with reference to the particular characteristics of 

the local community, existing site conditions and context’ (Rishbeth, 2001, p. 364).  

Recognition in urban planning and design, when considered from a procedural perspective, 

relates to the participation of various identity groups in decision making about spatial 

planning, design and the management of neighbourhoods and public spaces. There are many 

debates in academia, policy and practice expressing a pressing need to deploy strategies to 

include different ethnic groups, migrants, age groups and socio-economic classes in planning 

process and decision making (Burayidi, 2015; Thompson, 2003; Sandercock, 2003). 

However, it has been argued that mainstream planning legislation often reflects the ‘values 

and norms of the dominant culture’ and this tone is also represented in the ‘attitudes, 

behaviour and practices’ of those in practice (Sandercock, 2000, p. 15).  

The ‘structure of urban governance and planning’ is central to debates on the 

operationalisation of recognition (Fincher & Iveson, 2008). Here, the question is about 

institutions and the normative ethos that underpins the process of planning and design. 

Usually, in countries that have a democratic governance structure, planning institutions 

apply arrangements to increase the possibilities of engaging with different communities, to 

ensure that planning decisions don’t exclude the needs and identities of diverse groups. 

According to Fincher and Iveson (2008) the arrangements that are based on a ‘checklist’ 

method (listing certain identity groups as communities of interest) for participation and 

consultation are limited in representing diverse groups, as their approach to recognition is 

based on fixed and assertive perceptions of various identities. They suggest that using a 

cross-cultural method of engagement that does not apply specific measures to distinguish 
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between different groups can be more productive in representing diversity, but in some 

contexts this can result in ‘paradoxical effects’, such as generating new forms of 

marginalisation and exclusion. Certainly, the task of planning in recognition is ‘to identify 

and support the form of claim [to identity] which best remedies the particular harm which is 

to be addressed’ and to be aware that planners and designers ‘are far from “neutral 

observers” in the politics of difference’ and that any set of decision rules established […] 

will reward some kind of recognition claims while discouraging others’ (Fincher & Iveson, 

2008, pp. 102–103).    

My interest in this regard is to understand whether there are any indications of objectives 

and approaches concerned with ‘recognition’ in planning and design policy and practice, 

both in process and product of place-shaping, but with greater focus on the outcome (spatial 

and material aspects), to see how these approaches are prioritised in relation to wider visions 

and agendas in the governance of diversity and encounter in the UK planning system. 

2.7.3 Encounter  

The third social logic, the most important in the context of this research, is planning for 

‘encounter’. It can be planning for the interaction ‘often assumed in discussions of 

community and the formation of social capital […]. But it can also be interaction of a casual, 

superficial but friendly kind […] that brings a certain familiarity and conversational warmth, 

but not close friendships and longstanding commitment to a common project’ (Fincher, 

2003, p. 8). Discourses on planning for encounter are mainly driven by debates about 

insufficiencies of planning for redistribution and recognition that fail to attend to dimensions 

of encounter and its relevance to social and spatial justice in (public) spaces. Parekh (2006) 

mentions that a multiculturalist perspective also ‘stresses [that the] just governance of a 

multicultural society could only be derived from an equal interaction among diverse 

cultures’ (p. 13). Here, the focus is not only on enabling people to express their differences, 

but on aspects of ‘living together’ with difference and how it is mediated through planning 

and design.  

Sandercock (2009) presents the concept of ‘interculturalism’ in urban planning to expand the 

discourse of multiculturalism as an alternative approach in urban planning, one which 

engages with the dynamics of intercultural living in cities of diversity. Interculturalism 

‘seeks to promote open spaces of interpersonal relations, to generate socialization effects in 

the short term, and in the medium and long term to generate a common public culture, with 

stability, cohesion, and a developing sense of loyalty and belonging. (Zapata-Barrero, 2013, 
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p. 23). Previous attempts toward intercultural policies are fragmented and there isn’t an 

integrated framework that conceptualises interculturalism. Some even argue that it is just 

another term for multiculturalism, with some similarities and differences (Meer & Modood, 

2012). Despite the lack of consensus, advocates of interculturalism share the same view that 

‘interaction matters’ whether it is interaction between minority-majority groups of the 

society, between different groups of transnational migrants and even those with similar 

cultural or geographical backgrounds who have migrated at different times. 

Intercultural policies are more developed in Europe. The Intercultural City programme 

which started from the seminal work of Landry and Wood (2007) is a programme of 

research, policy, practice and pedagogy for mainstreaming interculturalism at city level, 

based on three main themes:  

• Exchange and promotion of contact to reduce prejudice and creating contact zones. 

Decreasing conflict and increasing opportunities for positive experience (encounter) 

• Governance of diversity and access to the right to citizenship: equality of rights and 

power relations within different societal bodies (recognition) 

• Considering diversity as an advantage and opportunity for creativity and innovation, 

choosing a proactive approach rather than a re-active approach for fostering 

interaction. (Council of Europe, 2013b). 

Recognising, identifying and supporting accessible spaces that welcome people and 

encourage convivial interaction, are surely tasks for planners (Fincher, 2003, p. 10). 

Planning for ‘interactional justice’ or the ‘right to encounter’ are important aspects of 

shaping ‘just urban public spaces’ (Low & Iveson, 2015). In this respect the role of planners 

and designers is to increase and enhance the range of opportunities and experiences in which 

people can experiment with different forms of ‘identification’ with strangers (Fincher & 

Iveson, 2008).  

I end this discussion by looking at how the three social logics of planning for diversity that 

were discussed in these sections can cooperate in shaping instances of intercultural 

coexistence and conviviality. In relation to redistribution it is important to look at interaction 

between diverse people of socio-economic classes. In relation to recognition, it is important 

to be aware of the identity of people who are the focus of strategies and decisions designed 

to increase encounters. Finally it is important to consider that encounters can take different 

forms and happen in different spatial scales.  
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2.8 Research opportunities and informing research questions  

I have drawn on an extensive body of literature to broaden my understanding of the current 

theories and debates that explain, support or challenge the concerns of this research. Here, I 

summarise the key points that need further investigation and testing in this thesis.  

• In discussing diversity and experience of landscape, the focus was largely on 

ethnicity or migrant groups as a filter to investigate patterns of use and activity. 

There were references in relation to gender, age and length of residency. However, 

only a few studies have explored patterns of activities in relation to group size (such 

as pair, family, peer pairs, individuals). Also, the comparison between the temporal 

patterns of use and activity amongst different ethnocultural groups are almost 

entirely absent as an area of research. This is very important, as I argue that 

temporality of use can be influential regarding opportunities for encounter. In this 

research I will explore the relationships between the spatial and temporal patterns of 

activities and behaviours in relation to users’ characteristics within a range of scales 

and types of urban public open spaces. Considering that studies with similar interest 

to this research often focus on one type of public space, the potential findings of this 

research can offer different insights into the social and recreational potential of 

public spaces.  

 

• Discussions of social interactions and patterns of use and activities are mostly 

analysed in separated themes. There has been very little discussion of the 

interrelationship of types of activity, spatial and temporal patterns of activities and 

types and temporalities of social interactions. 

 

• Scholars such as Jacobs (1961), Whyte (1980), Gehl (1971) and later Stevens (2007) 

have contributed significantly to discussion of the dimensions of social interaction in 

relation to activities, but less attention has been given to investigating these 

dimensions in the context of migration and ethnocultural diversity. In section 2.5.5 I 

discuss a number of socio-spatial conditions that can facilitate intercultural 

encounters. I explore the social, spatial, temporal and material qualities that interact 

in shaping these conditions in the context of ethnocultural diversity.  
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• Within urban planning and design field I review three social logics in urban 

planning. I examine the representation of these social logics in the context of urban 

planning and design policies. I also explore how these logics of planning for 

diversity are practiced, modified and lived at local level.  

This review has informed my methodological strategy which I discuss in detail in the next 

chapter. The literature review has also informed the research questions listed below that are 

tailored to address the four research objectives.  

Objective1: To analyse the ways a diverse range of users use and experience urban public 

open spaces. 

RQ 1.1: What are the spatial and temporal patterns of different types of activities in 

relation to age, gender and ethnicity of users? 

RQ 1.2: How do participants perceive the qualities of the studied spaces? And how 

these qualities influence their uses and activities? 

Objective 2: To identify the spatial, material and management qualities of urban Public 

Open Spaces and the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality 

and generate or exacerbate conflict. 

RQ 2.1: What are the spatial and physical contexts in which participants experience 

different kinds of intercultural encounters? And how do the experiences relate to 

activities in public spaces? 

RQ 2.2: What are the research participants’ perceptions regarding the significance of 

their intercultural encounters and how do they negotiate and represent their identities 

in spaces of encounter?  

RQ 2.3: To what extent and how does the design and management of urban public 

open space influence the frequency and quality of interactions? 

Objective 3: To assess the fitness-for-purpose of current urban planning and design policy 

(strategy and guidance) in mediating interculturalism. 

RQ 3.1. How, why and to what extent ‘public space’ and ‘diversity’ are represented 

in planning policies?  

RQ 3.2: How do these narratives shape and reflect policy understandings of 

intercultural encounter? 
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RQ 3.3: How are the wider policies applied and adapted and what kinds of strategies 

are practised in Bradford urban planning and design context regarding the subject 

matter?   

Objective 4: To examine the extent to which ethnographic understandings of everyday urban 

public open spaces can inform urban design and planning policy and practice.  

RQ 4.1: In what ways can the engagement of local practice with research findings 

(sharing the findings and discussing the interpretations with local practice) inform 

the priorities of design and management? 

The last two research questions are framed as concluding and integrating questions, aiming 

to integrate the results and analysis of the other stages of the research.  

RQ 4.2: Given the findings of objective 1 and objective 2, are the reviewed current 

policies fit for purpose in fostering conviviality?  

RQ 4.3: What are the implications for urban design practice in taking a more 

responsive position towards mediating conviviality in urban public open spaces?  
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3 Methodology  

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a methodological discussion that outlines the rationale and 

supporting theories that informed the qualitative mixed-method research design. Prior to 

starting the empirical research, it was important to clarify the nature of the constructs that 

this research was trying to explore. What was the methodological position in the qualitative-

quantitative spectrum? How was using a case study approach helpful for addressing the 

overall research aim?  

In the second part of the chapter, I continue by explaining the research design process, 

outlining the case study selection, and the strategy for the choice of methods and processes 

of planning, adjusting and analysing these. In the final parts of this chapter, I explain the 

ethical considerations and conclude with a reflection on the research design and my position 

in researching lived experiences in a multicultural context. 

3.2 The methodological discussion  

The key methodological purpose was to map experiences and narratives of ‘everyday 

interculturalism’ in urban public open spaces in three interrelated aspects: social, spatial and 

temporal. By critiquing the dynamics of activities and intercultural interactions I also aimed 

to inform urban and landscape design policy and practice. The purpose was to critically 

explore the ‘lived experiences’ and the spatial manifestation of inter-related concepts 

discussed in the previous chapter such as ‘intercultural interaction’, ‘identity’, ‘territoriality’, 

‘conviviality’, ‘place attachment’ and ‘publicness’ in specific localities. This required 

addressing these concepts in articulating the research questions and the design of the 

methodology and being reflexive about the research strategy. 

This research has taken a qualitative methodological position driven by ethnographic 

approach in order to understand the ‘complex interrelationships’ of social dynamics in 

relation to spatial and temporal events (Stake, 1995). The content of the research objectives 

required applying multiple data collection methods and analytic approaches. Therefore, the 

research adopted a mixed-method research design to address the objectives. A mixed-

method qualitative approach consisting of behavioural mapping, in-situ interviews, semi-

structured in-depth interviews, Qualitative Content Analysis, and participatory sessions 
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formed the basis of the research design. The following sections explain the thinking process 

and theoretical background that informed the research design.   

3.2.1 Mixed methods qualitative methodology 

Adopting a mixed methods research in urban studies is highly relevant as it enables studying 

multiple constructs and social realities; and integrates different forms of knowledge. Mixed 

methods strongly associate with pragmatism which is using a practical approach particularly 

in studies that engage with ‘wicked’ multidimensional problems and contexts (Carmona, 

2017a; Cameron, 2011). In engaging with problems related to migration, diversity and 

experience of place, a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods can elucidate ‘the 

significance and relevance of ethnicity, and other modes of differentiation, in particular 

historical and social settings’ (Olwig, 2013, p. 472). The mix of methods in this research was 

not a simple combination of survey and interview, common in practising mixed methods 

research, in which qualitative data supports the quantitative data for validating the rigour of 

quantitative measures. This approach to mixed methods research ‘often takes the form of 

sprinkling in some vignettes to provide narrative examples of the conclusions that are 

already reached by means of quantitative methods’ (Hesse-Biber, 2010, p. 457). Here, it was 

important to maintain a qualitative rationale in approaching the research objectives 

considering that exploring lived experience and situated knowledge was central to the focus 

of this research. Hesse-Biber (2010) suggests three processes to practice the qualitative 

approach to mixed-method research: at data collection, at data analysis and at the 

interpretation stage. This research used a combination of these processes in the four-stage 

methods that were designed to address the research objectives. The multi-faceted dimensions 

of the research objectives required more creativity and risk in designing the mix of methods 

without compromising the overall qualitative position (Armstrong, 2004). In explaining the 

research design in section 3.3, I outline how each stage incorporates a qualitative position to 

collect, analyse and interpret the data.  

Keeping a qualitative focus while linking qualitative and quantitative epistemologies helps 

push the boundaries of a ‘purely qualitative paradigm’ and increases the flexibility and 

capacity of the research in explaining the social realities (Mason, 2006). Mixed methods 

approach focuses on ‘what works’ rather than the ‘purity’ of the approach to inquiry and 

‘researchers can pick and mix particular methods depending on the nature of the problem to 

be investigated’ (Carmona, 2017a, p. 78). By maintaining a qualitative focus, it is possible to 

avoid the reductionist and decontextualized nature of quantitative methods, while benefiting 

from gathering more representative data (Mason, 2006).  
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In this research, the overall purpose for adopting a mixed-method or ‘multi-task’ research 

was to expand the capacity to include different ‘components of inquiry’ to explore the 

diversity of patterns of use and activity in different types of public spaces, to understand the 

social, spatial and material aspects of experiences of intercultural encounters, to assess the 

intercultural policies, and to examine the practical implications in urban design and planning 

practice. Also, in the way that the four-stage methods were designed there was a level of 

development, complementary, and initiation in the relationship between different stages. 

Another advantage of this approach was being able to validate the generated data by 

applying another method in order to avoid possible bias of a single methodology (Denzin, 

2009). The triangulation process of validating and cross-examining the data in this research 

was important in analysing the diversity of activities and intercultural experiences. Later in 

this chapter I outline the mix of methods designed for each stage of inquiry.  

While using mixed methods research has multiple advantages with regards to the objectives 

of this research, it has some potential limitations and challenges such as the possibility of 

losing the purity of each method in the process of integrating different methods and the 

difficulty of integrating and reporting different forms of data (Cameron, 2011). It was 

important to be aware of the capacities and limitations of the mix of methods applied in this 

research and the ‘explanatory value’ when comparing the data produced in different stages. 

In the following section, I elaborate the rationale for the mapping methodology (spatial 

ethnography) applied in the first stage of this research to analyse the diversity of activities in 

urban public open spaces.  

3.2.2 Spatial ethnography 

To study the diversity of spatial behaviours in public spaces in relation to characteristics of 

the built environment, I needed to adopt a methodology that integrated social science 

research and spatial analysis methods in environment-behaviour and urban design research. 

It was important to systematically record the everyday practices and social activities to 

examine the ways in which spaces were used and appropriated. I developed my mapping 

methodology by reviewing research in urban design and landscape research informed by 

environmental psychology theories (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010; Mehta, 2007; Whyte, 

1980; Gehl, 1971), ‘Spatial ethnography’ (Kim, 2015), and ‘Qualitative GIS’ (Kemper, 

2014; Cope & Elwood, 2009).  

I have shown in Chapter 2 how the environmental psychology concepts of ‘behaviour 

setting’ (Barker, 1987) and ‘affordance’ (Gibson, 1986) are relevant to this research. To 
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observe behaviours, I used behavioural mapping methods which I explain in detail in section 

3.3. The analytic approach to this behavioural mapping method was informed by the recent 

methodological approaches for socio-spatial mapping of everyday activities that adopt 

ethnographic methodologies to observe the relationship between the built environment and 

those who inhabit it. These mapping methods are known in literature by different names for 

example: counter mapping (mapping occupy) (Awan & Hoskyns, 2014; Awan & Langley, 

2013), feminist mapping (Jones, Nast, & Roberts, 1997), and Qualitative GIS (Boschmann 

& Cubbon, 2014). What these approaches have in common is their criticality of how spatial 

data is mapped and analysed and their aims to expand mapping capacities to incorporate 

situated knowledge and ethnographic data (Cope & Elwood, 2009; Kwan & Knigge, 2006). 

They are mixed-method mapping practices that aim to integrate quantitative spatial data with 

qualitative data about different social constructs by pushing the boundaries in analysing and 

visualising spatially-coded qualitative phenomena. I found Qualitative GIS methodology 

particularly useful in informing my analytic approach to the mapping method with regards to 

including photos, sketch maps, interview transcripts in spatial analysis and data visualisation 

(Boschmann & Cubbon, 2014; Knigge & Cope, 2006). However, the geographical scopes of 

these methods are often neighbourhoods, regions or cities and they have rarely explored the 

extent of public space sites or micro-spaces and physical and spatial characteristics. 

Kim (2015) stresses the importance of imbedding situated and ethnographic methods in 

urban design and planning process. She proposes a set of methods called ‘spatial 

ethnography’ comprising of physical survey, participant observation, interviews, and 

photography to map the socio-spatial patterns of informal trading on sidewalks in Vietnam 

and how power dynamics shape these spatial practices. Through using more humanistic 

cartography of the everyday public spaces, the research aimed to critique and inform urban 

planning and design which is one of the purposes of this research. The ethnographic 

approach to research about public space considers the researcher as ‘an actor through whom 

knowledge about the world is found’ (Deming & Swaffield, 2011, p. 153). Ethnographic 

methods provide the tools ‘to investigate and form deep or “thick” understanding of the 

everyday lives’ (Lawrence-Zuniga, 2011, p. 137). While the research methods in 

environmental psychology and behavioural studies reveal patterns of behaviours, body 

postures and temporalities of activities (Stevens, 2017; Mehta, 2009), ethnographic methods 

incorporate other dimensions such as dynamics of inclusion and exclusion, cultural values, 

memories and beliefs into the analysis (Lawrence-Zuniga, 2011; Low, Taplin, & Scheld, 

2009; Low, 2000). These methodological considerations informed my approach to spatial 

ethnography mapping method triangulated with multiple public space case study sites. 
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3.2.3 The case study approach 

Groat and Wang (2002) associate the conduct of mixed methods approach to the use of case 

study in architectural and urban design research. Case study approach is ‘a strategy in which 

a particular setting or circumstance is investigated holistically using a variety of data 

collection and analysis tactics’ (Groat & Wang, 2002, p. 18). Case study research is a 

valuable strategy in studying complexities of places, involving diverse socio-cultural and 

political dynamics and spatial practices (Deming & Swaffield, 2011). The significant work 

of Jacobs (1961), Whyte (1980), and Gehl (1971) in investigating the social life of cities, are 

influential cases that have illuminated urban design theory through studying particular case 

studies. They also exemplify that theory building can result from investigating particular 

cases with ‘explanatory power for wider application’ (Carmona, 2017a, p. 79). Although, 

one of the most common critics of case study research is on its generalisability to theory, 

Yin (1994) argues that the strength of case study research is that it can be tested in other case 

studies and other methods of inquiry. However, too much emphasising on generalisation 

‘can obscure the intrinsic values and uniqueness’ of case studies (Groat & Wang, 2002, p. 

430). Particularly in this research it was important to narrate ‘the multiple realities, the 

different and contradictory views’ of lived experiences (Stake, 1995, p. 12).  

The content of the theoretical and research questions and the rationale for replication of the 

methods inform the strategy for deciding on the characteristics and numbers of the case 

studies (Groat & Wang, 2002). I focused on a single case study (Bradford) for in-depth 

analysis of complex dynamics of everyday interculturalism considering its relevance and 

significance to the focus of this research (explained in the Introduction chapter). For 

investigating the multiplicities of behaviours in relation to ethnocultural differences and 

characteristics of place, I have selected different typologies of public spaces within diverse 

localities to compare similar and different patterns. Later in this chapter I explain the process 

for case study selection.  

3.3 The research design 

This section outlines the research design and the data collection process. The research design 

consisted of four seqential stages in accordance with the hierarchical structure of the 

objectives. The initial analysis of each stage informed the next stage and offered additional 

information and opportunity to cross-examine the previous stage. Despite the sequential 

design of the stages, it was important to maintain flexibility in moving between different 

phases of the data collection. This helped to adjust and adapt the methods and research 

questions throughout the research for enhancing the research outcome. 
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The four-stage process consisted of: 

• Mapping (section 3.3.2): exploring the patterns of uses, activities and experience of 

the case study spaces through extensive observation, behavioural mapping, and in-

situ interviews 

• Developing in-depth narratives (section 3.3.3): an in-depth exploration of stories of 

being outdoors in Bradford and interpretations of intercultural experiences 

• Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) of policy documents (section 3.3.4): this stage 

included a qualitative content analysis of a series of UK urban planning policy 

documents that engaged with discoursed of ‘diversity’, ‘public spaces’ and 

‘encounter’ 

• Responsive Participatory Exercise (RPE) (section 3.3.5): a two-phased Responsive 

Participatory Exercise with the residents and practitioners on a particular case study 

comprised the fourth stage of this research 

All the methods were reviewed by the University Ethics Committee in order to comply with 

the codes of conducting fieldwork in public spaces. I outline the ethics procedure and 

considerations later in this chapter.  

3.3.1 Case study selection 

In the Introduction chapter I briefly introduced Bradford and its significance in terms of the 

focus of this research. In this section, I explain the scoping strategy and logic for the 

fieldwork stages and selecting the case study sites. Then in the next chapter, I elaborate on 

the demographics and specificities of the case study localities. The main purpose for the case 

study selection was to achieve diversity both in terms of urban public open space 

characteristics and demographics within different neighbourhoods in inner city Bradford.  

This research used a socio-spatial inquiry to explore different types of space to unpick 

patterns of similarities and differences of activities and intercultural experiences in different 

types of urban public open spaces. Using a multi-site strategy was an advantage in terms of 

sampling representationally, finding patterns, cross-site analysis and generalisation of the 

data (Mason, 2002a; Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Sites were selected through undertaking 

several scoping fieldwork sessions: walks, observations, meetings with members of 

Bradford City Council, and reviewing the census documents and local newspapers in order 

to verify sites with greater potential for representing a meaningful sampling of social and 

spatial context of the inner city. My previous experience of conducting a Masters 

Dissertation on Bradford city centre urban regeneration projects with a focus on 
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multicultural communities and living in the city centre for a period also helped in making an 

informed decision for selecting the case study sites.   

I have considered multiple aspects for selecting the case study public spaces: typology, 

scale, function, history and context. In the previous chapter I argued that studies often focus 

on one type of public spaces (particularly in landscape research, the natural and green 

spaces). Here my aim was to include a diverse range of civic, green and everyday public 

open spaces. As the definition of public open space indicates (see Chapter 2) all cases were 

publicly accessible open lands without specific restriction on who and when to access them 

(except restrictions that are related to the management of activities and physical spaces). 

Another factor was to include different scales of public spaces in terms of size and function; 

whether they function mostly within the adjacent neighbourhood, city-wide or district scale.  

Studies on experiences of public space often concentrate on the study site decontextualised 

from its surroundings, while experiences of the urban environments are sequential and 

connected to what happens outside of the case study boundaries. Therefore, it was necessary 

to study these spaces in relation to their surroundings in terms of the demographic and 

physical characteristics of their locality. The case studies located within the same vicinity 

were defined and examined as a ‘cluster’ - in connection to each other and their social and 

spatial context. Within each cluster, I chose to study a combination of public spaces different 

in scale and typology: one main open public space, a secondary local space, and selected 

sections of the main neighbourhood streets. The selected public spaces were within walking 

distance to important amenities such as schools, mosques, churches, indoor recreational 

centres, community centres, shops and other everyday spaces. The socio-economic and 

ethnic compositions of each cluster was different. In the next chapter I introduce these 

localities in more detail.  

In the Introduction chapter I highlighted the significance of focusing on central urban areas 

in terms of socio-spatial concentration of old and new diversities, and higher levels of 

deprivation. The case study sites are within three neighbourhoods: Bradford city centre, and 

two residential areas, Horton and Manningham, set out around the fringe of the inner-city 

areas. The selected case study clusters were among the main neighbourhoods areas that 

shape Bradford’s historical borough (Bradford City) where a diversity of long-established 

and new communities reside. The selected case study clusters and public spaces were: 
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• Manningham and Horton clusters consisted of one main open public space (Lister 

Park and Horton Park) a secondary local space (Grosvenor and Marshfield 

playgrounds) and the streets in between.  

• The public spaces within the city centre cluster were the civic spaces in the heart of 

the city; City Park (a public plaza), Oastler Square (a square next to a market), and 

pedestrian streets (the main city centre shopping areas) (Figure 3-1). 

In total, 9 public spaces within 3 clusters comprised the setting in which I conducted the two 

main stages of the empirical research. The comprehensive application of these case studies 

was in the first stage- mapping while the second stage- interviews, I didn’t entirely focus on 

particular case studies but, considered other everyday spaces based on the participant 

observation process and interviews.    
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Figure 3-1- location of the case study clusters and typology of the case study public spaces 
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3.3.2 Methods Stage1- Mapping  

The first stage of the data collection process was ‘mapping’, a multi-methods inquiry 

consisting of behavioural mapping, in-situ informal interviews and participant observation, 

designed to primary focus on the Research Questions (RQ) outlined below linked to the first 

objective. 

Objective 1: To analyse the ways a diverse range of users use and experience urban public 

open spaces. 

RQ 1.1: What are the spatial and temporal patterns of different types of activities in 
relation to age, gender and ethnicity of users? 

RQ 1.2: How do participants perceive the qualities of the studied spaces? And how 
these qualities influence their uses and activities? 

This stage also had secondary focus on the second research objective: 

Objective 2- To identify the spatial, material and managerial qualities of urban public open 

spaces and the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality, and 

generate or exacerbate conflict.  

At this stage, the aim was to explore the similarities and differences of activities in different 

types of public spaces; and to understand how these patterns were shaped by intersections of 

age, gender, and ethnicity. Therefore, it was important to both observe the use of spaces and 

to engage users’ experiences of the case study spaces. I developed a systematic observation 

method known as behavioural mapping to record activities and behaviours with regards to 

spatial and temporal characteristics of the case studies; and the socio-cultural information of 

the users. Parallel to the behavioural mapping process, I conducted informal in-situ 

interviews with users within the case study spaces to acquire additional information 

regarding the perceptions and attitudes of the local population towards their public open 

spaces. I also participated in the everyday use of the case study spaces apart from the 

mapping sessions to get an informal overview of the rhythms of the activities. This approach 

was useful in supporting and verifying the mapping data and increasing opportunities to 

access less-filtered and first-hand commentaries on the experiences of the places (Mehta, 

2009).  

The conventional behavioural mapping method can offer an objective measurement of 

behaviour-environment relationship in a quantitative sense; while mapping in this research 

also integrated ethnographic methods as well aiming to capture nuances and multiplicities of 

the lived experiences (Powell 2010). ‘Mapping can offer researchers a view into how people, 

children, parents, community members see their world, what is important to them, what their 
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lived social relations are, and where they spend their time. More than providing a sense of 

the physical spaces that we traverse through, maps can shed light on the ways in which we 

traverse, encounter, and construct racial, ethnic, gendered, and political boundaries’ (Powell, 

2010, p. 16). In the following subsections I outline the design and implementation of the 

mapping stage. 

3.3.2.1 Key opportunities and challenges of behavioural mapping 

Central to this stage was the observation of activities and behaviours of different 

ethnocultural groups in relation to the physical and spatial characteristics of the case study 

sites. Behavioural mapping is a method for studying the association between physical setting 

and activities (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010). ‘It is to locate behaviour on the map itself, to 

identify kinds and frequencies of behaviour, and to demonstrate their association with a 

particular site. By associating the behaviour with a certain environment[,] it is then possible 

to both ask questions and draw conclusions about the behaviour and its relationship to a 

place’(Bechtel, Marans, & Michelson, 1987, p. 23). The significance of observing instead of 

asking direct questions for attaining detailed information regarding spatial and temporal 

patterns of activities is that people often forget or (over) understate what they do in their day 

to day lives. Zeisel (1984) refers to Brolin’s (1972) experiences of studying how Indians live 

in Chandigarh’s modern houses, designed by Le Corbusier. Without using direct observation 

of behaviours Brolin could not find the realities of ‘rule-breaking activities’ that were not 

reported in interviews (p.114). He argues interviewees do not mention some of their 

important activities simply because they are insignificant for them.  

As I explained at the beginning of this chapter, this research adopted a mixed-method 

approach indicating that quantitative method of data collection was also incorporated in 

addition to primary focus on qualitative methods in the research design. Behavioural 

mapping is an observation technique initially considered as a quantitative method, as it is a 

method that collects numeric data explaining the occurrence, types and subjects of the 

studied behaviours (Zeisel, 1984). It also generates data that can explain the patterns of how 

certain behaviours occur and how behaviours are related to their spatial context. Behavioural 

mapping is previously applied in diverse fields of behavioural studies both for indoor and 

outdoor spaces: evaluating patients’ behaviours in psychiatric centres (Sanoff & Coates, 

1971); exploring cultural diversity in use of public parks (Low, Taplin, & Scheld, 2009); 

exploring social interactions in public places (Elsheshtawy, 2013; Mehta, 2009); finding 

usage-spatial relationship and design of urban spaces (Goličnik & Ward Thompson, 2010); 

measuring children’s physical activities in playgrounds (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010); and 
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examining open space quality in neighbourhood spaces (Abbasi, Alalouch, & Bramley, 

2016).  

Reviewing the application of behavioural mapping in different contexts indicated that each 

study has developed a specific set of tools adapted to the research focus (Figure 3-2). 

Moreover, these studies have rarely captured the ethnocultural diversity in using public 

spaces. Other methods for observing behaviours in public spaces that I discussed in detail in 

previous chapter regarding studying social behaviours in public spaces (which are Gehl’s 

(1987) study of public life and Whyte’s (1980) non-participant observation) were also 

influential in developing the mapping tools in this research. Through studying these 

methods, a system of behavioural mapping was designed to explore patterns of use and 

activities.  

 

Figure 3-2-  examples of behavioural mapping and notation system: left: notation system of 
activities in an urban square (Golicnik 2012, p.127); right: children activity in playground (Cosco 

et al. 2010, p.59) 

In the following subsections I present the steps that were taken in designing the behavioural 

mapping toolbox. The quality and quantity of observation, recording technique, and the 

analysing method were important parts of designing the mapping method. ‘Observing 

behaviour is both empathetic and direct, deals with a dynamic subject, and allows observers 

to be variably intrusive. These qualities make the method useful at the beginning of research 

to generate hunches, in the middle to document regularities, and later in a research project to 

locate key explanatory information’ (Zeisel, 1984, p. 116). 
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In planning the method, there were some prerequisites demanding thorough considerations: 

What to observe? Where to observe? How to record the observations? When to observe? 

How many observations?  

3.3.2.2 Application and timeline 

The behavioural mapping took place in two phases; the first phase was during summer 2015 

and the second phase took place during summer 2016. I also conducted a couple of scattered 

observations during autumn 2015. 86 mapping sessions in total were conducted during this 

period for seven case studies within the three case study clusters. I mapped each case study 

for five days in total (three weekdays, Friday and one of the weekend days). I arranged the 

weekly observation plan to map at least two case studies each day (morning and afternoon) 

and multiple case studies from the 3 clusters during the week. Some case studies such as 

City Park and the City Centre shopping streets were repeatedly mapped when events or 

festivals were taking place. However, unpredicted weather conditions and long hours of rain 

interrupted and delayed the mapping plan to some extent. 

I developed an initial understanding of the socio-spatial patterns of uses and activities within 

the different types of case studies throughout the first phase in 2015. A rapid analysis of the 

mapping data indicated that some case studies provided a greater wealth of information for 

exploring the diversity of use and activities and their spatialieties. These case studies were 

frequently mentioned during the early stages of in situ and in-depth interviews. Therefore, I 

prioritised them in assigning more observation time during the rest of the mapping stage.  

3.3.2.3 Subjects of observation  

The research questions informed the subject of observation: what are the spatial and 

temporal patterns of use, activities and behaviours of different ethnocultural groups in public 

open spaces? It was necessary to break down the research questions into practical and 

observable components that could represent different aspects of the subject under 

observation. Zeisel (1984) classifies them in terms of actor, act, significant others, 

relationships, sociocultural context, and physical setting. Prioritising the focus of 

observation according to these aspects and defining their contents were important to 

generate relevant data. The aspects that I considered as significant to the focus of the 

research were:  

• the actor (age, gender, ethnicity) 

• the activity (sitting, observing others, walking, talking, and playing) 
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• the significant others (social interaction: where and with whom? For example person 

sitting next to) 

• the sociocultural context (culture and situation such as individual, pair, group and 

family) the physical context (spatialities for example on benches in the park) (Figure 

3-3). 

 

Figure 3-3- A section of City Park’s mapping. (Tuesday Aug 4th 2015 17 00-17 20) 

Making decisions on the level and detail of descriptions of different aspects of observation 

subject informed the annotation method. Later in this section I explain the notation system 

developed for recording these aspects.  

3.3.2.4 Position of observer  

The position of the observer from the observation subject and the setting of observation 

shape different situations of observation and affect the observer’s perceptions of the 

situations. The physical and social ‘vantage point’ of the observer is an important aspect to 

reflect on (Zeisel, 1984). If the researcher is too close or obviously making notes there is the 

possibility to affect the neutrality of behaviours. Judgement had to be made (for each space) 

between observing from a distance to not interfering with the flow of activities and 

behaviours, but close enough to be able to notice body language. Given the focus of this 

stage which was to capture the ‘embodied space’- the rhythm of use and activities and the 

lived experiences; I decided that it was necessary to observe while simultaneously 

participating and experiencing the spaces myself to have deeper understanding of the 

atmosphere of the spaces and the social dynamics of activities. Eye contacts, tones, 

languages, and attitudes of different actors and senses of the space (such as enclosed, open, 
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cold, sunny, here and there) were the socio-spatial substances important to observe while 

being in the spaces. Throughout the fieldwork my social position in the context shifted 

between participant and non-participant observer in different case studies and at different 

times. The scale, type and busyness of the studied spaces also influenced my physical and 

social positions. These dynamics will be deliberated in more detail in subsection 3.6. 

3.3.2.5 Methods of notation  

There are multiple ways to record the behavioural observations including field notes, 

annotations, plans, counting spreadsheets, photo-videography, and diagrams (Kim, 2015; 

Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010; Goličnik & Ward Thompson, 2010; Zeisel, 1984). 

Investigating the qualitative aspect of activities and behaviours was the priority at this stage 

given the aim was to carry out a detailed observation of lived experiences. Equally, 

recording the spatial distribution of activities was important for studying the use of different 

micro-spaces within each case study and to find the relationships of physical and spatial 

qualities on intensity and frequency of activities. Therefore, a map-based recording system 

was a relevant and useful way to capture these aspects; and it was also an analytic tool to 

investigate socio-spatial relationships whilst on-site. I developed a map-based annotation 

system to be able to record both numeric and descriptive information regarding the use of 

spaces described below.  

The required steps in recording the mapping data were: 1) preparing scaled maps (plan view) 

of the case studies; 2) developing a counting and notation system (that is. a list of behaviours 

and list of signs or codes associated with them) that codes different aspects of the subject of 

observation; and 3) a systematic timing for observations (when to observe?). It is important 

to be consisent in the recording system and to follow a schedule for timing the observation 

sessions (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010). Observing the whole case study and recording all 

activities is challenging and can compromise the quality of data collection, especially 

considering the size of some of the case study sites. Therefore I divided each site into 

manageable boundaries which I observed in sequential intervals (Figure 3-4). Similar 

strategies have been applied in studies using behavioural mapping of street activities 

(Elsheshtawy, 2013; Mehta, 2009). I designed scaled basemaps layouts, originally retained 

from Digimap Edina online database, which included information on date, time of 

observation interval, and weather condition. I adjusted the scale of basemaps, ranging 

between 1:100- 1:500, according to the size and spatial complexity of case study sites 

(Figure 3-5).  
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Figure 3-4- Horton Park’s mapping sections 

 

 

Figure 3-5- Base map template, MirrorPool City Park, City Centre cluster 

In terms of the system of observation, there are two main types of behaviour mapping: 

‘place-centred mapping’ which is recording behaviours in a specific setting and time (for 

example social behaviours of different cultural groups in urban parks) and ‘individual-

centred mapping’ that focuses on movements of individual in a specific physical setting (for 

example consumer movements in a supermarket) (Sommer & Sommer, 1997). The latter is 

mainly used in mapping interior environments. The design of the behavioural mapping in 

this research was place-centred; though occasionally specific attention was given to map 

Sec 1 Sec 2 Sec 3 Sec 4 
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individuals’ movements. It was important to record how people changed their activities and 

behaviours when moving within the observed space.  

Designing the notation technique was the key aspect of behavioural mapping; it needed to be 

simple, quick, communicative, and to be transferable to digital form when creating the GIS 

database. Scholars have used different forms of notations based on the research aim, the case 

studies, and the aspects of the observed subjects to be recorded (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 

2010; Goličnik & Ward Thompson, 2010). Here, the notation codes were designed to 

describe the types of activity and the characteristics of the actors (gender, age and ethnicity). 

Using simple symbols was beneficial when spaces were very dynamic and rapidly changing 

during the observation intervals. Though there is always a level of error in observation and 

recording, undertaking multiple observation sessions on the same case study could reduce 

the impact of this error on the validity of the data. 

I categorized the age codes into four groups: children (∆), younger adults (YA), adults (A) 

and older adults (OA). For recording ethnicities, I used two sets of codes: broad and 

detailed. The ‘broad’ codes were: All white ethnic groups (W), all Asian ethnic groups 

(NWA), all black ethnic groups (B) and others as (NI) Not Identified, if the specific ethnic 

category was not clear. I used another set of ethnicity codes when the ethnic identity was 

more obvious. It was challenging to comply with familiar categories used in surveys such as 

the National Census data as this way of allocating ‘ethnic categorisation felt like an 

engagement, not so much with a new world of super-diversity and complex multiculture’ in 

Bradford (Neal et al., 2015, p. 467). I decided to code ‘detailed’ ethnicities based on the 

visible aspects of ethnic origins and nationalities. The ethnicity codes comprised of: 

• British (B); 

• South Asian (P) such as Pakistani and Bangladeshi, (I) Indian;  

• Middle Eastern (ME) such as Syrian, Iranian, Palestinian, and Iraqi; 

• Black African-Caribbean (B) such as Somali, Sudanic or Ethiopian;  

• Eastern European (EU) such as Polish, Romanian, Latvian;  

• East Asian (EA) such as Chinese, and Filipino. 

I also noted any detailed observations regarding the identity of the observed groups. This is 

clearly not an exhaustive code for all ethnicities in Bradford. However, it reflected the 

majority of the diverse population of the inner city at the time of the research. It was 

essential to categorise the actors to explore the spatialities of activities and temporalities 

framed by ethnocultural differences. This approach to categorising ethnicity has some 

limitations and there is a clear margin for error in terms of researcher’s identification of 
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ethnicity. I understand that in recording differences and interactions, there were potentials 

for ‘not being so nuanced and attentive after all but doing archaic ‘difference work’, 

reducing people to their visible characteristics, and emphasising defining difference’ (Neal et 

al., 2015, p. 467). However, my situated knowledge as a Bradford resident and spending 

time in the field and having informal conversations and interviews helped in maintaining a 

basic accuracy and having more detailed understanding of the diverse ethnic composition in 

Bradford beyond the familiar categories of White British, Black-African, South Asian and so 

on.  

The Activity types were recorded by succinct written notes next to each subject annotated 

code. In general, I didn’t use symbols for specifying the activity codes, in order to be 

flexible in describing the activities based on the situation, for example ‘talking while leaning 

on the tree’. However, symbols were used as a shorthand for very general types of static and 

mobile activities i.e. standing, moving and sitting; and for group activities that were taking 

place in pairs or groups; and for gender codes Female (×) and Male (•) and specific notation 

for group activities (Figure 3-6). Young children were not assigned gender or ethnicity-

specific codes.  

 
Figure 3-6- An example of notation on map, City Park, Mirror pool section, Saturday July 4th 2015 

16 30-16 50 
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3.3.2.6 Temporality of observations  

When exploring the pattern of activities, the temporal dimension is an important factor. 

Everyday life is a dynamic construct and observing its rhythms helps to develop a critical 

understanding of how public spaces work. ‘Everywhere where there is interaction between a 

place, a time and an expenditure of energy, there is rhythm’ (Lefebvre, 2006, p. XV). 

Observing behaviours at different times of the day, week, and season generates a diverse 

palette for analysis. Different types of public spaces have different rhythms of use and 

activities. Therefore, to decide on scheduling the observation, I undertook scoping fieldwork 

tasks in the early stage of the research; taking notes and photos of the case study public 

spaces’ busy and less busy times; conversing with the locals, and undertaking online 

research about common local routines, for instance school times, leisure activities, and event 

dates. My insider knowledge of Bradford informed the observation schedule. Moreover, the 

schedule planning needed to conform to the research timeline, weather conditions and my 

capabilities as a sole researcher.  

I planned to observe each case study at least once on three separate weekdays (Monday-

Thursday), at least once on Fridays (due to a different atmosphere allied to Muslim religious 

practice), and at least once on a weekend day, usually on Saturdays, in total five days. 

Regarding the hours, I planned to cover the period from 8 am to 8 pm in six slots (8-10, 10-

12, 12-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8) by the end of the fieldwork. The longer period of daytime 

observation was due to longer days in summer when I carried out the majority of mapping 

fieldwork. The period of each observation recording interval for one section map was 10- 15 

minutes based on the busyness of the studied spaces. The accumulation of six mapping 

sessions based on the time slots within different weekdays was an equivalent to one 

observation day. Each case study observation session consisted of all of the mapping 

intervals of the same case study that were mapped during the same date (Figure 3-7). No 

observation session took place during dark and less busy hours of the day due to safety 

issues. No recordings were made in rainy conditions due to recording difficulties. 

As mentioned above the behavioural mapping sessions for each case study had to be planned 

according to the expected schedule to generate an inclusive sampling database for analysing 

the spatio- temporal patterns of uses and activities. Throughout the fieldwork, I developed a 

mapping log and monitored the whole mapping stage for tracking the observation intervals 

and finding the gaps for planning additional observation sessions (Table 3-1).  
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Figure 3-7- Diagram explaining the strategy for mapping schedule 

 

 
Table 3-1- An example of mapping log developed during the fieldwork 
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3.3.2.7 Importance of pilot fieldwork 

Conducting a pilot study to test the mapping toolbox was critical considering that applying 

behavioural mapping method for studying the relationship between ethnocultural difference 

and physical environment is a challenging experiment. Although the main intention at this 

stage of data collection was to record the spatialities and temporalities of different types of 

activities, the mapping increased the opportunity to record some patterns of intercultural 

interactions that informed the questions of the second stage in-depth interviews.   

I conducted a series of pilot behavioural mapping sessions in City Park, Marshfield 

Playground and a section of each case study streets in City Centre, Manningham and Horton 

cluster during May 2015. The purpose of the pilot mapping was to test the applicability and 

clarity of the notation system; the management of observation boundaries; and the 

possibility of using alternative modes of recording activities with graphic symbols. 

However, the experience indicated drawing the assigned symbol for each type of activity 

was more time consuming than a written activity code. As I expected during the planning 

phase, identifying the users’ certain ethnicity was a challenging mission. Therefore, keeping 

an open-ended list of ethnic codes was useful for advancing it further once encountering 

unanticipated ethnic groups during the observation fieldwork. Also, designing two modes of 

categorising ethnicity (general and detailed) was very helpful in avoiding rushed 

assumptions by putting any non-identifiable ethnicities into the general categories such as 

White, Asian, Black and other.    

Moreover, the piloting experience evidenced that mapping the location of the observer 

during each observation session was helpful when re-reviewing the observation maps and 

creating the GIS database. In different situations, I took a static or mobile position when 

observing a specific section of the case study during each mapping interval; this was useful 

in having wider vantage point especially in larger case studies such as City Park, Lister Park, 

Horton Park and the street case studies.  

Realising the different values of the selected typologies of public open spaces within the 

three case study clusters in providing substantive and appropriate context for behavioural 

mapping was another important outcome of the pilot mapping. Pilot mapping of the 

residential streets in Manningham and Horton clusters was not successful as expected. The 

observed activities had very low intensity, density and diversity supposedly due to lower 

level of outdoor activity in the selected case study neighbourhoods. Although the selected 

streets were among the main neighbourhood streets with important land use functions, for 

instance shops, schools, churches, and mosques, the majority of the mapped activities were 
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commuting for different purposes, and I could barely identify any social behaviours. 

Therefore, the question was whether conducting extensive behavioural mapping in these 

streets could help in generating adequate data for analysis considering the limited research 

timeline. My social position as a ‘recognised outsider’ in the residential streets in 

comparison to the non-residential and formal public spaces also had an impact on the 

spontaneity of the observed actors and in some cases compromised the quality of the 

observations (Zeisel, 1984). Reflecting on the issues raised during the pilot mapping 

suggested an alternative method for observing the residential streets in Manningham and 

Horton clusters that could be used instead of map-based observations. I explain this method 

later in subsection 3.3.2.10.  
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3.3.2.8 Creating the GIS database 

For being able to systematically analyse the layers of spatial data recorded during the 

behavioural mapping session, I digitalised all mapped information and created a GIS 

database in ESRI Arcmap software. The available toolboxes offered opportunities to 

experiment the analysis of different intersections of the layers of the collected data. It also 

offered an interface for data visualisation and helped to reduce bias in interpreting the 

relationships between the spatial attributes, types and intensity of activities, and users’ 

information. In this section I explain the process of transferring the mapping information to 

create the GIS database. 

The software enabled geo-referencing any type of spatial data. I transformed all observed 

activities recorded manually on the maps into the ArcMap interface. The geo-referencing 

process had two parts; first, specifying the spatial attributes of the observed activity and 

second, assigning the information of the specific activity to the geo-referenced item. All GIS 

basemap were from Edina Digimap database in the Geodatabase format, which can be 

opened directly in ArcMap. In some instances, the layout of the downloaded map required 

updates based on the case studies’ current built form. Below represents a snapshot of the 

process of geo-referencing the collected data (Figure 3-8).  

 
Figure 3-8- An example of the geo-referencing process using ArcGIS;  

City Park, City Centre Cluster. 
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Each observed activity was created as a point on the map according to the recorded location 

in the behavioural mapping notations. In addition to the X, Y coordinates that defined the 

spatial attributes of each point, it contained a table of attributes which included its spatial 

and non-spatial attributes. All of the recorded data, describing the type and situation of 

activity, and characteristics of the actor (age, gender and ethnicity) for each activity point, as 

well as the date, the number of the mapping interval, weekday, time slot, and weather 

condition were defined in the table of attributes associated with it.  

The process of transferring the collected data for all case studies took place during autumn 

2015-autumn 2016. I analysed a sample of the collected data from the City Park case study 

according to spatial distribution tools regarding the spatial and non-spatial attributes and 

temporal dimensions of the observed activities, to test the applicability of the behavioural 

mapping data in GIS format (Figure 3- 9). I discuss the final analytic process in section 3.4. 

The mapping database created a detailed platform for analysing the spatial and temporal 

patterns and integrating qualitative data collected from in-situ and in-depth interviews. The 

following section elaborates on the in-situ interview at this stage.  

 

Figure 3-9- Test analysis of spatial distribution 537 observed activities in City Park, City Centre 
Cluster during July 2015. Top left: based on age groups; top right: based on gender; bottom left: 

based on ethnicity; bottom right: density analysis based on gender 
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3.3.2.9 Alongside mapping: in-situ interviews 

Although behavioural mapping can generate spatial data on nuances of everyday use and 

activities, conducting in-situ interviews with the users can help in retrieving the first-hand 

accounts of the perceptions and attitudes of the local population towards their public open 

spaces. Moreover, it changes the social position of the researcher between doing a non-

participant to participant observation and helps to mingle in the explored situations, an 

important part of undertaking a ‘spatial ethnography’ (Kim, 2015). During the fieldwork, I 

conducted informal conversations with a diverse range of users within the case study sites, 

as well as with people more generally out and about within the case study clusters. The 

interview questions were on types, purposes and frequencies of use of the case study spaces; 

and with general information on the location and length of residence of the interviewees. I 

recorded the conversation through taking notes and sometimes audio- recording of myself 

reporting the interview contents upon departing the conversation. The total number of on-

site interviews was 27 with; mostly took place in City Park, Lister Park, and Horton Park 

(see Appendix A). I also conducted an informal group interview in a youth club in the city 

centre with seven teenagers with mixed backgrounds but mostly with Pakistani origin. I 

often approached potential participants while they were sitting, strolling and sometimes 

when accompanied by friends or family.  

3.3.2.10  Alongside mapping: sensing the spaces by researcher walking, watching, and 

listening 

It is worth noting that most of the qualitative fieldwork has an aspect of participant 

observation. Spending a significant amount of time in the sites created conditions for me to 

also experience the spaces. Besides general observations of the case study clusters, I 

observed the activities in neighbourhood street case studies and recorded my observations 

with audio recorder, photographs, and note-taking. 

The combination of the described methods predominantly addressed the first objective and 

partially offered information regarding the intercultural dynamics in everyday public spaces. 

However, gaining deeper knowledge on the diversity of perceptions of people and places 

required engaging in extended conversations with the residents. The next section outlines the 

main method for the second stage of the research: developing in-depth narratives.    
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3.3.3 Methods Stage 2- Developing In-depth narratives  

This stage primarily addressed the second research objective. The research questions were 

designed to explore narratives of intercultural interactions experienced by interview 

participants, the socio-spatial contexts of their experiences and their perceptions regarding 

the significance of intercultural interaction in urban public open spaces.   

Objective 2: To identify the spatial, material and management qualities of urban Public 

Open Spaces and the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality 

and generate or exacerbate conflict. 

RQ 2.1: What are the spatial and physical contexts in which participants experience 

different kinds of intercultural encounters? And how do the experiences relate to 

activities in public spaces? 

RQ 2.2: What are the research participants’ perceptions regarding the significance of 

their intercultural encounters and how do they negotiate and represent their identities 

in spaces of encounter?  

RQ 2.3: To what extent and how does the design and management of urban POS 

influence the frequency and quality of interactions? 

This stage also offered additional data to support analysis of the behavioural mapping. 

Addressing the research questions from the mapping stage also progressed as the research 

process continued in the second phase of mapping. Open-ended semi-structured in-depth 

interviewing was the choice of data collection method to access the stories of intercultural 

encounters, to explore perceptions of difference, intolerance, stereotyping and conviviality 

and to find how these are materialised and spatialised in urban spaces. This stage aimed to 

explore how these experiences affect the definition of ‘self’ and ‘other’ identities and to 

comprehend the values, meanings and preferences placed in qualities and affordances of 

public open spaces as spaces of encounter. In this section, firstly, I outline the design and 

structure of the interviews; and then clarify the interview processes, participants and 

outcomes.  

3.3.3.1 Designing the interviews 

I planned the in-depth semi-structured interviews as a four-phase process: cognition, 

grounding, recall and exploration, and reflection. I designed the phases based on reviewing 

probing techniques in in-depth interviewing (Willis, 2005; Mason, 2002b; May, 2001) and 

the content of the research questions. In each phase, I aimed to discuss a set of themes and 
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questions with the participants, starting from more general themes before moving on to 

specific questions, followed by probing questions based on respondents’ answers and my 

previous knowledge of the topic. Following these phases as a protocol helped to maintain 

control and tailor the dialogue towards more relevant discussions (Willis, 2005). However, 

the interview situations and the participants’ preferences had significant effect on steering 

the priority of these steps, and sometimes the conversations shifted between different themes 

and questions. Flexibility and openness in the interviews give the participants autonomy to 

express their interpretations (May, 2001).  

The first phase was ‘cognition’ which included informing, clarifying general expectations 

and asking about the participants’ socio-cultural background. The second phase was 

‘grounding’, where I asked the interviewees to talk about their area of residence, their daily 

activities and the significance of outdoor activities and the places for them. My intention at 

this phase was to develop a general understanding of participants’ perception of people and 

places. The next interview step was ‘recall and exploration’, where I asked the participants 

to remember particular situations when they interacted with someone ethnoculturally 

different in outdoor environment. I deliberately, asked about a memory with positive feeling 

and a memory with negative feeling. Through discussing their memories, I intended to 

understand the specific social, temporal and material context of their intercultural 

interactions and their subjective narrations about their feelings and the significance of the 

interaction. In the final phase, ‘reflection’, I asked the participants to reflect on their 

experiences. My intention was to explore the interviewees’ further opinion and critical 

thinking on the situation and their interpretations of the dynamics that shaped those 

instances.     

The formulation of questions changed between the phases. For example, in the exploration 

phase I started the questions mainly with: can you tell me about? or how do you feel about, 

including questions about the where and when of the situation. In the reflection phase I 

framed the questions starting with: How do you think…? / How did it make you feel 

about…? / Are you…? / Would you tell me more?  The questions addressed feelings, 

emotions and meanings of their intercultural experiences and their perceptions of spaces 

within they interact. I also used visual materials such as maps and photos of the case studies 

as prompts to discuss their experiences of using the case study sites and engage them in 

talking about spatial and material characeristics of the places. This was very helpful as it 

often prompted memories of using the spaces in different temporalities and comments on 

textures, colours, atmospheres and other people who used the spaces.   
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3.3.3.2 Recruitment strategy: accessing and selecting participants 

The aim was to interview a diverse range of residents who live or work in inner city 

Bradford, including established ethnic communities, newly-arrived migrants, and white 

British residents. I aimed to interview between 10 to 15 potential participants within each 

case study neighbourhoods; this could be people who either live, work or study in these 

areas, or had other purposes for commuting. I was also interested to include people who 

lived in outer and suburban areas as well. I conducted 30 in-depth interviews between 2015 

and 2016 that were almost equally distributed throughout the case study neighbourhoods. 

The sampling strategy focused on two groups of participants. The decision to recruit from 

users and ‘non-users’ (primarily of the specific case studies) was a critical decision from the 

beginning. Focusing only on the users of the case study public spaces would have limited the 

breadth of the research to a bounded understanding on how public spaces work within the 

city, whereas I was keen to know more about other public spaces that were outside of the 

scope of this research. Engaging a wider sampling group was valuable in understanding 

dynamics of ‘not using’ (or deliberately avoiding) certain spaces, which might directly or 

indirectly relate to negative intercultural experiences or the limitations of public space 

provision. During the in-depth interview stage, I came to understand that all the participants 

were habitual users of at least one of the case studies. They also referred to a diverse range 

of other public spaces (sometimes non-urban) which was useful in comparing their 

exepriences of landscape.  

My initial strategy for recruiting potential interview participants was from the users of the 

specific case study sites that I approached during in-situ interviews at the time of the 

mapping stage. During the first phase of the mapping stage in 2015, at each informal in-situ 

interview, I invited the participants to further their contribution to the research by 

participating in an in-depth interview. Their contact details were taken upon showing 

interest, and I contacted them for arranging the interviews between 2015-2016. Spending an 

extensive amount of time for mapping and observations in the case study sites created 

opportunities for acquaintance with residents from different neighbourhoods. The process of 

recruiting directly from case-study sites continued until the end of the mapping stage.  

I also recruited from people who were not explicitly the users of my case study sites through 

other routes (such as participating in community activities and snowball sampling). 

Participating in community activities is a useful strategy for approaching potential 

participants and introducing the research (Rishbeth & Powell, 2013). Throughout the field 

work, I attended different public meetings in the community centres and participated in 

some community activities in different locations in Bradford. Being a regular participant 
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helped in forming some loose ties and building trust with members of those community 

spaces which helped to access a diversity of new and long-established members of the 

communities and people with less voice and visibility in public. The range of public and 

community spaces that I attended as a participant researcher was: 

• University of Bradford. 

• Manningham and City Libraries. 

• Oastler Market and the local specialised food and grocery shops  

• Youth group centres. 

• Migrant and refugee support groups located in community centres particularly the 

English classes for refugees and asylum seekers which often had members newly-

arrived from Syria, Iraq, and Sudan, mostly speaking Arabic in different ages and 

genders.  

• A local church that was also a community place inclusive to all and visited by a 

diverse range of people from different faith groups and cultural backgrounds. 

• A women-only gardening group that aimed to promote food growing for health and 

well-being attended by a group of British, Polish, Pakistani and Bangladeshi 

women.  

I distributed research flyers, if appropriate and possible, during site visits and participating in 

community activities. However, giving out research flyers was not successful without the 

researcher’s immediate explanation and exchanging contact details. ‘Snowball sampling’ 

was another recruiting method that I adopted at the beginning of the fieldwork by recruiting 

participants from my personal and professional contacts in Bradford. 

Maintaining ethnocultural diversity in the sampling group was particularly crucial to 

generating valid and reliable data. It was challenging to access a sampling group that could 

be representative of the diverse population of Bradford. I managed to achieve a reasonable 

level of diversity by reviewing and comparing the ethnocultural backgrounds of the 

participants at different checkpoints throughout the fieldwork, and varying my recruitment 

strategy accordingly (Table 3-2). Participants’ diversity represented members from 

established first and second-generation Pakistani (British Pakistani), Bangladeshi (British 

Bangladeshi), Indian, Sri Lankan, Lebanon, Polish, and African-Caribbean, white British 

residents born in and outside Bradford, recently-arrived refugees and asylum seekers from 

Iran and Syria, and international university students from Cyprus, Pakistan and Romania. 
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Though it was useful for generally broadcasting the research in different localities (Mehta, 

2009), I recruited most of the interview participants from direct interactions through 

participating in community activities on streets, in parks and other semi-public spaces 

mentioned above and my previous contacts.  
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Table 3-2- Overview of age, gender and ethnicity of in-depth interview participants 
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3.3.3.3 Conducting the interviews  

I recorded all of the in-depth interviews, upon participants’ informed consent, with a 

smartphone application ‘Audio Memos’ that also enabled uploading the recorded file 

securely into my personal password protected cloud and all in-depth interview participants 

were given pseudonyms (Table 3-2). Using smartphone instead of a separate audio recording 

device helped to maintain a level of informality and natural flow of the conversations; also 

noted by one of the participants as a positive point: ‘It’s very discreet, you know because 

everybody has their phone on the table, so people will just forget that it is there and tools 

like dictaphones will take away the spontaneity of the interview.’ (Female, white British, 

born in Bradford and living in Manningham). 

I agreed the time and the venue of the interviews by giving priority to participants’ 

preference and suitability. The socio-spatial situation of the interview is an important aspect 

to consider in conducting a productive and informative conversation (Sin, 2003). For 

example, sometimes I sat with interviewees in places that were familiar for them or other 

times in locations where participants decided to keep a level of anonymity. I conducted 24 of 

the interviews in indoor spaces such as cafés, community centres, libraries and the church, 

and three that took place outdoors in the case study sites. Three were telephone interviews, 

as the participants had work commitments and I had left Bradford at the time the interview 

was scheduled. However, having a telephone interview did not appear to compromise the 

quality of the conversations, and the participants engaged well with the questions. 

3.3.4 Methods Stage 3- Qualitative Content Analysis of policy documents 

This stage addresses the third research objective designed to critically analyse the content of 

policy (primarily national UK and local in Bradford) with reference to ‘public space’, 

‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’: 

Objective 3: To assess the fit-for-purpose of current urban planning and design policy 

(strategy and guidance) in mediating interculturalism.  

RQ 3.1: How, why and to what extent ‘public space’ and ‘diversity’ are represented 
in planning policies?  

RQ 3.2: How do these narratives shape and reflect policy understandings of 
intercultural encounter? 

RQ 3.3: How are the wider policies applied and adapted and what kinds of strategies 
are practised in Bradford urban planning and design context regarding the subject 
matter?   
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Initially the main intention was to understand the planning policy at a local scale through 

exploring Bradford’s policy context as a case study. However, an initial review of the 

existing policy indicated that the key policies regarding diversity and intercultural 

approaches are shaped at national level particularly prior to the Localism Act in 2011 (a 

reform in the public sector through decentralisation of power from central government to 

local authorities). Therefore, I decided to primarily focus on national level, with a second-

tier review of approaches at the local scale. In this section I outline the criteria for choice of 

policy documents and the stages of the Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA).   

Considering that ‘the material of politics is often textual in nature’ adopting a content 

analysis is an appropriate method to address the research questions (Herrera & Braumoeller, 

2004, p. 1). Content analysis is a quantitative method of analysing any medium that has been 

created by humans, without direct interaction with a participant (secondary data) (Kaefer, 

Roper, & Sinha, 2015). It offers the opportunity for investigating forms of information 

which are not certainly collectable with the application of empirical data collection methods 

(Daugbjerg et al., 2009). It involves a systematic and objective process of quantitative 

description of the research material (Kaefer, Roper, & Sinha, 2015).  

My aim was to critically review the existing policy and assess the ‘fit-for-purpose’ of the 

approaches in relation to lived experiences of everyday interculturalism. Based on the 

literature review and the informed research questions, I aimed to investigate the policy 

documents in relation to ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’ and to explore their 

relationships. This suggested engaging with the policy contents beyond the quantitative 

position of the content analysis and studying the discourses situated in the context. QCA is a 

method of content analysis that attempts to analyse a concept in connection to its 

surrounding material (Kaefer, Roper, & Sinha, 2015). It is a mixed-method analysis that 

aims to preserve the systematic approach of content analysis but ‘to conceptualize the 

process of assigning categories to text passages as a qualitative-interpretive act’ (Mayring, 

2014, p. 10). This approach has recently been shown to have applicability in realist policy 

analysis of the inclusion of ‘health’ in design and planning of built environment with 

purpose of informing future policy (Harris, Friel, & Wilson, 2015). Drawing on the process 

of QCA suggested by Mayring (2014) and Kaefar et al. (2015), I designed the steps for 

applying QCA to address the research questions. 

3.3.4.1 The choice of policy documents and coding frame 

The date range of the analysis covers policy documents published between 2000 and 2016. I 

considered two key events in UK urban planning which also had significant implications in 
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the Bradford case study to set the boundaries for the archival search in policies. First, the 

Urban Task Force (UTF) ‘urban renaissance’ (1999) report that is argued as ‘a defining 

feature of contemporary urban policy’ (Shaw & Porter, 2009, p. 1); that foregrounded the 

importance of urban design and the quality of public spaces. The allocation on 

Neighbourhood Renewal Funds for prioritised deprived areas including Bradford was one of 

the outcomes of this agenda (Social Exclusion Unit, 2001). Second, the emergence of the 

‘community cohesion’ agenda in 2001 (Home Office, 2001b, 2001a) as a shift in 

intercultural policy in response to the 2001 riots in Bradford, Oldham and Burnley. These 

events informed the decision with regard to the starting point of the research. Deciding on a 

meaningful date to limit the archival search was a challenge considering that inevitably, start 

dates for policy ‘eras’ are rather tenuous constructs given that policy documents usually 

attempt to build on or reverse previous policy directions. The Casey Review (2016) is the 

latest document in the analysis. This is a review into opportunity and integration published 

15 years after the cohesion agenda, and again returns to Bradford as a context for discussing 

intercultural relations.  

The selection criteria for policy documents were based on the inclusion of one or more of 

the research keywords and related terms (diversity, ethnicity, migration, public space, social 

interaction, design, and inclusion). Throughout this process I skimmed a large number of 

documents available from the urban planning archival portal and the UK government 

website. However, relying on these sources alone would not adequately address one of my 

key ambitions, which was to explore understandings on the design aspect in relation to 

diversity, encounter and public space. Therefore it was necessary to broaden the variety of 

the official documents to develop a more inclusive and informed analysis. The majority of 

design considerations are covered in policy guidance reports and related research reports. 

The types of documents range from: 

• Policy papers 

• Planning laws and Acts 

• Important press release materials  

• Assessment documents 

• Guidance reports 

• Research reports commissioned by the government 

I selected 46 documents at national level and 23 documents at local level (see Appendix B 

for the list of documents) for the first phase of the ‘conceptual analysis’ which is the 
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quantitative inquiry of concepts in the text. In the following section I outline the coding 

frame and the stages of the analysis.  

3.3.4.2 Stages of the analysis 

The two stages of the content analysis are: conceptual analysis and relational analysis. The 

‘conceptual analysis’ explores the inclusion and frequency of a set of concepts (coding 

frame) in the selected documents that helps to understand the emphasis and values given to 

the concepts; and the ‘relational analysis’ explores the relationship of the concepts 

(Neuendorf, 2016).  

Conceptual analysis 

I started the analysis by developing a coding frame which was a list of words developed 

based on the relevant concepts in relation to the three main discourses of the analysis. The 

list was open and flexible, driven from the theory and research questions and grounded in 

policy (Parkinson, 2013) (Table 3- 3). I applied the coding frame for a word frequency 

inquiry facilitated by using Nvivo Software through an iterative process comprising 

adjusting the coding frame and adding or excluding some concepts and policy documents.  

The overarching 
theme  associated concepts 

Public space public space, open space, urban space, public realm, shared space 

Typology street, park, square, pedestrian routes*, green and natural, play area*, 
built and physical environment 

Diversity diverse/diversity**, ethnicity, multiculture/multicultural, migration, 
BME* 

Encounter inter-(cultural/ethnic/faith), interaction, encounter, cohesion, 
integration, social mixing 

Emotional and 
psychological 
amenity 

Health, quality of life, wellbeing, attachment, belonging, sense of place 

Equality accessibility, inclusion, equity, equality  

Design, planning 
and management design, planning, maintenance, management, placemaking, regeneration 

Safety and security safety, security, crime, terror and extremism, anti-social behaviour, 
tension and intolerance, conflict, racism, hostility, disorder 

Order and control policing, CCTV and surveillance, warden  
 

 
Table 3-3- Content analysis coding frame (*- other similar words were also used in the word query, 

**- the content double checked to avoid non-relevant use of the word.) 

I used the result of the word frequency query for comparing the weights given to the 

concepts in different documents and to explore the areas where there was no inclusion or 
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lack of inclusion of some concepts. Indeed, the focus of the documents determined the level 

of emphasis on some concepts more than others. Thus, the query revealed some interesting 

results in terms of the conceptual emphases and absences in urban planning context. The 

results also shaped the basis for further exploration in the next phase.  

Relational analysis 

At the second phase of the QCA, I moved to explore the concepts in the context of a subset 

of the reviewed documents that were considered more significant in addressing the key 

concepts. At this phase I aimed to analyse the concepts within the context of the policy and 

to understand the relationships between the concepts and their influences on each other in 

different periods of the UK government paradigms in urban planning and in Bradford urban 

planning and design context. As a result of these two forms of analysis I was able to 

compare different policy documents and the emphasis given to the coded concepts and 

subjects throughout the past 15 years. This was particularly important, as I could compare 

the impact and interactions of different policy areas on each other as well as having a better 

understanding of the relationship between national and local policy. The results of this stage 

also informed and refined the approach for the fourth stage (outlined in the following 

section).  

3.3.5 Methods Stage 4- Responsive Participatory Exercise  

This stage of the methodology was designed to address the last research objective which 

was: 

Objective 4- To examine the extent that ethnographic understandings of everyday activities 

and social behaviours in urban public open spaces can inform urban design and planning 

policy and practice. 

RQ 4.1: In what ways can the engagement of the local practice with the research 
findings (sharing the findings and discussing the interpretations with local practice) 
imply the priorities of design and management? 

My key interest as a researcher with an urban design and planning background was to 

explore possible ways to inform practice, in particular by applying the knowledge gained 

from ethnographic study of social relations at micro-level. I discuss in the introduction and 

literature review that the link between research and practice is often an overlooked aspect. 

There are evidences that even studies with no explicit aim to provide specific insights into 

the spatial and physical aspects of public spaces can offer practical information that can 
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inform place-shaping practice (Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017). Within the context of 

this doctoral research, this required developing methods (and a methodological ‘mix’) that 

could address some limits of conventional qualitative research. I sought to explore how the 

interaction between different areas of expertise- planning, design and research can help in 

addressing the overall ambition of this research. To address this purpose, I conducted three 

on-site public engagement sessions in one of the case study sites- Oastler Square, located in 

Bradford city centre, followed by a workshop to involve key stakeholders.  

Burayidi (2015) argues that active engagement of local people in researching about how they 

use and experience public spaces can enhance understanding of issues that can be addressed 

in planning and design practice. At the final stage of my research programme, I intended to 

explore how applying broadly participatory methods can inform understandings of public 

open space affordances for sociability. In devising the methods, I reviewed the participatory 

methods in urban planning and design practice that apply visual and informal methods for 

engaging communities in research. Employing visual and informal methods that are less 

dependent on verbal communication are suggested to be useful in improving cross-cultural 

communication in engaging the public; and can also address challenges of more formal 

methods of engagement (such as public consultation) by increasing the inclusiveness for 

‘communities who feel uncomfortable, unwelcome, and/or unable to participate’ (Main & 

Rojas, 2015, p. 292).   

In designing the methods I considered different aspects including: 

• to be accessible for people of different abilities, ages and interest groups. 

• to engage the participants in the process of critical and sensitive thinking on social, 

spatial and temporal aspects of the case study area.  

• to plan a flexible programme that is responsive to unpredicted siutations during the 

public engagement.   

• to encourage participants in identifyng opportunities and constraints of the physical 

space and to propose changes to increase inclusiveness, conviviality and viablity of 

the case study. 

During the first half of the fieldwork in 2015 the timing of the research overlapped with a 

project taking place in the city centre cluster that aimed to renovate the most popular food 

market in the inner city, Oastler Market, and improve the surrounding public realm, Oastler 

Square, that was among the case studies in this research. This created an opportunity to 

initiate a public participatory exercise to focus on this project, collaborating with the users, 
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business owners and practitioners in re-imagining the space towards being more inclusive 

and convivial. As a methodological challenge, it allowed me to explore whether engaging 

residents and practitioners can provide opportunities to develop practical and bottom-up 

knowledge to inform urban planning and design practice towards intercultural thinking in 

design and management of public spaces. Since the targeted groups (users, business owners 

and practitioners) had different levels of commitment in participating in this research, it was 

necessary to curate the methods in a way to increase the possibilities for involving a diverse 

range of participants. After liaising with the groups involved in the project and discussing 

the possibility for mutual advantages of collaborating with the project, it was decided to 

conduct the Responsive Participatory Exercise (RPE) in a two phase way: 

• A set of outdoor in situ drop-in sessions designed for engaging the members of the 

public. 

• Indoor workshops with Oastler market business owners, managers and practitioners.  

The following subsections cover the processes of planning, preparation and implementation 

of these participatory exercises.    

3.3.5.1 In-situ drop-in sessions  

The aim of these sessions was to involve the participants in thinking about the spatial and 

material qualities and issues through involving them in low-key and informal activities. 

Also, to engage them in activities using visual materials while they were on-site and have 

direct observation of the space under study. Implementing these sessions were facilitated 

through the supportive co-operation of the head of Bradford Market management team and 

Bradford City Council. The opportunity to discuss places whilst being in that particular 

location can encourage participants to share their experiences in a relaxed and informal 

manner (Finney & Rishbeth, 2006). 

A separate ethics application, including risk management, was reviewed and approved by 

the Landscape Department Ethics Committee.To publicise the event and raising awareness 

about the project and its purposes, flyers were distributed around the city centre and the 

market to approach potential participants. I participated in an interview at Bradford 

community radio station, BCB, to advertise the project and its broader aims and purposes. 

Also, a gazebo stall was set up in a well-utilized location next to the market where the 

market customers, parking users, café regulars and passers-by had better access and greater 

footfall during the peak hours and benefited from having a good overview to case study open 

space (Figure 3-10). Main and Rojas (2015) suggest in applying the participatory methods, 
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convenience and accessibility is important in choosing the venue for participation. The stall 

was set up with an open layout for the participants to have more access in engaging with the 

given tasks. A facilitator assisted me in recruiting the participants and explaining the 

activities which was essential considering the feasibility of this kind of exercise. The 

sessions were conducted over three consecutive days detailed below (Table 3-4). 

 
Figure 3-10- Left: The location of the stall; Right: the view from the stall to Oastler Square 

 

 
Table 3-4- In situ drop-in sessions schedule 

 

The process of participation had two parts: questionnaire and tasks. Participants were given 

a questionnaire before engaging with the tasks that included questions regarding gender, age 

group, place of birth, the length of residence in Bradford, ethnocultural background and 

purposes of using the market and adjacent spaces.  Tasks were designed in three sections, 

expected to take 5-15 minutes, consisting of:  

• Likes and dislike about the place  

• Imagining a friendly or unfriendly place 

• How the area can improve to be more sociable, enjoyable and inclusive? 

These tasks were designed as prompts for participants to share their perceptions and 

preferences through engaging with the tools and materials provided for them (such as maps, 
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panoramic images, plain canvas sheets, post-its, tags, pens, markers, coloured paper and 

stickers). A set of cards with abstract drawings of different typologies and spatial 

characteristics of public open spaces and a selection of visualised miniature images of uses, 

activities and urban furniture types were also designed to stimulate participants’ spatial 

perceptions and playfulness during engaging with the tasks (Figure 3- 11). In order to keep a 

record of participants’ information and produced written and visual materials, I developed a 

coding method to link actors and materials. Each questionnaire was marked with a number 

as a Unique Identifier Code (UIC). A pre-coded pack (containing pre-coded post-its and 

tags) was given to each participant according to their UIC number in the questionnaire. 

Therefore, participants could be traced on maps and images where they commented on or 

created a visual representation of it. Sessions were photographed and notes were taken 

throughout the session. Maps, comment notes and drawings were collected from participants 

on each day and kept in a safe place. Participants received vouchers for small refreshments 

at a nearby café and I reimbursed the café at the end of the third day. 

 
Figure 3-11- Examples of the visual materials and engagements with the tasks at in-situ drop-in 

sessions 
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41 individuals participated with equal percentage in terms of gender. In terms of age group, 

the numbers were 4 above 65, 16 from 46-65, 7 from 26-45, 4 from 19-25, 4 from 10-18, 2 

were under 10. 4 participants participated in activities but, didn’t fill the form. Almost half 

of the participants were born outside of Bradford. 16 participants identified themselves as 

British, while 9 as Pakistani British, 3 refugees from the Congo, 2 as Black African, 1 as 

Polish, and 6 didn’t identify their ethnicity (see Appendix C for full details and answers). 

I faced a number of challenges in conducting the sessions. Unfortunately, the level of 

participation was lower than expected due to long hours of heavy rain and strong wind 

during the two days of the sessions. On many occasions it was difficult to maintain 

participants’ commitments to participate in all the tasks. However, the opportunity for 

learning, and the ability to informally ‘test’ some of my ideas was valuable. I discuss the 

results and implications of this experience in chapter 8.  

3.3.5.2 Indoor workshop  

The second phase of RPE aimed to engage local practitioners and decision-makers to reflect 

on the findings of the in-situ sessions and the empirical research in the city centre cluster; 

and to discuss the broader issues of design and management of public spaces in the city 

centre with particular focus on dynamics of ethnocultural diversity and migration. The initial 

aim for the workshop was to inform practitioners and the market business owners for 

discussing the findings of the Oastler Square participatory exercise. After the cancellation of 

the Oastler Market revamping project, I decided to also share the broader findings of the city 

centre mapping and interviews, which at that time was a great concern for the City Council 

because of the decline and closure of a substantial section of city centre shops and services 

(Cunningham, 2017). 

A number of stakeholders (14 people), such as Bradford City Council urban regeneration 

team, the market manager, independent business owners in Oastler Market, community and 

youth workers were invited through email to participate in a one-hour workshop. After 

liaising with a new enterprise centre located in the middle of the city centre, I conducted the 

workshop with 11 participants from a diverse area of expertise: 

• Senior Planning Officer, Development Plans 

• City Centre Operations Manager 

• Team Leader of Development Plans & Transport Planning 

• Urban Design Officer 

• Senior Development Officer 
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• Project Lead of Bradford Youth Service 

• Three Bradford-based freelance architects  

• Team Leader of Landscape, Design and Conservation  

• Labour Councillor and Executive Member for Regeneration, Planning and Transport  
 

The workshop included presentation and targeted discussion based on the findings of the 

research. I planned the session in three parts. Firstly, an introduction and explanation of the 

research emerging findings on the city centre (drawing on the behavioural mapping, relevant 

interview data, and the findings of the in-situ Oastler exercise in Oastler Square). This was 

followed by a feedback and discussion task where I prompted discussion by means of two 

questions: feedback and opinions with regards to the findings, and discussion of the 

implications of these in relation to each participant’s area of practice. The final section was a 

mapping task aiming to re-think the next 5 years of Bradford city centre and possible 

directions in terms of planning and management of places. The workshop was audio-

recorded upon participants’ informed consent and transcribed for analysis. I discuss the 

results and implications of this workshop in chapter 8.   

3.4 Analysis of the empirical data 

I begin by outlining my approach in analysing the empirical data and linking the different 

forms of data produced in the four stages of this research. Integrating the findings required 

an overall analytic approach. With multiple data collection methods and multiple case 

studies, it was important to individually analyse each stage and case study (discussed in 

Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8) before attempting comparative analysis and integrating the findings 

(discussed in Chapter 9- the integrated discussion). The hierarchical order of the research 

objectives helped in linking the stages to the overall aim of this research, and analysing and 

discussing the outcome of each stage according to its specific content. Considering the 

qualitative approach of this research, it was important to choose an appropriate framework 

for analysis that was in accordance with the methodological position, informed by the 

theoretical background, and driven by the data itself; the term used to describe this 

framework is ‘thematic analysis’ (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis ‘is a method 

for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data’ (Braun & Clarke, 

2006, p. 79). Within this framework, patterns and themes can be framed both by theory (top-

down or deductive) and data (bottom-up or inductive) (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

For analysing the empirical data, I used an inductive thematic analysis, responsive to a 

research approach that didn’t use fixed questions or pre-defined code as a means of 
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investigating the data. Particularly in analysing the in-depth interviews, the themes and 

patterns were driven from the data. Considering that I didn’t use fixed questions, the content 

of the conversations included kinds of information that directly address the research 

questions and required identifying sub-themes grounded in the data. However, it is important 

to note that my role as a researcher in identifying the themes wasn’t free from my 

‘theoretical and epistemological commitments’ (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84), not least as 

formed through my engagement in the literature base in the initial stages of my research. 

The thematic analysis process was implicitly framed by my preconceptions and subjective 

engagement with the data; and having the purpose of addressing the research questions 

influenced how I approached the analysis. In analysing different forms of data, I moved 

between both top-down and bottom-up thematic analysis which required an iterative process 

in interpreting the data, checking if the themes can address the research questions and 

connect to theory. Throughout this process I refined the research questions as well as the 

themes multiple times to improve the connection between what the collected data 

represented with regards to the aims and objectives. 

Besides the overall analytical approach, I analysed the generated data at each stage 

differently considering that the nature of the collected data required different analytic 

methods. The ‘socio-spatial analysis’ of the mapping data was conducted through GIS 

spatial analysis methods (section 3.4.1) and the ‘narrative analysis’ was facilitated through 

the ‘template analysis’ method (Brooks et al., 2015) devised for analysing the on-site and in-

depth interview data, visual materials, and collected data from participatory sessions (section 

3.4.2). I discuss the Qualitative Content Analysis of the policy document in the previous 

section (section 3.3.4) considering that the analysis was in relation to secondary data but, in 

integrating the findings of the policy analysis with the analysed data from other stages, I 

used thematic coding (Brooks et al., 2015).  

3.4.1 GIS socio-spatial analysis 

In section 3.3 I explained the test analysis of one case study location, which I generated from 

applying a set of spatial analytic tools in ARC map software (fig 3-8). For all mapped case 

studies, I repeated the same process of geo-referencing the manually collected data and 

assigning attributes to each collected point. I took an iterative approach in the socio-spatial 

analysis of patterns of activities and users’ diversity. The aim was to test the possibilities for 

intersecting different layers of data in order to explore spatial configurations and 

temporalities of activities framed by diversity. Considering that the process of testing could 

generate unlimited ways of analysing the data, after initial broad scoping phases, I decided 
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to only test and discuss the patterns that seemed significant in narrating the specificities of 

the case study and comparable to other case studies in my research (In Chapter 6, I discuss 

the findings related to this analysis). This approach reflected the selective and subjective role 

of the researcher in data analysis. The main patterns to consider were:  

• The frequency of activities and comparing the frequency of each activity  

• The locations of activities (social, stationary, and dynamic) 

• The relationship with time in terms of how did the frequency and spatial 

configuration of activities change  

• Spatial patterns of occupation in relation to age, gender, ethnicity, posture, and 

group size of the observed actors and the temporal aspect 

In exploring the patterns, the in-situ and in-depth interview data, fieldnotes and photographs 

informed my understanding. Mapping methods capture a snapshot of how people position 

themselves in specific time-space frames, while incorporating ethnographic methods helps in 

interpreting the intricacies and nuances of the activities. It was through analysing the on-site 

and in-depth interviews that I could have deeper understanding of the patterns. 

3.4.2 Narrative analysis 

I transcribed each interviewed and did a preliminary first stage review before undertaking 

coding. Details of recorded narratives were included in transcriptions, such as when 

participants paused and laughed. The interview notes also helped to consider any particular 

events during the interview sessions. Using Nvivo software was useful because it allowed 

me to incorporate different forms of written and visual materials, as well as the more usual 

facility to navigate through different interview transcripts for comparison and cross-

examination (Kaefer, Roper, & Sinha, 2015). There are additional benefits in storing and 

arranging the data, which accelerates the inquiry process across the research materials. Yet it 

doesn’t replace the central role of the researcher in navigating through the data, selecting the 

significant parts and being reflexive in interpreting and coding it (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

The coding process is essentially assigning descriptive or interpretive text to segments of the 

data that ‘references about a specific theme, place, person or other area of interest’ (Bryman, 

2008, p. 570). The particular style I adopted for analysing the interview data was ‘template 

analysis’ which is a way of doing thematic analysis through using a structure and hierarchy 

in coding and analysing the data (Brooks et al., 2015). ‘Central to the technique is the 

development of a coding template, usually on the basis of a subset of data, which is then 

applied to further data, revised and refined’; and start identifying the themes from ‘where the 
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richest data (in relation to the research question) are found’ (Brooks et al., 2015, p. 203). I 

conducted the interview analysis according to the steps suggested for applying template 

analysis as outlined below (Brooks et al., 2015; Braun & Clarke, 2006): 

1. Formatting the transcripts for Nvivo: arranging the transcripts in similar format. I 

formatted the interviews according to the four stages of in-depth interviews: 

grounding, cognition, recall and exploration and reflection for making the text more 

manageable.  

2. Selecting the subset of data: after becoming familiar with the content of interviews, I 

selected 10 interviews for initial coding. These interviews contained wealthier data 

considering the participants’ level of information, engagement and depth of 

discussions. Also, in selecting them I tried to ‘capture a good cross-section’ of the 

data regarding the issues and experiences and in terms of gender, age, ethnicity, 

migration status and length of residency (Brooks et al., 2015, p. 204).  

3. The initial coding template: I conducted a preliminary coding in Nvivo starting with 

both descriptive and interpretive coding. To engage more with the texts, I also 

applied coding methods from grounded theory such as ‘line-by-line coding’ 

(Charmaz, 2006), word query, code mapping, and other exploratory methods. Being 

flexible in shifting between different forms of coding is one of the strengths of 

template analysis (Brooks et al., 2015). I developed an initial set of codes template 

through refining, grouping, rejecting the different codes, checking with the research 

questions, and testing possible hierarchies between the codes. 

4. Applying the initial template to a bigger subset of data: at this stage I tested the 

template by analysing more interviews and again refined, re-grouped and added new 

codes for contents that didn’t fit into the initial coding. This iterative process 

continued for the analysis of all interview data. It was sometimes difficult to 

question whether the coding and themes could rigorously integrate and interpret 

every possible aspect of the data in addressing the research questions. Taking a step 

back and reviewing the themes and referring to literature were helpful in reflecting 

on this process. Through adjusting the codes and themes I could include all the 

relevant interview data in the analysis. However, in engaging with data qualitatively, 

one can always further the coding process (Brooks et al., 2015).  

I discuss the outcome of this analysis in Chapter 7. The narrative analysis also informed the 

outcome of GIS socio-spatial analysis discussed in Chapter 6. 
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3.5 The research ethics 

It was necessary to consider the conducts and guidelines of ethics and integrity of research. 

Prior to the fieldwork, methods and the approaches for their implication were carefully and 

sensitively reviewed. Methods and interview questions were considered comprehensively in 

ethics review.  

The case study is an area that is socio-culturally diverse and engaging with the realities of 

everyday life required constant reflection on ethical issues and position of the researcher. 

The scope of the considerations encompassed: 

• Informing participants about the research and obtaining their consent. 

• Having a level of awareness around sensitive and controversial issues related to 

cultural values and neighbourhood dynamics and carefully avoiding direct 

conversations in this regard.  

• Providing autonomy to informants to withdraw from participating at any time of the 

research. 

• Building trust and avoiding putting pressure on participants. 

• Discussing and seeking agreements on issues related to anonymity, confidentiality, 

ownership of data and photography in public spaces. 

• Ensuring the safety of the researcher during the fieldwork and interviews. 

3.6 Reflection on the research and fieldwork process 

In this section, I discuss some of the ways that my presence in the research context, identity 

and position influenced conducting this research. The extent of the representativeness of the 

sampling scope and the role of the researcher in interpreting and analysing the data in being 

transparent and true to the ‘socio-material world’ are among the methodological challenges 

of qualitative researching (McPherson, 2011). I aimed to diversify the sampling group in 

terms of age, gender, and ethnicity and socio-economic status; however, approaching 

representative numbers of participants for each category was a challenging task. Engaging 

with invisible users or marginalised groups, new migrants that may have a poor grasp of 

English, and groups of residents who use spaces in the evenings and late hours illustrate 

some examples of possible participants that were hard to reach in this study.  

My own background and identity was important to the conduct of this research. There is a 

significant body of research focused on the position of the researcher in a cross-cultural and 

intercultural ethnographic research (Fletcher & Spracklen, 2013; Swanton, 2010; Sin, 2003; 
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Rose, 1997). The researcher negotiates multiple positions in between an insider and outsider 

during interactions with different people particularly when researching in the context of 

urban superdiversity. Also, the production of knowledge involves a level of subjective 

interpretation, inevitable in qualitative research, influenced by the researcher’s age, gender, 

culture, status and personal migration experience (Mendoza & Moren-Alegret, 2013).  

As an Iranian woman who migrated to the UK for study, and as someone who has lived in 

Bradford, I realised that my familiarity with the context and sharing some of the cultural 

backgrounds, having experience of migration, and particularly my country of origin as an 

Islamic country significantly helped in communicating and establishing common grounds 

and feeling as an ‘insider’ with my participants coming from similar culture (Fletcher & 

Spracklen, 2013). However, this familiarity and insider status was relational and context-

dependant. In communicating with participants from other cultural backgrounds I was 

relatively an ‘outsider’ and sometimes it was necessary to establish and explain my position 

and background for gaining trust and acceptance and dealing with unfamiliar situations 

throughout the fieldwork. Researching in a context of relative deprivation and approaching 

people who are marginalised due to different reasons, it was important to be aware of my 

privileged position (such as class, education and wealth). Working solely in public spaces as 

a woman, sometimes put me in uncomfortable positions that I had to sensibly negotiate. 

Coming from an urban design and planning background was also helpful in accessing the 

professional territory and people who were involved in urban planning and regeneration in 

Bradford. Therefore, in multiple situations, I found myself communicating, creating bonds 

and distancing through negotiating different layers of my identity, sometimes as a woman, as 

a migrant, and as a Muslim and drawing on my previous experience in doing qualitative 

research and urban design practice.  

In the following chapter I introduce Bradford context and the selected case study clusters in 

which I conducted my empirical research.  
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4 The case study context  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter is an overview of the Bradford context, the case study clusters and public 

spaces. It focuses on the diverse character of Bradford and its change in recent years. In the 

previous chapter, I briefly introduced the three case study clusters. The first part of this 

chapter is a socio-spatial portrayal of Bradford’s diverse population in terms of ethnicity, 

socio-economic status, age composition and housing status as well as its history of migration 

and change. It also contains an overview of the spatial distribution of the ethnic population 

as well as the new arrivals (2014-2016). In the second part of the chapter I focus on the 

public space provision in the central areas and the characteristics of the selected clusters: 

City Centre, Manningham and Horton. Finally, I outline the characteristics of each case 

study public spaces within each cluster.  

4.2 Understanding Bradford 

 ‘Bradford is a sleeping village’ (Ali, a Lebanese migrant) 

‘Did you know that they call Bradford “Bradistan?”’ (A Polish male migrant) 

Bradford District’s municipal boundaries currently embrace 30 wards that extend towards 

the Yorkshire Dales National Park to the North and Leeds City to the East. There is a 

difference between the geographical territory of Bradford District and Bradford City. 

Bradford City includes the area of Bradford historical municipal borough in 1847 which in 

1900 had grown further to include larger parts of the surrounding areas (Figure 4-1). In 

1974, a far larger area was designated as municipal boundaries for Bradford District which 

also represent the current municipal boundaries (Figure 4-2) (Sheeran, 2015). 
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Figure 4-1- Bradford municipal boundaries in 1900.  
The bold line shows the municipal boundaries in 1847 (Sheeran, 2015, p. 7) 

 

A deliberate decision that was central to the planning of this research was to differentiate 

between Bradford Metropolitan District boundaries and Bradford City. It was decided to 

focus on the boundaries of the historic borough (Bradford City) given the current 

concentration of ethnic population within the central areas which approximately overlaps 

with the boundaries of the historic borough of Bradford in 1900. Currently there isn’t a 

specific municipal boundary defined for Bradford City for demographic and socio-economic 

statistics and the national and local surveys are based on the extent of the district territories. 

Therefore, to describe the demographic studies, I draw on the district’s information. 

Throughout the research when referring to ‘Bradford’, it means the area within the old 

municipal boundaries which is also the area publicly known as ‘Bradford’.  

  

 B li  
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Figure 4-2- Map of Bradford Metropolitan District and the central urban areas  
(source: map created by the author based on ONS 2016 population estimates) 
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The latest population estimation of Bradford District provided by the Office of National 

Statistics (ONS) was 534,300 in 2016. 35% of the population concentrated in ten wards 

within central areas such as City (with the highest population of 24,261), Little Horton 

(second highest population 22,187), Tong, Bowling and Barkerend, Bradford Moor, Toller, 

Manningham, Eccleshill, Great Horton and Heaton. The rest of the population are dispersed 

with less density within the rest of the district (BMDC, 2017b) (Figure 4-3). There are a 

number of towns that have slightly more density of population and built-up areas within the 

town centres such as Keighley, Shipley, Bingley, and Ilkley.  

According to the 2011 Census for Bradford District, around 64% of the population identified 

themselves as white British, around 20% being of Pakistani origin, 1.9 % of Bangladeshi 

origin and 1.8 % black African-Caribbean origin. Regarding religion, 45.9% are Christian, 

24.7% are Muslim, and over 20% stated having no religion. Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, and 

Jewish are also other smaller fractions of the identified religions of the population (BMDC, 

2013a). Almost a third of the population is below 20 years old. I outline a more current 

account of Bradford’s ethnic diversity based on recent migration statistics later in this 

chapter. 

 
Figure 4-3 - the density of Bradford population 

(source: map created by the author based on ONS 2016 population estimates) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keighley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shipley,_West_Yorkshire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bingley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilkley
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Bradford used to be a major industrial hub for textile and wool manufacture in the 19th 

century. It was given a ‘City’ status in 1897 because of its substantial role in the industry 

(Sheeran, 2015). Over the second half of the 19th century, it became one of the wealthiest 

cities in England as ‘the wool capital of the world’ resulting in the construction of 

architecturally significant stone-built mills, buildings and a wide range of housing. ‘For the 

wealthy textile barons and their senior personnel, Bradford acquired a range of large, 

splendid, free-standing houses and elegant terraced villas’ and ‘for those in the lower 

echelons of employment, housing ranged from comfortable terraced housing to cramped and 

overcrowded back-to-back terrace’ (Husband et al., 2014, p. 12). During the 20th century, 

Bradford suffered from a decline due to post-war deindustrialisation and globalisation that 

occurred in many cities that largely depended on the manufacturing economy particularly in 

the Northern region of England. The city still struggles to compensate years of economic 

decline and to compete in the national economy, especially after the recession and with 

Leeds located in close proximity to Bradford that currently has developed as a commercial 

and employment hub in the region. The effect of recession and continued decline have also 

impacted the quality of urban environment and created difficulties for attracting investment 

for urban regeneration particularly in inner city neighbourhoods and the city centre. In recent 

years, the central government, Bradford City Council in partnership with a number of bodies 

have employed different regeneration initiatives to revitalise the local economy and built 

environment. The case study public spaces, explained later in this chapter, are part of the 

outcomes of these renewal strategies. I focus on these strategies in Chapter 5 in relation to 

diversity, integration and cohesion policies.  

4.2.1 History of migration waves in Bradford 

Bradford has been a migration destination for more than two centuries. The first wave of 

migration to Bradford in the 1840s was from Ireland caused by lack of food resources. A 

large population of the Irish migrants were recruited to work in textile mills. The 

manifestation of this demographic change in the Bradford urban environment was the 

establishment of Roman Catholic churches (Sheeran, 2015). For the Irish migrants, the 

church was also a sanctuary to retrieve a sense of identity and community due to being the 

object of prejudice, racism and segregation (Husband et al., 2014). The migration trend 

continued growing with German and Jewish merchants migrating to Bradford for investment 

and commercial purposes leading to the construction of a small part of the city called ‘Little 

Germany’ with an expansive architectural heritage which continued to thrive until the First 

World War. The second wave of migration was people displaced during and immediately 

after the Second World War: from Poland (the majority), Ukraine, Italy, Yugoslavia, 
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Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, and Byelorussia (Husband et al., 2014). Some of these groups 

were sent to Bradford to fill the labour gap in the industry. The Polish community is one of 

the established generations of migrants that also gradually developed their community 

facilities such as Polish Parish Council, Polish Catholic Youth Association and Polish 

Community Centre, some still used by the different generations of Polish migrants in 

Bradford.  

The third wave of migration in the 1950s was again for filling the gap of the labour shortage 

in the textile industry, from the Commonwealth South Asian countries mostly Pakistan, 

India and Bangladesh (Sheeran, 2015). A significant number of these migrants were from 

villages in Azad Kashmir and Mirpur regions and were mostly Muslim. South Asian men 

started working in textile mills while their families were still living in their homelands 

(Figure 4-4). Later, permissions were granted for permanent residency and reunion of 

families which also led to a significant growth of the South Asian population in the 1970s. 

The number has grown from 5000 in 1951 to 1.5 million in 2011 (Sheeran, 2015). 

 

Figure 4-4 - Areas in the Indian sub-continent from which emigration to Bradford has taken place 
(Sheeran, 2015, p.158) 

 

Like the Irish and Polish migrants, the South Asian communities started putting down roots 

and setting up cultural and religious establishments such as mosques, madrasahs (schools 

specialising in Islamic education), temples and businesses such as ethnic food shops, 

catering services, taxi companies and travel agencies for religious tours. The areas of 

Pakistan 
The North West Frontier 
Province 
Pathans and others 
The Mirpur Border area with 
Kashmir 
Kashmiris 
The Province of Punjab 
Punjabis 

Bangladesh  
Sylhet 
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Areas of Gujarat and the Kutch 
Gujaratis 
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concentration were Manningham, Girlington, Frizinghall, West Bowling and Little Horton 

(Hall, 2013). The streetscape of the inner city changed due to the new-built places and re-use 

of existing buildings to accommodate the cultural lifestyles and needs of the South Asian 

communities (Hall, 2013). Sheeran (2015), in his study on Bradford Mosques, found that 

there are 72 mosques (converted and purpose-built) in Bradford. The high number of 

mosques and Islamic schools ‘represent the intersection of Islamic traditions with regional or 

national allegiances’ (Sheeran, 2015, p. 12). Moreover, the diversity of different practices of 

Islam demanded each group to access their particular religious centres and to a certain 

degree this has caused some socio-spatial segregation based on faith and cultural difference 

both between non-Muslim and Muslim communities and within the Muslim population 

(Valentine, 2006). The establishment of cultural and religious infrastructure within these 

neighbourhoods led to further migration of people of similar ethnocultural background, with 

Pakistan as one of the countries with the highest migrant population in Bradford. 

From the 1980s onward, migration to Bradford continued but with less abrupt and dramatic 

trends. Patterns of migration were from the Dominica and Vietnam; people who fled 

conflicts in the former Yugoslavia; refugees from Bosnia and Kosovo; Sri Lanka and several 

sub-Saharan African countries. Due to the expansion of the European Union and inclusion of 

8 countries within central and eastern Europe (called A8 countries or New EU countries), 

another trend of movement to Bradford occurred with migrants who were ‘Poles, Slovaks in 

particular, including some Romani (or gypsy) families’ (Hall, 2013, p. 178). Moreover, there 

was a migration of people from Kurdish ethnicity, Iran, Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia. In 

2010, Bradford won a bid to become the third ‘City of Sanctuary’ in the UK (Bradford City 

of Sanctuary, 2017). During the crisis in Syria and other neighbouring countries, the city 

participated in a national pledge to provide shelter for the civil war refugees mainly from 

Syria and Iraq as well as some African countries.  

Some of the established migrants have moved out of the inner city as they became more 

affluent, while a large number of the South Asian families from different socio-economic 

status and new arrival migrants mostly remained in the inner city areas and the surounding 

central neighbourhoods. The convenience and affordability of living in the inner areas; and 

the preferences to remain proximate to the social, cultural and religious capitals and 

infrastructures (among Muslim communities in particular) were some of the reasons for 

concentration in these areas (Migration Yorkshire, 2017). The clusters of British Asian 

families in the Bradford central areas have grown over time in areas that were also going 

through an urban decline. This concentration is also associated with the simultaneity of the 

white British families gradually moving out of the inner city towards the outskirts of 
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Bradford District. These changes in the composition of the population has been labelled in a 

sensationalist fashion as “white flight” (Phillips, Davis, & Ratcliffe, 2007, p. 221). Other 

reasons for the growing density of the British Asian population are argued to be the higher 

birth rate among the young population of the South Asian families compared to the death 

rate and the trends of moving out of the city among an ageing white population (Phillips, 

Davis, & Ratcliffe, 2007). 

In the recent years, the churn of ethnic diversity composition in Bradford inner areas is due 

to the influx of new diversities as mentioned mostly from East and Central Europe and a 

diverse range of transnational asylum seekers and refugees as well as the social and cultural 

change of the second and third generations among the established communities (Husband et 

al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2010). These changes also have a spatial representation outlined in 

the following sections. 

4.2.2 Spatiality and characteristics of the population 

Consideration of the spatial distribution and characteristics of the population was an 

essential process in selecting the case study clusters. To explore the diversity of the Bradford 

population, I adopted a set of database based on the 2011 ONS classifications of urban area 

populations - Output Area Classification (OAC). It is a socio-spatial tool that provides a 

synthesis of different layers of census statistics in terms of demographic information, 

household composition, socio-economic status, employment and housing characteristic 

(Gale et al., 2016; ONS, 2015). This ‘geodemographic’ classification simplifies the large 

and complex sets of information about the population of an area. The methodology of 

classification is built on the methods used for area classification in 2001. However, the 2011 

OAC which was released in 2014 includes more variables in order to increase the variations 

of characteristics and defining more explicit information about urban areas (Gale et al., 

2016). The scheme provides an informal view of spatial clusters that are considered to have 

similar characteristics in a hierarchical order from generic descriptions of larger divisions of 

urban areas to more specific descriptions of smaller boundaries within the large ones. The 

hierarchical clusters comprise of 8 super groups, 26 groups and 76 subgroups (Figure 4-5).  
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Figure 4-5 - Output Area Classification (OAC) hierarchy: left- supergroups, middle- groups and 
right- subgroups (source: map created by the author based on 2011 OAC data released in 2014) 

Exploring demographic data in this way helped as a starting point to look at more integrated 

identities of the diversity of the population and to give further qualitative interpretation of 

quantitative data. However, this way of classification ‘inevitably hides heterogeneity, which 

varies within and between the demographic categories and geographical areas’ (Slingsby, 

Dykes, & Wood, 2011, p. 2545) and it is likely that a defined area belongs to multiple 

categories (Fisher & Tate, 2015). Therefore it is important to consider a level of uncertainty 

and error in the way areas are classified (Fisher & Tate, 2015). The recent version of the 

classification allows more flexibility to test and refine the categories based on local 

specificities. For this review, I tried to cross-check the classifications with the local statistics 

and my observations, particularly in the central areas that were the focus of this research. 

Figure 4-6 shows Bradford District’s geodemographics based on the 8 supergroups defined 

in the 2011 OAC classification containing: ‘cosmopolitans, ethnicity central, multicultural 

metropolitans, constrained city dwellers, hard pressed living, urbanites, suburbanites and 

rural residents’ (ONS, 2015). Here, I outline the main characteristics of the supergroup 

categories and the subgroups within them based on the information offered by the ONS 

(ONS, 2015). This overview informed my decision-making in selection of the case study 

clusters and offered an overall understanding of the diversity of the Bradford District 

population. I outline the socio-spatial clusters of the Bradford population starting from 

Bradford central areas towards the outskirts referring to the supergroups as the general and 

subgroups as the detailed categories.  

‘Cosmopolitans’  

They live in the highly dense urban areas that have high number of migrants, non-white 

ethnic groups and young population. This category is located within Bradford city centre. 

The two subgroups within these boundaries are the ‘inner city students’ living near the 

University of Bradford campus or rented shared accommodations and ‘migrant families’ 
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with high percentage of young population (0-14 years old). Residents in these areas are most 

likely to live in terraced and semi-detached houses and flats in converted mills.  

‘Ethnicity central’ 

The characteristics of this category has some similarities with the previous category. The 

population of this group also live in denser central areas with high representation of non-

white ethnic groups. Their concentration is along the main retail and service streets in wards 

such as City, Manningham, Little Horton, Bradford Moor and Keighley Central. The largest 

subgroup in this category is ‘young families and students’ that refers to the areas with high 

proportion of families from South Asian, eastern European and black African Caribbean 

backgrounds and university students. The second subgroup is the ‘established renting 

families’ that are often established white British families that live in socially rented 

accommodations. The last subgroup in this category are ‘multi-ethnic professional workers’ 

mostly of Indian origin and from European countries living in privately renting housing. 

‘Multicultural metropolitans’ 

As illustrated in the map (figure 4-6), this category located around Bradford city centre 

covers a large parts of central wards such as Manningham, Great Horton, Little Horton, 

Bowling and Barkerend, Bradford Moor, Toller, Heaton, Bolton and Undercliffe, and 

Keighley Central as well as a small section of Shipley ward. High ethnic mix, lower level of 

qualifications, and high level of unemployment are the characteristics of the majority of the 

residents within these areas. The urban fabric is relatively compact with a web of terraced 

houses and in some parts old and empty mills. The most significant subgroup within this 

cluster are the ‘Pakistani communities’ living in privately owned houses; who are mostly the 

second and third generations of Pakistani migrants. ‘Achieving Minorities’ is the second 

largest subgroup in this category that besides the high population of Pakistani families also 

has Chinese and black African-Caribbean ethnicities among them. They mostly live in 

owned detached and semi-detached houses within the less compact urban areas though the 

areas are relatively denser compared to the following supergroups. The third subgroup is the 

‘social renting young families’ who have a higher number of young children and live in 

socially rented houses. 
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Figure 4-6 - A geographic overview of the eight overall categories of area classification (source: 

map created by the author based on ONS 2011 OAC database) 

Bradford City 

Case study 
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‘Constrained city dwellers’  

These groups are scattered in small pockets within Bradford City central areas and 

surrounding neighbourhoods as well as in suburban areas of Bradford District. The living 

conditions of the population within this category are limited due to overcrowding and low 

employment and qualification level. The main subgroup in this category is ‘white 

communities’ with a lower proportion of people born outside the UK or of Black and Ethnic 

Minority groups. The population of this group are most likely to live in privately owned 

semi-detached and terraced properties. The second subgroup is ‘challenged diversity’ 

referring to families of non-white ethnic background with higher proportion of younger 

population (people aged under 14) compared to other subgroups within this category and 

most likely to live in privately rented terraced houses. The third subgroup are ‘ageing city 

dwellers’ with a high population of people aged above 65, most likely to live in communal 

establishments and compared to other subgroups in this category, they have lower level of 

unemployment.  

‘Hard-pressed living’ 

The population within this category mostly live in the urban areas surrounding the fringe of 

Bradford city. Like the previous category, there is low level of employment rate and a small 

proportion of people with higher level of qualifications. The first subgroup in this category is 

‘migration and churn’, that refers to the population that have a high representation of 

migrants and ethnic minorities who live in socially rented flats and terraced houses. 

‘Industrious communities’ are the second largest group with lower level of non-white ethnic 

diversity and higher proportion of white British population. The next group, ‘challenged 

terraced workers’, have similar employment and age structure to the ‘industrious 

communities’. The last subgroup is the ‘hard pressed ageing workers’ which has a high 

proportion of people of older age. 

‘Urbanites’  

Like the previous category ‘urbanites’ live around the fringe of Bradford city in less dense 

urban areas but with higher level of employment compared to the average level of previous 

categories. ‘Urban professional and families’ is the first subgroup that covers the largest 

proportion of the main category. The population of this subgroup mostly live in terraced 

houses and the proportion of children under 16 and people with mixed ethnicity is higher 

compared to Bradford’s average. The second group is ‘ageing urban living’ with higher 
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population of people of older age, mostly living in communal housing, detached properties 

and flats.  

‘Suburbanites’ 

These groups live in suburban areas and are more likely to live in privately owned semi-

detached and detached properties. They have higher level of qualifications than the national 

average and the population is a combination of middle and older aged residents and families 

with small children. The majority of the population of these areas are from white British 

background with a smaller population of professionals with non-white ethnic origins.  

‘Rural residents’ 

The population of this category live in rural areas with significantly less density of 

population compared to all the previous categories. Residents in this supergroup are most 

likely to live in detached houses, mostly privately owned, with level of unemployment lower 

than the national average. The non-white ethnic population in these areas is significantly 

low.  

Within the large metropolitan boundary of Bradford District there are substantial differences 

when comparing the ethnicity and age composition, socio-economic status, employment rate 

and housing conditions of different areas from the central zone (Bradford City) towards the 

rural areas. Supergroups such as ‘cosmopolitans’, ‘ethnicity central’, ‘constrained city 

dwellers’ and ‘multicultural metropolitans’ are the socio-spatial clusters with higher 

ethnically diverse population in some areas with higher level of unemployment level, lower 

level of qualifications with a younger age average. Whereas the socio-spatial clusters such as 

‘urbanites’, ‘suburbanites’ and ‘rural residents’ are areas with less ethnically diverse 

population, lower level of employment in some areas lower than national average and higher 

level of qualifications and socio-economic status. There are also, pockets of significantly 

disadvantaged areas with high population of white (mainly British) groups.  

Generally, qualifications in Bradford are lower than national average. Wards such as Ilkley, 

Wharfedale, Bingley and Baildon have the lowest rate of people with no qualifications and 

the highest rate of people with high level of qualifications. While, wards of City, Little 

Horton, Manningham and Bradford Moor have the highest rate of people with no 

qualifications (BMDC, 2017a). Looking at qualifications by ethnicity, white, Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi ethnic groups respectively have the highest level of people with no 

qualifications. While people of black, Indian and Chinese ethnic groups have low proportion 

of people with no qualifications compared to their populations in total (BMDC, 2017a).  
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and  thIn the introductory chapter, I point out that Bradford District is nationally the 19

regionally the second most deprived district according to the 2015 Indices of Multiple 

Deprivation (IMD) (BMDC, 2015b). The multiple deprivation rankings of some areas 

particularly in Bradford central zone, Keighley and wards such as Wyke, Royds and Tong 

are significantly lower than national average (10% most deprived in the country) (Figure 4-

7). In terms of socio-economic classifications, Bradford District has lower proportion of 

employment in higher occupations and higher population of people employed in 

intermediate and lower occupations (BMDC, 2017a). Bradford City has a high rate of 

entrepreneurship culture and self-employment (BMDC, 2012a). The district has a large and 

rapidly growing economically active population and youth unemployment is an important 

issue in the local economy. 

 
Figure 4-7- Bradford District Indices of Deprivation 2015  

(source: map created by Alisdair Rae, University of Sheffield) 

Recent international migration trends have changed the ethnic population composition 

particularly within Bradford City areas that have higher rate of inequality and deprivation. 

The interplay of post-recession financial challenges, austerity measures of the national 
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government and population churn have significant implications for intercultural dynamics 

(Burrell, 2016; Hudson, Davidson, & Durante, 2011). This research focuses on wards that 

include urban areas that have higher level of poverty, decline, race and class differences and 

rapidly changing population and studies the impact of these characteristics in relation to 

experiences of outdoor environments and social interactions.  

4.2.3 Spatiality of old and new diversities 

To have a more recent overview of the population diversity, I integrated the 2011 census 

data with the latest information regarding the spatial distribution of the newly-arrived 

migrants in 2015-2016 retrieved from the UK Department of Work and Pension (DWP) 

statistics portal. The overlap of these layers of the spatial distribution of old and new 

diversities are elaborated on in this section.  

Figure 4-8 demonstrates the spatial distribution of Bradford District ethnic diversity 

according to the 2011 census data. The concentration of non-white ethnic population such as 

Asian (Asian British), black African-Caribbean (black British) and mixed ethnic groups are 

mostly within urban and built-up areas. While, the ethnic composition within the low density 

and rural areas has significant difference with white ethnicity (British and other white ethnic 

groups) as the largest proportion of the population. The largest population of South Asian- 

British Asian residents (mainly Pakistani, and partly Bangladeshi and Indian) are in Toller 

(80%), Bradford Moor (77%), and Manningham (77%); and the lowest population are in 

Wharfedale (0.67%), Ilkley (1.1%) and Worth Valley (0.35%). The highest population of all 

white background are Wharfedale (98%), Ilkley (97%) and Worth Valley (97%); and the 

lowest population are Manningham (15%) and Toller (14.4%). The wards with the highest 

population with mixed-ethnicity are Little Horton (4.2%), and Great Horton (4%); and the 

ward with the largest population of British black and black African-Caribbean is the City 

ward (6.5%). The data signals the socio-spatial clustering discussed in the previous section 

regarding the concentration of ethnic diversity and the dispersal of white (mostly white 

British) residents at ward scale. However, there are pockets of housing estates within the 

denser urban areas that are dominantly populated by white communities mainly white 

British within wards that are generally considered as ethnically diverse urban areas.  
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Figure 4-8 - The distribution of ethnic population within Bradford wards 

(source: map created by the author based on 2011 census data) 

 

The measures of new arrivals based on the rate of National Insurance registration and Home 

Office report suggest that between 4500-6000 in 2015 and 4800 in 2016 arrived in Bradford 

for long-term stay for work, study and protection (Migration Yorkshire, 2017). Nearly more 

than half of the newly arrived population were from the EU Accession (A8) countries. A 

breakdown of the top ten countries from which new diversities migrated to Bradford 

suggests that Poland, Pakistan and Romania had the highest numbers (Table 4-1).  
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 2016 2015 
Rank Country Number Country Number 
1 Poland 842 Poland 826 
2 Pakistan 654 Pakistani 672 
3 Romania 638 Romania 522 
4 India 253 India 234 
5 Italy 224 Slovakia 222 
6 Spain 211 Spain 191 
7 Slovakia 191 Hungary 117 
8 Hungary 111 Latvia 112 
9 Latvia 98 Sudan 110 
10 Czech Republic 90 Italy 107 

Table 4-1- The 10 top countries of origin of the new diversities to Bradford in 2015 and 2016 
(source: Author- retrieved from DWP database and adapted) 

 

Patterns of settlement of the new diversities vary within different parts of Bradford district, 

though the majority of the population is concentrated in the central Bradford (Figure 4-9). 

They often live in affordable and privately rented housing, some of them owned by South 

Asian landlords. Within the inner areas, the new diversities’ settlement patterns are often 

concentrated along or proximate to the main access routes where the main services and 

facilities are within central wards such as City, Little Horton, Great Horton, Bowling and 

Bradford Moor. Some of these high-density areas are also where the majority of the long 

established ethnic communities reside. 

 
Figure 4-9- Spatial distribution of the new diversities arrived in 2015 and 2016  

(source: map created by the author based on DWP database) 
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However, a closer look at the patterns of settlement among each category of newly- arrived 

migrants show that the spatial distributions are different. Among the top three countries of 

origin, although migrants from Poland and Romania are largely concentrated in the central 

wards, they are also dispersed in outer areas. Pakistani migrants mostly settled in proximity 

to similar ethnic communities mentioned in previous sections. Migrants from African 

countries predominantly settled in the City, Little Horton and Bradford Moor wards. Those 

from countries in central Asia are also concentrated around the city centre. A significant 

number of migrants from EU Accession (A8) countries also live in the city centre, around 

the university where the majority of the student population live and in the Bowling area 

(Migration Yorkshire, 2016, 2017). Figure 4-10 shows the spatial distribution of new 

arrivals’ settlements in Bradford central zone overlapped with the 2011 classification 

subgroups. 
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Figure 4-10- Overlap of spatial distribution of new diversities with 2011 OAC subgroups focusing on 
Bradford inner city (source: map created by the author based on DWP and ONS database) 
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These different patterns of settlements, concentration of old and new diversities, socio-

economic differences and concentration of different types of urban and green open spaces 

(outlined in the following section) within the inner areas, set the main context for empirical 

research and boundary definition of the case study clusters. The case study clusters I selected 

for this study are: City Centre, Manningham, and Horton. My rationale for selection of these 

clusters was to include the areas that not only have high density of established ethnic 

populations as well as newly-arrived migrants, but also differ in terms of the percentage of 

white communities. Moreover, age composition and socio-economic status of the residents 

within these areas informed my decision-making, as detailed in Table 4-2. 

 

 City Great Horton Little Horton Manningham 

Age (%) 

0-18 23.5 29.9 35.9 34 

18-30  39.2 17.9 19.7 21.4 

30-64 31.7 41.6 37.5 37.3 

over 65 5.6 10.7 6.9 7.4 

Ethnicity (%) 
    

White 25.4 43.8 28.8 14.9 

Mixed 3 4 4.3 2.4 

Asian 58.9 47.7 57.7 77.2 

Black 6.6 1.9 5.5 2.8 

Other 6.2 2.6 3.7 2.8 

Country of Birth (%) 

UK 50.5 73.1 64.3 59.6 

Ireland 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 

EU Old 2.0 0.7 0.9 0.7 

EU Accession 8.9 3.5 5.7 4.2 

other  38.4 22.4 28.8 35.4 

Employment (%) 

employed 33.5 51.6 43.8 39.1 

Unemployed 7.5 7.1 9.6 8.8 

Student 11.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Retired 4.4 10.1 7.1 6.5 

Table 4-2 – Comparing the population of the selected clusters  
(source: ONS, 2011) 
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The demographic significances that influenced defining the boundaries of the case study 

clusters are:  

• The vicinity of all three clusters has a demographic profile which includes a high number 

of migrants mainly from EU concession countries; and the majority of asylum seeker and 

refugee population.  

• City Centre cluster is in the heart of the City ward as the ward with the highest population 

with significant concentration of new diversities, established black African-Caribbean 

communities and South Asian communities. Many Polish migrants live in City ward. It 

also has the highest number of economically active and student population. 

• Horton Cluster located between City, Little Horton Great Horton wards. Little Horton 

ward has the highest number of younger aged population (under 16) in Bradford District 

mainly with South Asian origin. This ward also has a high number (twice the average in 

the district) of people from Central and Eastern European countries. Little Horton and 

Great Horton both have higher percentage of people with mixed ethnicities. Great Horton 

has higher percentage of white and retired people compared to other three selected wards. 

A high percentage of recent asylum seekers and refugees were accommodated in these 

areas. 

• Manningham Cluster with more than three quarter of the population of South Asian 

origin (mainly Pakistani) is an important neighbourhood that historically associates with 

the settlement of the first generation of South Asian migrants. Manningham has the 

lowest proportion of white, mixed and black ethnic groups compared to other three 

selected wards. This area also has a young age profile. All areas in Manningham ward are 

identified as the 20% most deprived areas in the country. Another considerable number 

of Asylum seekers are also accommodated in Manningham.  

In the following section I outline the character of public open spaces in each cluster. 

4.3 The case study clusters 

In the Methodology chapter I explained that my approach to investigate the case study 

public spaces was to explore them in ‘clusters’ - in proximity and connection to each other, 

and with relation to their social and spatial context. Different geodemographic database 

portals use custom-defined spatial boundaries, which allow associating the demographic data 

to specified areas for different purposes. However, these boundaries don’t necessarily 

overlap with physical boundaries of neighbourhoods. Within Bradford inner city areas, some 

wards overlap with multiple neighbourhood boundaries - for example part of the 
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demographic data of Great Horton neighbourhood is presented within the City and Little 

Horton Wards. Another matter to consider was that the boundaries in which public spaces 

function significantly associate with access and proximity, which are likely to overlap with 

multiple ward and neighbourhood boundaries. Therefore, I didn’t define a specific boundary 

for each cluster, instead I looked at the physical and spatial connections between different 

public spaces within the selected wards. I studied an overview of the public spaces and the 

boundaries within their walking distances (Figure 4-11). Also in the Methodology chapter, I 

explained that I intended to include one main open space, a secondary local space and streets 

in between. In the following section, I explain the significance of each case study cluster and 

the characteristics of the case study sites.  
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Figure 4-11- public and green space network in Bradford inner city area and the areas within the 

buffer of walking distances (source: map created by the author based on Edina Digimap GIS 
database) 
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4.3.1 City Centre cluster 

The city centre cluster is the first set of public spaces studied in this research. The city centre 

area embraces the Victorian heritage of Bradford and many other architecturally significant 

buildings. The period of industrial prosperity helped the rapid expansion of Bradford city 

centre and the surrounding areas which attracted a high number of people to move into the 

centre to work in the mills. The decline of the city centre started during the post-war and 

post-industrial period. During the 1960s large areas of the centre were rebuilt and modern 

architecture replaced the architectural heritage of it; including the creation of new patterns of 

roads and vehicular movements within the centre (Figure 4-12). This change fragmented 

spatial character of the city centre: the modern building blocks, the Victorian heart of the 

city centre, Little Germany (a 19th century neo-classical and Italian heritage) and the 

Goitside (the cluster of old mills and factories). During the early 21st century, Bradford city 

centre was still facing severe challenges because of deficiency in retail and leisure offer and 

low rate of visitors (BMDC, 2013b).  

 
Figure 4-12- The proposed scheme for city centre regeneration in 1960 showing the plaza around 

the City Hall where City Park was built 50 years after  
(source: Bradford Telegraph and Argus 1995) 

In 2003 Alsop Architects proposed a regeneration master plan covering the whole city centre 

areas and the peripheries that connected the centre to the surrounding neighbourhoods. The 

scheme aimed to ‘promote a steep change in the economy, inspire better quality 

development, and create a city centre that is used and cared for by all of the city’s different 

cultures’ (BMDC, 2013b, p. 14). The implementation of this project was delayed a few years 

due to multiple challenges including a broader political climate of austerity and budget cuts. 

The initial phase of the master plan was the development of a number of projects in different 
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parts of the centre including City Park and public realm improvements of shopping areas 

consisting of two case studies within the city centre cluster (Figure 4-13). Another key 

project that changed the city centre environment was the completion of the Broadway 

shopping centre which used to be an uncompleted construction field for some years known 

as ‘the hole in the ground’ (Harris, 2015). The project aimed to elevate the retail and leisure 

profile of the city centre (BMDC, 2015a). The opening of the shopping centre took place in 

the early stage of this research, and during the fieldwork period, the ‘unintended 

consequence’ of this new establishment was highly problematic for nearby areas. The upper 

part of the city centre suffered from ‘high levels of vacancies causing a loss of footfall and 

the deterioration of the quality of the environment’ (BMDC, 2015c, p. 9). Although 

Bradford City Council reported that the recent changes in the centre have shown ‘significant 

signs that the city is beginning to successfully address these challenges and turn around its 

fortunes’ (BMDC, 2015a, p. 16), during this research multiple debates were expressed 

through media and public events regarding the issues related to decline in the northern parts 

of the city centre where the rest of the retail district and the Oastler Market are located 

(Cunningham, 2017).  
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Figure 4-13- Sketch plan of the City Centre cluster and the adjacent urban context (source: Author- 
map based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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4.3.1.1 City Park 

‘It’s a park but not a park!’ (Ali, a Lebanese migrant) 

City Park is the first case study public space in the city centre cluster. It is a multi-award 

winning public space located in the heart of Bradford. It was the primary project in Bradford 

City Centre regeneration scheme proposed for ‘activating the landscape’ and ‘to inspire a 

resurgence of interest and investment in the City’ (Alsop, 2003, p. 67). Later, Gillespies 

Architects adapted the initial concept and implemented the final design (Figure 4-14). In its 

initial phases the project faced various criticisms that echoed the sceptic views of some of 

Bradfordian communities over the promise of the city centre regeneration. The record of 

uncompleted projects, such as the Broadway Centre at that time and the prolonged process 

of implementation of some regeneration schemes particularly after the recession were the 

reasons that challenged gaining the public support (Barker, Manning, & Sirriyeh, 2014; 

Hudson, Davidson, & Durante, 2011). The project finally secured the Big Lottery Fund with 

an estimated budget of £24.4 million. The City Park’s ‘grand opening’ was in March 2012 

and since then it has been the venue for different purposes of leisure, commercial, festival, 

charities, art installation and political and cultural activities.  

Although City Park holds a park title, it does not represent an image of a typical green park 

nor a traditional public plaza (Barker, Manning, & Sirriyeh, 2014). It is located between 

some of the landmark buildings of Bradford city centre: City Hall, Alhambra Theatre, Odeon 

and National Media Museum. City Park has three main parts: The Mirror Pool Plaza, 

Centenary Square and a temporary green space which was designed after the demolition of 

the Police Headquarters building in the southern side of the plaza as an extension to the 

space watching over the Mirror Pool. Access to the park on the east side is through 

Centenary Square that connects the plaza to the retail area of the city centre, Bradford 

interchange train station and Broadway shopping centre. The main space of Centenary 

Square is relatively enclosed by the elevated planted and grassed surfaces with granite-faced 

seating walls. The signature of City Park is the Mirror Pool Plaza. ALSOP’s (2003) idea of 

‘re-introducing water’ in the middle of the city centre was to reflect on the legacy of 

Bradford’s original name, ‘broad ford’, a village built on the crossing of four streams 

(BMDC, 2005a). Inspired by the topography of the site the plan suggested ‘creating a 

significant pool of water- celebrating the natural drainage point of the city’ (Alsop, 2003, p. 

67).  
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Figure 4-14- Top- panoramic view of City Park (source: author), bottom left- city Park’s site before 
construction (source: ALSOP 2003, p.40), bottom right- the initial concept for development of the 

City Park (source: Alsop 2003, p.41) 

Mirror Pool is the largest man-made water feature in the UK; with an area of 4000 square 

metres and more than 100 fountains which can pump the water into the air up to 30 metres. 

It has a mechanised system that circulates the water day and night. The pool can be half and 

completely filled or drained for different purposes. The installed laser lights and the water 

system can be used to create mist and fog, and when it is full of water, it reflects the City 

Hall building. A curved timber deck is designed around the pool edge with a number of 

benches facing the water. There are other features and functions around the plaza. On the left 

side there are three elevated round-shaped beds featuring sloping grassed surfaces; and the 

Pavilion which is a stone-clad building with a sloping grassed roof overlooking the whole 

area. Inside the pavilion, there is a cafe, the park’s office and public toilets. On the upper 

side of the Park the raised grassed beds are integrated with three egg-shaped cast stone 

sculptures designed by Wolfgang Buttress (Barnett, 2012). The building on the upper side of 

the park offers mixed functions, including a café, a pub, a library, computer centres and a 

gallery. Some of these functions have changed during my research. On the left corner of the 

building facing the raised grassed beds the ‘Big Screen’ stands; that displays news, 

animation (on family events), sports (the Olympic games) and some musical and art 

programmes (Figure 4-15).  
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Figure 4-15- Sketch plan and location of functions and features at the City Park 
(source: map adapted from Gillespies Architects original drawing) 

 

4.3.1.2 Pedestrian shopping streets 

Three sections of the city centre shopping streets were selected for the mapping stage: Tyrell 

Street, Bank Street and Kirkgate Street located at the heart of Bradford retail zone. They are 

part of Bradford City Centre conservation area representing the Victorian characteristics 

juxtaposed with some buildings with modern designs as the legacy of Bradford post-war 

developments (BMDC, 2005a). As part of the Bradford public realm improvement project, 

these streets were pedestrianised with high quality paving and improved street lighting in 

2010. During further improvement phases, street furniture including benches, bins, signage 

and landscaping features were placed in different parts of these streets. The aim was to make 

the area more pedestrian, cycling friendly and generally improve the quality of the city 

centre environment for better leisure and shopping experience (BMDC, 2015c).  

The mainstream retail offers are mainly of lower range high street retailers (Figure 4-16). 

However, these streets attract an extensive amount of footfall during daytime (BMDC, 

2015a).  

  

Building function 
1. City Hall 
2. Magistrate Court 
3. Pavilion café 
4. Restaurant (Chinese) 
5. Restaurant (Nandos) 
6. Bar (The Turls Green) 
7. Café (Starbucks) 
8. City Library 
9. IT Bradford College 
10. IT Centenary 
11. Gallery 
12. News Kiosk 
 
 Features 
a. Raised grass/planting area 
with seating walls 
b. Hardwood timber boardwalk 
c. Grassed /planted ground 
d. Pedestrian Pathway  
e. Fountains and lighting 
f. The Big Screen 
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Figure 4-16- Sketch plan and location of functions and features at the shopping streets 
(source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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Empty retail 

Study area 

Building function 
1. Café  
2. Secondhand Electronics  
3. Kirkgate newsagents 
4. Pound Bakery 
5. Electronic cigarettes 

shop 
6. Mobile and broadband 
7. Brand media store 
8. The Kiosk 
9. Fast-food chain  
10. Clothing retailer 
11. Pound Shop 
12. Betting shop 
13. Footwear retailer 
14. Second hand jeweller 
15. Mobile and broadband 
16. Health and beauty  
17. Bakery  
18. Charity shop 
19. Café and book retailer 
20. Fast-food chain  
21. Dessert shop 
22. Computing service 
23. Electronic cigarettes 

Features 
a. Bench 
b. food van 
c. Raised grass/planting 

area with seating walls 
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Due to the volatile economy of the city centre retail sector at the time of this research, 

several shops’ uses were changed, and some were closed. One of the key focuses of 

Bradford City Council in recent years has been to improve City Centre retail, leisure and 

office functions and attract more investment to the area (BMDC, 2015a, 2015c). In my 

previous research, interviewees stated that many Bradfordians prefer Leeds City Centre 

considering its diverse shopping and leisure choices (Hudson, Davidson, & Durante, 2011). 

Despite these issues, the shopping streets were an important part of Bradford City Centre 

public realm and considering the number of people who commuted to these areas, these 

sections of city centre streets were chosen for exploring the diversity of uses and social 

experiences. 

4.3.1.3 Oastler Square 

Oastler Square is in the ‘top of the town’ where the city centre starts to integrate with inner 

city residential areas. The significance of this small public space is its connectivity with 

Oastler Centre, also known as John Street Market, which is a key supermarket with a diverse 

range of specialised international fresh food and fashion offers in the city centre. A number 

of cafés, traditional restaurants and fast food shops are also located inside and on the edge of 

the market some use the sidewalks for shared seating spaces during their opening hours. 

There is a car-park located above the market building used by many visitors who travel to 

the city centre by car. The square is also adjacent to North Parade Street which is one of the 

key evening-leisure destinations in Bradford city centre. On the eastern side there is a series 

of independent shops, some have been empty during the course of this research (Figure 4-

17). The location of Oastler square is important in terms of integration of the market, North 

Parade Street and the surrounding areas. 

The square itself is appropriated for pedestrian use with the Oastler statue as the central 

feature of the space. This space which is also referred to as Rawson Square is both a 

historically and aesthetically important part of the City Centre Conservation Area (BMDC, 

2005a). It is a quiet space that ‘does not form the setting of any important public buildings, 

but is surrounded by simpler structures. This fact gives the place charm all of its own’ 

(BMDC, 2005a, p. 31). As a response to the recent changes in the pattern of shopping in the 

city centre and the opening of Broadway shopping centre in 2015, Bradford City Council 

and Market Management team plan to revamp the market and the square to create a different 

leisure and shopping terminus that can accelerate regeneration process and change the 

character of the top end of the town (BMDC, 2015a). 
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Figure 4-17- Top- Panoramic view of Oastler Square (Source: author) 

Bottom- sketch plan and location of functions and features at the Oastler Square 
(source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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Empty retail 
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1. Grocery store 
2. Café and restaurant 
3. Café bar 
4. Charity shop 
5. Fast-food takeaway 
6. Picture framing  
7. Footwear store 
8. Opticians  
9. Footwear retailer 
10. Household and DIY store 
11. Bar 
12. Off-licence store 
13. Cake shop (closed) 
14. Image centre 
15. Nail and beauty shop 
16. Betting shop 
17. Off-licence store 

Features 
a. Oastler Statue 
b. Outdoor café seating  
c. Bench  
d. Steps 
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4.3.2 Manningham cluster 

Manningham cluster includes the area within the heart of the Manningham neighbourhood. 

In section 4.2, I elaborated on the important demographic characteristics of this area in 

central Bradford. A significant number of Bradford South Asian (largely Pakistani) and 

Muslim population live in Manningham, a neighbourhood which historically used to be the 

place for Irish and Polish migrants’ settlement (Taylor & Gibson, 2010). The riots in 1995 

and 2001 both took place in the streets of Manningham. In the national discourse of 

multicultural Britain - since the 2001 riots, Manningham is recognised for its British Muslim 

identity and the assertion that the white and ethnic minority communities in this area live ‘a 

series of parallel lives’ (Home Office, 2001b, p. 9). Therefore, this cluster is specifically an 

important case study regarding its history in terms of inter-ethnic relations. 

Within less than two kilometres from Bradford City Centre, Manningham is a manifestation 

of Bradford’s industrial past with different types of houses and buildings. The biggest textile 

mill in Bradford - Manningham Mills, also known as Lister Mills, stands in the middle of the 

Manningham landscape as ‘one of the most dramatic expressions of Victorian England’s 

industrial prowess’ which is now converted to high quality flats (Taylor & Gibson, 2010, p. 

1) (Figure 4-18). Before Bradford’s industrial prosperity, Manningham ‘was regarded as 

Bradford’s premier residential suburb’ and ‘a byword for statue, style and exclusivity - tree-

lined and cosmopolitan parts and also remote and aloof from the bustling business of central 

Bradford’ (Taylor & Gibson, 2010, p. 2). During the industrial growth, Manningham went 

through rapid urbanization and ‘the wealthier and much larger residences were converted 

into small flats for workers’ and factories were surrounded by compact residential streets 

(Husband & Alam, 2012, p. 98). Currently, Manningham has a diverse housing typology 

from terraced and back-to-back houses, listed cottages from eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries and middle-class traditional detached and semi-detached villas, many of them now 

changed for multiple tenure (Husband & Alam, 2012). 
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Figure 4-18- An aerial view of Manningham Mills in 1974  

(source: Taylor and Gibson, 2010, p. 58) 

Figure 4-19 shows the main uses within the cluster. To the northeast end of Manningham is 

Lister Park, a Victorian urban park, which is one of the case study public spaces in this 

research. Manningham Lane is the main street that connects Manningham to the city centre 

and along this street there is Bradford City football club which attracts thousands of visitors 

to the area (BMDC, 2016a). In the heart of Manningham, there are different schools, 

mosques, churches and community facilities serving the neighbourhood’s diverse population 

and the surrounding neighbourhoods that use the religious and cultural facilities. Nearly half 

of the residents own their properties and almost one-third live in socially rented housing and 

the rest live in privately rented properties (Phillips et al., 2010). Although car ownership is 

relatively high, many Manningham residents walk to local places of worship and shopping 

(Taylor & Gibson, 2010).  
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Figure 4-19-Sketch plan of Manningham cluster and location of the case studies 

(Source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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Carlisle Road and Oak Lane were selected as case study streets for observing everyday 

activities in the Manningham cluster. Carlisle Road connects east to west of the 

neighbourhood and includes a mix of commercial uses such as independent retailers of fresh 

food, halal butchers, Asian textiles and an Eastern European food shop as well as motor-

related industries and service sector businesses. There are other important uses such as Jamia 

Masjid, Westgate Baptist Church, Carlisle Business Centre (an enterprise and community 

facility), Manningham Library, swimming pool and sport centre along this corridor which is 

designated as one of the local centres in the Manningham neighbourhood (Manningham 

Masterplan Partners, 2005) (Figure 4-20).  

 
Figure 4-20- Views of Carlisle Road. 

Top-left- Jamia Masjid Hanfia Mosque, top-right- local convenience store, 
bottom-left- independent retailers, bottom-right- Manningham Library (source: author) 
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Oak Lane is another important corridor in Manningham that on the east leads to Lister Park 

and on the west, connects to Lister Mills residential compound, see Figure 4-21. This street 

is also a local centre, but compared to Carlisle Road it has a more diverse range of 

businesses, professional occupiers, retailers and service users including post office, bank, 

travel agent, hairdresser, florist, a jewellers and sweet shop, many of them represent the 

South Asian identity of this area. It also has a cluster of multicultural food-related businesses 

that attract the local population. Some of the environmental qualities of this corridor have 

been improved such as pavements, lighting, pedestrian crossings and signage as part of a 

public realm project in partnership with Transport 2000 initiative and through the 

Government’s Neighbourhood Renewal Fund (BMDC, 2005b). 

 

 
Figure 4-21- Views of Oak Lane and the existing active frontage (source: author) 

In the following sections, I introduce Lister Park and Grosvenor Ground as the other two 

case study public spaces.   
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4.3.2.1 Lister Park 

Lister Park, also known as Manningham Park, is a significant landmark and public space in 

Manningham and Bradford District. Lister Park lies at the northeast of the Manningham 

ward with the area of 22 hectares, as shown in Figure 4-22. The land was owned by the 

Lister family who were leading manufacturers and landlords in Bradford and owners of 

Manningham Mills. It was sold with a low price to Bradford Corporation in 1870 as a 

philanthropic gesture in order to become a public park and since 1999 it has been owned by 

Bradford Metropolitan District Council (Hartwell, 1999). The park is a grade II listed 

Historic Park and part of North Park Road Conservation Area (BMDC, 2005c). 

 
Figure 4-22- A historic map of the grounds of Manningham Hall owned by the Lister family in 

1852. It later became Lister Park (CBMDC, 2005c, P. 218) 

Lister Park was restored to its current form and quality with the cost of £ 4.3 million after it 

won a bid of £3.2 million from the Heritage Lottery Fund in 1997 plus £1 million budget 

support from Bradford City Council (BMDC, 2005c). The aim was to protect the natural and 

architectural heritage of it, and enhance its environmental quality and amenities for 

increasing visitor numbers. Revitalisation of Lister Park took place in three phases (1998-

2002) and some of the supplemented features and improvements were: restoration of lake 

and islands, provision of the lake boating pavilion and café, restoration of park lodges and 

entrances, refurbishment of the play area, creation of Mughal Garden, restoration and 

relocation of the two statues of Lister and Sir Titus Salt, improvement of botanical and 

flower gardens, introducing new landscaping features, planting and furniture to different 

parts of the park (Lai, 2002) (Figure 4-23). The development team employed different 
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strategies to involve the local community in developing the renewal proposal such as on-site 

and household surveys, distribution of questionnaires in local schools and community 

centres, consultation sessions and group meetings. Conducting art-based community 

activities with a local artist and the allocation of on-site Interpretive Officer were other 

measures to engage the local communities throughout the implementation phases of the 

project (Lai, 2002).  

The creation of Mughal Garden is a symbolic reference to South Asian architectural and 

landscape elements. In the original proposal for Heritage Lottery Fund, Bradford Council 

mentioned that ‘the inclusion of a Mughal garden within proposals for Lister Park is 

fundamental to creating harmony between the cultural exhibits in Cartwright Hall, the park 

and the culturally diverse community in Manningham and the wider area of Bradford’ 

(Husband & Alam, 2012, p. 106). Lister Park with its diverse features and functions attracts 

significant numbers of visitors locally and city-wide and it has won multiple awards such as 

the Green Flag award for Bradford City Council. Friends of Lister Park and Manningham 

Means Business are groups that collaborate in management, maintenance and event-planning 

of it (BMDC, 2005c). 
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Figure 4-23-Sketch plan of Lister Park and locations of features and functions 

 (source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
  

1. Boating Lake 
2. Junior Playground 
3. Mughal water gardens 
4. Formal gardens 
5. Cartwright Hall 

6. Tennis courts 
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9. Titus Salt Statue 
10. Norman Arch 

11. Lister Statue 
12. Band stand 
13. Fossil tree 
14. Boating pavilion and café 
15. Toilets 
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4.3.2.2 Grosvenor Park 

Grosvenor Ground play area is on the edge of Lumb Lane Street which is another important 

corridor in the Manningham neighbourhood, as shown in Figure 4-24. This space which is 

also known as Grosvenor Ground used to be a derelict open space with a surface of 0.8 

hectares covered with grass and hard surfaces. In 2010, under the project of ‘Everyone 

Come and Play’, the space was redesigned and improved as a community play area. The 

project was funded by Bradford Playbuilder, Waste Recycling Environment Network 

(WREN), Ward Investment Fund, Youth Service Grant and West Yorkshire Sport 

Community Games. It was initiated by a group of local residents- Grosvenor Ground 

Committee and managed by Manningham Masterplan team. The main funding was provided 

by the Department of Education under a district-wide strategy, Bradford District Playbuilder 

(2009- 2012), for building and refurbishing twenty play areas within the district targeting 

children between 8-13 years old (BMDC, 2011). 

The main feature of this space is the play area which comprises of a series of mounds and 

hollows, stone climbing boulders and ropes, swings, slides and other play features which are 

designed for disabled and non-disabled children. The design of the play area was finalised 

after a series of consultation exercises with residents and children from local primary 

schools in 2009. The aim was to encourage active and creative play in a safe and inclusive 

environment. Seven residents signed for food growing activities and planting beds were set 

up in the corner of the ground. The group was supported by Bradford Community 

Environment Project (BCEP) with NHS funding for promoting healthy food growing and 

eating in communities. The space also has a small grassed football and cricket field.  
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1. Entrance gate  
2. Play area 
3. Community food growing beds 
4. Mini soccer and cricket pitch  

Figure 4-24-Sketch plan of Grosvenor Ground and locations of features and functions 
(Source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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4.3.3 Horton cluster 

Horton is the third case study cluster in this research which covers an area between City, 

Little Horton and Great Horton wards. Like the Manningham cluster, this area has a diverse 

population with a significant number of people with South Asian background. However, the 

proportion of non-white and white ethnic groups and the age structure are different in these 

areas. Horton cluster is within less than two kilometres from Bradford City Centre adjacent 

to the University of Bradford campus and Bradford College. Three key corridors connect the 

cluster to Bradford centre: Great Horton Road, Morley Street and Little Horton Lane. 

Manchester Road which is a major motorway divides Little Horton and West Bowling 

neighbourhoods. The cluster is surrounded by important housing estates such as Canterbury, 

Holme Top and Lidget Green, each have different demographic compositions. Canterbury is 

one of Bradford’s traditionally white council estates built in the mid-twentieth century which 

is currently one of the areas where the majority of gypsies and travellers live and Lidget 

Green is an area with mostly South Asian, Eastern European (some with Slovak and Roma 

ethnic backgrounds) and some student population (BMDC, 2016b) (Figure 4-25).  

 

Figure 4-25 - Aerial view of Canterbury housing estate (source: retrieved from Googleearth) 

The township of Horton was originally made up of Little Horton and Great Horton which 

used to be scattered agricultural land with small clusters of development before the 

seventeenth century (BMDC, 2006, p. 6). During the eighteenth century it was gradually 

industrialised. The process of urbanisation and industrialisation accelerated after the 

inclusion of Horton in Bradford municipal borough in 1847 (BMDC, 2006). Housing types 

are mostly eighteenth and nineteenth-centuries terraced, semi-detached and detached houses. 

On the southeast side of the cluster there are high-rise residential developments laid out on a 

large green space built in the1960s. Around 51% of the housing stock is privately rented 

(BMDC, 2006). 
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Little Horton was one of the first places that received New Deals for Communities (NDC) 

Neighbourhood Renewal funds in 2001 because of its high rank of multiple deprivation. 

Bradford Trident community-led organisation is one of the most important outcomes of the 

Neighbourhood Renewal initiative that secured funding of £49 million for a ten-year 

program (BMDC, 2016b). Trident Centre had significant impact on the local communities’ 

quality of life through working with public, private and voluntary partners on issues such as 

education, employment, health, youth, housing, crime and environment (BMDC, 2016b; 

JRF, 2009). 

Figure 4-26 demonstrates the main uses within the cluster. There are important uses such as 

primary schools, churches, mosques, health and community centres, sport facilities and other 

educational buildings which are used by a diverse range of people locally and from other 

parts of the city. All Saints Church, the Al Jamia Grand Mosque and Horton Park are major 

landmarks. The existence of commercial uses that trade products and international goods, 

particularly Eastern European and South Asian countries, and the diversity of places of 

worship within this area indicate the past and present of faith and ethnocultural diversity of 

this area.  
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Figure 4-26 -Top- sketch plan of Horton cluster and location of the case studies 
Bottom-left- All Saints Church and bottom-right- Jamia Suffat Al Islam Grand Mosque 

(source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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Sections of Great Horton Road and Little Horton Lane were selected for observation as two 

local centres and important corridors in the locality. Great Horton Road is an important 

corridor which connects the cluster directly to the University of Bradford campus, Bradford 

College and the heart of Bradford City Centre. It has a mix of residential and commercial 

uses. At the northeast end of this road there are a range of restaurants, take-aways and other 

retailers which attract many visitors for food-related leisure activities. Some of Bradford’s 

most prestigious Indian and Kashmiri restaurants are located along it. Towards the southeast 

of the road the commercial uses become scattered with shops and services that mainly attract 

the local population such as convenience stores and motor-related industries (Figure 4-27). 

Many of the properties adjacent and around this road are rented by students. 

 

 

Figure 4-27-Views of Great Horton Road 
Top- a recreation ground with pedestrian path, football pitch and playground 

Bottom- an example of the local supermarkets with international fresh food offers (source: author) 
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Little Horton Lane is another major corridor in the area that also has a mix of residential and 

commercial uses, but has less active frontages compared to Great Horton Road (Figure 4-

28). It also has community centres and places of worship that represent some of Bradford’s 

established faith and ethnic communities such as West Yorkshire Kurdish Community 

Association, Italian Centre, Serbian Orthodox Church and non-profit Horton Housing 

Association that provides support for disadvantaged people in the community. Adjacent to 

the street there is St Luke’s Hospital which is a large complex with a publicly accessible 

open space, All Saints church and All Saints primary school. 

 

  
Figure 4-28- Views of Little Horton Lane, top-left- an example of the local supermarkets with 

international fresh food offers, top-right- examples of street furniture within the designated 
conservation area of Little Horton Green (source: Author), bottom-left- terraced houses and the 
adjacent high-rise buildings (source: BDC, 2006, p. 16, bottom-right- the former Baptist Church 

now converted to European supermarket (source: BDC, 2006, p. 57) 

In the following sections, I introduce Horton Park and Marshfield Playground as the other 

two case study public spaces in this cluster.  
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4.3.3.1 Horton Park 

Horton Park is another designated Historic Park in central Bradford located 1.6 kilometres to 

the southwest of Bradford City Centre with an area of 16 hectares. It lies at the southwest-

end of the City ward but functions within the boundaries of Little and Great Horton 

neighbourhoods. Therefore, in this research it is included in Horton cluster. Horton park’s 

land was purchased by Bradford City Council in 1873 and was opened in 1878 as a public 

park for specific sport activities such as bowling greens, tennis courts, putting green and 

children’s play area and has remained in the Council’s ownership since then (HMT, 2001) 

(Figure 4-29).  

 

Figure 4-29- Horton Park Ordinance Survey map from 1890s 
(source: map retrieved from Edina Database) 

The main entrance is from Horton Park Avenue to the northeast of the park while it has other 

smaller entrances from other sides. There is a lodge on the west side of the main entrance 

occupied by Bradford Council Parks and Green Spaces department.  

A low stone-wall separates the eastern edge of the park from the footpath on the adjacent 

street. The park has a promenade that circles around the boundary and a wide path in the 

middle that connects both ends of the park. The main paths are linked by several curving 

tracks through the grassed grounds. There are traces of flower beds along the middle path, 
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which some of the interview participants mentioned were removed and covered with 

concrete after budget cuts for management of the park.  

The park has two play areas on the northeast part as shown in Figure 4-30. The new facilities 

on the open playground have been installed for older children in 2014 with the collaboration 

of Bradford City Council and Friends of Horton Park (BMDC, 2014a). The other play area is 

a junior playground (for small children) which is fenced and appropriated for small children. 

Further down the play areas there is a bowling green which is open to the public with a 

standard fee. To the southeast of the park there are four terraced platforms that used to be 

tennis courts and now one is appropriated as a basketball court (HMT, 2001).  

To the east of the middle promenade there is a linear stream with a series of small cascades. 

In the middle of the park there is a pond with an irregular shape and above the pond there is 

a bridge with stairs. On the other side of the bridge, there is a fossilised tree stump and roots. 

The tree was found in the township of Clayton and brought to the park (HMT, 2001). The 

open fields on the west side of the park used to be bounded by dense shrubs with a rose 

garden in the middle (HMT, 2001). The on-site interviewees mentioned that the shrubs and 

garden bed were removed in recent years for better visibility of the area. Friends of Horton 

Park and the Department of Parks and Green Spaces collaborate on the management of the 

park.   
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Figure 4-30-Sketch plan of Horton Park and locations of features and functions 
(source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
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4.3.3.2 Marshfield Playground 

Marshfield Park is a newly-built playground on a derelict open space situated in the middle 

of residential blocks on the east side of the cluster. Trident Bridge that was part of the 

playground construction is a pedestrian and cycling-friendly path that was replaced by a 

forty-year-old bridge which connects the playground and the adjacent areas to the West 

Bowling neighbourhood. The bridge is built over Manchester Road, one of the busiest 

motorways in Bradford that was a physical barrier between the two neighbourhoods. The 

bridge is a landmark in the area considering its height, structure and its red steel deck, but 

more importantly it has increased the connectivity of the area and accessibility of the 

primary school on West Bowling that lies adjacent to the east end of the bridge (Figure 4-

31).  

 

Figure 4-31 - A view from Marshfield Playground toward Trident Bridge (source: author) 

This project was part of Bradford Living Street Connect 2 project that aimed to connect 

communities on East and West Bowling, City Centre, Bradford University and College, St 

Luke’s Hospital and local shops and schools (BMDC, 2012b). Bradford Metropolitan City 

Council, Sustrans, Bradford Trident, Eric Wright Engineering, Britain Fabricator Ltd. and 

the local community collaborated in different stages of the project while Bradford 

Landscape Design team was the main lead in terms of designing the bridge and the 

playground. Sustrans is a UK based registered charity which promotes sustainable transport 

though innovative designs and solutions in 79 communities across the UK with a budget of 

£50 million supported by the Big Lottery Fund. The contributed budget from Sustrans to 

Bradford City Council was £1.5 million (BMDC, 2012b). The use of public art in front of 
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the primary school on the east side of the bridge is another noteworthy outcome of the 

project. The ‘Portrait Bench’ art project which was initiated by Sustrans is a collection of 

human sized local portraits curved on metal sheets installed next to a bench. Each portrait 

represents a celebrated character who is important to the local community. Three portraits 

were chosen by the residents with the help of Bradford Trident community centre (Sustrans, 

2011). 

The playground has a regular slope from Park Lane Road on the west to Manchester Road 

and the design of the park has emphasised on its natural slope (Figure 4-32). The bridge 

connects to the park with a path that is gradually lowered to reach ground level. The 

playground is mostly covered with grass and some newly-planted trees. There are spiral 

footpaths that connect the entrances. The two main features of the playground are first the 

enclosed junior play area in the middle of the area and the mound feature with a spiral trail 

that circles around the mound. There are a number of benches and bins installed around the 

mound, the play area and along the footpaths. Next to the play area there is an outdoor gym.  
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Figure 4-32-Sketch plan of Marshfield Playground and locations of features and functions 

(source: author- map created based on Edina Digimap GIS database) 
  

1. Enclosed junior playground 
2. Mound feature 
3. Outdoor gym facility 
4. Walking-cycling Bridge 
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4.4 Summary 

In this chapter I explained the diverse demographics of Bradford District and the 

significance of the population of the central area both in terms of the combination of old and 

new diversities, the socio-economic status and age composition of the area. Three clusters 

were selected for further exploration: 1. City Centre 2. Manningham and 3. Horton. Each 

cluster has specific demographics and environmental characteristics. The city centre cluster 

is particularly important considering the number of regeneration projects that have been 

implemented and envisioned in different parts of the area and the strategic position of the 

city centre in terms of economic prosperity and leisure experience. The two neighbourhoods 

are also important cases considering that they represent different aspects of everyday life 

within some urban areas that are rapidly changing in terms of ethnocultural composition 

which are also areas with multiple deprivations. The selected public spaces introduced in 

this chapter are investigated through extensive observation methods and the results are 

elaborated on in chapter 6. In explaining each cluster, I briefly pointed to some of the 

planning and design strategies. In the next chapter, I explore the policies that frame these 

decisions and strategies.  
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PART II 

THE POLICY CONTEXT 

5 Public space, diversity and encounter: A critical 

analysis of policies 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter addresses the third research objective which is:  

To assess the fit-for-purpose of current urban planning and design policy (strategy and 

guidance) in mediating interculturalism.  

• How, why and to what extent ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ are represented in 

planning policies?  

• How do these narratives shape and reflect policy understandings of intercultural 

encounter? 

• How are the wider policies applied and adapted and what kinds of strategies are 

practised in Bradford urban planning and design context regarding the subject 

matter? 

This chapter aims to explore the representation of three concepts of ‘public space’, 

‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’ separately and in relation to each other in urban planning and 

design policy, focusing primarily at a national UK scale. In Chapter 1, I explained the need 

for a deeper understanding of policy approaches in relation to lived experiences of diversity 

and encounter, given the recent debates on efficacy of planning policies in fostering 

intercultural interactions. In Chapter two, I reviewed the underpinning social logics for 

planning for diversity and explained my interests in exploring the representation of these 

aspects in the UK planning context.  

This research stands different from many other studies that focus on everyday lived 

experiences without engaging with policy context. Policy implications are often included in 

concluding sections. Here, I aim to bring a critical perspective on how current urban 

planning policy context respond to issues and ideas that I am examining in fieldwork. 

Considering ‘that the tone and content of local policy interventions can make a real 
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difference’ (Amin, 2010, p. 1), analysing policy narratives at national and local levels can 

offer important insights into the values and priorities that shape strategies for managing 

diversity and encounter. 

I adopted the Fincher et al. (2014) take on urban planning as the ‘part of urban governance 

and management which has as its main concerns (1) the ways that the interests and 

circumstances of individuals and groups are enhanced or limited by the characteristics of the 

built environment and its spatial features, and (2) the development of social, cultural and 

economic policies that change conditions in places.’ (p. 3). It is important to note that 

although the concepts of ‘encounter’ and in particular ‘intercultural encounter’ are fairly 

well-established topics in academia, they are not treated as a specific discourse in policy 

narrative. These concepts are embedded in discourses related to ‘diversity’ in the UK urban 

planning context. I consider ‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’ as intertwined concepts and argue 

that analysing the representation of one concept without understanding the other limits the 

efficacy of the analysis. 

46 documents at national level and 23 documents at local level published between 2000-

20162 (see Appendix B) were studied through a Qualitative Content Analysis in two phases: 

conceptual analysis and relational analysis. In the first phase all documents were explored 

through a word frequency analysis based on a coding frame (see Chapter 3). This analysis 

helped to understand the weights given to the concepts and to explore the inclusion or lack 

of inclusion of them in different policy areas. In the second phase, the relationship between 

different concepts and the issues that policies sought to address are investigated. As a result 

of this two-phased analysis I was able to compare the emphasis given to the coded concepts 

and explore how these policy narratives evolved in relation to managing diversity at national 

and local scales. Re-interpreting the data against the coding frame and comparing the socio-

political context of different policy areas under different governance systems provided 

insights into some of the challenges facing intercultural policies in urban planning and 

design. 

I begin by discussing the representation of ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’ in UK 

national policy (sections 5.2- 5.4). Then, I explore the implications of national policy at local 

                                                      

2 The only document outside of this timeline that is included in the analysis is the Urban Task Force 
report (1999): towards an urban renaissance.  
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level (Bradford), where policy discourses are being exercised through different strategies, 

mechanisms, levels of emphasis and spatial practices (section 5.5). 

5.2 Representation of public space 

5.2.1 Definitions and typologies of public space in policy 

My focus in this research was on ‘urban public open spaces’, however, in this analysis I 

didn’t exclude the policies that considered privately-owned and indoor public spaces to 

conduct an inclusive analysis. Figure 5-1 represents a comparison between the different 

conceptions of ‘public space’. ‘Public space’ dominates the frequency analysis followed by 

‘open space’ and ‘public realm’, ‘urban space’ and ‘shared space’. These concepts are 

sometimes mentioned interchangeably or with the term ‘public space’, although in some 

areas they communicate different meanings and spatialities.  

 
Figure 5-1- Comparing the emphasis of different conceptions of public space 

Some of these terms have specific meanings in the UK planning policy. The National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) defines ‘open space’ as ‘all open space of public value, 

including not just land, but also areas of water (such as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs) 

which offer important opportunities for sport and recreation and can act as a visual amenity’ 

(DCLG, 2012b, p. 54). ‘Public realm’ is usually referred as an alternative term, while 

‘shared spaces’ concerns with the spaces shared between cars and pedestrians (DCLG, 

2012c). NPPF which is the key statutory document in the current urban planning system 

only refers to open and green spaces (DCLG, 2012b). The policy area concerned with 

antisocial behaviour and policing defines that ‘public space is wide and includes any place to 

which the public or any section of the public has access, on payment or otherwise, as of right 

or by virtue of express or implied permission, for example, a shopping centre’ (DCLG, 

public space open space

public realm urban space

shared space
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2014, p. 48). A comprehensive definition of public space is mentioned in the ‘Living Places’ 

policy series: 

‘Public space relates to all those parts of the built and natural environment where the public 

has free access. It encompasses: all the streets, squares and other rights of way, whether 

predominantly in residential, commercial or community/civic uses; the open spaces and 

parks; and the “public/private” spaces where public access is unrestricted (at least during 

daylight hours). It includes the interfaces with key internal and external and private spaces to 

which the public normally has free access’ (ODPM, 2004, p. 9).  

Definitions as such and other indications of public space are mostly concerned with openly 

accessible spaces. However, as I discussed in Chapter 2 different management practices and 

regulations influence the gradation of openness and accessibility for different user groups.  

In terms of typologies of public spaces, most of the statutory policies use the traditional 

typologies of public space based on morphology and function (streets, parks, plazas, and so 

on). As demonstrated in Figure 5-2, Streets (31%), parks (29%), green and natural spaces 

(28%) have the highest mentions especially in statutory documents that have higher 

legislation power, followed by green and natural spaces with specific policies dedicated to 

them mostly related to environmental and heritage aspects. The least mentioned types are 

squares, markets and playgrounds. The reason justifying the lower level of recognition of 

these types can relate to their lower spatial proportion than streets, parks and green spaces. 

In some policies, squares and markets fall within the scope of town centre policies and 

playgrounds within parks and green space policies. Therefore, they don’t get mentioned 

directly. Some documents don’t have public space as their key focus, but include references 

to specific types instead. Policies on antisocial behaviour, crime and waste management 

frequently mention streets (HM Government, 2017; DCLG, 2014). Different recognitions of 

types of public spaces and the related planning and development legislation assigned to them 

indicate policies’ priorities and have some implications in relation to diversity and 

encounter. 
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Figure 5-2- Comparing the emphasis of the typologies of public space 

A few guidance documents refer to the ‘socio-cultural’ typologies of public space (Carmona, 

2010b). The policy ‘guidance on meaningful interaction’ mentions the typology suggested 

by Demos ‘equally spaced’ report on diversity and social interaction (Lownsbrough & 

Beunderman, 2007). The report refers to ‘bottom up spaces’ such as ‘exchange spaces, 

productive spaces, spaces of service provision, activity spaces, participative spaces, 

celebratory spaces, in-between spaces, and virtual spaces’ (DCLG, 2008, p. 19). However, 

these categories are not recognised in statutory policies although they highlight the social 

aspect of public space.  

5.2.2 Values associated to public space 

Figure 5-3 portrays a comparison between the weights given to different values (according 

to the coding frame) within the ten documents that had the highest mentions of ‘public 

space’ category. Firstly, all the documents except one were published during the New 

Labour government (1997-2010) which indicates the great emphasis on public space during 

that period. Secondly, ‘safety and security’ was by far the most referred theme and with a 

significant difference, ‘equality and accessibility’ was the other highly mentioned theme. 

‘Well-being’ and ‘cleanliness’ were the least mentioned than others. However, cleanliness 

has higher priority considering that issues such as graffiti, littering and dog fouling (related 

to cleanliness) are often mentioned in the documents that are concerned with disorder and 

antisocial behaviours in public spaces (coded under safety and security theme). 
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Figure 5-3- Comparing different emphasis of the values in the ten documents with highest 

mentions of public space 

An explanation for the significant emphasis on safety and cleanliness is that the majority of 

the key policies on public space are dedicated to realise the ‘cleaner, safer, greener’ vision 

(ODPM, 2002). Cleaner, safer and greener policy series responded to the issues and 

recommendations raised by two important documents that have had a substantial influence 

on public space policies: ‘Towards an Urban Renaissance’ (The Urban Task Force, 1999) 

and the ‘Urban White Paper- Our Towns and Cities’ (ODPM, 2000) that were largely driven 

by the sustainability paradigm shift and liveability agenda in the UK urban planning and 

design system. Central to the visions was the assumption that poor-quality environments, 

mainly ‘visible disorders’ (litter, graffiti and untidiness), correlate with the higher rate of 

crime and decrease perception of safety and satisfaction of the local environment and quality 

of life (ODPM, 2002). The policy stresses the aim to improve urban liveability through 

creating and maintaining high quality public spaces that are ‘safe, well-maintained and 

attractive’ (ODPM, 2002, p. 12). Although the vision later has evolved into a more inclusive 

approach to public space, its original intentions still underpin many of the national and local 

governments’ initiatives and interventions in public spaces including Bradford (Bradford 

District Partnership, 2016a). 

Within the ‘accessibility and equality’ theme the highest mentions are for ‘accessibility’ 

which is mostly concerned with ease of movement and physical access. The ‘by design’ 

report which was a key urban design manual defined accessibility as the ‘ability of people to 

By design (2000)

Green spaces-better places (2002)

Living Places- Cleaner, Safer, Greener (2002)

Living Places: power, rights, responsibilities (2002)

Involving young people in the design and care of…

Living Places Caring for Quality (2004)

 Safer places- The planning system and crime…

 The value of public space (2004)

Planning Policy Guidance 17 Planning for open space,…

Re-imagining urban spaces to help revitalise our high…

safety and security equality and accessibility well-being  cleanliness
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move round an area and to reach places and facilities, including elderly and disabled people, 

those with young children and those encumbered with luggage or shopping’ (CABE and 

DETR, 2000, p. 88).  

In terms of well-being and social values, policies encourage considering public space as a 

web that can bring people together: public spaces ‘are the foundation for public interaction 

and social integration’ (The Urban Task Force, 2005, p. 5). Improving people’s perception 

of their local environment is considered an important role of public spaces that can provide a 

sense of place, belonging and civic pride (DCLG, 2008). The Urban Renaissance report 

mentioned the public spaces’ role for ‘promoting healthy living and preventing illness, by 

providing places for walking, cycling and other physical activities.’ (The Urban Green 

Spaces Task Force, 2002, p. 11).  

5.2.3 Public space: rights and responsibilities 

A considerable amount of policy contents are dedicated to explain the distribution of right 

and responsibility towards public space. Figure 5-4 shows the frequency analysis of 

mentions of agents (government, business, citizen, consumer and users) in the ten documents 

with highest mentions of public space. The point to note is that except ‘government’ which 

is first in the recorded mentions, ‘business’ is the highest mentions compared to user, 

consumer and citizen. ‘Citizen’ is rarely mentioned in these documents except in the ‘living 

place: power, rights and responsibility’ document which defines the legal power and 

reponsibilities of citizens to shape and care for their local environment (DEFRA, 2002).  

 
Figure 5-4- Comparing the emphasis given to different agents having rights and responsibility to 

public space in the ten documents with highest mentions of public space  

By design (2000)

Green spaces-better places (2002)

Living Places- Cleaner, Safer, Greener (2002)
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At the time that this analysis was conducted (2016-2017) there were five departments that 

have a key role in built environment policies (including public spaces):  

‘DCLG is the lead department for planning, housing and (since March 2015) architecture; 

DCMS has responsibility for heritage; 

BIS is responsible for the construction industry; 

DEFRA has responsibility for environmental protection, flooding and related matters;  

Department for Transport plays a key role in infrastructure provision’ (House of Lords, 

2016a, p. 21).  

DCLG is the department that has published the most policy papers on public space where a 

significant amount of power and control for coordination, allocation and regulation of public 

resources are given to local authorities as the leading agency of public spaces in cities 

specifically after the Localism Act 2011.  

Businesses are considered as the other important agents since one of the reasons for 

encouraging high quality public spaces is that ‘a high quality local environment is a big 

influence in making people visit a place, spend money and invest in it’ (ODPM, 2002, p. 

11). The Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) model is one of the outcomes of the urban 

renaissance ‘liveability’ agenda that aims to include businesses in improvement, 

management and maintenance of public spaces. Despite the benefit of creating additional 

funds for improving public spaces, the partnership of authorities with businesses in shaping 

public spaces are argued to have implications in privatisation and potential gentrification and 

exclusion of less advantaged users of public spaces (Németh & Schmidt, 2011; Punter, 2011; 

Carmona, 2010a; Lees, 2008). Moreover, it keeps the scale of the improvements, design and 

management of public spaces focused on city centre and commercial spaces (Punter, 2011). 

Policies that encourage revitalising high streets and town centres in recent years evidence 

this (DCLG, 2013; Portas, 2011).  

‘Users’, ‘citizens’ and ‘consumers’ together are significantly less mentioned in these 

documents. They are the ‘different constructions of non-elites’ to have rights and 

responsibilities in public spaces in urban planning policies (Parkinson, 2013, p. 693). 

Regarding the responsibility in public spaces, one theme that appears from the analysis is the 

idea that behaviours can change environments and environments can change behaviours. 

This is particularly evident in the ‘living places’ policy series and the government urban 

liveability vision. Quoting Lord Rogers ‘people make cities, but cities make citizens’ 

(ODPM, 2000, p. 6). It is important to make high quality, sanitised and civic places for users 
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to act as a responsible and good citizen. Critics of the Urban Renaissance policies, highlight 

the environmental deterministic views in terms of increasing order and control through 

planning and design and expecting orderly and acceptible use and behaviours in public 

spaces (Stevens, 2009; Minton, 2009). These policies sometimes objectify certain groups 

that are often considered to have unpredictable and less-orderly behaviours in public: ‘the 

poor, young people and immigrants’ (Stevens, 2009, p. 380) to learn the codes of behaviours 

in public as part of their responsibilities in public realms (DCLG, 2009a, 2009b; CIC, 2007; 

The Urban Task Force, 2005).  

One of the key responsibilities considered for users is to ‘care’ for their environment. 

Substantial sections of policy papers are dedicated to define and refine the citizens’ role to 

care for the quality of the local environments (ODPM, 2004; DEFRA, 2002). 

‘Responsibilities of each citizen to act considerately within their own space in a way that 

does not impair the quality of the space and environment of their neighbours’ (DEFRA, 

2002, p. 2). There are a number of policies that elaborate the extent of people’s rights and 

responsibilities to ‘care for quality’ of the environment. Current policies encourage to rely 

on the support from building voluntary ‘active communities’ that can contribute to keeping 

neighbourhoods ‘clean and safe’ (Newlove, 2012). There are some indications of giving the 

power to negotiate rights to public spaces in good practice case studies for example inter-

ethnic negotiation over territorial spaces (DCLG, 2009b); and for younger people taking 

responsibilities for the betterment of their parks and making sure that they have spaces 

allocated to them based on their needs (DCLG, 2009a).  

Giving more power to communities in shaping their local environment is at the heart of the 

Localism Act which also places the responsibility on communities to develop 

Neighbourhoods Plans and secure funds for their proposals (with less public finances 

considering the severe cuts in recent years). Government has established different measures 

to provide ‘new opportunities for communities to expand the provision of green spaces in 

their neighbourhoods and enable local people to play a bigger role in planning, designing, 

managing and maintaining community green spaces’ (DCLG, 2011a, p. 1). Examples of 

these measures are:  

• ‘Local Green Space Designation’ to claim green spaces as public assets that have 

specific benefits to local communities and protect them from being built. 

• ‘Community Right to Bid’ for community interest groups to bid for buying listed 

assets on open market.  
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• ‘Community Right to Challenge’ for giving the management of open and green 

spaces to groups of interest with innovative and improved plans for running public 

services.  

• ‘Meanwhile Licenses’ to propose temporary use for unused privately-owned spaces 

for recreational and leisure purposes. (DCLG, 2011a). 

These rights give power to citizens in decision-making, but they also require specific skill 

sets, education and awareness to be able to apply them. Moreover, there is the possibility for 

communities of interest to form by people with ‘common class, ethnic or religious 

characteristics’ and use the rights of neighbourhood planning to assert ‘interests in ways that 

could be exclusionary to those of other groups’ (Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014, p. 19). 

Investigating the implications of Neighbourhood Planning policies on public spaces are 

beyond the scope of this research. However, it marks a potential for future exploration.  

The analysis showed that there are some differences in the scope and the types of spaces 

considered as public space. These differences cause some fragmentation in the making and 

interpreting of policies. Within the strategic scope of this analysis, three explanations are 

identified as a cause of this fragmentation. First, the complexities of different aspects of 

public space; second, the number of agencies involved in policymaking and the scope of 

their responsibilities and third, the differences in values and priorities given to public space 

based on insitutional or national agendas. These issues have resulted in a contested and 

ambiguous policy discourse about public space. Howlett and Ramesh (1995) refer to such 

policy area as a ‘chaotic’ discourse; when there are multiple ideas and actors involved 

without an overarching idea in a dominant position.  

5.3 Representation of diversity  

This section discusses the narratives of diversity in planning policies. The analytical 

framework to investigate the representation of diversity is based on the three social logics of 

diversity policy and planning: ‘redistribution’, ‘recognition’ and ‘encounter’ (Fincher & 

Iveson, 2008) (see section 2.2.7). Framing the discourse of diversity in the two concepts of 

redistribution and recognition informed the discourse related to encounter. 

5.3.1 Redistribution 

I described in Chapter 2 that redistribution is related to how the provision of resources, 

services and opportunities in terms of geographic distribution, accessibility and affordability 

contribute to equality and justice among diverse population regardless of wealth, ethnicity, 
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age, ability, gender and race (Fincher & Iveson, 2008). Figure 5-5 represents the level of 

emphasis given to the relative conceptions of redistribution in the analysed documents. More 

than 50% of the total mentions of redistribution concepts are to do with ‘accessibility’. 

Accessibility in the policy context, doesn’t only indicate the ‘physical materiality’ of the 

distances between people and the services or facilities that they need (Fincher & Iveson, 

2008), but also includes access to services, employment, and technology in terms of 

‘perceived accessibility’; though there is more emphasis on the spatial accessibility.  

 
 
Figure 5-5- Comparing the emphasis of different conceptions of redistribution in planning policies 

The Equality Act 2010 puts ‘equality at the heart of government’ and making it a duty of the 

public sector to increase equality (GEO, 2010, p.23). ‘A public authority must, in the 

exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, 

harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is prohibited by or under this Act […]’ 

(GEO, 2010, paragraph 149) 

Government Equality Office (GEO) responsible for equality strategy and legislations works 

across all departments for improving equality. DCLG is the department responsible for 

integration, race, faith and community (GEO, 2010). In urban planning, any policy and plan 

is obliged to conduct an Equality Impact Assessment, identify groups that might be affected 

by the policy and provide ways for mitigation.  

Redistribution in urban planning and design mostly takes the form of equality in qualitative 

and quantitative accessibility. The aim is to make sure that diverse groups have equal access 

to public services and amenities in their local environment regarding the distance and quality 

and this includes access to public spaces. Urban renewal programmes, Initiatives such as 

New Deal for Communities, Neighbourhood Renewal, Mixed Communities indicate 

government’s strategies for redistributive regeneration with a focus on areas with high level 

of deprivation that in many cases are also ethnically diverse including Bradford.  
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Figure 5-6- A chronological comparison showing the emphasis given to different conceptions of 

redistribution 

1999- Towards an Urban-Renaissance Executive…
2000- By design

2000- Our Towns and Cities- Urban White Paper
2001- A New Commitment to Neighbourhood…

2002- Green spaces-better places
2002- Guidance on community cohesion

2002- Living Places- Cleaner, Safer, Greener
2002- Living Places: power, rights, responsibilities

2003- Sustainable communities building for the…
2004- Diversity and Planning- research into…

2004- Involving young people in the design and…
2004- Living Places Caring for Quality

2004- Safer places- The planning system and crime…
2004- The value of public space

2005- Decent parks- Decent behaviour- The link…
2005- Diversity and Equality in planning- a good…

2005- Towards a Strong Urban Renaissance
2006- Planning Policy Guidance 17 Planning for…

2006- Strong and prosperous communities- The…
2007- Living with risk promoting better public…

2007- Our Shared Future
2007- Planning for a Sustainable Future

2008- Communities in control Communities in…
2008- Inclusion by design

2008- The Government's Response to the…
2009- Cohesion delivery framework overview

2009- Guidance on building a local sense of…
2009- Guidance on meaningful interaction

2009- How to mainstream community cohesion
2010- Community green- Using local spaces to…

2010- The New Deal for Communities Experience-…
2010- Urban green nation Building the evidence…

2011 Localism Bill neighbourhood plans- Equalities…
2011- The Portas Review An independent review…

2012- Building safe active communities
2012- Creating the conditions for integration

2012- High Streets at the Heart of our…
2012- National Planning Policy Framework

2012- Re-imagining urban spaces to help revitalise…
2013- Government Response to the Riots,…

2013- The Future of High Streets
2013- The Future of High Streets Progress since…
2014- Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing…

2016- Building better places
2016- Estate Regeneration National Strategy The…

2016- The Casey Review A review into opportunity…

accessibility affordability inclusion equity equality social and environmental justice fairness
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5.3.2 Recognition 

Policies regarding recognition of diversity or in this research multicultural policies were 

adopted and gained momentum in the UK around the 1970s, until the late 1990s when the 

government took a pluralistic approach and shifted to multiculturalism (Raco, Kesten, & 

Colomb, 2014). Policies indicate that different sectors of society with distinctive differences 

have different needs that require being considered in policy and planning. Recognition is the 

key drive of Equality Act 2010 which necessitates local authorities to ‘advance equality of 

opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic and persons who 

do not share it’ (GEO, 2010, paragraph 149).  

Regarding identifying different groups and their needs, planning policies place a significant 

weight on knowing the geographical distribution of the population and categorising it with 

specific dividers e.g. gender, age, ethnicity, race, country of birth, and employment status 

(ONS, 2015; Migration Observatory, 2015). Quantity and density are the two dominant 

indicators in the government’s supporting and evidencing documents that involve diversity 

theme. How much this data informs the overall politics on diversity is the question of some 

critics arguing that the diversity policy agendas of the Coalition government were mostly 

value-based rather than evidence-based (Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014). Another 

dimension to recognition is the state’s understanding of the ‘otherness’ or ‘difference’ of the 

diversity of the population (society) and decisions on which aspect of these differences 

require official recognition. While the Equality Act subscribes equal recognition of different 

sectors of the communities, evidence in policy papers suggest some unbalanced emphasis 

among the acknowledged distinctive groups. Recent policies and evidence-based reports 

often place significant emphasis on Muslim population.  

In the governance of equality recognition is the first step to redistribution. Policies have 

largely emphasised the importance of the appreciation of the characteristics of the identities 

of those that are recognised as ‘different’ to be able to plan for their needs. However, there 

are some critiques that this approach hasn't resulted in parallel significance in redistribution 

strategies (Fincher et al., 2014; Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014; Lees, 2008). Equality has 

representations in all three aspects of redistribution, recognition and encounter. In the next 

section I turn to the dimension of encounter. 
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Figure 5-7- Comparing the emphasis of different conceptions of diversity 

5.4 Representation of encounter  

The politics of diversity have certain implications on the concept of ‘encounter’ as a reality 

of urban life and as a normative conception that serves the idea of a British society in UK 

urban policy. Through applying the QCA methods, I was able to critically explore policy 

understanding of ‘encounter’ in the UK planning context. Figure 5-8 compares the frequency 

by which encounter-related concepts are mentioned across the reviewed policies. Overall, 

the concept of encounter is represented through three prevailing narratives: community 

cohesion, integration and social mixing. It is important to note that they are not entirely 

separate accounts of encounter policies, as they overlap in different policy contexts. Similar 

to diversity discourse, these narratives are driven by specific theoretical frames and ethos, 

the socio-political contexts, and certain events that prompted changes in policy directions 

particularly regarding race relations. Discourses of encounter in many policy areas are linked 

to redistribution and recognition policies, but with different priorities. The third part of 

Equality Act requires that planning policies and decisions must ‘have due regard to the need 

[…] to foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic 

and persons who do not share it.’ (GEO, 2010, paragraph 149)  

 
Figure 5-8- Comparing the emphasis of different conceptions of encounter 
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5.4.1 Community Cohesion  

Community Cohesion is the dominant policy discourse that discusses encounter, and 

intercultural interaction. It was the legacy of the New Labour government’s (1997-2010) 

policy and since its emergence, successive governments have published a number of policy 

papers, guidance and research reports. Community Cohesion agenda was devised in 

response to the 2001 disturbances in Bradford, Burnley and Oldham. The Cantle Report, as 

the most important and widely-cited report on cohesion3, stated that there was a substantial 

socio-spatial polarisation by colour, class and race lines in inner city areas that led ‘many 

communities to operate on the basis of a series of parallel lives’ (Home Office, 2001b, p. 9). 

The report critiqued the area-based regeneration initiatives and multicultural policies for not 

incorporating strategies based on increasing cross-cultural contact and common values and 

pointed that deprivation and decline within the inner city areas exacerbated the inter-ethnic 

tensions and segregation (Home Office, 2001b). The recommendations (not all) were 

translated into a report on ‘guidance on community cohesion’ which defined a cohesive 

community as one where:  

• ‘there is a common vision and a sense of belonging for all communities;  

• the diversity of people’s different backgrounds and circumstances are appreciated 

and positively valued; 

• those from different backgrounds have similar life opportunities; 

• strong and positive relationships are being developed between people from different 

backgrounds in the workplace, in schools and within neighbourhoods’ (LGA, 2002, 

p. 6).  

The definition incorporated the three aspects of recognition, redistribution and encounter in 

planning for diversity with emphasis on intercultural interaction and shared values. Although 

several reports pointed to the role of deprivation and inequality on cohesion, the 

government’s response put more emphasis on the ethno-racial aspects and the identity and 

lifestyle of specific communities (South Asian and British Muslims) rather than the socio-

economic dynamics of community relations. The cohesion agenda expressed concerns over 

the patterns of socio-spatial clustering of minority ethnic population and ‘considered the 

white British population as largely unproblematic’ (Robinson, 2005, p. 1418). Critics of the 

                                                      

3 The Government commissioned multiple reports to investigate the cause of riots and offer policy 
recommendations: The Ritchie report (2001) on Oldham, The Clarke report (2001) on Burnley and 
the Ouseley report (2001) on Bradford. 
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narrative of self-segregated ethnic minorities pointed to the role of class and socio-economic 

status in racialisation of spaces and marginalisation of communities (Phillips, 2006) and the 

problems of the community cohesion measure of spatial segregation which neglected the 

natural population growth and migration trends in inner city areas, diversity of the 

population within the assumed segregated neighbourhoods and the tendency of ethnic 

minorities to move out of their neighbourhoods (Finney & Simpson, 2009). 

The emphasis on intercultural interaction in the cohesion agenda was largely underpinned by 

Putnam’s (2000) theory that stated ‘social capital’ is shaped by the level of social 

interactions and social networks among people with similar backgrounds (bonding) and 

those from diverse backgrounds (bridging). Putnam emphasised on lack of ‘bridging social 

capital’ in ethnically diverse communities considering that social networks among ethnic 

communities are ‘too cohesive, too homogeneous and too inward looking’ (Chan, 2010, p. 

38). Central to cohesion and social capital is an ethos of ‘generalised reciprocity’ based on 

shared values (Home Office, 2001b; Putnam, 2000). The logic of mutual responsibility and 

values is built on the communitarianism theories which recognise community as ‘a vehicle 

for promoting particular model of citizenship and asserting civic order’ (Robinson, 2005, p. 

1417).  

Commission on Integration and Cohesion (CIC) produced multiple guidance documents on 

practical recommendations advising the principles of a shared future: individuals and 

communities’ reciprocal ‘rights and responsibilities’, ‘active citizenship’, ‘visible social 

justice’, ‘shared sense of belonging’ and ‘ethics of hospitality’ (CIC, 2007, p. 5).  

The cohesion agenda considers a significant correlation between perception of cohesion and 

individuals’ satisfaction with ‘local area as a place to live’ and stresses on the role of place 

identity, attachment and quality of the environment on social relations focusing on 

neighbourhoods (CIC, 2007, p. 24). Once again, the narrative of safer and cleaner 

environments is evident when it comes to discussing environmental impact on cohesion. As 

a result, local authorities committed to include cohesion as their planning objective and to 

use Cohesion Impact Assessment (now part of Equality Impact Assessment) to mitigate the 

outcomes of any decisions (DCLG, 2009a). Further guidance reports on ‘meaningful 

interaction’ and ‘building sense of belonging’ which have implications on everyday 

interactions in public spaces are discussed later in this chapter (DCLG, 2008, 2009c).  
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5.4.2 Integration  

Integration as a policy programme came into mainstream during the Coalition government 

(2010-2015), although the socio-political logic of integration was also an important part of 

the community cohesion agenda. Still, ‘cohesion is principally the process that must happen 

in all communities to ensure different groups of people get on well together; while 

integration is principally the process that ensures new residents and existing residents adapt 

to one another’ (CIC, 2007, p. 9). ‘Creating the condition for integration’ is the key policy 

document aimed to set the strategy for ‘creating an integrated society’ based on five 

dimensions: ‘common ground, responsibility, social mobility, participation and 

empowerment, and tackling intolerance and extremism’ (DCLG, 2012a, p. 5). The summer 

riots in 2011 in sixty-six locations in London and other cities influenced the integration 

policies. The commissioned riot report indicated that race relations wasn’t a prominent cause 

of the riots, although the incident that triggered the riots was ‘within the context of a history 

of deaths of black people in custody’ (Riots Communities and Victims Panel, 2011, p. 58). 

The government concluded that there were multiple problems that caused the riots although 

its recommendations were widely focused on young people and ‘troubled families’ in order 

to respond to the ‘criminality and lack of social responsibility that lay behind the actions of a 

small number of people’ (DCLG, 2012a, p. 4). 

Integration policy demanded for interaction and contribution of local people towards 

creating the vision of integrated ‘Big Society’ with the help of the simplified regulations of 

the Localism Act 2011. By giving more autonomy and choice at local level, integration 

policy stated its different stance compared to community cohesion policy and critiqued its 

top-down approach: ‘we are committed to rebalancing activity from centrally-led to locally-

led action and from the public to the voluntary and private sector’ (DCLG, 2012a, p. 2). The 

Coalition government adopted the notion of ‘integration’ to dissociate its policy narrations 

from the Labour Government’s ‘community cohesion’ discourse, while the underpinning 

assumptions and incentives were comparatively similar such as promoting shared values, 

active citizenship and strong sense of social responsibility. The emphasis on integration as a 

responsive strategy to migration trends can be interpreted as putting more responsibility on 

newcomers for finding the means of social mobility to integrate into the mainstream ‘Big 

Society’. 

Narratives of encounter were mainly in relation to tackling ‘intolerance and extremism’. The 

‘creating condition for integration’ document didn’t mention social interaction at all but 

referred to inter-ethnic tensions, intolerance and extremism 22 times in 28 pages (DCLG, 

2012a). This indicated less emphasis on encounter as a policy matter that can be planned for, 
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while stating the need for preventing tensions and extremism. Through localism policy, the 

decisions on planning for encounters is left to the local authorities, volunteers and ‘active 

communities’ to tailor their strategies towards managing diversity and encounter. The policy 

suggest some event-based initiatives to create conditions for encounter and integration 

including the Big Lunch, Inter Faith Network, National music days, English classes for 

migrants, funding youth organisations for supporting ‘social responsibility’, Near 

Neighbours program and Prevent strategy (DCLG, 2012a).  

Compared to cohesion policy, the integration policy is less concerned with physical 

regeneration and public space as a means of creating condition for integrating communities 

but, both perceived spatial concentration of ethnic minorities and migrants in residential 

environments as problematic (DCLG, 2012a). Giving the power and responsibility to local 

governments is an opportunity for creating more context-dependant policies for planning for 

diversity and encounter. However, austerity measures and lack of public funding have 

limited local authorities (Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014). Moreover, there is a possibility 

that ‘those in society with the most social capital and with the desire, skills and leadership to 

take control […] while other “passive” citizens [less advantaged and socially mobile people] 

will be left out’ (Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014, p. 10). 

The recent Casey Review (2016) offered an extensive and detail reading on the current and 

future situations for integration at the time of this research. By offering evidence on issues 

regarding lack of social mixing and interaction, Casey (2016) foregrounded the need for 

state-led and locally-led policies to promote interaction and meaningful contact. Drawing on 

wide-ranging data from previous reports and first-hand data, The report portrayed the issues 

of increasing migration status, ethnic segregation, rise of hate crime, social exclusion due to 

religious and cultural practices of specific communities and explicitly stated urgent need to 

address (homegrown) instances of terrorism and extremism (Casey, 2016a). It emphasised 

on aspects of equality in relation to gender, age and socio-economic status focusing on lack 

of social mobility among South Asian Muslim women which arguably feeds the negative 

rhetoric of Muslims. Casey (2016a) pointed to segregation among youth groups and the need 

for out of school mixing and learning British values.  

The Casey Review frequently refers to the notions of community cohesion and integration 

with multiple mentions to social and intercultural interactions but doesn’t engage with the 

spatial aspects, only suggesting more attention to the impact of housing and regeneration 

policies on integration. Discussions on public space are largely absent from the review (no 

mentions of any relative concepts of public space). It only mentions the need for different 
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design for mosques that can represent ‘Islam in 21st Century Britain’ (Casey, 2016a, p. 126). 

The report has received multiple criticisms stating that although it offered some measures to 

tackle inequality and segregation, it was a ‘missed opportunity’ to discuss issues such as 

‘white flight’ and ‘structural economic barriers’ (Muslim Council of Britain, 2016); instead 

it ‘unfairly stigmatises ethnic minorities’ and doesn’t address ‘deep-rooted inequalities’ that 

influence the sense of exclusion and prejudice among working class communities (Just 

Yorkshire, 2016). Its approach to migration and integration ‘does not permit adequate 

analysis of the socio-cultural and demographic complexity that underpins super-diversity’ 

(Grzymala-Kazlowska & Phillimore, 2018, p. 180).  

5.4.3 Social mixing  

Social mixing was the least mentioned narrative of encounter compared to cohesion and 

integration. It is primarily a form of redistributive planning for diversity that also discusses 

encounter as a secondary planning logic. It aims to ‘ensure that concentration of 

disadvantaged residents in a locality is no greater than a certain percentage of the population, 

so that this group of residents is placed in a socially mixed setting in which a range of 

income groups or households are in proximity to each other.’ (Fincher & Iveson, 2008, p. 

38). It also aims to increase the opportunities for better encounter and integration of different 

social and class groups. UK governments have implemented social mix policies since the 

1980s (Tunstall, 2003). Sarkissian (1976) presented a historical overview of the 

underpinning rationales of social mixing as a socio-spatial planning strategy that are to 

encourage the lower classes to ‘raise their standards’ by being in contact with the middle-

class tier of society, ‘to encourage cultural cross-fertilisation’, ‘to increase equality of 

opportunity’, ‘to promote social harmony by reducing social and racial tensions’, and ‘to 

promote social conflict in order to foster individual and social maturity increasing’ (pp. 231-

232).  

During the New Labour government period (1997-2010), the ‘Mixed Communities 

Initiative’ aimed at delivering social mix through creating a mix of tenure, income and type 

of housing. This agenda influenced the key urban regeneration programmes such as New 

Deal for Communities and Urban Renewal Funds with an aim to induce ‘long-term 

transformation of areas’ (DCLG, 2010, p. 19). ‘Mixed communities can help tackle 

deprivation by reducing the additional disadvantages that affect poorer people when they are 

concentrated in poor neighbourhoods’ (HM Government, 2005, p. 52). Once again, 

disadvantaged areas were the target, which in many cases are also areas with high 

concentration of ethnic diversity and migrant population. Residential developments are 
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encouraged to think about the mix of ‘housing type and tenures’ to achieve more ‘cohesive 

and integrated communities’ (CIC, 2007, p. 123). Social mixing is claimed to help in 

decreasing self-segregation of ethnic minorities and migrants. Casey report (2016) stated 

that the encounters that occur in mixed neighbourhoods can positively affect health and 

well-being and increase ‘employment and social mobility’ of ethnic minorities (p. 8). 

However, the report acknowledges that homogenous grouping during early periods of 

migrants’ adjustments provides them with better social and emotional support from their 

peers (Phillips et al., 2010). The ‘building better places’ report also stresses on the necessity 

to put more emphasis on mixed communities in housing and built environment policy 

(House of Lords, 2016b).  

The assumptions of social mixing policies regarding increasing the possibilities of encounter 

and the consequences on the livelihood of the disadvantaged communities, have been 

challenged from different perspectives. The evaluation report of mixed communities stated 

that there is ‘limited evidence that the new resources or social interactions that could come 

with higher income residents actually materialise or are of benefit to poorer people’ and the 

outcome of mixed communities largely depends on the scale and location (DCLG, 2010, p. 

23). A mixed development on the periphery of the neighbourhood can barely have an impact 

on the social mobility and employment level of the overall mix of the communities. 

Moreover, critiques argued that the policy is another form of gentrification (Lees, 2008) or a 

‘euphemism’ for privatisation (Tunstall, 2003), because of the prevalence of market-led 

developments over the planning-led developments.  

5.4.4 Normative impetus of intercultural encounter  

The analysis suggests an important theme which is about the way policies conceptualise 

urban encounter in relation to diversity. This discussion addresses the question of what is it 

about encounter that makes it a goal for urban planning policy in the context of diversity. 

The analysis indicates that there are two key drives that frame policies related to encounter 

and diversity: fostering meaningful encounters and decreasing conflicts and disorders. The 

meanings and values associated with these normative impetuses conduct the rationale for 

encounter discourse in policies.  

Policies are mainly concerned with a quality of encounter between people from diverse 

ethnocultural backgrounds that can be measured as ‘meaningful’. The concept of 

‘meaningful interaction’ was introduced during the period of the Community Cohesion 

agenda (DCLG, 2008, 2011b; CIC, 2007); and was highlighted again in the Casey Review 
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(2016b). Although the Coalition government’s integration agenda didn’t directly refer to 

meaningful encounter as a policy goal, the discursive logic of their recommendations on 

encounter remained relatively similar. It was considered that meaningful interactions can 

‘break down stereotypes and reduce prejudice’, (DCLG, 2008, p. 7) and promote ‘sense of 

togetherness’, ‘common ground’ and ‘resilience’ (Casey, 2016b, p. 54). 

The ‘guidance on meaningful interaction’ suggested that meaningful interactions are 

‘positive’, ‘beyond superficial levels’ and ‘sustained’. This report introduced types of 

qualities of meaningful interactions based on the recommendations published by the 

Commission for Racial Equality for promoting intercultural interaction (SHM, 2007). The 

four types of meaningful interactions suggested in report were ‘grounding’, ‘banal’, 

‘opportunity’ and ‘growth’ (DCLG, 2008, p. 9). This classification was based on aspects of 

common ground ( such as history, community, potential benefits and curiosity) and the 

possible outcomes in relation to identity and belonging, building social networks and change 

of perception about self and others (DCLG, 2008). The report added that these forms of 

interactions can happen in a cycle and transform but highlighted that ‘we can’t force people 

to interact or determine the way in which they interact’ (DCLG, 2008, p. 10). This account 

on typologies and meanings of interactions offered an important insight but they were rarely 

referred to in other policy documents or translated into specific strategies possibly due to 

their abstract descriptions. However, the idea of meaningful interaction was frequently 

mentioned as a preferred form of intercultural interaction that can reduce negative 

perceptions of others and increase civility, respect and neighbourliness (CIC, 2007).  

In terms of theoretical approach, the idea of meaningful interaction for reducing prejudice 

taps into Allport’s (1954) ‘contact hypothesis’ (see section 2.6) that was further developed in 

the UK by Hewstone at al. (2007) indicating that sustained social relations can diminish 

prejudicial perceptions if there are wider social and structural norms and processes that 

support equality (redistributive justice). Urban planning policies that aim to create spatial 

proximity at neighbourhood level (for example through mixed communities, event-based 

initiatives and improving public spaces) are indications of policy rationales that implicitly or 

explicitly draw on these assumptions to create opportunities for meaningful contact. To what 

extent these assumptions and strategies are grounded in everyday lived experiences is 

something that needs further investigation; for instance, in terms of interrelationships of 

identities, socio-cultural processes and power relations in different spaces (within and 

beyond neighbourhoods) and the impact of spatial, temporal and material qualities. This 

research offers an opportunity to provide some evidence in terms of ‘meaningfulness’ of 
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intercultural encounters but considers Wilson’s (2016) suggestion to take a pluralistic stance 

towards the different ways in which urban encounters can be meaningful.  

Another normative goal of policies to plan for encounter is for reducing disorder or conflicts 

between racially or culturally different people. Antisocial behaviour, crime, conflict, 

disorder, extremism, tension, terror and hostility are different conceptions associated with 

this theme. Figure 5-9 demonstrates different weights given to these concepts, indicating a 

relative emphasis over a fifteen-year period. Order and safety are important parts of the 

policy narratives in managing diversity. The discussions on cohesion and integration in 

previous sections suggest that encounter and diversity policies are mainly articulated as 

reactions to disorder. Perceptions of safety and disorder are considered to have impact on 

community cohesion and integration (Casey, 2016b; DCLG, 2012b). By applying policies 

that aim to increase positive encounter it is expected that possibility of tension and disorder 

will decrease in light of shared values and norms of civic engagement. 

The way policies associate meaning to relative concepts of safety and order or conflicts and 

disorders determines the design of policies that shape planning and management decisions 

and strategies. It also indicates the level of tolerance and threshold for intervention and 

control in what is identified as conflict or disorder. Policies offer legal tools and guidance 

for controlling disorder or preventing potential disorder. These considerations have 

implications for planning, design and management of public spaces in terms of fostering 

perceptions of safety and order. In this context, it is important to consider how different 

practices of managing safety and order impact on redistributive justice in terms of equality, 

recognition of different forms of diversity without stigmatization of some identities and 

embracing of different qualities of intercultural encounters. The implications of different 

narratives of diversity and encounter in Bradford are particularly significant given the city’s 

history of diversity and its recognition in national rhetoric and imagination especially with 

regards to community cohesion discourse. The chapter now turns to the analysis of local 

policies in this regard.  
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Figure 5-9- A chronological comparison showing the emphasis given to different conceptions of 

order and safety 
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5.5 Diversity, public space and encounter in local policy discourses 

In this section I explore the tone of Bradford policy discourses on public space, diversity and 

encounter, based on the analysis of key policy documents listed in Appendix B. Here, I 

explore how these concepts and issues relating to public open space are present or not 

present in Bradford’s local planning policies, planning priorities and strategies regarding 

diversity and encounter.  

5.5.1 Local politics and governance structure  

It was important to consider the current political context and the influence of previous events 

on planning decisions in relation to discourses of diversity and encounter in Bradford. Over 

the years, Bradford has demonstrated active involvement in multicultural policy, though 

there have been differences in giving priority to multicultural policies by local 

representatives who were in power at different times. Despite the shifts in priorities, the 

South Asian communities in Bradford have had powerful representation in local elections 

(mainly due to their high population) compared to other minorities in the district. Currently, 

the council is led by the Labour Party (BMDC, 2017c). Manningham, City, Little Horton 

and Great Horton, the districts which are the focus of the empirical research, are 

predominantly represented by Labour councillors, while the outer wards are largely 

represented by Conservatives.  

Bradford Metropolitan District Council is the key agency for shaping and delivering urban 

policies and spatial planning. The council operates in partnership with a number of agencies 

under Bradford District Partnership (BDP) (Figure 5-10). BDP is a non-statutory Local 

Strategic Partnership (LSP) that plays an overarching role in community planning, 

leadership and the coordination of ‘different parts of the public, private, community and 

voluntary sectors, allowing different initiatives and services to support each other so that 

they can work together more effectively’ (BDP, 2016, p. 3). The Partnership is not a delivery 

body as such, and its main purpose is to supervise the progress and implementation of 

Bradford District Plan (2016-2020) and Bradford 2020 Community Strategy vision: 

‘By 2020, Bradford district will be a prosperous, creative, diverse, inclusive place where 

people are proud of their shared values and identity and work together to secure this vision 

for future generations. The District will draw strength from its diversity- making full use of 

the skills, qualities and enterprise of its people - to create a vibrant community and cultural 

life for all’ (BMDC, 2015c, p. 16).  
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Figure 5-10- Bradford District Partnership governance arrangements (BDP, 2016, p.4) 

Parallel to this partnership the council works closely with external partners such as Leeds 

City Region Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and West Yorkshire Combined Authority 

(WYCA) towards improving economic growth and investing in potential opportunities at 

regional level. The ambitions of the regional partners influence local decisions, particularly 

with regards to funding allocations. There are four key Strategic Delivery Partnerships 

(SDPs) within BDP: Producer City (better housing, employment and economic growth), 

Health and Wellbeing Board, Children Trust (good school for all children) and Safer and 

Stronger Communities Partnership (safe, clean and active communities). 

The work of the Safer and Stronger Communities Partnership is particularly relevant to the 

focus of this research considering its aims, which are to tackle inequality, build resilience, 

involving ‘communities of place and interest’, to prevent and resolve tensions and improve 

community relations (Bradford District Safer and Stronger Communities Partnership, 2016). 

While the work of this partnership is not explicitly reflected in urban planning documents, it 

can influence the direction and emphasis of planning policies by conducting community and 

neighbourhood assessment reports and identifying the needs of different communities. In the 

following section, I discuss the three narratives of public space, diversity (recognition and 

redistribution) and encounter represented in local plans and partnership approaches and 

explore their implications in public space policies.  

5.5.2 Diversity and redistributive planning 

Reducing the ‘entrenched differences’ and tackling ‘locational disadvantage’ are regarded as 

key priorities, part of redistributive planning and regeneration in Bradford. Bradford was 
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among the first cities to receive the national government’s Neighbourhood Renewal Funds 

(Single Regeneration Budget and New Deals for Communities) ‘to narrow the gap between 

the average and the poorest neighbourhoods’ (Social Exclusion Unit, 2001, p. 31). Bradford 

local authority has adopted various strategies to tackle the issues of diversity and deprivation 

and has sought various funding resources at European, national, regional and local levels.  

The council has faced multiple challenges in tackling inequalities. Although the allocation of 

renewal funding was beneficial in reducing the locational disadvantages, the competition 

over budget allocations between deprived neighbourhoods is said to have been one of the 

contributing factors to the generation of ‘division and resentment’ during the riots of 1995 

and 2001 (Richardson, 2011; Darlow et al., 2005). These issues were pointed out in 

commissioned reports and academic research, but not explicitly addressed in the council’s 

responses to the impact of Neighbourhood Renewal in relation to inter-ethnic conflicts in 

deprived inner-city areas. The renewal projects had significant outcomes in improving some 

of the inner-city local communities and environment, including at Little Horton and 

Bradford Moor. Bradford Trident (see Chapter 4) was one of the outcomes of the NDC in 

Bradford that was commended for having a positive impact on the lives of Black and Ethnic 

Minority (BME) communities (especially Asian and Muslim groups). The priorities and 

budget management of this programme have been affected by the passing of the Localism 

Act and the Coalition government’s austerity measures.  

The impact of the economic recession and coping with budget cuts have been among the 

major challenges and concerns of Bradford local authority in recent years. The continuing 

reduction in funding has made it hard for redistributive planning for the diverse needs of 

different groups, as Bradford was one of the cities which has ‘suffered greater reductions’ in 

recent years (Kidd & Reeves, 2016). Bradford Council, the main agency responsible for 

ensuring justice and equality in service provision, has had to adopt different strategies such 

as alternative funding strategies, shifting its priorities in welfare allocations, generalising and 

combining services, and developing ways for incentivising regeneration projects (BMDC, 

2015a). In 2012, Just West Yorkshire with University of Leeds published a report on the 

impact of welfare cuts on the ‘BME Voluntary and Community Sector’ (VCS) and found 

that the rapid and significant reduction of government expenditure has had serious 

consequences for the ‘social, economic and physical wellbeing of vulnerable, 

underprivileged and deprived BME communities’ (Lachman & Malik, 2012, p. 49). The 

report also argued that the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) procedures don’t fully address 

these issues because they are ‘council-officer led’ using ‘tick-box approaches’ with a lack of 
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consultation with communities and stakeholders about the possible outcomes of budget cuts 

(Lachman & Malik, 2012, p. 22).  

The Core Strategy Development Plan indicated that any Local Plan needs to consider the 

impacts of deprivation and the growing number of BME and youth groups within deprived 

areas of the district in relation to aspects of health, education, housing, employment and 

environment (BMDC, 2014b). The Infrastructure Plan addressed equality of access to public 

realm and open spaces in the district. The report specified that areas such as Manningham 

and Little Horton have improved significantly, while overall there were some deficits in 

open spaces, play and sport facilities in the district (BMDC, 2013c). The City Centre Area 

Action Plan and Bradford City Plan were based on the main vision of the 2003 Masterplan 

which aimed to improve accessibility and provision of leisure and shopping choices within 

the city centre, attracting investment and improving the local economy to increase 

employment and income rates which are related to redistributive planning. However, within 

the urban planning documents there aren’t clear explanations about strategies for improving 

justice in redistributive planning, while narratives of recognition of diversity and diverse 

needs are more evident. 

5.5.3 Recognition and politics of difference  

In urban planning, recognition is related to identifying the specific needs of a diverse 

population and the responsive attempts to address them. Diversity of the local population, 

socio-political events at local, national and international scales, government’s agendas (local 

and national) related to migration and diversity have influenced the politics of difference in 

Bradford and the government’s approach to acknowledging the needs of Bradford’s diverse 

population. There have been different levels of emphasis on recognition of diversity in 

Bradford’s urban planning. References to different conceptions of recognition in the 

wording of the reviewed documents were largely about the numbers, spatial distribution, 

socio-economic, education and housing characteristics of the ethnic population and new 

arrivals within the district. The Core Strategy Local Plan emphasises housing strategies for 

the specific needs of Black and Minority Ethnic households, who were identified as groups 

that have ‘particular housing requirements’ (BMDC, 2014b, p. 183). Other references to 

ethnocultural diversity in local plans, regeneration and public space projects were more 

closely related to celebrating Bradford’s cultural diversity in rebranding the city, attracting 

investment and increasing economic revenue. These narratives indicate a tendency in local 

policies for ‘commodification’ of diversity in urban planning, in seeking to create 

opportunities for development (Fincher et al., 2014). Hosting festivals and events such as the 
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‘renowned World Curry Festival’ (BMDC, 2015a, p. 145) and Bradford Festival (previously 

known for Mela4 Festival) exemplify strategies used for recognition of diversity at 

management level and influenced by such agendas.  

Planning for recognition is also evident in the physical fabric of Bradford’s central areas, in 

terms of the number of places of worship, mosques, gurus and temples, which represent 

Bradford’s mix of faith communities. Bradford’s planning history has shown that there were 

significantly lower level of ‘conflict over the planning and building of mosques’ compared 

to other places in Britain (McLoughlin, 2005, p. 1045). The creation of Mughal Garden as 

part of Lister Park’s regeneration plan in 2001 was an ‘explicit and concrete gesture of 

publicly recognising the cultural diversity’ of Manningham neighbourhood and Bradford in 

general (Husband & Alam, 2012, p. 107). However, the level of emphasis on cultural 

diversity has changed since the riots and there have been more discreet references to it in 

urban planning and regeneration policies and strategies (Bolognani, 2012; McLoughlin, 

2005). National and local rhetoric about South Asian and Muslim communities’ ‘self-

segregation’, cultural practices have permeated policy narratives and perceptions of the city 

and consequently impacted on regeneration visions in relation to Bradford’s ethnocultural 

profile (Bolognani, 2012). Around that time attempts such as the bids for Capital of Culture 

and Museum of Spices that made explicit references to Bradford South Asian heritage were 

either refused or encouraged to change to ‘non-denominational’ or ‘colour-blind’ projects 

(Bolognani, 2012, p. 627). The proposal for creating a linear public realm (World Mile) 

stretching from the city centre towards Manningham ‘to become a multicultural, 

commercial, retail and leisure destination with a growing regional and international profile’ 

(JRF, 2009, p. 25) was another unsuccessful attempt to use culture for economic 

regeneration (JRF, 2009). These events signal how using ‘culture’ as a drive for regeneration 

reflected local and national politics and histories of difference for a while after the riots. 

Narratives of recognition in recent urban planning and design documents such as the 

Bradford City Centre Area Action Plan (BMDC, 2013b, 2015c) and the City Plan (BMDC, 

2013d, 2015a) that were inspired by the City Centre Regeneration Plan (Alsop, 2003) were 

more about ‘Asian cuisine’, ‘fashion’ and ‘creative arts’, predominantly advocating the 

standard qualities that address common needs such as good shopping and good living. The 

City Plan, a key plan for the development of Bradford city centre and the surrounding 

neighbourhoods, describes ‘the south Asian influence that is so much a part of the district’s 

                                                      

4 Mela in Sanskrit means festival or gathering of people 
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retail and restaurant offer, with leading Asian fashion stores and restaurants drawing trade 

from across the country, has yet to significantly permeate the city centre.’ (BMDC, 2015a, p. 

145). The ten-year Cultural Strategy for Bradford said ‘that Bradford is punching below its 

weight – a city with enormous potential and opportunities going forward to claim its position 

as a “leading Cultural City”.’ (BMDC, 2014c, p. 3). The use of ‘culture’ as a common asset 

with a general definition, rather than as an element that describes the distinctive 

characteristics of diverse groups and communities, was stressed in building civic pride and 

belonging and ‘as a key tourism driver’ to rebranding Bradford (BMDC, 2014c, p. 3). 

Instead of emphasising differences in identities, the Cultural Strategy stated that ‘balancing 

our differences and similarities is integral to our approach in developing culture […] using 

culture as a unifying force in creating magnificent cultural experience for all’ (BMDC, 

2014c, p. 6). 

A strong emphasis in these policies was the recognition of diversity in engagement strategies 

for the Community and Voluntary Sector. Bradford Council’s Equality Action Plan 

introduced different pathways, ‘Theme, Place and People’, to engage with different 

communities, assess their needs and plan for them (BMDC, 2013e). ‘People includes the 

groups that are recognised as having “protected characteristics” within the Equalities Act 

2010, unless they are already adequately covered by Theme (such as health, well-being, 

regeneration, safety and the children Trust) and or Place (wards)’ (BMDC, 2013e, pp. 10–

11). Recent analysis of community engagements has shown that there was a lack of 

representation and awareness about the needs of Gypsy, Roma and Travellers, migrants from 

central and eastern European countries and generally new arrivals (BMDC, 2013e; COEMO, 

2012). As a response, a ‘Race and Ethnicity Community Of Interests assessment and plans’ 

initiative was introduced to engage with those communities across the district that were 

frequently overlooked by place-based engagement mechanisms, to promote more responsive 

services and support. Recognition of a group as a ‘Community Of Interest’ depended on 

particular criteria: in order to be recognised as a Community Of Interest, the group had to 

prove that engagement through ward, neighbourhood or area plans have caused disadvantage 

or discrimination for them, and that they were under-represented across the district through 

other pathways (BMDC, 2016c). It is too soon to analyse the implications of this initiative in 

relation to local plans and policies and it is difficult to establish the real role of community 

and voluntary groups and their powers as a ‘genuine partner involved in decision-making’ 

(Phillips et al., 2010, p. 18).  
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5.5.4 Planning for conviviality and reducing conflict   

Another task in planning for diversity is facilitating encounters ‘to help people establish long 

term relationships, or connections to particular places’, or having banal and convivial 

interactions that will help people ‘feel happier or part of a population as a citizen’ (Fincher, 

2003, p. 9).  

After the 2001 Riots, the Bradford Race Review Team published a report known as the 

Ouseley Report (2001), which was dedicated to investigating the issues and suggest 

recommendations for ‘making diversity work’ and improving race relations. The narrative of 

the report was similar to that of the Cantle Report, explaining issues of ‘self-segregation’ 

and ‘fear’ but at the same time acknowledging the negative impacts of decline in industry 

and economy and the role of work and education environments on community relations 

(Ouseley, 2001). The report referred to Bradford’s 2020 vision, which aimed ‘to create a 

district where people are justifiably proud of where they live, learn, work and play.’ 

(Ouseley, 2001, p. 2) suggesting that building pride is a milestone in positive race relations. 

The document pointed to the role of redistribution and recognition policies and programmes 

in this regard. Based on the argument that many previous regeneration bids didn’t consider 

the implications of their decisions on inter-racial relations, the report suggested that all 

policies, development and regeneration plans have to conduct ‘equality and diversity audit’ 

with regards to race relations in accordance with the Race Relations Amendment Act 2000 

(now the Equality Impact Assessment requires this).  

The Ouseley Report had no references to the dynamics of encounters in public spaces except 

by saying that, ‘more attention need to be given to creating safe environments especially 

essential public places’ (Ouseley, 2001, p. 12). Although it is broadly a well-recognised 

document on community cohesion, none of the reviewed local planning documents have 

referred to the content of this report. As I explained in section 5.4.1 narratives of ‘self-

segregation’ and ‘white flight’ were challenged by many, suggesting that ethnic diversity in 

Bradford neighbourhoods has increased and that problems had more to do with middle-class 

dispersal (Kidd & Reeves, 2016; Finney & Simpson, 2009; Phillips, 2006). However, these 

arguments were largely grounded on macro-analysis of spatial distribution of ethnicity rather 

than discussing everyday lived experience.  

‘Fostering good relations by promoting greater awareness and understanding between our 

communities’ was the tenth objective of Bradford Council’s Equality Action Plan (BMDC, 

2013e, p. 7). Bradford Council acknowledged that recognition of diversity and encounter 

were intertwined aspects of planning for diversity, saying that ‘ensuring that services adapt 
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to the needs of all sections of the community, irrespective of whether they are an identified 

equality group, contributes to good relations between different communities’ (BMDC, 

2013e, p. 10). The Equality Action Plan pointed to the City Park and the events held in this 

location since its opening in 2012 as an example of good practice to ‘bring together a wide 

audience and create shared experience’ (p. 10). Responsive strategies to prevent possible 

‘civil disturbances’, like banning English Defence League from marching in Bradford city 

centre, have been repeatedly referred to as examples of learning from the past (pointing to 

EDL’s previous protests that triggered tensions in Bradford) to ensure ‘communities remain 

safe and become stronger’ (Bradford District Partnership, 2016a, p. 2).  

Fostering community relations and deploying prevent strategy, managing tensions and high 

risks, are the main responsibilities of two partnerships within BDP: Stronger Communities 

and Safer Communities (see Figure 5-10). It seems that there were still strong references to 

the Labour Government’s liveability agenda (safer, cleaner, greener) in terms of community 

cohesion policies and programmes. For example, words such as ‘active’, strong’ and 

‘resilient’, ‘clean’ and ‘safe’ were often mentioned together. However, there wasn’t an 

explicit explanation of how the responsibilities of these partnerships were to be coordinated 

with urban planning and design sector with regards to community relations. In the 

Community and Voluntary Sector, narratives of encounter evolved more around sustained 

and planned community interactions and raising awareness about other faith and cultural 

groups as well as providing community support for new arrivals for integration through 

English classes, family events and occasionally art-based programmes. COEMO was one of 

the key voluntary actors that coordinated between 180 BME organisations to ‘improve 

positive relationships between community and network’ with the support of Big Lottery 

Fund (COEMO, 2012, p. 2). The activities of this organisation for community cohesion 

ranged from exchanging information programmes, workshops, on-line and one to one 

support, stating that ‘there could never be too much of cohesion work and that there were 

endless opportunities to bring communities together (COEMO, 2012, p. 7).  

Urban planning and regeneration documents seem to place more weight on everyday and 

banal interactions, often with some indications of intercultural dimensions. At district level, 

the policies for safe and inclusive places in Braford Core Strategy stated that all plans and 

development proposals should ‘encourage social interaction and where appropriate provide 

opportunities for members of the community to meet and come into contact with each other’ 

(BMDC, 2014b, p. 294). The Core Strategy referred to Bradford’s natural heritage (green 

and open spaces) as an asset, stating that ‘in the more densely-developed urban 

neighbourhoods of the district, amenity value might mean the opportunity for social 
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interaction in the open air with relatively low levels of disruption from noise’ (p. 214). This 

policy also pointed to the influence of environmental attributes such as nuisance on ‘quality 

of life, community cohesion, health and amenity’ (p. 248). There were general references to 

the role of design and ‘high quality public spaces, mixed uses and active building frontages 

to streets’ as urban design principles that can ‘help to create stronger communities and 

encourage people to come into contact with each other’ (p. 295).  

A key regeneration plan that explicitly addressed encounters and public space as objective 

was the Bradford Centre Regeneration Masterplan developed by Alsop Architects (2003). 

The plan set five objectives to contribute to Bradford 2020 Vision, of which ‘glue’ and 

‘unite’ specifically related to diversity and encounter. ‘Glue: To help interaction between 

different cultures with the City as a cross-cultural meeting place […]. Unite: To support 

greater social cohesion across the whole city not just the centre.’ (Alsop, 2003, p. 27). 

‘Investing in the public realm’ was at the heart of the Alsop masterplan and it proposed four 

new public spaces: ‘1. the bowl, 2. the channel, 3. the market and 4. the valley’ each have 

their unique character and spaces for social interaction (p. 17). The bowl (the initial scheme 

of City Park) was imagined as a space that ‘generates participation and spectating, meeting 

and relaxing’ (p. 37). 

While investing in new public spaces and improving the existing public realm was 

significantly evident in the City Centre Area Action Plan (BMDC, 2013b, 2015c) and the 

City Plan (BMDC, 2015a), narratives of encounter were not. The physical and economic 

development of the city centre was among Bradford Council’s top priorities. There were 

many mentions of high quality, safe and inclusive public spaces which might bring more 

people into the city centre to create a unique experience for leisure and shopping. 

Interestingly, the new Cultural Strategy (2014-2024) only mentioned cohesion once, saying 

that culture ‘will assist in connecting the link between economic regeneration and social 

capital (cohesion, quality of life) as well as visually seen as the physical indicator of 

regeneration’ (BMDC, 2014c, p. 20).  

Narratives of encounter in community and neighbourhood planning documents and 

assessment reports mostly came as part of safer, cleaner, stronger (active and resilient) 

communities programmes. The Community Strategy emphasised the strong links between 

safety and cohesion in neighbourhoods. ‘We need to continue to reduce crime and anti-

social behaviour levels, and galvanise a range of partners to work with residents to create 

neighbourhoods that are safe and welcoming’ (BDP, 2016, p. 9). It stressed the role of 

communities in taking responsibility for making safer places to live and work. For example, 
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in order to contribute to safer and stronger communities people have to keep their local 

environment clean, recycle more, drive safely, actively involve in voluntary and community 

activities such as litter picks and neighbourhood watch (Bradford District Partnership, 

2016b). Narratives of resilient and strong communities show that the policies were intended 

to prepare people for budget reductions on community services, as stated in Community 

Strategy report: ‘Exclusion, inequality, a lack of cohesion and fear of crime are all threats to 

strong and resilient communities [...] we must encourage a shift from dependency on public 

service delivery, so that people understand their rights and obligations and can be active 

agents in their own and their families’ lives’ (BDP, 2012, p. 7).  

The implications of these decisions and strategies in everyday experiences of sharing spaces 

of diveristy and intercultural opportunities are the subject of the following chapters. In the 

following section, I discuss the implication of this analysis for the empirical research.  

5.6 Summary and implications for empirical research 

I found that there was unevenness in the definitions and references to typologies of public 

space, mainly arising from the different areas of focus within policies and the variety of 

organisations that have power to shape public space policies given their responsibilities, 

values and priorities. There were more indications of practical aspects of public spaces 

compared to social and relational aspects, which was especially evident in statutory policies, 

while guidance policies discussed various dimensions of public spaces including social 

dimensions. The reports created by Commission of Architecture and Built Environment 

(CABE) were specifically important in this regard. Public space policies mostly highlighted 

values of safety, security, and tackling antisocial behaviour and cleanliness. This is driven 

by the liveability agenda, which focused on visible disorders and sanitising spaces from 

disorderly people and nuisance (Stevens, 2009). It also put responsibility on citizens to 

behave in an orderly way and to care for their environment. 

Justice in redistribution and recognition of needs could help in shaping encounters. Equality 

Impact Assessment seemed to be the most powerful mechanism to monitor the contribution 

and impact of urban planning and design policies and strategies on justice in redistribution, 

recognition and encounter. There were arguments stating that assessments were treated as 

checklists, and often conducted by officers who might not be fully aware of the context and 

specific issues.  
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There were some ambiguities regarding the impact of the localism agenda on ethnic relations 

and on the recognition of different needs. While some would argue that there are 

possibilities for communities of interest to form by people with ‘common class, ethnic or 

religious characteristics’, using the rights of neighbourhood planning to assert ‘interests in 

ways that could be exclusionary to those of other groups’ (Raco, Kesten, & Colomb, 2014, 

p. 19).  

The narrative and approaches to recognition of diversity and planning for encounter reflected 

an incremental and reactive process of the UK urban planning system, often changing and 

adjusting direction to respond to local, national and international events in terms of the 

dynamics of diversity and a government’s normative views on governing difference and 

diversity. Within the period of this analysis, policy approaches to diversity and encounter 

shifted from a state-led vision (cohesion) with significant emphasis on the role of the quality 

of the built environment (public spaces and public realm) to a localised vision (integration) 

which didn’t place much emphasis on dynamics of public space, focusing more on capacity 

building and the integration of migrants into mainstream society.  

In recent years, there has been an assimilationist tone in national policies regarding 

encounter. Emphasis on the importance of interacting based on British values and common 

ground indicates this. Policies have frequently stressed patterns of self-segregation and 

spatial divide as problematic for ‘meaningful’ encounters, drawing on partial evidence and 

analysis of small sections of the communities and their identities and lifestyles (selective 

recognition), with less attention given to patterns of class difference, socio-economic 

disadvantages and complexities that super-diverse contexts represent.  

Nevertheless public spaces have been recognised as venues for intercultural encounters. 

Policy suggestions on planning for encounters have been mostly about events and festivals, 

while planning for encounters in urban planning and design have focused on making 

environments safe and accessible.  

The discursive logic and tone found in discussions of public space, diversity and encounter 

have implications for lived realities, and represent the power relations, ideologies, priorities 

and history of the British urban planning system. Jones (2015), in her book about negotiating 

cohesion in practice of local governments, argues that policy understanding of cohesion as a 

‘political construct’ ‘depended on archival discourse analysis of policy documents which 

stops short of […] how policy is understood, practised and lived’ (p. 32). I have addressed 

this argument in two ways, firstly by exploring lived experiences of everyday activities and 
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encounters with diversity in urban public open spaces (Chapter 6 and 7) and secondly, by 

engaging with people who are involved in the built environment professions to discuss 

issues, approaches and priorities in the design, planning and management of public spaces in 

Bradford (Chapter 8).  
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PART III 

LIVED EXPERIENCES: THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 

6 Mapping diversity of users, activities and 

experiences in public spaces 

6.1 Introduction  

In the third part of this thesis I move from the analysis of the UK policy context on public 

space, diversity and encounter, and examine the lived experiences of diversity and encounter 

in public spaces in Bradford. Chapters 6 and 7 present the findings of the first and second 

stages of the research. Chapter 6 contains the socio-spatial analysis of the activities in the 

case study public spaces, and the discussions set the context for exploration in the following 

chapter. Chapter 7 continues beyond a focus on the specific use of case study spaces and 

discusses participants’ perceptions and practices of intercultural encounters in outdoor 

environments.  

This chapter addresses the first research objective and its related research questions:  

To analyse the ways a diverse range of users use and experience the case study spaces. 

• What are the spatial and temporal patterns of different types of activities in 

relation to age, gender and ethnicity of users? 

• How do participants perceive the qualities of the studied spaces? And how 

these qualities influence their uses and activities?  

I explained my approach to socio-spatial mapping based on qualitative GIS and spatial 

ethnography methodologies in Chapter 3. It was to integrate spatial and ethnographic data to 

develop a more situated and spatially-informed understanding of places and how places are 

used and experienced (Kim, 2015; Mennis, Mason, & Cao, 2013). By analysing activity 

patterns in the case study public spaces within the selected clusters of city centre, as well as 

Horton and Manningham, I examine the interrelationships of users’ characteristics (age, 

gender and ethnicity), frequency, location, types of activities and characteristics of the case 

studies. Considering that each of the case study sites had different spatial and functional 

specificities, I decided to analyse them separately within their clusters (section 6.2- 6.4) and 

then compare the findings in the final section (6.5) based on the significance of patterns, 

typology and spatial structures.  
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In analysing activity patterns, I tested multiple alternatives of intersections between different 

layers of mapping data: ethnicity, age, gender, group size, activity, posture and time. Given 

this complexity, potentially leading to hundreds of permutations, analysing all of these to an 

equal level of detail was clearly outside the scope of a one-person research project. 

Therefore, informed by issues highlighted in the literature, my own fieldnotes and 

observations over the months of undertaking data collection, and initial scoping ‘scans’ of 

the spatial data, I was able to prioritise intersections and patterns that could be argued to be 

more meaningful (this ‘argument’ is developed further throughout this chapter). This process 

was iterative, guided by my understandings of the context, and the use of the spatial analysis 

toolbox in ArcMap, allowed me to manage this process more systematically. 

Considering that the data was collected manually, there was a level of error and uncertainty 

for example in comparing ethnic groups (explained in detail in Chapter 3) and therefore it 

was important to interpret the data sensitively. Participants’ explanations of how, when and 

why they used (or did not use) the studied spaces were important in this process. It was 

important to not just examine the case study sites as one unit but to look at different scales. 

So I analysed the mapping data by shifting my focus between the three interrelated scales of 

macro (whole site), meso (activity spaces) and micro (Figure 6-1). Looking at different 

scales allowed explorations of different types of queries specifically in terms of the ‘spaces 

of encounter’ discussed in the next chapter. 

 

Figure 6-1- The interrelated scales of macro-meso-micro in analysing activity pattern  
(source: author) 

• Macro is about understanding of use and activities according to the typology of the 

case studies and connections to the cluster.  

• Meso is about the specific ‘behaviour settings’ (Barker, 1987) and their spatial 

structures and significance regarding activities or users within each study site.  
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• Micro is about the details of behaviours, postures, orientations, material and sensory 

properties and proximities within the behaviour settings 

The structure of each site analysis begins with an overview of the ethnicity, age and gender 

of the observed users and continues to discuss the activity patterns in terms of the density, 

frequency, time, locations and diversity of use. The items listed below clarify the types of 

data visualisations that are used to communicate the activity patterns. 

  

• All maps are cumulative representations of all observations sessions (days), 

unless specified differently.  

• Pie charts represent the percentages of observed users from different ethnic 

backgrounds in two categories of broad and detailed (see section 3.3.2.5) and 

compare them with the ward population of each cluster. 

• Stacked bars represent the percentage of group size (individual, family, couple, 

peer pairs and groups and mixed groups) 

• Tables represent:  

1. The numbers of the observed users differentiated by age, gender and ethnic 
groups. 

2. Frequency of activities showing a breakdown in types of activities 

3. Comparison of the frequency of activities based on one, or an occasion of 
intersection of two characteristics for example age-ethnicity.  

 

• Density maps show side by side comparison of density of 

activities according to age group or gender. 

 

 

• Spatial colour-coded maps show location of activities based on 

either type of activity, group size or ethnicity 
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6.2 City Centre Cluster  

In this section, I discuss the three case studies of the city centre cluster: 

City Park, a public square with a central, very large, water feature; segments of the 

pedestrianized shopping streets connecting key retail destinations; and Oastler Square, which 

is a small public space next to Bradford’s food market. The analysis of these cases provides 

three sequences of everyday life from the heart to the edge of Bradford city centre (Figure 

6-2).  

 
Figure 6-2- location of case study sites in the city centre cluster 

6.2.1 City Park: A public square in the heart of the city centre 

6.2.1.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

During the behavioural mapping sessions in City Park I recorded 1,936 individuals and the 

activities they were involved with at the time of the observation. Of the users observed, 42% 

were Asian, 40% were White, 5% were Black African-Caribbean and 3% were of mixed 

ethnicity (Figure 6-3). More than half of the observed population were from non-white 

ethnic backgrounds. The percentage of all white ethnic groups was 20% higher than the 

population of white ethnic groups in the City Ward (BMDC, 2016d). This difference is 

likely to be explained by the percentage of people who visit City Park who come from 

suburban areas, with a higher number of people from white backgrounds who work in the 

city centre areas and commute through or use City Park. It also relates to the number of 
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recent EU Accession migrants who live in the neighbourhood and use City Park, but their 

numbers are not considered in the 2011 census data. Another difference was between the 

observed percentage of South Asian (Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Indian) ethnic groups and 

the population of these groups at ward level. Though these groups comprised the highest 

percentage (42%) among other ethnic groups their total percentage was 17% lower than total 

ward population. The percentages of other observed ethnic groups are reflective of the ward 

population.  

City Park  
(detailed ethnic groups) 

City Park  
(Broad ethnic groups) 

City Ward 
ethnic groups 

   

Figure 6-3- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the ethnic 
population of City Ward (ONS, 2011) 

The detailed ethnic categories of the observed users show a more nuanced account of the 

composition of City Park users (Figure 6-3). Users categorised as South Asian were largely 

of Pakistani rather than Bangladeshi and Indian origin, which is reflective of the population 

of these groups in Bradford. Other Asian ethnicities commonly seen using City Park were 

perceived as being refugees and asylum seekers predominantly from Syrian, Iraqi, Kurdish, 

Palestinian and other nationalities (see Chapter 4). These groups frequently visited City Park 

at different times of the day and week. Among black African- Caribbean users some were 

from first or second generation established migrants (more likely to be from Caribbean 

countries) while others were refugees and asylum seekers (mainly from Somalia, Sudan, 

Eritrea and Ethiopia).  

  

30%

10%
34%

7%

5%
4% 10%

White British
White Other
Asian Pakistani-Bangladeshi- Indian
Asian Other
Black African- Caribbean
Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups
Not Identified children

40%

42%

5%
3% 10%

All White ethnic groups
All Asian ethnic groups
All Black ethnic groups
Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups
Not Identified children

25%

59%

7%
3% 6%

All White
All Asian
All Black
Mixed/multiple ethnic groups
other
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Table 6-1 shows the number of the detailed ethnic categories divided by age group and 

gender.5 I coded the age groups in four categories: children, young adults, adults and older 

adults.6 The adult age group had the highest percentage (48%), children were the second 

largest group (28%) followed by young adults (18%) and older adults (7%). The higher 

percentage of children is related to the time of observation, which was during late spring and 

summer when more families with small children visited the place, mostly to play in the 

Mirror Pool during the day. Random observations during other seasons revealed that they 

had less presence in the park then. Adult South Asian female and children users represented 

a significantly high number compared to other age-gender groups. Most of the South Asian 

women commuted in peer groups or with children. 

 
Age Adult Older Adult Young Adult Child  
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male - 

Ethnic category 

White British 158 183 30 57 64 36 56 
White Other 60 48 2 8 17 20 42 
Asian Pakistani- 
Bangladeshi- Indian 201 106 1 21 41 77 209 
Asian Other 26 62 0 0 10 30 28 
Black African- 
Caribbean 8 59 0 2 7 16 3 
Mixed/multiple  6 7 0 7 13 3 0 
Not Identified 4 6 0 0 4 2 196 

 Total percentage 24% 24% 2% 5% 8% 10% 28% 
 

Table 6-1- Number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in city centre streets 

The numbers of adult male users from black African-Caribbean and other Asian ethnicities 

were also high compared to other age-gender groups in the same ethnic category. As 

explained earlier, these groups were mainly young men who were recent migrants whom I 

usually observed clustering in peer groups of same ethnicity and age (Figure 6-4). Older 

adults were less frequent users of the City Park. In terms of gender difference, older men 

were seen using the park more than older women. This difference was specifically evident 

among South Asian older men. Young adults had higher numbers of male over female users 

across the main ethnic groups except among young adult white British; there were more than 

twice as many female users.  

                                                      

5 Children’s genders were not recorded. 
6 Young adult and older adult age groups were referenced separately.  
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Generally, people were more likely to be in the City Park with friends or families, but there 

were different patterns among people of different ethnocultural backgrounds. People from 

white backgrounds were more likely to be in the space individually compared to all non-

white ethnic groups (Figure 6-4).  

 
Figure 6-4- Percentage of social groups based on ethnicity in City Park 

6.2.1.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

City Park was the setting of a diverse range of activities, varying in intensity and users’ 

characteristics. The frequency of stationary activities associated with sitting and standing 

was high. Talking and watching the Mirror Pool or activities were the most common 

stationary activities in City Park (Table 6-2).  

 

 Stationary  Mobile 

High 
• Talking 
• Observing people and activities 
• Sharing time with family or friends 
• Talking while eating/ drinking/ smoking/ child supervision 

• Passing-by 
• Interacting with water 
• strolling 

M
id-range 

• Using mobile 
• Eating/drinking 
• Taking photos 
• Listening/ watching big screen 
• Smoking 

• Playing  
• Wardening / Cleaning 

Low
 

• Reading 
• Sleeping/ resting  
• Distributing flyers 
• Socio- political assembling  
• Nursing 
• Radio broadcasting 

• Cycling 
 

Table 6-2-Frequency of the types of activities observed in City Park 

 

  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

White British

White Other

Asian…

Asian Other

Black African Caribbean

Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups

Not Identified

couple family mixed gorup peer groups and pairs Individual
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The act of talking was recorded both in a single category and in association with other 

activities such as drinking, eating, and smoking. The overlap of all observed sessions 

indicated that the intensity of these activities was higher in the upper half of City Park and in 

and around the mirror pool (Figure 6-6). These activities had significant implications for 

intercultural interaction later discussed in Chapter 7. 

Passing by, interacting with water and strolling were the most frequent mobile activities 

(Table 6-2). Passing by had the shortest duration of spatial occupation, but it was included in 

the analysis because a key spatial quality of City Park was its location and connectivity to 

other parts of the city centre, as was evident from the density and frequency of footfalls 

during day time. Location, characteristics and vitality in this space influenced commuters’ 

walking preference: ‘I would always walk through the centenary square rather than going 

around the back […]. I quite like the hustle and bustle of it because there is always 

something going. There is the screen and I always see what is going on.’ (Leila a young 

British-Indian woman).  

City Park was also used as an event space for different purposes such as festivals like the 

annual Bradford Festival, LGBT parade, collective political and community activities 

(related to migration, solidarity, health and well-being), school play and family, open 

exhibitions and art installations (Figure 6-5). Although these activities had a lower 

frequency, they represented another aspect of City Park as a democratic space and public 

resource for celebrating the diversity and cultural heritage of the city, sharing information, 

rebranding and creating a different image of the city centre. The flexible and open layout of 

the space as well as its focal location in the heart of the city provided opportunities for 

events and accommodating big groups.  
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Bradford Festival                                               Play and animation day  

 
Welcoming anti-war cycling tour for Palestine        HOPE not hate: celebrating togetherness 

Figure 6-5- Examples of collective and organised activities in City Park (source: author) 

 

Figure 6-6 shows the spatial distribution of activities focusing on posture. A great number of 

the stationary and social activities occurred while people were seated. During warmer days 

of the week, the Mirror Pool was an integral feature of the sitting, talking and observing 

activities. The edges of the raised grass beds around the park were also frequently used for 

different forms of sitting. The design of these spaces encouraged different ways of seating 

(in groups or individually) while having a vantage point to people and activities. Standing in 

groups was more frequently observed around the upper edge of the mirror pool, but also in-

between benches and smaller seating spaces. The layout of trees and bins around the edge 

provided a fringe space for momentary pausing, social gathering and observing others while 

distancing from the main passing-by flow (Figure 6-7).  
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Figure 6-6- Activity- posture patterns in City Park   
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Figure 6-7- Patterns of activities with high frequency in all observation sessions of City Park 
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Spatial patterns of activities differed between male and female users. Some spaces were 

frequently occupied by both genders, while some spaces were dominated by a specific 

gender, as illustrated in Figure 6-8. This pattern was framed by the timing of activities and 

was more evident during peak hours.  

 

Figure 6-8- A comparison of density of activities between female (left) and male (right) users in 
City Park 

Table 6-3 shows the three most recorded activities among the observed female and male 

users based on ethnicity. Talking and observing other people and activities were the most 

common activities among male users across all ethnic groups, usually in peer groups. Male 

users from black Afro-Caribbean and Asian backgrounds specified, when asked about sitting 

preferences, stated that they often sat in groups. Iyaad, a Bradfordian man from an Indian 

background who regularly visited City Park, said: ‘I see my friends opposite Lloyds bar. 

When the weather is nice, I normally stay down there. It depends where my friends are 

sitting. I don't like to sit on my own and I just like mine in certain times of the day when 

people hang out there. I know then where they are, so I just join them.’ 

In terms of the locations of activities among male users based on ethnic diversity there were 

some noticeable differences. Talking while smoking, drinking and eating were mostly 

common among white users (mostly British) in peer groups occasionally mixed with British 

black Afro-Caribbean male users, particularly on Fridays and Saturdays. These activities 

were less associated with activities around the mirror pool and mostly related to the building 

uses on the upper edge of City Park (bars and cafes). Among other ethnicities, talking was 
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usually associated with watching people or water while sitting on grass, grass-beds and 

benches.  

Male    

Ethnicity 1 2 3 

White British talking 24% talking and other 
activities 24% observing 14% 

White Other talking 36% observing 29%   

Asian PBI talking 40% observing 23% sharing time 11% 
Asian Other talking 42% observing 20% using mobile 10% 
Black African 
Caribbean talking 40% observing 23% talking and other 

activities 21% 

Female 

White British 

talking 
and 
other 
activities 

23% sharing time with 
family 19% observing 15% 

White Other observin
g 27% sharing time with 

family 25% talking 17% 

Asian PBI observin
g 23% sharing time with 

family 23% talking 21% 

Asian Other talking 39% sharing time with 
family 17% observing 14% 

Black African 
Caribbean talking 27% sharing time with 

family 19% observing 15% 
 

Table 6-3- Comparing three most recorded activities based on gender and ethnicity 

The act of watching people and activities, while sitting or sometimes standing in peer 

groups, had specific spatial patterns, usually along the main passing-by path around the 

edges of seating spaces. This act of watching had a daily temporal pattern as well. During 

the morning, the objects for watching were the fountains and sitting patterns, usually 

scattered at a low density by individuals and peer pair users, mostly on benches around the 

pool. As the space became more heavily populated during the peak hours the objects for 

watching shifted to people and activities. Peer groups of male users (usually black Afro-

Caribbean, South Asian and other Asian) retreated from the edges adjacent to the pool and 

sat instead around the extended sittable edges until the space got less busy towards the end 

of the day, when they started to occupy the benches around the pool again (Figure 6-9).  
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Figure 6-9- Male peer groups sitting, observing others and socialising (source: author) 

Among female users the most common activities were also talking and observing others, but 

sharing time with children and their supervision were the second most common activities 

across all mapped ethnicities. Female users’ engagement with these activities was mostly in 

family groups, usually mothers with children, and then in peer groups mostly from same 

ethnicity. The density of South Asian families and peer groups’ spatial occupation was 

significantly higher around the pool, and their activities were affiliated with interacting in 

and around the water. Fozia, a British Pakistani woman, talked about her activity preference 

in City Park: ‘I go to city park where the fountain is especially when it is sunny I like 

watching the kids running in the water […] maybe talking to someone and chill […] talking 

to someone on the bench.’ Among white British female users, talking and observing others 

were also associated with drinking, eating or smoking occupying more shared spaces with 

male users, though they also had common spaces around the water with other ethnicities, 

particularly during the busy times of the park. 

Analysing the intersection of age-ethnicity and activity patterns showed that talking and 

observing others were the most frequent activities across almost all age groups (Table 6-4). 

However, there were some differences between different ethnicities. Older adults from non-

white backgrounds were more involved in social and stationary activities compared to white 

British groups. Table 6-10 shows the density of activities based on age groups in different 

parts of City Park. Adult activities were more scattered in different parts of the City Park, 

with some areas having a higher density. The density of sitting activities was relatively 

similar between older adults and young adults. However, older adults were frequently 

observed sitting on benches away from water-related activities. While younger adults also 

sat on grass-bed edges and on grass.   
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Figure 6-10- Comparing density of stationary activities based on age in City Park 

 (left: adult, middle: older adult, right: young adult)  
 

ADULT             
White British talking and 

other 
activities  

30% talking 16% walking/passing 
by 

16% 

White Other observing 26% talking 25% sharing time 20% 
Asian PBI observing 29% sharing 

time 
23% talking 18% 

Asian Other talking  39% observing 19% sharing time 10% 
Black African 
Caribbean 

talking 42% observing 21% talking and 
other 

16% 

OLDER ADULT             
White British walking  22% talking  17% observing 17% 
White Other talking 60% walking 20% observing 20% 
Asian PBI talking 59% observing 32%   
Black African 
Caribbean 

talking 50% observing 50%   

Mixed/Multiple 
ethnic groups 

talking and 
other 

100%     

YOUNG ADULTS 
White British talking 34% talking and 

other 
activities 

18% sharing time 17% 

White Other walking 41% observing 35% talking 19% 
Asian PBI talking 53% walking 19% 

 
0% 

Asian Other talking 48% 
 

0% 
 

0% 
Black African 
Caribbean 

talking   30% talking and 
other 
activities 

22% observing  17% 

Mixed/Multiple 
ethnic groups 

playing 51% talking 22% strolling 22% 

 

Table 6-4- Comparing frequently recorded activities based on age groups in City Park 
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Among young adults, the spatial patterns of activities were scattered towards the outer and 

peripheral parts of the park where usually there was less concentration of different people 

and activities (in Centenary Square) or a good vantage point over the park space (the steps 

and green fields on the southern parts of City Park). They also shared spaces with other age 

groups for sitting and standing while talking within their peer groups.  

Overall, some spaces were the settings for all groups’ activities throughout the day. Adults’ 

and children’s uses of space peaked between 12-4pm on weekdays and at the weekend until 

7-8 pm. During the later times of the day South Asian and other Asian communities stayed 

longer compared to white British adult users. Older adults’ spatial occupation increased 

between 10 am-noon then decreased and remained the same between 2-6 pm. Young adults’ 

highest use of space was between 4-8 pm when other age groups’ use decreased. 

6.2.2 Pedestrian streets  

The second sequence of city centre spaces observed were three sections of the pedestrianised 

shopping streets. These streets are parts of the city centre civic and commercial areas and 

connect some of the key retail and leisure destinations such as City Park, the old and new 

shopping centres and the upper part of the centre where the Oastler Market is situated.  

6.2.2.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

The total number of recorded individuals was 842 of which 47% were identified as white, 

42% as Asian and 6% as black African-Caribbean (Figure 6-11). The two ethnic groups with 

the highest number of recorded individuals were white British (45%) and South Asian 

(36%). The percentage of black ethnic groups is reflective of the population of the ward. 

Like City Park, the percentages of the white and Asian ethnic groups in the mapped and the 

ward ethnic composition were different. Considering the connectivity and proximity of these 

spaces, it was expected that the ethnic composition of the users would be relatively similar 

(6.2.1).  
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City Centre streets  
(detailed ethnic groups) 

City Centre streets  
 (Broad ethnic groups) 

City Ward 
ethnic groups 

   

Figure 6-11- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the ethnic 
population of City Ward (ONS, 2011) 

 

The comparison between the intersections of age, gender and ethnicity showed that the 

largest groups were adult female and male users from South Asian and white British 

backgrounds (Table 6-5). 

 
Age Adult Older Adult Young Adult Child  
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male - 

Ethnic category 

White British 83 81 41 28 30 49 23 
White Other 42 45 1 2 1 3 17 
Asian Pakistani- 
Bangladeshi- Indian 80 62 10 26 27 24 35 

Asian Other 7 32 0 0 0 3 5 
Black African- 
Caribbean 14 17 0 1 6 6 1 

Not Identified 11 23 2 1 2 0 1 
 Total percentage 28% 31% 6% 7% 8% 10% 10% 

 

Table 6-5- Number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in city centre streets 

Amongst white British users the number of female older adults was greater than that of male 

users while adults and young adults had relatively similar group size. Older adult South 

Asian male users were more numerous than female users in the same age-ethnic group. 

There was nearly a balance between adult female and male users from black African-

Caribbean as well as eastern European groups. However, the number of male adult users 

from other Asian background was ten times more than that of the female users. Children 

were more numerous from South Asian, white British and eastern European backgrounds. 

45%

2%
36%

6%
6%5%

White British

White Other

Asian Pakistani-Bangladeshi- Indian

Asian Other

Black African- Caribbean

Not Identified

47
%42

%

6%

5%

All White ethnic groups

All Asian ethnic groups

All Black ethnic groups

Not Identified

25%

59%

7%

3% 6%

All White

All Asian

All Black

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups

other
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The next section discusses the spatial distributions of users’ age, gender and ethnic diversity 

with regards to types of uses and activities. 

6.2.2.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

Table 6-6 shows the ranking of the observed activities based on frequency. In terms of 

stationary activities, observing others and talking were activities with a higher frequency. 

Peddling, music busking, fund raising, advertising, panhandling and rough sleeping were 

activities that weren’t observed in the other case studies due to different management 

regulations in these spaces (there is a discussion of management aspects in relations to social 

activities in Chapter 7). The level of window shopping was very low in these spaces because 

of the lack of diverse active frontage along these streets and non-occupied shops. 

Unsurprisingly, the number of people passing-by the streets was much higher compared to 

other types of activities. However, compared to other sections of the city centre streets, 

stationary activities were more frequent in these spaces because there were more benches 

and because there is a relatively gentler slope in the landform. 

 

Frequency Stationary Mobile 

High Observing people and activities 
Talking while smoking or observing others 
Sharing time with family or friends 
Eating drinking 
 

Passing by 
 
 

Mid-range Talking while eating or drinking 
Smoking 
Peddling 
Fund raising and advertising activities 
Playing music 
Using mobile 

Strolling 
 

 

Low Distributing flyer 
Religious activities 
sleeping 
panhandling 
Window-shopping 

 

Table 6-6- Frequency of the types of activities observed in City Centre streets  

Figure 6-12 shows the spatial distribution of different types of activities observed in the 

streets. The movement density was notably higher in Kirkgate and Bank Streets. In between 

the passing routes, there were spaces which were used for more diverse types of activities 

and forms of postures compared to the main paths. Types of activities in these spaces were 

often sitting and standing while observing others, talking, smoking and eating. The density 

of these activities was higher around the seating spaces, for example on the benches along 

the busier streets and at the junction around the plant beds. Participants appreciated the 
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material and spatial qualities of the junction as a space of diverse social affordances: ‘I like it 

they put this bit of furniture in and they obviously they thought about the way people walk 

through this part of the city to the new bit and I think it brightens it up and makes a more 

social space and people stopped for chatting and find somewhere to sit and talk.’ (Cathy, 

white British woman who lived in the Horton neighbourhood). John who sometimes played 

music in the City Centre also said: ‘I usually look for intersections and crossroads. There 

you can have people coming from any directions and I picked that spot [the junction] just 

because they got the flower beds and the rest of it [..] in that little bit place’. 
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Figure 6-12- Patterns of activities with high frequency in all observation sessions of the City Centre streets. 
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Within the same space peddlers who identified themselves in the onsite interviews as 

‘Romanian’ moved their trolleys along Kirkgate and Bank Streets, which were busier 

between 12- 4pm during weekdays and weekends (Figure 6-13). These spaces were also the 

venue for other activities such as fund raising, advertising and religious performances. 

Rough sleeping was often to be seen in front of empty shops and at the less busy edges of 

the street during late hours of the day. 

 
Figure 6-13- Top- The seating and mobile activities: top- Kirkgate-Tyrell junction. Bottom- 

In front of Kirkgate Shopping Centre (source: author) 

Patterns of activities in relation to the gender ethnicity intersection shows that white British 

male groups were more likely to be involved in stationary activities (sitting while talking, 

eating, drinking, smoking and observing others) compared to others (Table 6-7). Users from 

‘other white’ ethnic category were frequently recorded sitting while eating, mostly in family 

groups. Talking among South Asian users was more associated with observing than any 

food-related activities. Other Asian users from Kurdish and Arab backgrounds usually 

promenaded along the street in peer groups. Compared to City Park, recent migrant groups 

from African countries or Middle East, mentioned previously, were less visible and had little 

engagement with stationary activities in these spaces.   
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Male  
1 2 3 

White British 
talking while 

other 
activities 

56 walking 37 observing people 
and activities 29 

White Other walking 20 talking and other 
activities 7 Eating/drinking 6 

Asian PBI walking 34 talking while other 
activities 27 observing people 

and activities 26 

Black African- 
Caribbean 

talking while 
other 

activities 
10 walking 7 observing people 

and activities 4 

Asian Other walking 14 observing people and 
activities 7 strolling 6 

Female 

White British walking 66 talking while other 
activities 37 observing people 

and activities 28 

White Other walking 17 talking while other 
activities 7 peddling 3 

Asian PBI walking 45 talking while other 
activities 26 observing people 

and activities 17 

Black African- 
Caribbean walking 10 talking while other 

activities 6 Using mobile 2 

Asian Other walking 4 talking while other 
activities 2 eating/drinking 1 

Table 6-7- Comparing three most recorded activities among male and female users across the 
ethnic categories in the city centre streets  

Analysing the density of spatial occupation and types of activities among different age 

groups indicated some differences in the temporality of activities, group size and preference 

of sitting spaces (Figure 6-14). Young adults’ activities in city centre streets extended for a 

while after the shopping hours whereas adults and older adults’ extent of use was more 

clearly within the period of shops’ opening hours. They were more likely to linger in peer 

groups in liminal spaces such as steps, ledges, corners and the shopping centre entrance.  

 
Figure 6-14- comparing density of stationary activities based on age in city centre streets 

(left: adult, middle: older adult, right: young adult) 
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In terms of the age and group size, older adults were often observed sitting individually 

while observing people and activities as well as talking in peer pairs or couples on benches 

along the streets. They were less likely to sit on other seating spaces. The seating space 

overlooking City Park and Centenary Square was one of the spaces that were frequently 

used by older adult users who preferred a slight retreat from the busy-ness of the park: ‘It is 

close to the park. It's a little bit distanced from the park and is more quiet… there are some 

older people sitting here.’ (Ali an older adult Lebanese migrant lived in city centre).  

Street life was very different comparing day and night, and the lack of night-time activity 

was one of the main issues raised by different participants. One man compared it to ‘a dead 

island… they don't have anything in it after 5 or 6 o'clock.’ Participants’ narrations of their 

experiences of city centre streets usually contained concerns about lack of attractiveness and 

choice: ‘the top of the town needs revamping doesn’t it? The bottom of the town [around 

City Park] is beautiful but the top of the town needs revamping, really needs fixing’ (Nelson, 

a black Afro- Caribbean man who was a frequent user of the city centre). ‘Low-quality 

shops: pound bakery and there is almost too many of those bargain shops’ were mentioned 

by John, a white British teenager. It seemed that although the streets were busy and well-

used during observation sessions, the overall feel of the city centre spaces was less positive. 

Generally, people used the spaces more for necessary activities than optional ones. However, 

between these necessary activities, short-term lingering or social activities took place which 

were supported by the seating spaces in between the main paths. It is important to note that 

during the extent of the empirical research, the city centre was going through a transition due 

to the opening of a new shopping centre which led to the closure of a large section of 

businesses along the streets and other parts. These changes had a significant impact on the 

rhythms, frequencies and directions of activities.  

6.2.3 Oastler Square: A small square next to the market 

Oastler Square is the third sequence of the city centre cluster. It typically functioned as a 

transitional space for the market and upper parts of the city centre, but was also a place for 

lingering and social activities of much lower density and frequency. Its enclosed spatial 

characteristics, location on the edge of the city centre and shared space with vehicular 

movement shaped a periphery with a different sense of place compared to City Park. 

6.2.3.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

1057 individuals were mapped, of whom more than 50% were of Asian, black and mixed 

backgrounds. Comparing the presence of each ethnic category, like City Park, white British 
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and Asian (Pakistani- Bangladeshi- Indian) were the largest groups observed (Figure 6-15). 

Compared to the city centre streets, there were a higher number of black African-Caribbean 

ethnic groups observed in this area, and people from a Chinese background were more 

visible. This is almost certainly related to their visits to a big Chinese food supermarket next 

to the square.  

Oastler Square 
(detailed ethnic groups) 

Oastler Square 
 (Broad ethnic groups) 

City Ward 
ethnic groups 

   

Figure 6-15- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the ethnic 
population of City Ward (ONS, 2011) 

Overall, a diverse range of users commuted through the square, mostly for shopping 

purposes. The market was the key food-related shopping destination. During the period of 

the empirical research, different ethnic eating places and grocery stores such as Vietnamese, 

Polish, Palestinian, Kurdish, Jamaican, and Mediterranean started business inside the 

market, along with the older multicultural shops. The market was popular for its diverse 

food offer (for example the ‘Ukrainian Bread’ or the ‘Italian Pasta’ mentioned by the 

interview participants). Some of these places were not only shopping destinations, but places 

for socialising. 

Comparison of ethnic groups based on age and gender again indicated that adult white 

British and South Asian female and male groups were the major users of this space during 

the observation sessions (Table 6-8). Among other age groups older adults were the most 

frequent users of the space, with white British female as the largest user group. The 

significant difference in the number of older white British females was associated with their 

frequent visits to the British cafes, explained later in more detail. After a significant gap, 

older adult South Asian groups were the second largest. Numbers of older adults (22%) were 

higher compared to the city centre streets (13%) and City Park (7%). Among young adults, 

39%

9%
35%

6%
10% 1%

White British
White Other
Asian Pakistani-Bangladeshi- Indian
Asian Other
Black African- Caribbean
Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups

47
%

42
%

10% 1%

All White ethnic groups

All Asian ethnic groups

All Black ethnic groups

Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups

25%

59%

7%
3% 6%

All White
All Asian
All Black
Mixed/multiple ethnic groups
other
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South Asian users had the highest number followed by white British younger users. 

However, black African Caribbean teenagers had more presence in the spaces compared to 

other observed spaces in the city centre.  

 
Age Adult 

 
Older adult Young Adult Child 

 
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male - 

Ethnic category 

White British 99 102 96 51 21 13 23 
White Other 36 27 5 1 3 3 14 
Asian PBI 104 71 22 36 29 36 73 

Asian Other 21 24 2 10 0 3 8 
Black African- Caribbean 19 31 5 7 16 14 9 
Mixed/ Multiple 1 3 0 0 4 5 0  
Total percentage 27% 25% 12% 10% 7% 7% 12% 

 

Table 6-8- Number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in Oastler Square 

Figure 6-16 shows that the observed white British groups used the space more in peer pairs 

and groups, while South Asian and other white ethnicities were more in family groups. 

Other Asian and black Afro-Caribbean users were engaged in individual activities. Group 

activities were largely within similar ethnicity-age-gender groups. 

 
Figure 6-16- Percentage of social groups based on ethnicity in the city centre streets 

6.2.3.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

Table 6-9 shows the ranking of the recorded activities based on frequency in all observation 

sessions. A significant number of the observed people only used the space for passing 

through and accessing the market. With a substantial gap, social activities such as talking 

during eating, drinking (coffee or alcohol) or smoking were among the mid-range frequent 

activities. Stationary activities associated with sitting-standing had mid-range to low 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

White British

White Other

Asian PBI

Asian Other

Black African Caribbean

Mixed/ Multiple

individual couple family peer pairs and groups mixed group
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frequency except at certain times of the day and during weekends when the overall number 

of users and the duration of their activities in the square slightly increased. 
 

 Stationary  Mobile 
High  • Walking through 

 
Mid-range • Talking while eating/ drinking/ smoking/ 

• Talking 
 

Low • Observing people and activities 
• Window shopping 
• Using mobile 
• Smoking 
• Sleeping-resting 
• reading 

• strolling 
• Cycling 
• Wardening / Cleaning 
• Playing  

 
 

Table 6-9- Frequency of the types of activities observed in Oastler Square 

 

Analysis of the spatial patterns of activities in relation to age, gender, ethnic diversity 

showed three different spatial clusters: edge, corner and centre (Figure 6-17). The edges and 

the centre activity clusters were mostly occupied by peer groups with similar backgrounds 

and less diverse activities, while on the corner of the square, activities were more diverse in 

terms of the frequent users and types of activities. The most frequent users of the edge 

spaces were older adult white British female groups, mostly using the cafes’ seating spaces 

for socialising (Figure 6-18). Along the same edge, the most common activity was eating 

outside the fast food shops that were mostly occupied by other white families (Figure 6-19). 

However, this pattern was only consistent until 2pm. After the closure of the market cafés, 

the number of older adult groups significantly decreased while the longer opening hours of 

the fast food outlets attracted customers who were mostly from eastern European and South 

Asian families, sitting and eating outside. 
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Figure 6-17- Spatial patterns of the frequently recorded activities in Oastler Square 

 

 
 

Figure 6-18- Café spaces that were mainly used by people with similar age-ethnicity 
characteristics Situated on the edge of the market (source: author) 
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Analysis of the corner activity cluster showed that the primary activity within this space was 

talking while observing others in peer groups and pairs. Individual users sitting and taking a 

short break was another way of using this space. The spatial distribution of observed users in 

terms of ethnicity shows that users occupying the corner cluster were more diverse 

compared to the edge and centre clusters (Figure 6-19).  

Street-drinking and smoking were more frequent during weekends and towards closing 

hours, and were dominated by adult male groups and occasionally a mixture of male and 

female, mostly from a white British background. The same pattern of drinking and lingering 

was evident in the centre of the square, during peak times as well as after hours. Some of the 

interview participants stated that the concentration, high visibility and noises generated by 

street drinking activities felt like a barrier to spending more time in the square. An adult 

white British woman said ‘that it's one of those places where you get a congregation of 

drinkers around here and sometimes feel a little bit intimidating.’ Another white British 

participant stated: ‘I don't mind drinking but please don't be obnoxious and noisy’. 

 
Figure 6-19- Activity Patterns based on ethnicity 
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Figure 6-20 shows spatial patterns of activities based on age groups. Adult South Asian 

stationary activities were usually for short breaks from shopping during the market’s 

opening hours. Indian men were observed using the benches for socialising in peer groups of 

five or six at different times on weekdays, usually during the afternoon.  

 

Figure 6-20- Activity patterns based on age groups 

Young adults were more often seen strolling and standing and chatting around the centre of 

the square or along the walking routes. This pattern was more evident among South Asian 

and black Afro-Caribbean peer groups and the duration of their activities in the square was 

rather brief.  

Overall the square didn’t seem to function as a major social node except for a short period of 

time until midday, while the British cafés were open and different people commuted to the 

market. ‘It feels more like a transition rather than a usable space’, said an adult British 

woman. Participants also pointed to the decline of the physical form and vitality of the 

existing businesses.   
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6.3 Manningham Cluster 

Manningham cluster is situated less than two kilometres to the north of Bradford City 

Centre. Lister Park, an award winning regenerated public park, and Grosvenor Ground, a 

newly-built open space, are the case study sites that were mapped (Figure 6-21).  

 
Figure 6-21- location of case study sites in the city centre cluster 

6.3.1 Lister Park: Public Park with Green Flag Award 

6.3.1.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

During the mapping sessions in Lister Park I recorded 891 individuals and their activities. 

60% of the observed users were of South Asian background (many of them Pakistani and 

British Pakistani) and after a significant gap 17% were of white British background (Figure 

6-22). The other ethnic groups were represented in much smaller fractions and I only 

observed seven people of black ethnic backgrounds during all observation sessions. 

Although the percentage of observed members of black ethnic groups reflects the 

Manningham Ward population, their presence was significantly low considering their 

population in the nearby neighbourhoods, and compared to their use of city centre spaces 

discussed in section 6.2. Lister Park was, too, a popular public park that is expected to have 

visitors from a wider catchment area than the surrounding neighbourhood. Almost all 

interview participants from across Bradford, coming from diverse ethnic backgrounds, said 

that they had experience of using Lister Park for different leisure purposes throughout the 
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year. Other observed ethnic groups were in small fractions compared to the South Asian 

groups, though they were diverse. For example, I observed a number of Arabic speaking 

groups, and people perceived as being from Eastern Europe, during multiple observation 

sessions.  

Lister Park 
(detailed ethnic groups) 

Lister Park 
 (Broad ethnic groups) 

Manningham ward 
ethnic groups 

   

Figure 6-22- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the ethnic 
population of Manningham Ward (ONS, 2011) 

The significantly high proportion of South Asian users compared to other ethnic groups 

reflects the Manningham neighbourhood’s ethnic population (Figure 6-22). The number of 

white British users observed in Lister Park was lower than expected, considering that in 

Heaton, a neighbourhood situated to the north and within walking distance of the park, 

around 30% of the population was white British and 40% Pakistani or British Pakistani 

(BMDC, 2016d). Other European and Asian ethnicities were repeatedly seen in the park, but 

in smaller numbers.  

In terms of intersecting age, gender and ethnicity, Lister Park was greatly used by adult 

females (31%) and children (37%). The percentage of adult South Asian (mainly Pakistani) 

female users was more than twice that of the male groups during daytime. Among older 

adult age groups, Pakistani men had the highest number. The number of young adults 

recorded in mapping sessions was low in comparison. However, interview participants 

indicated that their activities, particularly South Asian male groups, increased during the 

later hours of the day. Young adult South Asian male groups had higher participation in park 

activities compared to girls.   
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Age Adult Older adult Young Adult  

Child  
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male - 

Ethnic category 

White British 61 16 5 6 6 6 57 
White Other 16 15 1 0 0 1 22 
Asian PBI 164 85 10 39 19 50 192 
Asian Other 21 4 0 0 3 1 13 
Black African- 
Caribbean 

1 3 0 0 0 1 2 

Mixed/ Multiple 4 1 0 0 0 12 
 

Not Identified 8 3 0 0 0 0 43 
 Total percentage 31% 14% 2% 5% 3% 8% 37% 

 

Table 6-10- Number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in City Park 
 

Figure 6-23 shows that the observed ethnic groups engaged in park activities mostly in 

family and peer groups rather than individually and mixed with other ethnicities. Other 

white ethnic groups were rarely seen using the park in peer groups while a larger proportion 

of observed South Asian users used the park in peer pairs and groups. The patterns were 

different in terms of age and gender, as discussed in more detail in terms of location and 

types of activities in the following section.  

 
Figure 6-23- Percentage of social groups based on ethnicity in Lister Park 

6.3.1.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

Lister Park was the setting for a diverse range of activities. Table 6-11 shows the ranking of 

activity categories based on frequency. Sharing time and talking with family or friends, 

picnicking, observing people and supervising children were among the most common 

activities associated with sitting and standing. Among active and mobile uses of the park 

playing, strolling, jogging, interacting with water and playing sport were other significant 

uses of the park. Another significant activity observed in Lister Park was taking photos. Dog 

walking, feeding birds and drinking were less frequent type of activities and seemed limited 

to certain groups, explained later in this section.  
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 Stationary  Mobile 
High sharing time with family or friends 

picnicking 
observing people and activities 
talking during other activities  
child supervision 

playing 
strolling and walking 
interacting with water 

Mid-range taking photos 
 

playing sports 
jogging and running 
 

Low dog walking 
using mobile  
feeding birds 
drinking 

cycling  

Table 6-11- Frequency of the types of activities observed in Lister Park 
 

Figure 6-24 shows the spatial distribution of activities in Lister Park. The concentration of 

people and activities was higher in the southern parts where the Cartwright Gallery court, 

Mughal Garden, the lake and the playground are located. This cluster of park space was the 

setting for a combination of sitting, standing, walking and playing for a diverse range of 

users. Playing in the water and gathering around the Mughal Garden’s water feature and 

taking photos in front of the gallery’s flowerbeds were activities particularly observed within 

these spaces. Another set of spaces where activities were more clustered was the sport 

facilities and bowling green fields on the west side of the park. On Fridays each of the green 

fields was occupied by families playing informal ball. Within other parts of the park, 

activities were more scattered, for example strolling in the botanical garden or around the 

lake.  

‘I love Lister Park. It's really nice and totally different […] because it got different things 

going on it has got a museum if you want to go to the museum and kids love. It is fantastic, 

and you can walk around the water in the Botanical Garden is also beautiful.’ (Khatun, a 

Bangladeshi woman who migrated to Bradford in her childhood). Different types of spaces 

within the park provided opportunities for users to stay and spend a longer time.   
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Figure 6-24- Activity patterns in Lister Park 

Active and mobile activities 

Stationary activities  
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Lister Park was one of the key spaces mentioned by almost all in-depth interview 

participants as a favourite outdoor space. ‘I spend an hour or two hours at the week every 

week in Lister Park. So that is one of my favourite places and I go there with this school boy 

[…] we go to the park I played with him in the park and look at things and we spent a couple 

of hours there so that is a very favourite place’ (Margo, an older adult white British woman 

living in Manningham). However, during on-site conversations with some park users, I 

realised that there were some negative perceptions over inter-ethnic tensions, youth use of 

the park and drug-related activities which I discuss in more detail in Chapter 7. 

A general comparison of activity types based on gender showed that in terms of active and 

mobile uses of the park, strolling and walking was more common among female users (29%) 

and the percentage of male users playing sports and cycling was higher (12%) compared to 

female users (5%). The percentages of activities associated with sitting or standing were 

more similar between male and female users (Table 6-12). Figure 6-25 shows a 

concentration of female and male users in the park. As explained earlier the seating spaces in 

Mughal Garden and Cartwright Hall court were areas with higher diversity in terms of 

ethnicity and types of activities. The density maps also show that male and female groups 

were more concentrated in these areas. Among female users, density of activities was higher 

within the playground with activities such as sitting, standing while watching children or 

talking in pairs or peer groups, while male users were more clustered within sport facilities.  

 cycling playing
-sports 

walking-
strolling jogging 

dog 
walkin
g 

sitting standin
g total 

Male 8 29 49 16 4 101 36 243 
 3% 12% 20% 7% 2% 42% 15% 100% 
Female 1 16 93 21 3 136 46 316 
 0% 5% 29% 7% 1% 43% 15% 100% 

 

Table 6-12- Comparing percentages of activities-postures 
among male and female users in Lister Park 

 
Figure 6-25- comparing density of activities based on gender in Lister Park  

(left: female, right: male) 
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Table 6-13 shows the most recorded activities of male users in three ranks based on their 

recorded numbers in each group. Among male users, sitting or standing while sharing time 

with friends or families, talking and observing others were the most recorded activities in 

white British, South Asian and other Asian ethnic groups, while men from other white 

ethnicities were less engaged in stationary and social activities. The sport facilities such as 

basketball or tennis fields were mostly used by South Asian male groups and occasionally 

by groups from mixed and multiple backgrounds. This pattern was more evident during 

afternoons. 

 

Male 
Ethnicity 1 2 3 

White 
British 

sharing time with family 
and friends- observing 
(10) 

walking-strolling (5) child supervision (2) 

White 
Other walking-strolling (6) child supervision (4) sharing time with family 

or friends (2) 

Asian PBI sharing time with family 
and friends (44) walking-strolling (36) talking during other 

activities (22) 

Asian 
Other 

walking-strolling (2), 
sharing time with family 
or friend (2) 

sharing time with family 
or friends 
(2) 

taking photos (1) 

Black A-C 
cycling (2), observing 
people and activities 
(2) 

  

Mixed/ 
Multi playing (9) talking during other 

activities (3) child supervision (1) 

Table 6-13- Ranking most recorded activity types among male users based on ethnicity in Lister Park 

Among female users, numbers of South Asian users were higher in activities such as 

strolling, walking and then jogging. I frequently observed them strolling in peer pairs and 

groups around the park. Similar patterns of strolling and jogging were evident among other 

Asian female users (mostly Arabic-speaking). Women from white British and other white 

backgrounds were often engaged in stationary activities such as sharing time with families, 

picnicking in family and peer groups and child supervision. The timing of these activities 

was usually to start in the late morning and continue until early afternoon (Table 6-14).   
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Female 

White 
British 

talking-child 
supervision- sharing 
time (20), picnicking 
(15) 

walking-strolling (12) child supervision (10) 

White 
Other child supervision (7) 

walking-strolling (4), 
sharing time with family 
and friends (4) 

picnicking (1), taking 
photos (1) 

Asian PBI strolling-walking (60) talking during other 
activities (29) jogging (20) 

Asian 
Other strolling-walking (12) talking and sharing time 

with family or friends (4) 
jogging (2) 
picnicking (2) 

Black A-C strolling-walking (1)   

Mixed/ 
Multi 

talking during other 
activities (3) child supervision (1)  

Table 6-14- Ranking most recorded activity types among female users based on ethnicity in Lister Park 

Figure 6-26 shows that the spatial patterns and density of activities were different in terms of 

age groups and that these differences were highly associated with the numbers recorded in 

each age group. Adults’ concentration in playgrounds was related to child supervision. 

Similarly, the higher density of adults in Mughal Garden was because of children’s passive 

and active engagement with the water feature. Young adults (mostly South Asian teenage 

boys) were also recorded many times using this space along with children and adult users.  

 
Figure 6-26- Comparing density of activities based on age in Lister Park 

(left: adult, middle: young adult, right: older adult) 

Young adults were also seen clustering in other parts of the park, sitting on green fields on 

the upper part of the park and on longer benches and playing in sport facilities (Figure 6-27), 

gathering in groups on steps and places overlooking Mughal Garden, bowling grounds. 

Older adults’ (mostly Pakistani men) use of the park for sitting and socialising was 

concentrated around the edges of the Cartwright Hall, sitting on the longer benches in big 

groups during afternoons.  
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Figure 6-27- Top- Mughal Garden: South Asian boys sitting on top of the wall while adults and 

children play in the water. Middle: Cartwright Hall- South Asian boys gathering  
Bottom- Cartwright Hall Older adult Pakistani men socialising (source: author) 

Regarding the time patterns, during weekdays jogging and running activities peaked in the 

mornings with the participation of a diverse range of users, then decreased until early 

afternoons, after which it increased again until the later hours of the day. During weekends, 

the diversity of users and types of activities increased particularly during late morning until 

noon. On Saturdays the demographics of jogging and running in the park changed 
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significantly due to the organised ‘Park Run’ programme that happened on a weekly basis: 

‘The park runners they come here every Saturday morning 9 o'clock three to four hundred 

people very predominantly white middle-class probably about 85% white middle class. They 

come and park their cars, they go and run, the drive and they go’ (Irfan, a Pakistani 

Bradfordian father and youth worker). There was low participation of South Asian and other 

non-white ethnic groups in Park Runs. Collective activities among South Asian users were 

more self-organised such as women only walking, jogging and exercising. On Friday 

afternoon and evening the park was almost exclusively used by South Asian, predominantly 

Pakistani, users for family-based leisure activities (Figure 6-28).  

 
Figure 6-28- Top- Mughal Garden on a Friday afternoon in the summer (source: author) 

6.3.2 Lumb Lane Park: a neighbourhood play area 

Lumb Lane Park is a small play area surrounded by terraced houses in the heart of 

Manningham. The number of recorded activities was noticeably low during the observation 

sessions, with playing as the most recorded activity. Users were all from a South Asian 

background, predominantly Pakistani, and mostly lived adjacent to the park. A Pakistani 

woman mentioned that she benefited from proximity to the park: ‘I find it very easy it is near 

my home. I like to walk there and meet people […] I walk around, I sit there and relax my 

mind and enjoy the sun.’  

The density of activities slightly increased in the afternoon until the later hours of the day, 

mostly by children and teenage peer groups playing. Other age groups used the space more 

between early mornings until early afternoons, with significantly low density and frequency. 

Jogging around the park, sitting on benches and talking or passing through were the types of 

activities observed among adults and older adults. Some of the Pakistani older adult users 

were seen feeding birds in different parts of the park, and there were signs that food was 
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being grown in the planting beds, though no activities related to that were observed during 

the mapping sessions. 

 
Figure 6-29- Activity Patterns in Lumb Lane Park 
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6.4 Horton Cluster  
This cluster is situated less than two kilometres to the west of Bradford city centre. The two 

case studies that were mapped in this cluster are Horton Park, a historic public park, and 

Marshfield Park, a newly-built play area (Figure 6-30). 

 
Figure 6-30- location of case study sites in the city centre cluster 

6.4.1 Horton Park 

6.4.1.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

I recorded 616 individuals in Horton Park during ten observation sessions scattered 

throughout five days. The frequency and density of use and activity in Horton Park was 

lower than Lister Park, though the demographics of users were similar, with South Asian 

with the highest percentage (51%) followed by white British (26%) and white other (12%) 

ethnic groups (Figure 6-31). The proportion of black African-Caribbean and other Asian 

users was significantly lower, though compared to Lister Park there were more users from 

Black Afro- Caribbean backgrounds. 
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Horton Park 
(detailed ethnic groups) 

Horton Park 
 (Broad ethnic groups) 

Average  
ethnic groups in the area 

   

Figure 6-31- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the average 
percentage of ethnic population of City, Little and Great Horton Wards (ONS, 2011) 

The matrix of gender, age and ethnicity indicates that women and children were the frequent 

users of the playground (Table 6-15). Among adult groups, the proportion of female users 

from a South Asian background was around twice the number of male users whereas there 

was almost an equal distribution between male and female groups among white British and 

other white users. Young adults were the other frequent users, though the proportions of 

male and female were different when comparing different ethnicities. South Asian young 

male groups were the largest group.  

Although the number of users from other Asian backgrounds was low in mapping analysis 

(reflecting their smaller population in the neighbourhood).  

 Age Adult Older Adult Young Adult   
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male Child 

Ethnic category 

White British 42 40 2 8 15 11 41 
White Other 34 24 1 0 0 0 16 
Asian PBI 120 65 7 10 10 25 79 
Asian Other 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
Black African- 
Caribbean 

2 7 0 1 
  

1 

Mixed/ Multiple  4 0 0 0 3 6 1 
Not Identified 0 2 0 0 0 1 34 

 Total Percentage 33% 23% 2% 3% 5% 7% 28% 
 

Table 6-15- Number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in Horton Park 

People visited this space mostly in families and then in peer pairs and groups. There were 

more individuals than couples, in percentages which were similar between white British and 

26%

12%
51%

1%

2% 2% 6%

White British
White Other
Asian Pakistani-Bangladeshi- Indian
Asian Other
Black African- Caribbean
Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups
Children Not Identified
Not Identified

40%

55%

2% 3%

All White ethnic groups

All Asian ethnic groups

All Black ethnic groups

Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups

32%

55%

5%
4% 4%

All White

All Asian

All Black

Mixed/multiple

other
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South Asian users. Other white users were rarely seen using the park individually (Figure 

6-32).  

 
Figure 6-32- Percentage of social groups based on ethnicity in Horton Park 

6.4.1.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

There were three main activity spaces within the park: 1. The play spaces in which there was 

a high density of playing and activities such as sitting and standing while supervising 

children or talking. 2. The paths which were frequently used for jogging, strolling, cycling 

and dog walking. 3. The open green fields used for other activities such as picnicking and 

group playing (Figure 6-33)   

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

White British

White Other

Asian PBI

Asian Other

Black African Caribbean

Mixed/ Multiple

Not Identified

couple family individual peer pairs and groups Not Identified
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Figure 6-33- Activity patterns in Horton Park 

  

Active and mobile activities  

Stationary activities  
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Intersecting gender and ethnicity, the density of female users was higher than male users 

within and around the play areas, while the activities of male users were more scattered 

around the park (Figure 6-33). 

 
Figure 6-34- Comparing the density of activities between  

female (left) and male (right) groups in Horton Park 

Figure 6-35 shows a comparison between the recorded activities based on gender. The most 

common stationary activities among female users were sitting and standing while talking, 

and supervising children playing. Talking while sitting was more evident among South 

Asian female users with children who visited the park in multiple family groups or met each 

other in the playground and clustered around the play facilities and sitting spaces. Women 

from other ethnicities were less engaged in talking activities, but they also concentrated 

around play facilities. The frequency of these activities increased, mostly from noon until 

afternoon. From afternoon towards the later hours the proportion of male users, fathers with 

children, increased in and around the play spaces. Another activity associated with playing 

activities was picnicking, which was often observed among South Asian families sitting on 

green fields close to the play spaces. Other ethnicities were also observed occasionally 

picnicking in big family groups. Jameela, a Syrian refugee recently settled in Horton 

neighbourhood talked about her families’ visits to the park: ‘we go to Horton Park. It is near 

to our house, it's nice and it's safe for our children … [it’s] very big and children can play 

football they use the bike we sit and have our food really, it's nice.’  
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Figure 6-35- Comparing numbers of activities between female and male users in Horton Park  

In terms of active uses of the park, jogging, strolling and walking were frequent among both 

male and female users. Pakistani women in peer pairs or groups of three regularly engaged 

in jogging exercise around the park; this activity was comparatively lower among other 

ethnicities. Other female users were observed more often walking and strolling in family 

groups. Male users’ engagement in walking and strolling were more often individually and 

in peer pairs. Talking while supervising children in family groups was shared across all 

ethnicities. However, activities such as dog walking and drinking in the park were more 

evident among users from white British and other white backgrounds. White British male 

peer groups occasionally used the bridge above the pond for gathering and drinking 

frequently, often chatting with users passing by. 

The spatial distribution of activities across different age groups overlapped in some spaces 

while there were some areas often occupied by specific age groups (Figure 6-36). Adults’ 

activities had a wider spread throughout the park with high density in and around the 

playground. Table 6-16 shows the ranking of the recorded activity types based on age 

groups. Stationary activities such as talking during child supervision or while observing 

others were more frequent among South Asian and white British adults whereas other white 

groups were less involved in talking and social activities and more engaged with child 

supervision.   
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Figure 6-36- comparing density of activities based on age in Horton Park 

(left: adult, middle: older adult, right: young adult) 
 

 

ADULTS 
 1 2 3 

White British talking while 
other activities strolling child supervision 

White Other walking- strolling Talking-child supervision picnicking  

Asian PBI talking and other 
activities child supervision strolling-walking 

Black A-C walking-strolling talking and observing child supervision 
OLDER ADULTS 

White British strolling-walking dog walking talking while other 
activities 

Asian PBI strolling-walking talking while other 
activities 

jogging 

YOUNG ADULTS 

White British walking- strolling talking and observing 
others walking 

Asian PBI walking- strolling talking while other 
activities playing 

Table 6-16- Ranking of the most recorded activity types based on age groups in Horton Park 

Older adult users were usually seen walking and strolling individually and sitting on benches 

while observing nature and others. They had lower visibility within the playground but were 

often observed walking around the park. Dog walking was one of the regular uses of the 

park by older adult white British men. Young adults’ social gatherings were on benches 

along the walking paths. They also used the open green fields for gathering, playing and 

cycling in peer groups. Horton Park was, for many South Asian young adults, the venue for 

meeting and dating the opposite sex, and they were seen occupying sitting spaces distant 

from the busier paths. Young adult users (mostly South Asian) were also one of the key 

users of the play spaces during the less busy times of the park. 

Overall, the play areas and its surrounding seemed to be the only place frequently used by a 

diverse range of users, mostly in family groups during the busier times of the day. The 

spaces further away from the play areas had lower density and diversity of activities. At 

weekends, the density of activities increased while the diversity of activities remained 

relatively the same. Organised activities such as Saturday morning ‘Park Runs’, usually 
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attended by runners from white British background, temporary changed the demographics of 

the park.  

Interview participants’ perceptions of Horton Park were rather ambivalent. The Pakistani 

women’s memories were associated with a low sense of safety associated with the fear of 

dogs and crime. Stories of previous crimes that seemed to be repeatedly raised by residents 

were mentioned by a group of young South Asian women. In different parts of the park there 

were traces of graffiti and vandalism and I observed drug dealing activities during the 

morning at less busy times. Suzanne, a white British park runner who lived in Bradford for 

over thirty years and was a member of the Park Run groups, explained her lack of a sense of 

safety in the park, saying that it was associated with its locality within a deprived area: 

‘Well! That park divides a council estate that has traditionally lots of poverty mostly white 

residence and other side of the park there is been a cheap migration point.’ However, for 

people who were new to this space or weren’t particularly aware of the past incidents such 

as the Syrian families and Petru, a Romanian male university student, Horton Park was a 

place for restorative and pleasure purposes and family gathering. ‘It is quite relaxing 

because you can see the actual sunset from the highest point in there […] and I can see also 

nearby buildings and top of the trees. The top landscape actually is the best part.’ 

During weekend, the park was relatively busy and the greater number of people from non-

British white ethnic groups seemed to be from eastern European backgrounds. Greater 

numbers of university students visited the park for leisure walking and group activities at the 

weekends. 
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6.4.2 Marshfield Park: a neighbourhood play area 

6.4.2.1 An overview of the observed users’ characteristics  

The diversity of the users reflected the demographics of Horton and particularly West 

Bowling area to the east of the park. Except for the users from South Asian background who 

were the largest group, there was almost an equal distribution among users from black 

African Caribbean, other white (EU Accession), and other Asian (Arab and Kurdish) (Figure 

6-37).  

Marshfield Park 
(detailed ethnic groups) 

Marshfield Park 
 (Broad ethnic groups) 

Average 
ethnic groups in the area 

   

Figure 6-37- Comparison of the percentages of the observed ethnic groups with the average 
percentages of ethnic population of City and Little Horton Wards (ONS, 2011) 

 

Children were the largest user groups in this space. South Asian female users were the 

second largest users of the park, mostly for child supervision. South Asian ethnic groups 

were the only groups that had representation across all age and gender groups (Table 6-17). 

  Marshfield Park  
Age Adult Older adult Young Adult   
Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male Child 

Ethnic category 

White British 2 2 0 0 5 5 29 
White Other 3 4 0 0 0 1 10 
Asian PBI 38 17 3 9 11 13 88 
Asian Other 9 6 1 0 0 0 9 
Black African- Caribbean 4 1 0 0 3 0 11 
Mixed 0 3 0 0 0 0 10 
Not Identified 0 0 0 0 0 0 30   

17% 10% 1% 3% 6% 6% 57% 

 
Table 6-17- number of different age, gender and ethnic groups observed in Marshfield Park 

13%
5%

55%

8%
6%

4%
9%

White British
White Other
Asian Pakistani-Bangladeshi- Indian
Asian Other
Black African- Caribbean
Mixed/ Multiple ethnic groups
Not Identified

18%

55%

6%
4%

8%

All white ethnic groups

All Asian ethnic groups

All Black ethnic groups

Mixed/multiple ethnic groups

other

27
%

58
%

6%
4% 5%

All White
All Asian
All Black
Mixed/multiple
other
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The majority of users were families with small children, with a relatively consistent pattern 

among all ethnic groups except white British users, who were more often in peer pairs and 

groups. This was because of the number young adult white British users who visited the park 

for playing and socialising (Figure 6-38).  

 
Figure 6-38- Number of different ethnic groups based on social groups observed in city centre 

street 

6.4.2.2 Activity patterns and users’ diversity  

Playing was the key activity in Marshfield Park. Jogging and strolling were very limited 

compared to Lister and Horton Park, predictably given the size of the park. However talking 

while supervising children and observing other activities had high frequency inside the 

playground area, and usually within the same gender and ethnic groups. Activities associated 

with sitting and standing had a higher density around the edges of the playground. Figure 

6-39 shows the spatial distribution of the recorded activities. The density of activities was 

higher inside the playground. Comparing different types of activities in relation to ethnic 

diversity, playing and child supervision were the two activities shared across all observed 

ethnic groups. Activities among South Asian users were more diverse compared to other 

ethnic groups.  
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Figure 6-39-Spatial distribution of the main activity-postures in Marshfield Park 

The density of spatial occupation among male and female users was different (Figure 6-40). 

The greatest concentration of female users was inside the playground, usually sitting on the 

benches and in spaces near the swings. Mothers used this space, especially during the park’s 

busier times. Talking while pushing the swings and leaning on the fences or sitting on the 

benches in peer groups or families were the most significant social activities in the park. 

Another common activity among women in family groups was using the outdoor gym 

facilities.  

 
Figure 6-40- comparing density of activities based on gender in Marshfield Park  

(left: female, right: male) 
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The male users’ patterns of sitting and standing while supervising children was more evident 

around the edges and near the gates of the playground. Male users usually visited the park in 

family groups and then individually, while female users were rarely observed using the park 

spaces alone. This pattern was consistent almost among all ethnic groups.  

Adults often travelled to the park with smaller children so their most frequent activity was 

child supervision. Older adults’ use of the park was usually in company of their families, 

sometimes their grandchildren, and their frequent activities were observing others and 

talking. Older children and teenagers used the park, in peer groups, often playing ball inside 

the playground, particularly in the afternoons when there were fewer families. They also 

gathered around the benches while talking and sharing time. Climbing the mound and sitting 

on the top of it was an activity shared between children and young adults. I also observed 

adults walking up the mound and observing the view from the vantage point on the top: ‘It’s 

Saturday and I saw the Syrian family that I have interviewed before. While the youngest son 

is riding his bike in the spiral paths his father and uncle are on top of the mound talking 

while watching the sunset.’ (Field notes, 6th August 2015) 

This small playground was the setting for playing and mingling of different ethnicities. The 

central play space was very diverse during the busy times, while other spaces like benches 

were often used by one or two ethnic groups. In less busy times white British and South 

Asian users were the main users of the playground. 
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6.5 Summary 

The socio-spatial mapping of activities and behaviour in the studied spaces in Bradford city 

centre, Manningham and Horton clusters showed different patterns with regard to types of 

activities, diversity of users, timing and spatiality of uses. At the macro level, the recorded 

ethnic groups showed the frequency with which the different user groups were observed. 

The spatial analysis of activities represented types and frequency of activities in relation to 

the function and layout of the spaces. At meso level, the analysis showed that activity 

patterns in some ‘behaviour settings’ were less diverse, with a higher frequency of specific 

types of activities based on similarities in either age, gender, ethnicity and group size or an 

intersection of these characteristics. Some behaviour settings were more diverse in terms of 

the activity types and characteristics of the frequent users. These patterns of diversity of use 

and users were highly contingent on temporal dimensions, spatial structures and surrounding 

uses and activities. At micro level, I explained how different things, benches, trees, grass, 

water, bins, play facilities and plant beds and their arrangements and relationships created 

‘affordances’ for different forms of postures, proximities and distancing of different users 

within these behaviour settings.  

In summary, in city centre spaces, white British and South Asian users had the highest 

numbers equally in all observed activities, while other Asian and black African Caribbean 

ethnic groups had the lowest numbers, with almost equal percentages in each group. In terms 

of age-ethnicity, adult South Asian female users had the highest numbers. Older adult groups 

had the lowest level of presence, significantly so among South Asian female users of the 

City Park. 

In City Park, there was a greater presence of new diversities (Asian other and recent 

migrants from a black African Caribbean background) mostly in peer male groups compared 

to Oastler Square and streets. ‘You can actually see all migrant groups and ethnicities new 

and old represented at the same time, which I think it’s brilliant’ (older adult white British 

woman). Numbers of young adult users were relatively higher, particularly of South Asian 

male groups. In City Park more people were seen in mixed groups, especially young adults. 

In the city centre streets numbers of black African-Caribbean users were significantly lower 

than in the other two cases, and the significance of Oastler Square was its high presence of 

older adult white British females.  

The highest level of stationary activities associated with social activities was in City Park 

and the lowest level was in Oastler Square. Spatial analysis showed the different patterns 

within the behaviour settings in each case. The duration of stationary activities was 
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comparatively longer in the City Park whereas in the other two it was more often short-

breaks between necessary activities. South Asian users were less frequently seen in eating 

and drinking activities compared to other ethnic groups, while these activities were the most 

seen among white users. 

In the Horton and Manningham clusters, South Asian, predominantly Pakistani, ethnic 

groups were the most frequent users (more than 50%), in all four cases with Lister Park 

having the highest percentage. None of the other ethnic groups were seen in Grosvenor 

Ground during the observation sessions. Black African-Caribbean percentages were 

significantly low in Lister Park. The lowest percentage of white British users was in 

Marshfield and the highest in Horton Park. The percentage of other white groups was also 

highest in Horton Park. Interestingly, although the total numbers were small in Marshfield 

Park, in comparison, they represented the most balanced representation of the mapped ethnic 

groups.  

In the Horton and Lister Parks white British users had a lower frequency of jogging and 

strolling activities compared to South Asian groups, particularly during afternoon hours. 

Observation of other parks in Bradford and the interviews suggests that the white British 

communities’ use of parks and green areas was higher within suburban green spaces. Dog 

walking and drinking was most common among white users individually and in couples, 

while bird feeding was an activity observed only among South Asian users, mostly Muslim 

groups more related to religious and cultural practices. The presence of new diversities 

(mostly refugees and asylum seekers) were notably lower in the bigger parks compared to 

the city centre spaces, though in Marshfield there was a slightly greater presence of recent 

migrants. The interviews among the refugees and asylum seekers evidenced their tendency 

to use the bigger parks. The representation of different user groups was very different on 

Fridays and at weekends, and South Asian families tended to use the park until late hours. 

The presence of adult and young adult male groups (mostly Pakistani) was higher in the 

afternoons and late hours.  

The diversity of activities was different in each park. Lister Park was the most diverse in 

terms of activities, reflecting its size and the variety of spaces. Horton Park were less diverse 

regarding types of activities and was perceived as a less used and unsafe space by some 

participants. Stationary activities were most common inside, around playgrounds in smaller 

parks. Social activities largely happened within same gender-ethnicity-age groups, though 

fleeting social interactions and clustering in mixed groups were observed as well.  
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However, the findings communicated in this chapter highlight a number of knowledge gaps 

which are not effectively explored using a predominantly observational method. For 

example, the levels of ease and unease with difference, levels of serendipitous or planned 

sociability, opportunities and barriers for interacting with different others. The perceived 

values of use and sociality in different types of public spaces and their implications 

regarding perceptions of others and belonging to people and places. What are the 

relationships between the spatial and temporal patterns of activities and patterns of 

intercultural encounters? These aspects need for investigating more rigorously in the 

qualitative data gathered from in-depth interviews. In the next chapter I address these 

questions focusing on participants’ memories of conviviality and conflict in public open 

spaces. 
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7 Patterns and perceptions of intercultural 

encounters  

7.1 Introduction  

This chapter is an in-depth discussion of the spatial and temporal dynamics of intercultural 

encounters, and the experiential qualities of these, with the aim of inform how public spaces 

are designed and managed. It is based on analysis of the qualitative interviews, which were 

cross-referenced with the results from the previous chapter on the GIS socio-spatial mapping 

of diversities and activities, and interpreted in the light of my own experience of being a 

participant observer in different parts of Bradford.  

The content of the chapter mainly addresses the second research objective:  

To identify the spatial, material and management qualities of urban public open spaces and 

the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality and generate or 

exacerbate conflict. 

• What are the spatial and physical contexts in which participants experience 

different kinds of intercultural encounters? And how do the experiences relate 

to activities in public spaces? 

• What are the research participants’ perceptions regarding the significance of 

their intercultural encounters and how do they negotiate and represent their 

identities in spaces of encounter?  

• To what extent and how does the design and management of urban public 

open spaces influence the frequency and quality of interactions? 

In Chapter 2, I discussed the implication of ‘dialectic thinking’ (the interaction between the 

social and the spatial) in exploring space and social relations (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1980) 

and that ‘social space’ is produced and reproduced through the interaction and 

interrelationship of the social, spatial, material and temporal. The focus of the second 

objective was to identify the spatial and physical qualities of spaces of intercultural 

encounter. It was important to look not just at spatial forms, but to consider the relationships 

of the lived-perceived-conceived triad in situations of intercultural encounter (Lefebvre, 

1991).  
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Based on this rationale, I begin this chapter by first foregrounding the ‘spatial’ by 

referencing the typologies of public open spaces, locations of activities and micro-

spatialities of spaces of intercultural encounter. I refer to participants’ experiences of both 

positive and negative intercultural encounters in these spaces. My analysis of the types and 

qualities of interactions has been greatly informed by Lofland’s (1998) and Goffman’ (1963) 

theories on codes, types and ethics of social interactions in public spaces (see Chapter 2). In 

the second section, by foregrounding the ‘social’ dynamics, I focus on the social and 

psychological significance of interactions as well as perceptions of self and others in spaces 

of encounter. I also discuss the implications of encountering and negotiating difference in 

relation to sense of inclusion, exclusion and belonging. In the final section, I focus on 

‘managerial’ dimensions in urban public spaces in terms of regulations, maintenance and 

adaptation in shaping the socio-spatial conditions of intercultural interaction. A detailed 

account of the methods used for analysing the data is covered in section 3.4.2. 

7.2 Socio-spatial patterns of intercultural encounters  

A key purpose of the interviews was to explore the spatialities of intercultural experiences. 

As explained in the methodology chapter, I asked the participants to talk about memories of 

encounters with people whom they identified as ethnoculturally different and the settings of 

these encounters; and to explain whether they perceived their memories of interactions as 

positive or negative in relation to perceptions of difference. I found that on many occasions, 

similar types of spaces were the settings of both negative and positive intercultural 

experiences (though there were exceptions, with some spaces more associated with convivial 

memories and others with conflicting ones). In this section I foreground the spatial qualities 

of intercultural encounters, but also discuss the interplay between the social, spatial and 

temporal dimensions in shaping instances of interaction within particular settings. 

This section is organised around five themes which represent the kinds of socio-spatial 

settings where intercultural interactions seem more likely to occur: paths of passing-by 

encounters; boundaries of lingering and people-watching; points of convergence and 

momentary recess; thresholds and in-between encounters; and encounters in activity (play) 

spaces. These themes emerged from the analysis, cross-examining and grouping of the 

places in which participants experienced encounters with ethnoculturally different others, 

and the places that I observed and recorded during the mapping stage. The spatial 

characteristics of these settings, their functions and activities were important in developing 

the themes. This process was recursive, guided by the research question and the existing 

literature on spaces of intercultural encounter (see section 2.7.1). I moved back and forth 
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between different forms of data, including the coded interviews in NVivo, photos, field 

notes, and GIS database. This way of thematic categorising of socio-spatial patterns helped 

me to go beyond typological thinking about spaces of encounters (such as parks, squares and 

street) and instead discuss the spatial qualities of these behaviour settings and the activities 

happening within them at different times. As with most attempts at categorising, there were 

some overlaps as some places could fall into more than one category. This was minimised 

by differentiating between places in terms of those spatial qualities that seemed more 

important in shaping affordance of intercultural encounters.  

7.2.1 Paths of passing-by encounters 

Paths in urban design literature are recognised for their potential for social interactions 

(Stevens, 2007; Whyte, 1980). In this research, many participants mentioned paths as the 

settings of experiencing fleeting and routinized encounters between strangers from different 

backgrounds during different rhythms of movement. The nuances of these experiences were 

shaped by strangers’ identities, quality of engagement during encounters, perceived 

emotional significance, locations of paths (on streets, in parks and leisure spaces or 

pedestrian-only) and modes of mobility (walking, strolling, jogging, running and even 

passengering or driving7).  

These interactions often happened between ‘categorically- known’ and ‘familiar strangers’. 

Familiar strangers (Milgram 1977) are recognizable people that share and use spaces on a 

daily basis. Categorically-known strangers (Lofland 1998) are people that are known only 

based on general categories related to statuses or roles. This categoric knowing of people 

who were perceived as ‘different others’ was mainly based on visible differences and 

identifying people’s ethnicities or nationalities (sometimes intersected with gender and or 

age). These processes of knowing and categorising strangers were also mentioned in other 

socio-spatial conditions of intercultural encounters sometimes associated with positive or 

negative perceptions of others. I discuss these dynamics throughout the following sections.  

Many passing-by intercultural transactions were described as happening in neighbourhood 

streets along the paths of everyday routines, to work, schools or shopping places. Eye 

contact, nodding and smiling sometimes saying ‘hello’ or ‘good morning’ were the types of 

intercultural interactions experienced in routine spaces of transiting and movement. The 

                                                      

7 Studies of urban experience are often focused on the experience of pedestrians, but the experiences 
of passengers on bus or drivers are also an important part of everyday encounters with difference.  
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interaction happened more frequently when the movements were in opposite directions, as 

imagined by an adult White British female: ‘if I was walking now and somebody just come 

on the other way, I might smile just as simple as that.’ Participants repeatedly mentioned that 

the prerequisite to interacting in this situation was being able to acknowledge the others 

through exchanging brief eye contacts. ‘If you can make eye contact, people will smile’ as 

explained by Cathy, an older adult white British woman. For her, living in a street where her 

family were ‘the only British people’, ‘bumping into’ the ‘Pakistani’ or ‘Afghani’ 

neighbours on local streets was a routine experience part of living in the multi-ethnic 

neighbourhood of Little Horton. Participants’ interpretations of these passing-by interactions 

as an expected and habitual aspect of living in diverse neighbourhoods exemplifies a quality 

of ‘commonplace diversity’ (Wessendorf, 2013).  

While passing-by encounters on neighbourhood streets were most likely with familiar and 

categorically-known others, paths in parks and recreational open spaces appear to support 

new intercultural encounters, and these were reflected in some of the interview 

conversations. Participants pointed that they were more likely to have ‘face engagement’ 

(Goffman, 1963) (a prerequisite that led to nodding, smiling or momentary verbal 

exchanges) with unfamiliar others while they were passing in parks or other recreational 

spaces rather than on streets:  

‘When I walk up in the Canal [Shipley Canal], I find more people nodding and wishing you 

well. There's a lot more greetings there when you walk through out there…You don't say 

hello to people when you, for example, going to the supermarket. But it is funny, when you 

go on the canal path you tend to wish well and smile and nod and greet each other.’ (Dan, 

adult, white British, male) 

The purposes of walking and the path’s locale influenced the propensity to interact with 

other passengers occupying the same space. For Sanjay, a Sri Lankan older adult man who 

lived in a Bradford suburb and customarily went running on streets and in parks, running in 

‘Lister Park’ along the same path with others became ‘a social as well as a health activity’. 

He said: ‘I started going there in the morning 7 o'clock. I met a lot of people quite a lot of 

people including the Pakistani ladies because I was surprised that they were running there 

with everything. So we go there and then we say hello and talk and this became a social 

thing […] normally when they do walk on the road they won't say good morning, but in the 

park, you don't hesitate too much.’ 

For a group of young Pakistani women jogging and walking along the loop around Lister 

Park was a chance for momentary conviviality: ‘we pass each other we make a joke, and we 
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laugh it doesn’t matter man, woman, everyone.’ Circling the same path and the repetition of 

passing others on each round encapsulated a temporary space defined by a rhythmic activity 

in which strangers gradually became open to encounter and loose intercultural exchanges 

took place.  

Participants’ recollections of experiences of passing-by encounters on streets and pathways 

were sometimes associated with negative feelings of tension and conflict. These encounters 

were not essentially amongst pedestrians but occurred during other modes of mobility 

(driving and travelling on public transport). There were highly gendered and sometimes 

racial narratives around these brief experiences of intercultural encounters and through them 

differences were negotiated and sometimes contested.  

Soraya, a young Bradfordian woman of Pakistani origin, mentioned that despite her strong 

sense of belonging to Bradford, sometimes her sense of freedom of walking on some inner-

city neighbourhood streets had been ruptured by ‘sexual comments’, mostly from young 

male groups from certain communities. Her categoric knowing of otherness in these 

encounters was most explicitly articulated around gender and age characteristics and 

implicitly related to ethnicity. Although she did not categorise it specifically as an 

intercultural encounter, she associated it with street culture of South Asian men mainly 

‘Pakistani’ or ‘British Pakistani’ and sometimes ‘white European’ as well: ‘Sometimes you 

get unwanted male attention sometimes these stop me from going out alone or going out or 

maybe dress in a particular way…If you are out walking down the street, you will get 

someone opens the car window and says hi beautiful and can I have your number and this 

kind of attention [that] I don't want.’ Being in the car gave young male peers the sense of 

freedom to depart from the encountering situation, without pursuing ‘mutual openness’ to 

initiate the encounter (Goffman, 1963). Some of the places where these encounters were 

often observed and personally experienced during fieldwork were along the main streets in 

Horton and Manningham neighbourhoods with a higher number of retail and food shops. 

However, gender-based intercultural encounters were not limited to streets. Similar 

encounters also took place along pathways in Lister Park. During the onsite interviews, 

parents specified their concerns about harassment: ‘I wouldn't allow my daughter to come 

here, she wasn’t even alone and she was verbally approached by Asian boys’ (A 

Bradfordian Afro-Caribbean mum).  

Streets were also the venues for tension while driving. The inner city neighbourhoods such 

as Horton and Manningham have a car culture, specifically among the young Pakistani male 

population (Husband et al., 2014). (See also section 7.3.2 in relation to identities and 
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territories in neighbourhoods). Agata, an older adult Polish woman perceived that her 

negative interaction while driving was exacerbated by cultural and age differences: ‘I was 

driving […] there were two Asian cars stopped in the middle of the street and they started to 

talk to each other […] and they saw me too, you could see in the mirror that they saw me. I 

couldn't pass them I think they have done it on purpose they didn't move I was waiting […] 

and waiting and […] I had to reverse a long way back down the road they didn't let me 

through […] they were quite young.’ 

Buses as spaces of public mobility were mentioned by some participants as spaces of 

intercultural encounter. Sharing a confined space, and the proximities caused by it, as well as 

the temporal in-betweenness of passengering, shaped situations for momentary and 

sometimes ‘quasi-primary’ interactions: ‘Sometimes you can tell somebody on the bus all 

your problems. It's okay because they don't know you’. For Humaira, a young Bradfordian 

British- Pakistani woman, being anonymous on the bus provided a safe space for sharing 

stories with ‘mostly women’ from different backgrounds. A number of participants 

mentioned their indirect experiences of ethnic stereotyping while travelling on bus. Passing 

through a street in Horton neighbourhood with a high population of South Asian 

communities: ‘There was this White man and a White woman maybe in their late 20s. They 

were going passed an international restaurant [on] Morley Street, and they started looking 

at the people outside of the shops and they called them “Pakis”. That is what he said, sitting 

on a public bus! To me that person is racist, and I confronted him…’ (Iyaad, an adult 

Muslim Bradfordian man with Indian background). The bus was considered a space for both 

expressing, but also in this case challenging prejudice, a conversation across very notable 

differences.  

7.2.2 Boundaries of lingering and people-watching 

Boundaries are spatial structures that demarcate the location of different types of activities in 

public open spaces. In relation to intercultural encounters, boundaries providing structures 

for sitting or standing while watching others, smoking, eating or drinking seemed conducive 

to situations in which interactions across ethnicities could take place. This emerged as a 

theme narrated by many of the participants as memories of conviviality and practices of 

integration which occurred in different types of encounter from fleeting to more personal 

(quasi-primary) with strangers. As an activity, watching was a significant activity for 

understanding and communicating with the world of difference. My discussion in this 

section is on the dynamics of lingering outside; the act of simultaneously sitting and 

watching that engenders other kind of interactions. Within Bradford inner city, City Park and 
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Lister Park were repeatedly mentioned as ‘contact zones’ for recurrent intercultural 

encounters from brief chats to developing loose social ties and friendships (Pratt, 1991). 

However, conflict, unease and avoidance were also part of the everyday interaction within 

these settings.  

Seating spaces that were near busy spaces of everyday flow (passing-by spaces), often with a 

viewpoint to stimulating objects, rhythms of activities and natural elements, were locations 

in which experiences of interacting with strangers or familiar strangers took place. Leila, a 

young British Indian woman, pointed to the central location of City Park and its layout in 

relation to other parts of the city centre and how it attracted users for seating and lingering: 

‘It is in the middle and where ever you are going there is a slight hill so that is another 

reference point. Every other place you just have to walk up the hill whereas in Centenary 

Square [City Park] it's quite flat so it kind of gives you this need to sit down.’ Jacob (1961) 

calls this socio-spatial situation ‘centering’, referring to locations with a spatial focality that 

encourage focus and gathering. 

The boundaries with seating spaces facing the water fountains in Mirror Pool in City Park 

and Mughal Garden in Lister Park were frequently occupied by a range of people from 

different ethnic, gender and age groups. Passive and active interactions with water were the 

socio-spatial conditions of many memories of convivial intercultural encounters in these 

locations. Ali, an older adult Lebanese man who lived and worked in the city centre, 

explained his habit when socialising in City Park was usually to occupy the seating spaces 

near the fountains, where seeing children was considered an ‘ice breaker’ for initiating 

conversation: ‘If I am sitting alone and if I am sitting next to anybody if I find somebody 

alone […] by the water fountain […] if there are women or men with the children sitting, I 

break the ice and I introduce myself and because they have kids you can easily start the 

conversation. We can say kids are enjoying themselves in the water.’ 

For Soraya, a young British Pakistani woman, watching and interacting with water in the 

City Park was a symbolic representation of ‘bridge making’ that also fostered a strong sense 

of place: ‘I think seeing children interacting with each other, seeing them breaking the 

barriers in a positive way in a central location has been impacted me.’ During summer 

when the park was busier with parents, mostly mothers and their children, the opportunity 

for family-oriented intercultural interactions was higher. ‘I like watching the kids running in 

the water maybe talking to someone and chill… on the bench or the other day I was talking 

to a friend she had a two-year-old who was playing in the fountain and then she was talking 

to me’ (Fozia, British Pakistani, adult, female).  
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Participants’ mentions of random and spontaneous intercultural encounters reflected 

Massey’s (2005) sense of ‘inevitable contingency’ of sharing busy spaces occupied by 

diverse range of people (p. 151). Margo, an older adult white British woman, stated that 

sitting and watching the Mirror Pool ‘gives so much better focus […]. I wouldn't deliberately 

think that okay, I would go there because I want to talk to someone, but I think of the Mirror 

Pool [and] it is very rare that you find an empty bench to sit. So, I will just sit and if people 

want to talk and that's fine… I think the chance that people are from somewhere different is 

very high’. 

The seating spaces near the cafes, bars, retail shops and bars were other examples of 

boundaries for lingering and people-watching, and as places for intercultural interactions 

(discussed in detail in 6.2.2). In City Park, the intercultural interactions within these spaces 

seemed most likely between men. Although during the daytime the edges were occupied by 

pockets of male peer groups, mostly sitting separately, I often observed inter-group 

interactions that were also mentioned by participants. When these spaces were used by 

groups of new migrants, the interactions represented ways of mixing between old and new 

diversities. The black African newcomers became the ‘familiar strangers’ through repetition 

of spending time sitting and watching others.  

When I asked Iyaad, an adult Muslim Bradfordian man with an Indian background who was 

a regular user of City Park about his interactions with the recent migrants, he said that, 

‘there have been one or two occasions that we might have said “hello” […] Obviously, I 

might sit next to them and they might sit next to me, but it doesn’t mean that I should move 

away from them or they should move away from me. Because they are people at the end of 

the day’. A young Somali man spoke of occasional ‘hi-byes’ with other men who share the 

seating space in front of Starbucks and Lloyds bar in City Park. These practices of passive 

mingling and occasional verbal interactions in these spaces are indications of ‘civil 

inattention’ (Goffman, 1963) and ‘civility of indifference’ (Amin, 2012) towards the new 

visible different others in shared seating spaces. They are manifested through choreographed 

proximities and distancing between groups and individuals, as well as those fleeting 

interactions which embody a mere copresence between people from different ethnocultural 

backgrounds without strong emphasis and acknowledgment of ethnic, cultural or racial 

differences (Amin, 2012).  

Some participants pointed to their experiences of verbal interactions and exchanging stories 

while sitting and hanging out in parks. For the newcomers lingering in parks was a way of 

developing mutual familiarity with the locals and the area. In Lister Park, ‘you can meet so 
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many people […] we met one I think Pakistani or Indian […]. She was with her children she 

came to us they talked and asked: “Where are you from? When did you come? If you need 

any help?” they were really nice to us.’ (Jameela, a Syrian refugee mother). Some of the 

participants recalled older memories of sitting on the bench and having more personal and 

intimate encounters with a stranger from a different background that had transformed into 

friendship. An older adult Polish woman described an acquaintance with a French man that 

had started from a conversation in Lister Park and repeated through time.  

7.2.3 Points of convergence and momentary recess 

Nodes are spatial and behavioural points that emerge from intersection, convergence, 

assembly and encounter of paths or activities (Lynch, 1960). Street corners, junctions and 

bus stops used for pausing and stationary activities were micro-localities for encountering 

different others. The convergence of paths and activities, the multiplicity of directions of 

movement and being able to take a short break between daily chores contributed to shaping 

situations of intercultural encounter, though encounters seemed more likely when nodes 

were in-between daily and busy paths or near boundaries of lingering and people-watching 

with high density of diversity. For John, a white British guitarist who identified himself as a 

music busker, performing in the middle of a city centre intersection with sit-able edges and 

plant beds was a situation for fleeting interaction with ‘a whole host of different people.’ He 

mentioned that his intercultural experiences were through the comments he received from 

the diverse audience: ‘Playing music, that is always my sort of go away into engaging with 

people and gives me a reason to interact with people.’ I repeatedly observed how the act of 

performing and music playing in this location prompted interactions between people of 

different race, gender and ethnicity. These situations exemplified the concept of 

‘triangulation’, when an event or object stimulates people to initiate conversations (Whyte, 

1980).  

The intersection at the other end of the city centre street was a ‘regular spot’ for a white 

British retired man to sit, smoke and chat with his diverse associates, mostly men, whom he 

encountered during his temporally and spatially repeated presence. A wider array of visual 

and spatial connectivity and sense of openness influenced his preference for sitting and 

socialising in that spot:   
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‘Me: Can you explain why do you always sit here? 

The interviewee: (He points to the streets and the people that are passing through the 

intersection) I can see everything from here and it’s bright and open.’ (Fieldnotes, July 

2015) 

A couple of interviewees referred to local bus stops as spaces for spontaneous verbal 

interactions about mundane subjects and sometimes long conversations, particularly in inner 

city areas with greater diversity and dependency on public transport: ‘Mostly at bus stops 

people talk about the weather or whether the bus is replaced or whether it is early and 

sometimes go on telling “oh I have got appointment with the doctor”. So, people have a 

story that they want to tell so is quite a good way of interacting with people’ (Margo, an 

older adult white British woman). This is not always related to the specific purpose of 

catching a bus. During the fieldwork, I often observed an out-of-service bus stop and the 

benches next to it in front of the Oastler Market that was regularly occupied by groups of 

Indian, Pakistani and British men, mostly older adults but sometimes mixed age groups, for 

both in-group and intercultural socialising during the market’s busy times. The affordances 

of this point of convergence for interaction appeared to be enhanced by its adjacence to 

boundaries of lingering, paths and the market’s entrance, and the sense of boundedness of 

the bus stop. All seemed to have been conducive to the ‘micro- sociality’ practices among its 

regular users (Neal et al., 2015).  

This boundedness could also aggravate some forms of unease and discomfort, depending on 

the intensity of spatial occupancy, particularly in less busy locations with a lack of activity 

and natural surveillance. Bus stops were occasionally the locale for negative experiences of a 

sense of exclusion and discomfort. Participants’ articulation of these experiences and 

categoric knowing were framed by an intersection of gender and ethnic identity. Ayaad 

described how his right to use the seats in a bus stop was challenged by what he interpreted 

as a form of ‘racist experience’:  

‘There was a bus stop […] it had long seats for five to six people to sit […] I put my bag 

pack on the seat […]there was a White gentleman standing […]and at the time [a] White 

English woman with a seven or six year old child came away… he said to me excuse me can 

you let the lady sit… I said there are other seats available and I said to him why can’t she 

ask? Why you have to ask for her you don't know her? I am entitled to [the] seat as well if I 

want to catch the bus?’ (Iyaad, an adult Muslim- Bradfordian man with Indian background) 

Another participant’s memory of a negative experience with an adult man from ‘some 

eastern European background’ was because of an imposed proximity and ‘suggestive’ 
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behaviour while waiting in the bus stop. She associated the situation with the possibility of 

being stereotyped: 

‘I was aware of this man suddenly came and he was getting nearer and nearer and invading 

my personal space and striking up a conversation […] I think it was just some cultural 

assumptions being made about me as a British woman, of course I wouldn't mind being 

chatted up, [he thought] British women are easy. No, they are not and that was what it felt 

like and it was felt very threatening’ (Cathy, older adult white British woman) 

The overlapping of paths, people and activities at points of convergence created 

opportunities for assembly at a point. The location of these nodes and the density of 

activities there were important in shaping positive or negative experiences. Points of 

convergence were sometimes situated at strategic sites, for example intersections between 

city centre streets, but at other times it was peripheral and micro-scale points of momentary 

recess like bus stops where encounters (positive and negative) happened between mundane 

activities such as queuing for buses.  

7.2.4 Thresholds and in-between encounters 

The spatial relationship between the inside and outside of buildings and the implication of 

these spaces for intercultural encounters were another theme that emerged from the analysis. 

I stress the word ‘outside’ with the function of buildings to highlight the importance of the 

‘inside’, the building’s use, in relation to encounters. The exterior environment of public and 

community buildings (that is, schools, health and community centre); retail buildings (for 

example shopping centres, local grocery shops, cafés and food shops); and residential 

buildings were the spaces that participants referenced in narrating their intercultural 

memories, and which I observed during fieldwork. Participants’ evaluation in terms of the 

negative or positive aspects and the emotional significance of intercultural experiences of 

the threshold encounters varied in different contexts.  

The Trident community centre in Horton was a venue in which different community 

activities such as English and computer classes, cooking and children’s play sessions took 

place. The space outside this building was a place where recent migrants from Iraq, Syria, 

Iran and Somali greeted and sometimes shared stories of their journeys and settling down 

and exchanged information about available resources in the city during the breaks and after 

attending the support classes in the centre. The building had an extended platform and roof 

in front of the entrance, with short fences that separated the space from the street. This 
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created a micro social space for these groups to interact outside the regularity of the 

community classrooms without being completely outside of the boundaries.  

Schools’ thresholds are spaces which created opportunities for mixing and mingling between 

parents. While waiting outside schools during the drop-off and pick-up times, parents 

exchanged eye contact, sometimes greeted each other and talked in groups. This was a scene 

that I observed a couple of times during my fieldwork walks in Horton and city centre 

multicultural primary schools. However, for Irfan, a Bradfordian Pakistani origin father, 

outside the school in a upper-class suburban neighbourhood was a space where he 

experienced a self-reflection of race-class difference, exclusion and lack of belonging. He 

pointed to the separate spatial clustering and in-group interaction of ‘Asian mums’ and 

‘white mums’ and how it indicated a ‘divide’ between parents of different cultures: 

‘When you are picking your children up, you wait outside of school or you wait in the 

playground and you could see pockets of groups of people are just coming and I just 

observed there's not that much interaction but you always going to get that no matter where 

you are you are an outsider of a different race or culture or creed than the majority, they 

always are going to see you as an outsider.’ 

An important issue raised by Nazeer, an adult British Pakistani man who lived in 

Manningham, was the social significance regarding community relations of the thresholds of 

the religious and cultural buildings in inner ethnically-mixed neighbourhoods. In Chapter 4, 

I mentioned that the established Muslim communities have gradually built a number of 

purpose-built and converted-building mosques and madrasas (Islamic schools) in 

neighbourhoods within Bradford’s central areas. Nazeer explained that in Manningham 

neighbourhood, the limited capacity of the residential streets to accommodate the commute 

and social gatherings outside converted religious buildings were occasionally the cause of 

discomfort for adjacent communities. These situations which aggravated this, such as noise, 

littering or congestion, sometimes perpetuated negative perceptions and stereotyping 

between communities of different ethnicities. On the other hand, while walking in local 

streets of Little Horton neighbourhood, I observed that the entrances of some local mosques 

and churches were used to invite people of different backgrounds into the religious buildings 

to increase opportunities for inter-faith contacts. Sharing food outside mosques during 
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Ramadan and a weekly ‘Three Cups of Tea’ Initiative8 to make churches accessible for all 

members of the community were part of the occasions where thresholds were used as stages 

for promoting these intercultural activities. 

Some participants referenced to the outside of their houses as the locations of their 

experience of intercultural encounters. Front gardens and steps were the ordinary micro-

spatialities of outside-home encounters. For some interviewees, intercultural interactions 

with neighbours were part of a light neighbourliness practice such as acknowledging and 

greeting each other while stepping in or outside of the house or ‘taking neighbours’ parcels 

from the postman’. Some participants indicated that their encounters outside their houses 

sometimes evolved into extended intercultural conversations: ‘my next door neighbour is a 

Muslim and we always have our doors open and [when] they [are] going out in the car 

when they are taking out their little ones to school we chat we ask about our families and 

[share] food and there are so many commonalities and there is lots to talk about.’ (Cathy, 

older adult white British woman). 

Front gardens were semi-public zones where a couple of residents in Horton neighbourhood 

described having had cordial exchanges with neighbours. A participant explained that the 

housing layout impacted on the opportunities for contact between neighbours: ‘In a terraced 

house you don't have an actual private open space you kind of live in a group space’ (Soraya 

a British Pakistani young woman). A Romanian university student explained his interaction 

with the Pakistani family next door: ‘I was just passing by several times and I just saw some 

beautiful flowers and I just knocked on the door and asked if I can take some because after 

several weeks they would be gone.’ Another elderly white British woman described how the 

‘Muslim ladies’ in her neighbourhood frequently stopped by their front garden and talked 

with her about their appreciation of the garden’s beauty. As Burrell (2016) observes, 

‘proximity of the next door position is crucial’ in shaping these situations of convivial 

relations between neighbours of different ethnocultural backgrounds (p. 1610). These 

situations were sometimes mediated and shaped by the things, whether parcels, gardens or 

flowers, and the physical characteristics and spatial arrangements of buildings. Connectivity 

                                                      

8 The ‘three cups of tea initiative’ was started by a group of people at All Saints Church in Little 
Horton area that aimed to make the church open and accessible for different religions and cultures. 
Inspired by the book with the same name, the ‘three cups of tea’ philosophy was to make bridges and 
social connections though having tea and sharing stories: ‘the first time you share a cup of tea, you 
are an acquaintance. The second time you take tea, you are a friend and the third time you share a 
cup of tea, you become family and we do anything for our families’ (described by the programme’s 
organiser).  
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and visual permeability of the terraced houses, something Burell (2016) interprets as 

‘architectural affordances’ allowed to develop a sense of openness and intimacy by being in 

a shared, but at the same time semi-private space of outside home, in which mundane 

intercultural socialities were practiced.  

A few participants spoke of their intercultural experiences while staying outside or transiting 

through retail and other public buildings. The entrance of Kirkgate shopping centre in the 

city centre streets was particularly interesting. As explained in the previous chapter, this 

place was the behaviour setting for a diverse range of stationary and transitory activities. 

This particular threshold had multiple micro-spaces as points of intercultural contact: the 

kiosk, the smoking corner and the escalator. An adult man from mixed (British-Indian) 

background who had a vending business on a trolley outside the shopping centre selling 

incense sticks and hand-made accessories talked about his recurring interactions with 

customers and the people passing by, who were from diverse ethnocultural backgrounds. I 

often observed him standing with his trolley, having chats with others who were going in 

and out of the shopping centre or passing by. Occupying this strategic position appear to 

increase the possibility of his encountering potential customers and passers by, who might 

pause or slow down at the threshold, presenting an opportunity for engaging in conversation. 

The space outside fast food shops was also of particular value for some participants, though 

the memories of encounters there were different comparing city centre and neighbourhood 

locations. For Fozia, an adult British Pakistani woman, the ‘Palestinian shop’ was a place 

where she experienced intercultural contact: ‘He [the owner] plays Arabic music and it’s 

very nice and it gives you a bit of a cultural feel.’ Ali, an older adult Lebanese man, who ran 

a Mediterranean food shop, talked about his interactions with the regulars, mostly elderly 

white British customers, stopping by his shop. Both of these places had a wide-open 

entrance connecting the inside and outside of the shop. During my visits to these spaces, I 

observed how the rhythms of everyday exchanges between inside and outside happened 

through the permeable fronts of the shops. However, the spaces outside fast food shops and 

sometimes sweet shops in Manningham and Horton neighbourhood were also described as 

spaces where late gatherings and littering were considered a nuisance. Like the spaces 

outside the converted religious buildings, participants did not recall precise memories of 

negative intercultural encounters, but their narrations implied some forms of cultural 

stereotyping intersection of age, gender and ethnicity: ‘male’, ‘young’ and ‘South Asian’. I 

return to this topic in section 7.4.2.  
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7.2.5 Encounters in activity (play) spaces 

Playgrounds and spaces used for collective play and sports activities were recalled as spaces 

for both positive and negative encounters. During my observations of the case study 

playgrounds, I noticed mixing and mingling between parents during activities like pushing 

the swings, queuing with children, sitting on benches and standing while watching the 

children. As I mentioned in chapter 3, the intercultural experiences of children in public 

spaces weren’t the focus of this research. However, studying the associated activities and 

social dynamics surrounding the play activities highlighted the significance of these spaces 

for spontaneous intercultural interactions among children’s parents and caregivers. 

Marshfield Playground was, for a Bangladeshi Muslim mum, a space where she developed 

some social ties and friendships with the ‘Pakistani ladies’. Her vivid memory of a friendly 

acquaintance with a ‘Somali mum’ was particularly interesting considering that being in the 

playground while children were playing provided an opportunity for an extended 

intercultural conversation:  

‘I think she was from Somali she brings her daughter down there [Marshfield Park], and her 

daughter attends the nursery that my son attends. They were friends before. We never got to 

meet each other before. Whenever we saw each other we used to say hi and bye […]. It was 

nice to find out about how long has she been living in Bradford for and where she was 

coming from it was like knowing about that person because you always see people walking 

and you always want to know where they come from kind of thing who is quite nice to know 

about her. She was a Muslim and she is been here and she was trying to spend time with her 

children when she's not working and she makes the effort after work and comes with her 

children to the park. I thought it was quite nice knowing about that.’ 

The playground was a space where parents had opportunities to transform their incidental 

routinized encounters with each other; these interactions mostly occurred outside the school 

or nursery, becoming more meaningful. Parents’ choreographed spatial behaviours were 

associated with supervising children, where moving and pausing around the play equipment, 

waiting to take turn and sitting on the benches, produced the possibility for encounters.  

A couple of adult male interviewees spoke of their intercultural experiences through playing 

football. This became significant when two of them who were migrants in Bradford pointed 

to an open green field on Horton Road which they used for different purposes including 

group sports activities, predominantly during summer. The terraced houses surrounding the 

field were occupied by families who were mostly from South Asian and recent eastern 
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European backgrounds, as well as university students and some refugees and asylum seekers 

from different nationalities. Nima, an Iranian refugee, mentioned his convivial experiences 

of playing football in this green space with a group of other young men from a diverse range 

of backgrounds. He expressed the value of the play and said that the social connections 

developed through this activity influenced his social confidence and sense of well-being: 

‘That place is my favourite because it’s free. I could never play football in Iran for free 

everywhere […] I can't emphasise more on how this place, how being in this place made me 

from an isolated person to a sociable person.’ These practices of collective play in 

neighbourhood green spaces and parks ‘offer opportunities for intercultural engagement on 

the basis of informal and loosely organised mutual interests’ (Clayton, 2009, p. 489) and 

promote migrants’ ‘psychological adaptation’ (Stodolska, Peters, & Horolets, 2017) by 

helping to develop new forms of attachment and to improve social and emotional well-

being. The examples showed that affordances of intercultural interactions in play spaces 

were different depending on the types and settings of play and of the people who were more 

likely to occupy and use play spaces. Later, in section 7.3, I elaborate on participants’ 

understandings of the significance of intercultural interactions.  

7.2.6 Sensory qualities of spaces of encounter 

Some of the participants’ recollections of intercultural interactions implied the influence of 

the psychological effect of sensory experiences that might have directly or indirectly 

supported intercultural interactions. Previously, in discussing the socio-spatial patterns of 

encounters, I pointed to the accounts of encounters during passive and active interactions 

with water. Here, I discuss interviewees’ insights on its sensory effects. A female 

interviewee connected the embodied experiences of water and flow to biological reactions 

and sense of pleasure: ‘human beings like things that move because we are mammals 

because mammals do animated things very well our eyes and ears are geared to listen to 

sounds to see things moving so I think those things tuning to really basic parts of ourselves 

and that part [the mirror pool] is set up really well for that. It moves, and water attracts 

people and water has a fascination for lots of us’ (Suzanne, adult white British woman). 

Another interviewee referred to the effect of the bodily connection to water, mentioning 

getting ‘a sprinkle of water’, saying that walking and seating on the timber decks around the 

pool generated a restorative feeling. For Humaira, a young British Pakistani woman, it 

represented an imagined recreational water-front: ‘[It] gives you the feel as if you are in a 

beach like I'm on holiday like a seaside resort it takes your mind away from everything.’  
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Another participant spoke of the role of sensory experience and memory in situations of 

intercultural interactions. She spoke of a friendly conversation that had been initiated by 

remembering through the sense of touch and the smell of a familiar plant: ‘There was this 

group of Muslim ladies they stopped walking passed the garden, and they were all feeling 

the Rhubarb plant […], and we started having this conversation, and they had childhood 

memories of their mums and grandmas using rhubarb’ (Cathy an elderly white British 

woman).  

The microclimatic factors such as sunlight and thermal comfort were other responses to the 

sensory conditions of interactions. Many participants pointed to warmer weather in 

explaining their choice of outdoor social activities and an increase in the convivial ambience 

of urban spaces. The phrases, ‘if it is sunny’, ‘when the weather is warmer’ were repeatedly 

included in participants’ narratives. For example, Sanjay, a Sri Lankan elderly man, 

indicated that the weather was an influence on well-being and tendencies to interact: ‘When 

it is sunny generally people are slightly in a better mood but if rainy like today everybody's 

running away!’  

The sensory experiences of touch, movement and smell awakened a range of meanings 

positively associated with people’s desires and openness to interaction. The emotive and 

symbolic qualities of pleasure, comfort and familiarity that manifest in bodily exposure to 

different textures and objects within the outdoor environment like water, wood and plants, 

acted as catalysts, whether deliberate or not, in shaping perceptions of a convivial 

atmosphere and influencing the tone of encounters.  

7.3 Significance of intercultural experiences  

In the previous section, I discussed the socio-spatial patterns of intercultural encounters by 

emphasising the spatial and material qualities of encounters. I also pointed to some of the 

participants’ perceptions and feelings about their intercultural experiences in relation to their 

perceptions of people and places. Here, I focus on the social and emotional significance of 

these experiences relating to positive aspects of their perceptions of self and others, and the 

perceived values of intercultural encounters as a practice of togetherness and in relation to 

destabilizing stereotyping and celebrating diversity. 

7.3.1 Exploring commonalities and liminal identities 

A number of participants emphasised the value of finding similarities across ethnic and 

cultural differences arising from intercultural experiences in outdoor environments. Some 
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spoke of how perceiving commonalities through being in the same space, doing similar 

activities, and observing different ethnicities helped them in exploring ways of encountering 

others: ‘It is like a common ground when doing something similar. So, when my kids are in 

the park [Lister Park], I am talking to people’ (Irfan, British Pakistani father). In other 

words, commonalities had a two-fold meaning: as motivations to initiating interaction and as 

perceived values of interacting with different others. This narrative was common when 

participants were talking about their interactions in spaces in which there were opportunities 

for extended observations and interactions in the lingering spaces of City Park, Lister Park 

and playgrounds. 

On the significance of commonalities, a few participants indicated that sometimes situations 

of conviviality were experienced through the shared aspects of identities. Suzanne, who was 

a regular runner in Lister Park and Horton Park, explained about the intercultural 

interactions in group runs, saying that through the act of running and etablishing herself as a 

‘runner’, she found an area of commonality between other ‘runners’:‘No matter what 

diversity you are from you are a runner and everybody's identity is a runner you can be fast 

or slow you can be large or small you can be round or slim it doesn't matter you are just a 

runner and it doesn't matter where you come from and that is one of the few times when this 

happens. There is an equality across all of us; I am sure it happens in all sports because 

when you are doing sport, it is about the sport that you are doing it is all about that.’ 

This was an example of a situation in which the sense of collective action for a period 

contributed to the formation (emergence) of liminal identities. Another important indication 

of this experience was the egalitarian sense of the temporary identities that weren’t 

demarcated, those elements which might otherwise have reinforced difference, such as race, 

gender, class and ethnicity.  

In another instance, the shared element was not shaped by activities but was inherent in the 

individual identities of the people interacting. Here is an interviewee’s interpretation of a 

convivial interaction, a conversation between two mothers (white British and South Asian) 

while sitting on a park bench, was formed by a mutural understanding of the experiences of 

being a parent: ‘It was very nice kind of meeting of people chatting and sharing and really 

didn't matter what background we were from it was just two mums meeting.’  

Situations discussed here, exemplify the concept of ‘elective practices’ and ‘elective 

spaces’(Neal et al., 2015) – which is about sharing an activity, space and sense of attachment 

and pleasure that foster a sense of connectedness, and occassionally conviviality, between 

ethnoculturally different people. 
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7.3.2 Emergent and sustained belonging and attachments 

When I asked about culturally diverse encounters, many participants, particularly those from 

long-established communities, expressed their appreciation and sense of pride in living in a 

multicultural city with a long history of migration: ‘I value the cosmopolitan that is set up in 

the city. I value people from all different backgrounds I believe in the melting pot’ (Iyaad). 

City Park was a space which several participants valued as a place for encountering 

diversity: ‘I think that's perfect I actually love it. It’s such a melting pot with so many 

different people it makes me proud actually to see Bradford like that because it's so 

important to have people within the heart of the city because that is what a city is being 

together’ (John, young adult, white British). Many participants from different ages, genders 

and ethnicities expressed a strong sense of affection for City Park as a space of togetherness; 

regardless of having had direct experience of intercultural interactions there, participants 

appreciated spaces that cultivated a cosmopolitan quality. 

Newcomers to Bradford often welcomed the culturally diverse character of the city and 

talked about how this helped them feel settled. Donald, a white British professional man, 

explained that the familiarity of experience of living in another diverse context was an 

advantage for him, and helped him ‘to feel at home’ living in Bradford: ‘I love it! I am from 

Wolverhampton, which is a very much a cultural city. I think settling in Bradford was so 

easy for me. Going out in a multicultural city that what makes you comfortable.’ Jameela, a 

Syrian refugee, expressed that being accommodated in a multi-ethnic neighbourhood: she 

interpreted it a ‘mosaic combination of nationalities’ which helped her to feel familiar and 

develop a sense of belonging. ‘You don't feel a stranger among them. You feel you are the 

same. You are one of the people who are living here maybe since they were born or more 

than 20 years.’ She particularly compared this positively with the experiences of other 

asylum seekers she knew, who were housed in areas that were less diverse, where residents 

had anxieties about being excluded or harassed.  

For Nima, a young male Iranian refugee and a newly arrived migrant, it was mundane 

intercultural contacts, such as smiling on streets or holding the door in public buildings 

(thresholds), that helped him form a sense of attachment and mental well-being in this new 

environment. He felt welcomed and respected: ‘People look at you with smile this gives me 

happiness from the bottom of my heart. Walking in the street is very different for me 

compared to Iran, because not even once a person pointed a finger at me.’ Another 

participant spoke of the routine social behaviours such as smiling or having friendly small 

talks and interpreted them as signs of safety and comfort: ‘People used to do some good 
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things with my daughter to make her laugh. These things makes you feel good and secure 

and also at the same time pleasing’ (Aarif, Pakistani university student). 

7.3.3 Intentional modelling of what intercultural looks like 

7.3.3.1 Challenging discomfort and fostering positivity 

For some participants from a white British background, practising intercultural interactions 

in everyday public spaces was a socio-political approach to contesting the prejudices and 

fear of others, and to creating spaces of conviviality and dialogue. They shared a perspective 

on the value of the fleeting interactions that can have an impact on negative perceptions: ‘it's 

the very small things like saying good morning, but it can make a difference.’ Margo 

explained her intention of wearing a traditional Pakistani dress (Shalwar Kameez) to ‘dispel 

the stereotype.’ She said that despite negative attitudes towards her in the past, she aimed to 

challenge the perception of Muslim women. 

Another participant linked the encounters to their psychological effects and to mental well-

being, explaining that she purposefully pursued opportunities for momentary interactions 

while walking on streets or running in parks, to establish a sense of pleasure and ease.  She 

specifically referred to the impact of earlier riots on individuals’ tendency to avoid 

encounters, saying that she adopted this strategy to tackle the situation: ‘If you smile at 

someone, your body relaxes too, your body changes […]. At that point you can start to think 

that there might be a dialogue between people’.  

7.3.3.2 Intercultural skills: tuning language and behaviours 

For some participants, intercultural relations were considered an advantage for acquiring and 

practising cultural competency. Having familiarity with the common languages and ways of 

greeting was seen as a form of intercultural literacy that helped to initiate or to facilitate 

interactions. Fozia, a British Pakistani woman, explained her routine way of interacting with 

the Palestinian Falafel shop owner, saying ‘peace be upon you’ (as-salaam-u alaykum). 

Similarly Ali, a Lebanese elderly man, spoke of using language competency as a tactic for 

tailoring a safe and familiar space in which he could start a conversation when interacting 

with the ‘Pakistani’ individuals in City Park:  ‘I say as-salamu alaykum in order to be able 

to talk freely because they feel comfortable because they feel okay “he's Muslim”.’ 

Some participants indicated that for them cultural competency and tuning ways of 

interacting with different others were tolerance mechanisms, part of practising civility. 

Iyaad, a Muslim Bradfordian man from an Indian background, described adjusting language 
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understandings when interacting with non-English speaking groups: ‘when you speak with 

the people from Afro-Caribbean descent maybe they use part of their patois language and 

over the years I've picked up what it means when we are speaking English. Also, when you 

speak with an Asian person that is the same way that they speak in a slightly different as 

well so soon you realise what they are trying to say, and you can communicate with them.’ 

7.4 Perceptions of challenges and barriers to intercultural 

encounters  

In this section, I discuss the themes related to issues raised by participants that were 

perceived to create discomfort, exclusion and tension among individuals, and sometimes 

more broadly within ethnically defined communities. Participants’ articulations weren’t 

directly based on personal and negative intercultural contacts, but more around how others’ 

behaviours and preferences in public spaces impacted on their sense of marginalisation and 

lack of safety, or were perceived barriers for interaction. Intersections of age and gender 

with ethnicity and particularities of places were important aspects of these perceptions. 

7.4.1 Contested territories: provisional inclusion and exclusion shaping or 
reinforcing stereotyping 

Some of the references to experiences of discomfort in spaces of encounter were related to 

territorial behaviours and a temporary sense of exclusion. This was mainly significant in 

public spaces in areas demarcated by specific ethnic groups, Manningham and Horton. In the 

case of negative experiences in play spaces, although participants recollected convivial 

memories, some highlighted experiencing tensions in challenging the right to use the 

playgrounds, particularly when there were limited spaces available for different users to 

occupy the space. Some participants pointed to issues between the older children playing 

ball, saying that as parents of smaller children they were concerned about conflict and the 

inappropriate use of the playground: ‘So [I] have to get the confidence to go up to them 

[saying] this is the children playground and you shouldn't have to play the ball here and 

then there would say “what do you mean?! We can do whatever we want here!”’ (Khatun a 

Bangladeshi mum). The territorial behaviour of the older children and teenage groups, who 

were usually from a Pakistani background, provoked some negative perceptions of the 

Pakistani youth groups.  

The limitation in the availability of spaces to occupy wasn’t the only reason for territorial 

behaviours. A couple of participants pointed to inter-ethnic tensions between the younger 

‘eastern European and the South Asian males’ in Lister Park. Irfan said that the locality of 
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Lister Park ‘in the heart of Manningham and Heaton, which is 80% South Asian’ impacted 

on power relations and on claiming a sense of ownership over the park. During on-site 

interviews, a Polish adult man described the hostile behaviour towards him in Lister Park 

when he was drinking and walking in the company of other eastern European woman, 

especially during the afternoon when there were fewer diverse groups in the park. He 

particularly mentioned that these encounters were the reason why he sometimes used ‘Peel 

Park’ (further away from the central locations of Pakistani neighbourhoods) where he felt 

less different from other users since there were more ‘white people’ there. 

For some of the female participants, the inner city streets were sometimes spaces in which 

senses of gender identity were heightened. The visibility of Islamic culture and young men, 

mostly in groups, echoed a paternalistic feel for some women, particularly those with 

westernised appearances (previously pointed out in sections 7.2.1). So they had to develop 

different ways to negotiate their sense of identity in these contexts. Cathy, an older adult 

white British woman said that living in Horton neighbourhood required her to dress 

‘modestly’ as a tactic to avoid being judged as pretentious, as a way of not attracting 

unwelcome attention, adapting to the values of the shared culture and expectations of how 

women should be seen in public spaces (pointing to more coverage of the body): ‘I have 

become much more aware of what I wear […] if I was wearing a skirt a little bit shorter I 

would feel a little bit more conscious of that living where I live and walking on the street.’ 

Similar feelings were expressed by young female interviewees with Pakistani origin whom I 

talked with in Horton Park. However, they used different tactics in negotiating space and 

their gender identity. ‘We prefer Leeds because there nobody will recognise us’ (Fieldnotes, 

August 2015). Spending time outside Bradford and preferring a level of anonymity in 

another urban context seemed appropriate strategies for these participants, ways for them to 

retain their autonomy and retreat from the socio-cultural expectations and ‘eyes on streets’ 

within their own neighbourhood’s spaces and community. Powell and Rishbeth (2012) talk 

about similar observations of how first generation migrants negotiate their identities, levels 

of familiarity and belongings in multiple urban localities.   
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7.4.2 Hanging out habits, nuisance and perceptions of (un)accepted behaviour 

In some situations, intolerance towards different others were linked to differentiated 

understandings of ways of using public spaces, ways which were perceived as unacceptable 

or anti-social. Some participants associated the habit of spending time in local informal 

public spaces with certain groups. For example, a few participants pointed to driving habits 

and car racing in local streets, and problems with noise pollution. For some of the female 

participants these situations created a sense of discomfort and lack of safety: ‘Bradford has 

its own driving cultures and you find that they have their own rules and anywhere you can 

park you park and you get big Asian groups gathering in and out of their cars which can get 

threatening in its own way. Around takeaways [on] streets more around the neighbourhoods 

where the houses are’ (Leila, female adult and British Indian). Cathy, a white British elderly 

woman living in Horton neighbourhood associated the driving and car use with littering 

behaviour that was particularly prominent around the local fast food takeaways. In areas 

which had a higher population of communities from South Asian background, the presence 

of groups of men within these areas seemed to trigger the perception of ‘Asian men’, 

sometimes young Asian men, engaging in behaviours such as littering while driving or 

having takeaway food.  

Other participants described situations in which the way that eastern European communities 

used outdoor spaces exacerbated inter-ethnic tensions. Irfan, a Pakistani youth worker, 

described the lack of tolerance among white British and European communities towards the 

particular ‘street culture’ of some eastern European families. He pointed out that the practice 

of using streets as locations for socialising was not part of accepted outdoor behaviour in a 

residential neighbourhood. Similarly, Margo, an elderly white British woman indicated that 

‘playing loud music and drinking alcohol’ among the eastern European migrants housed in 

some areas dominated by South Asian communities generated ‘barriers’ to positive cross-

cultural encounters. I return to this discussion in section 7.5 on management and regulations 

of behaviours in public spaces. 

7.4.3 Cultural lifestyles and leisure activities 

Some participants indicated that the differences between preferences and the temporalities of 

leisure activities among different ethnocultural groups were contributing factors in creating 

opportunities for intercultural encounters. Irfan indicated that the rhythms of everyday 

activities of South Asian and white British- European families have fewer overlaps, so there 

was less opportunity for intercultural interaction without simultaneous presence in spaces. 

Soraya, a young woman from a Pakistani background, connected this with preferences for 
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activities and places for leisure and recreational purposes, suggesting that the South Asian 

communities typically had greater interest in what she called a ‘practical’ way of using open 

and public spaces: ‘a lot of [South Asian] people go and use the playground in Horton Park, 

accessing some that is very practical. They think in very practical terms, they go to park they 

go to use the slides and use the swings. They are not going to have some peace and 

relaxation […] or looking at the architecture of Cartwright Hall [in Lister Park]’. 

7.5 Residents’ experiences of management decisions in shaping 

intercultural encounters  

7.5.1 Loose-tight regulations on access and use 

The regulation of activities, uses and behaviour in public spaces impacted on experience in 

both ways. The practice of order and control in the civic spaces of the city centre was 

different to that in the streets and parks in neighbourhoods. Bradford City Council adopted a 

loose regulatory approach to include a greater diversity of use and activity and inclusiveness 

in the right to use City Park. Many participants referred to City Park as accessible and 

affordable. Soraya highlighted it as valuable in relation to the economic status of inner city 

residents in Bradford: ‘I think Bradford is a place that is not economically wealthy, so 

people don't have a lot of money. but it [City Park] is a place that is accessible to everybody 

regardless of money or wealth or background so when you go to City Park you actually see 

people from diverse backgrounds access it the same. It is accessible and I think that is 

promising.’  

Compared to streets there were less strict codes for alcohol consumption, large 

congregations of young people (compared to those taking place in local streets, where it is 

more limited) and playing in the water. Still, some activities were not permitted in City Park 

under the byelaws applying to pleasure grounds, public walks and open spaces (BMDC, 

2000). Skateboarding was not allowed in the City Park and the management team have 

adopted certain measures for controlling these types of activities in this place such as 

introducing permitted skateboarding spots in the city. The approach towards enforcement of 

the by-laws was less authoritarian except for crime, conflicts and possible harm: ‘We expect 

people to act responsible and respect each other in this place’, said one of City Park’s staff 

in an in-situ interview.  

Users’ responses were relatively ambivalent regarding the permitted alcohol consumption. 

Some participants indicated that they tolerated alcohol drinking unless it was problematic. 
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Irfan associated it to the presence of ‘people with lower social status’ as the main users of 

City Park. In the case of Oastler Square, many participants spoke of their lack of interest in 

using this space due to the presence of drinking groups, and they sometimes associated their 

activities to drug-use as well. This led the management team to remove the benches in the 

middle of the square to deter the groups of drinkers. This is evidence of different decisions 

being taken in the management of activities in different city centre spaces.  

A couple of participants mentioned the constant strolling of wardens and sometimes PCSOs9 

in City Park, particularly on busy days, as a contributing to a sense of safety. One participant 

also pointed to informal practices of self-policing the space: ‘There was one time when I was 

a bit wary cause I watched a man sitting on a bench here [pointing at the picture of City 

Park] he was on his own and he was taking photographs of little children in the water. I 

think especially because it might be presumptions he was an older man he was scruffily 

dressed he was being quite surreptitious […] so I made sure that he would be aware that I 

was staring at him and he stopped, and he then went away. I thought if he would carry on I 

would probably go and talk to one of the wardens.’ (Cathy) 

Permission for street trading in City Park and city centre streets was differentiated. Neither 

peddlers nor vendors with a permitted licence were allowed in City Park, a rule that was 

particularly enforced. John, a busker, explained that the exclusion from playing in City Park 

was related to the perception at management level that busking is a way of asking for money 

on streets and therefore it is not permitted in the City Park, while it should have represented 

a cultural activity, particularly in ‘British culture’. When I asked about this regulation from 

the vendor who usually worked outside of the Kirkgate shopping centre, he argued that the 

management practices in the City Park was rather exclusive because they didn’t allow 

peddlers to access the space. Although there were loose management practices at play in 

making City Park more inclusive, the regulations limited the activity of informal trading in 

this space. 

Comparing the regulatory approaches in neighbourhood streets, the lower threshold of the 

governing bodies, as well as residents in terms of tolerating activities such as lingering 

outdoor in residential streets, led to greater enforcement by the police, City Council and 

                                                      

9 Police Community Support Officer  
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community groups, focusing more on nuisance rather than harm. A youth worker 

interviewed pointed to the challenges of managing conflicts and perceptions of anti-social 

behaviours and youth groups in ethnically-diverse neighbourhoods: ‘for police, if they 

receive a complaint they need to go and talk about it and try to move them [young users] on 

because for the police if there are more than four or five young people around the corner 

they consider it as an anti-social behaviour.’  

7.5.2 Maintenance 

Some participants pointed to the importance of cleanliness and upkeep of the public spaces. 

Their narratives indicated that the priority in the level of maintenance was higher in City 

Park, city centre Streets and Lister Park when compared to smaller playgrounds, Horton 

Park and the local streets. Khatun, a Bangladeshi woman, mentioned cleanliness in relation 

to her interpretation of the extent of safety, saying that seeing the overflowing bins and 

rubbish in Marshfield Park gave her ‘an impression of not a safe place to go’. Cathy, a white 

British woman, spoke of the maintenance of vegetation in Horton Park and Lister Park, 

mentioning that the removal of flower beds in Horton Park (after budget cuts) implied lack 

of care for the place leading to improper use or not using the park: ‘that's the place where 

people find it difficult and that's the place where you find drinkers congregating and as you 

can see the graffiti’s there.’ 

7.5.3 Temporary use: organised activities and events 

Participants’ recollection of intercultural experiences during events and festivals mostly 

related to City Park as an event space. However, a few of them pointed to the Park and City 

Runs and charity events in the park as organised activities. My key query was to explore 

how these practices impacted on participants’ positive or negative interactions. Some 

participants highlighted the importance of festivals and public events as situations that 

‘bring people together’. Others mentioned the ‘image’ of spaces and how they were 

remembered: for example events such as Bradford festival, the opening event of City Park 

(The Bollywood Carmen), and Bradford film festival were the types of events that 

contributed to the way that the space was branded and celebrated as part of the identity of 

the city and its cultural heritage. Other organised activities such as ‘refugees welcome’, 

‘hope not hate’ and ‘all lives matter’ were specifically designed to emphasise the values of 

inclusion and equality. There were particular events like the celebration of important 

religious dates in public spaces, for example the end of Ramadan event and public prayer 

arranged in Lister Park that was tailored to the needs of specific communities.  
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However, participants did not particularly speak of a specific memory of intercultural 

exchange while attending these events. Instead they appreciated the essence of togetherness 

and collective participation on these occasions. Some participants commented on the 

implication of these events and festivals for integration and cohesion, saying that they have 

short-lived impact and a lack of interaction although a diverse range of community members 

attended them: ‘it is only for half an hour one hour and then [people] disperse again. So 

there is no interaction with other users they come within their own units, family units, watch 

the performance and go out so in terms of sociability there is no interaction but only within 

their own peer groups they may come with their own friends and families from the outside 

they come and use this space and then go back.’ Similarly, some interviewees commented 

on the organised Park runs, saying that they are mostly attended by white British runners and 

their temporary presence in the park seemed not to have a long term impact: ‘after we finish 

our run and leave the park, it is like that we were never there!’ (Suzanne, adult white British 

woman) 

On a normal day in City Park, the ‘Big Screen’ didn’t seem to have a significant influence 

on encounters, mostly screening news and advertisements, and was sometimes perceived as 

a nuisance. For some it felt ‘annoying because there is so much going on in that area, you 

can never really tell what has been said on that screen.’ However, if it was showing specific 

programmes like Disney animations, targeting families with small children, then the 

demographics of this sitting space completely changed. When Olympic Games were 

screened, the seating spaces were filled with male and female viewers from diverse age 

groups and backgrounds: ‘it was very good and very practical unless they have more days 

that [are] designed for general public, not only for a bracket of people’ (Ali, Lebanese 

elderly man). Watching the screen, sharing momentary laughs and commenting on the 

content of the show contributed to a convivial sense of togetherness and mixing.  
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7.6 Summary  
This chapter unravels the everyday lived experience of intercultural encounters in urban 

public open spaces of central Bradford by framing the investigation in terms of Lefebvre’s 

(1991) conceptualisation of the socio-spatial dialectics. Data suggests five kinds of socio-

spatial situations in which intercultural encounters were more likely to be experienced. In 

these situations, there were more possibilities for suspension of the common norms of 

indifference to diversity or the uneventful ‘cooperative motility’ (Goffman, 1963) within 

shared spaces; and people seemed to engage more in interacting with ethnoculturally 

different others. However, there was a level of unevenness in terms of the frequency and 

tone of encounters in different settings. Encounters were mostly fleeting and spontaneous 

(though occasionally extended and sustained), mediated, shaped by or performed through 

‘microgeographies’ (Stevens 2007) and materiality of spaces of encounter. The frequency of 

these encounters seemed to be greater when these spaces were inhabited and used by a 

diverse range of people at different times. The methodological approach adopted for this 

research was limited in its capacity to establish causal patterns in the diversity of use and the 

level of intercultural interactions.  

Passing-by encounters were mostly along routine paths and through routinized and fleeting 

interactions with categorically-known and familiar strangers in ethnically-diverse 

neighbourhoods. Recreational walking and running on paths and loops in parks and green 

spaces appeared more likely to be conducive to convivial fleeting encounters with unfamiliar 

others. Boundaries of lingering that afforded stationary activities, being at rest and having 

vantage points over people and activities offered more opportunities for watching everyday 

multiculture and convivial interactions. Points of momentary recess used for pausing and 

stationary activities were micro-spaces of encounter. It seemed that these encounters were 

also more common among familiar strangers. The presence of children (open persons) and 

stimulating objects or activities were important in opening situations for interaction among 

unfamiliar strangers. The overlapping of paths and activities, the multiplicity of directions of 

movement and being able to take a short break between necessary activities contributed to 

shaping situations of encounter. Encounters seemed more likely when nodes were in 

between daily and busy paths or near boundaries of lingering and people-watching with a 

high density of diversity.  

Encounters at thresholds like school gates, the community centre entrance, outside the 

shopping centre, outside home, were also spaces for intercultural encounters. The porous 

edge of terraced houses, the busy entrances of shopping centres and the takeaway counter 

shaped possibilities for proximity and transgression.  
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Thresholds can be points of convergence where different paths intersect, and where people 

move between inside and outside. They can be lingering boundaries, providing opportunities 

to sit on the steps or a bench, or linger on the corner; or where activities such as vending or 

advertising encourage people to pause and slow down.  

The research findings show that collective and children play spaces offer opportunities for 

informal intercultural interactions. Activities associated with children play seem more 

conducive for intercultural encounters between parents who may not find other opportunities 

to engage in conversational encounters at the school gates, while collective sports seem to 

support loose social ties among younger people.  

The findings suggest that on many occasions, similar spaces of encounter were the settings 

of everyday conviviality as well as ethnic exclusion, avoidance and boundary making. There 

were exceptions, with some spaces more associated with convivial memories, for example 

civic spaces, parks and playgrounds, mostly while people were seated. Some spaces were 

more frequently associated with conflicting encounters, spaces of passing by and 

‘passengering’ (Wilson, 2011) or having momentary recess. The functionality, spatial and 

material qualities of public spaces were important in terms of what people do and how do 

they feel, and have implications for interacting with diversity. Parks such as Lister Park and 

civic spaces in the city centre were mostly positively articulated, but it is important to look 

closely at the micro-spatialities of these spaces. Play spaces, lingering spaces such as 

benches around the playground or near the fountains, routine jogging or running paths all 

had different intercultural affordances. Potential spaces of encounter were conditioned by 

when and how and by whom spaces were used. Negative experiences of intercultural 

encounters on streets were highly gendered, more frequently mentioned by female 

participants, while experiences that were explicitly associated with race and ethnic 

differences were more often mentioned by male participants.  

It was not the intention of this study to explore the possibilities of ‘scaling up’ from 

convivial or conflictual encounters to the societal level (Matejskova & Leitner, 2011; 

Valentine, 2008). However, the results show that people value having convivial encounters 

with ethnoculturally different others in public spaces. The perceived value of intercultural 

encounters in public open spaces, irrespective of their tone, quality and continuity, had 

different implications in relation to commonalities of identities and interests, perceptions of 

diversity, fostering positivity and developing attachment to people and places and 

‘dispelling’ stereotypes through low-key and mundane convivialities. The findings suggest 

that power relations and the territorialisation of neighbourhood spaces or parks inform how 
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people negotiate their presence, gender identities and belongings. A lack of overlap in 

preferences and temporal patterns of recreational activities between different ethnic groups 

might reduce possibilities for encounters.  

Loose or tight management of activities, levels of supervision and regulation and 

maintenance were important to the perception of a space as an affordable, accessible, 

sociable or pleasurable environment. Management approaches and the level of tolerance in 

regulating behaviours and activities in the city centre spaces, specifically in the City Park, 

seemed to impact on diversity of presence and publicness, and might obliquely impact on 

people tendency to interact with others or avoid them. I take the study a step further in the 

next chapter (Chapter 8) to look at approaches in planning, design and management of 

public spaces by focusing on the city centre spaces, discussing how participatory methods 

can help our understanding of the diversity and intercultural possibilities of public spaces. In 

chapter 9, I return to these findings and discuss them in relation to the diversity of use and 

experiences in public spaces discussed in the previous chapter.   
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8 A Responsive Participatory Exercise in Bradford City 

Centre 

8.1 Introduction  

This chapter includes the result of the final stage of data collection, the Responsive 

Participatory Exercises (RPE) that were conducted in two parts: first in-situ public 

engagement sessions and then one workshop with professionals involved in urban planning 

and design decision making and community engagement. By undertaking these methods, I 

aimed to address the fourth research objective which was: 

To examine the extent that ethnographic understandings of everyday activities and social 

behaviours in urban public open spaces can inform urban design and planning policy and 

practice. 

• In what ways can the engagement of the local practice with the research 

findings (sharing the findings and discussing the interpretations) imply the 

priorities of design and management? 

In Chapter 6, through the mapping analysis, I demonstrated that Oastler Square was one of 

the case studies in the city centre cluster with less intensity and frequency of stationary and 

social activities and that some participants stated their lack of interest in using the space as a 

social node. During the period of fieldwork, I realised that Bradford City Council intended 

to renovate the Market and improve the public realm around it. The overlap of my research 

with this project presented an opportunity to initiate a public participatory exercise to 

collaborate with users, business owners and practitioners for discussing the social potentials 

of this space in relation to the market and the city centre. As I discussed in Chapter 5, 

improving the city centre public realm was a key priority in recent development plans 

including Bradford City Plan (BMDC, 2015a) and City Centre Area Action Plan (BMDC, 

2015c). Analysis of these documents in relation to diversity and encounter, indicated that 

there were few mentions of social (intercultural) dimensions in these plans. Conducting the 

workshop created an opportunity to discuss this further with those involved in planning and 

decisions making and to have a better understanding of the priorities (in relation to 

ethnocultural diversity and the social dimensions), potentials and challenges that inform 

their decisions in shaping city centre spaces. 
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The scope of the collected data at this stage was intentionally focused on a smaller 

geographic scale. My purpose was to explore the potentials of the impact of this research at 

practical level and to test the effectiveness of the participatory methods both with public and 

urban planning and design practitioners. Findings also helped cross-examining the results 

from previous stages. The type of data collected at the first part, in-situ public engagement 

events, was responses to questionnaires (41 numbers), participants’ written comments 

(transferred into spread sheets corresponding with the questionnaires), images taken from 

the collages and models created at the event, and fieldwork notes. There were limitations in 

the explanatory value of the collected data, considering that the number of questionnaires 

wasn’t statistically representative of the population that used or commuted to the area. 

However, accessing this form of data was beneficial as it offered further information about 

the users’ experiences and preferences and the potentials and limitations of the participatory 

methods designed for this stage. At second part, stakeholders workshop, the session was 

recorded and the transcription of this session and the textual materials from the on-site 

sessions were analysed using NVivo software. I begin by, discussing the results from the in-

situ public engagement exercise held in Oastler Square. In the second part, I discuss the 

outcome of the workshop with the professionals focusing on Bradford city centre.  

8.2 The results and analysis of the in-situ sessions in Oastler 

Square 

This exercise was held in three consecutive days but, the results and level of engagement 

with the tasks were different on each day. The initial design for the activities was to invite 

the participants to express their feeling, experiences and ideas according to three tasks: 

1. Likes and dislike about the place  

2. Imagining a friendly or unfriendly place 

3. How the area can improve to be more sociable, enjoyable and inclusive? 

In the first day and the beginning of the second day, almost none of the participants engaged 

with the second task, while they engaged well with the activities asking them about the 

qualities of the space and suggesting improvements. Therefore, for the rest of the exercise, I 

emphasised on the place-based tasks and addressed the second task through informal 

conversations with participants. I provided a range of miniature cut out graphics of objects 

from benches, market stalls, street lights, trees, and plants to images showing activities such 

as sitting, walking, playing ball and playing music (Figure 8-1). Through using these visual 

elements participants could express themselves in different ways either in building models 
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or creating collages on the panoramic photos and the scaled maps. The subjects of their 

vignettes varied according to the tasks; some addressed very specific place-based problems 

or challenges and others linked the issues to the wider problems such as the challenges for 

vitality in the city centre.  

 
Figure 8-1- Example of visual elements used as prompts during the in-situ participatory exercises 

In the following section, I outline the results from the responses to the questionnaires 

regarding the purposes for using the space in relation to three dimensions of age, gender and 

ethnicity.  

8.2.1 Diversity and purposes of using the space 

Base on the responses, I categorized their purposes for using the places and the adjacent area 

in five categories: general shopping, eating out, passing by, socialising and hanging out, and 

running business or working. Majority of the participants across different ethnicities 

specified ‘shopping’ as their purpose for commuting and being in the square and this is 

predicted considering the Oastler Market located adjacent to the space. Activities in the 

square substantially correlated with the uses and activities inside the market and around the 

edges of the square. Most of the participants referred to the square and market together when 

expressing their thoughts and ideas. One of the significant differences in comparing the 

ethnic groups was the number of white British participants who pointed to socialising and 

eating as other purposes for using the space, while none of the participants in other ethnic 

categories referred to these types of activities (Figure 8-2). It is important to note that these 

numbers are not statistically representative of the population who commute to the space for 

different reasons, but they are relatively consistent with the result of mapping in Oastler 

Square which showed higher participation among users from white British background in 
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activities such as outdoor seating and socialising, particularly in the morning when the 

eateries on the edge of the market are open. Food-related activities are occasionally 

associated with shopping activities. Therefore, it is likely that the participants who reported 

shopping as their main purposes also use the space for other reasons such as eating out. 

Observations of the food-related activities inside the market demonstrated that people from 

South Asian and Eastern European backgrounds use the food court inside the market for 

takeaway and fast-food specialised cuisines.  

 
Figure 8-2- Comparison of participants’ responses regarding reasons for using the Oastler Square 

based on ethnicity 

Some of the participants pointed to specific retails as their main destinations and this was 

more common among female participants mentioning about specific household shops, 

charity shops and hair and beauty places as their main purposes for coming to the space. 

Comparing the responses in terms of gender shows that although there was nearly an equal 

distribution among male and female participants, the number of female participants using the 

space for shopping was higher than male participants. This was expected considering the 

common division of necessary activities in families. Instead, higher number of the male 

participants pointed socialising as their reason for being in the space (Figure 8-3). Based on 

the overlap of the gender and ethnicity comparisons and previous observations, one of the 

user groups who used the space for socialising and hanging out were white British men who 

often gathered in the square for drinking, lingering and socialising. 

 
 

Figure 8-3- Comparison of participants’ responses regarding reasons for using the Oastler Square 
based on gender 
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In terms of age differences, higher number of participants aged between 46 to 65 pointed to 

shopping as their purpose and this number was also higher when comparing shopping with 

other activities among this group (Figure 8-4). Social activities where only mentioned by 

participants aged between 46 to 65 and 19 to 25. While among people aged between 19 to 

25, references to social activities was higher than other activities reported among this age 

group.  

 
Figure 8-4- Comparison of participants’ responses regarding reasons for using the Oastler Square 

based on age 

Although the questionnaire didn’t contain questions about the temporality of activities, a few 

participants pointed to the frequency of their visits: ‘I come here every day just to get out’ 

(male, British, 46-65) and their temporal preferences: ‘spend a lot of time in [the] morning 

and afternoon’ (male, Muslim-British, 26-45). 

In the following section, I discuss the result of the first activity which was responding to the 

questions about positive and negative perceptions of the square.    
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8.2.2 Participants’ perception of the square 

Through engaging with this activity, participants interjected their own personal experiences, 

memories and random thoughts about the place. I used a word frequency cloud analysis to 

explore the weights given to different subjects mentioned as reasons for liking as well as my 

fieldnotes from the informal conversations that I had with the participants (Figure 8-5).  

 
Figure 8-5- Word cloud of participants’ 50 most frequent words on what they liked about 

the Oastler Square during the participatory in-situ exercises 

The ‘shops’ and the ‘market’ were frequently mentioned as reasons for a positive sense of 

place; where there are ‘friendly stalls and shop owners’, a ‘variety of ethnic foods’ and ‘nice 

eating places’. Some participants pointed to the social ties they developed with the owners 

of the cafés and eating places through repeated visits. ‘It’s my home, I like this place and I 

come here every day’ (male, British, 46-65, lives in Manningham). Some participants 

mentioned about their affiliations to specific places such as the ‘Bradford BCB radio’ 

located right at the corner of the market entrance facing the square. It seemed that 

participants’ sense of attachment didn’t explicitly link to the square itself and more related to 

market-related activities, surrounding uses and to the people.  

Only a few participants pointed to the spatial and material characteristics and qualities of the 

open space. Indeed, those comments implied different ways that people relate to the place 

and perceive its qualities. ‘look at this beautiful stone building, when the sun shines at the 

sandstones the building shines. It’s very beautiful, Leeds doesn’t have this, it is all brick 

there’ (Female, Polish, over 65). For another participant the historical meaning of the 

monument in the middle of the square was important who stated that ‘it’s part of Bradford’s 

history’ (male, British, 46-65). The sense of quietness and retreat from the busy city centre 

spaces were other references to the qualities of the square.  
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Another theme emerged from the analysis was ‘accessibility’ both in terms of proximity to 

other important destinations within the city centre such the shopping centres, City Park, 

Bradford College which makes the place ‘easy to get to’ and with regards to the diversity of 

the people who use the space. ‘This place works. All cafes, charity shops, [and the] shopping 

centre [are] just here’ (male, British, 46-65). A business owner who identified himself as a 

Bradfordian Pakistani mentioned that ‘all groups of people come here… everyone spend 

money here [such as] disables and old people’.  

While most of the positive comments were associated to the market instead of the square, 

the negative comments were mostly related to the Oastler Square and the surrounding public 

realm. The word frequency analysis indicated that ‘sense of safety’ was one of the main 

issues associated to the place (Figure 8-6).  

 
Figure 8-6- Word cloud of participants’ 50 most frequent words on what they didn’t like or dislike 

about the Oastler Square during the participatory in-situ exercises 

 ‘Feels quite unsafe when alone and big group congregate.’ (female, British, 26-45) 

‘Being attacked before in the city and harassed.’ (male, British, 18-25) 

‘I cover my valuable things whenever I come here, sometimes do not feel safe.’ 

(female, 46-65, white British) 

There were mentions about drug and alcohol related activities and the presence of police in 

the square as well as the number of parked cars on the street as reasons for feeling unsafe in 

the area. ‘Some people just park without using the market’ (male, Pakistani, 46-65). 
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Participants also mentioned about problems with prosperity of the shops and eateries and 

linked them to closure of big businesses in the city centre that were used to contribute to the 

vitality and viability of the market and the impact of new shopping centre which caused a 

decrease the footfall rate in the Oastler Square and the market. 

Participants’ comments on the issues and concerns about the square and the surrounding 

spaces were also reflected in their suggestions for improvement explained in the following 

section. 

8.2.3 Re-imagining the square: suggestions for improvements 

Through the third part of designed activities, the participants engaged more with the visual 

materials for creating their vignettes that represented their suggestions to change the space. 

Participants’ suggestions contained common desires for security and maintenance, place to 

socialise, a space in the middle of the square for shared and flexible use of space, 

suggestions for temporary use, options for children to play, flexible seating and benches, 

shelter, flowers and greenery. The word frequency analysis below shows the emphasis given 

to different subjects among all participants (Figure 8-7). 

 
Figure 8-7- Word cloud of participants’ 50 most frequent words on what they suggested for 

improving the Oastler Square during the participatory in-situ exercises 

Making the space more inclusive for different groups of ‘people’ was the most frequently 

mentioned suggestion. Making the space more accessible and usable for ‘young people’, 

‘older people’, ‘people with wheelchair’, and ‘little kids’ were mentioned by different 

participants. In terms of change of the physical environment customers frequently suggested 

more ‘flowers’, ‘benches’ and ‘shelter’ (Figure 8-8). Some participants mentioned of the 

atmosphere in the City Park as a prototype of a sociable place: ‘I would like activities like 
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City Park, safer crossings and flower beds. You sit next to people and talk, when you are in 

City Park kids play and adults talk’ (female, British Pakistani, 26-45). There were many 

references for creating opportunity for new activities in the square:  

‘Entertainment, dance, music as friendly like City Park.’ (male, 46-65, ethnicity not 
mentioned) 

‘Community centre for all diversity, library, and more retail shops.’ (male, British, 26-
45) 

‘Try a pop-up restaurant for a couple of days, social space, more temporary use to test, 
food markets beer and festival.’ (male, white British, 18-25) 

 
Figure 8-8- Examples of using the visual materials for during the participatory in-situ 

exercise 

 

Several participants particularly pointed to increase of control and policing the space to 

reduce the activities that were perceived as problematic:  

‘police to stop the drug users out permanently. People and shop keepers are 

frightened of their shouting swearing and fighting.’ (female, Black British, 26-45) 

‘preventing the off-license stores to sell alcohol.’ (female, Pakistani, 26-45) 

‘more police patrolling the area to stop people drinking alcohol in front of people 

who want to go shopping. It will influence people to stop to come to Bradford, which 

is a very good multicultural place.’ (female, British, over 65) 

And a few comments were suggestions were about the process for changing the space and 

possible consequences:  
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‘More vibrant shops and diversity without causing gentrification in the city.’ (female, 

British, 26-45) 

‘These Victorian buildings don’t need demolishing just need re-use’ (female, Polish, 

over 65) 

Overall, suggestions for change were mostly a combination of management, maintenance, 

and appropriating the space for accommodating diversity of activities and users. Although, 

there were some indications for change in the spatial arrangements of objects and furniture 

in the created vignettes, a few participants engaged in commenting and suggesting spatial 

qualities, which might be because of the design of the methods and available materials; or 

the setting of the event and constraints for spending more time engaging with the activities 

considering that participants were mostly in-between necessary activities. In the following 

section I reflect on the outcomes of this experience.  

8.2.4 Reflecting on the design and delivery of the sessions and participation 

The exercise provided useful information about how people used and experienced the square 

and the main issues that required intervention and change. It also offered some evidence in 

relation to other parts of the city centre. Considering that one of the purposes of this 

experience was to test the possibilities to inform decision making about the future of the 

Oastler Square, I shared the result of the participation with the Oastler market management 

team and discussed the possible approaches for public realm improvement and reflected on 

the result with a group of practitioners in a workshop discussed in the following section. In 

terms of practicing participatory methods, this experience resulted in some useful 

suggestions in terms of potentials and limitations of on-site public engagement methods in 

the context of ethnocultural diversity.  

The aim of the method was to conduct a low-key and informal way of engaging public in 

sharing their experiences and suggestions for creating a more convivial and inclusive space. 

It seemed that this way of practicing public engagement helped in approaching a wider range 

of participants mostly with regards to socio-economic levels, but also new comers and 

people with lower level of English competency (Main & Rojas, 2015). The informality of 

the set up and the simplicity of the tasks helped to include different age groups particularly 

when mothers and their children participated together and did the tasks based on their 

specific perceptions and interests. ‘By de-emphasising on the role of discussion’, 

participants were encouraged to use the available materials- if not extensively but at least as 
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a prompt- to convey their ideas and expectation about the square (Main & Rojas, 2015, p. 

311).  

Mediation and negotiation of the fieldworker was important aspects influencing the level of 

engagement. Clearly, the extent to which participants actively engaged with the tasks 

depended on the ability of the facilitators. Particularly when there were participants with low 

level or no English competency. For example, a family who were from Congo, could engage 

with the pictures and the objects to communicate their ideas of their favourite outdoor 

spaces, but they required the facilitator to actively assist them in tasks.  

Finally, engagement with the activities occasionally facilitated intercultural interactions. 

There were instances of conversation between the participants about perceptions and 

experiences of the Oastler Square, other city centre spaces and Bradford in general. Also, 

there were momentary encounter when participants were swapping the pens or the papers or 

looking at others’ collages. These transitory moments of contact over objects and 

materialities imply the ‘role of things in social relations’ and their capacities in mediating 

situations of encounter (Askins & Pain, 2011, p. 813). Moreover, considering that at the time 

of participation there is a shared interest and activity among the people who all use and have 

an interest in the same space. In this exercise, this condition created an opportunity for 

sharing concerns and ideas that in the case of Oastler Square were mostly similar among 

different user groups, for example regarding safety and vitality of the space.  

8.3 Engaging practitioners: Bradford city centre workshop 

The second part of the RPE was to engage local practitioners and decision-makers in 

discussing priorities of public space design and management focusing on Bradford city 

centre. My overall aim was to explore the possibilities to create a dialogue between research 

and practice about dynamics of ethnocultural diversity in planning, design and management 

of public open spaces. In the following sections, I discuss the result and analysis of the 

recorded materials from a workshop that was attended by 11 participants that were from a 

diverse areas of expertise: Bradford City Council planning and regeneration team, landscape 

architecture and urban design, youth service, city centre and market management team and a 

Labour Councillor (see Chapter 3 section 3.3.5.2 for a full list of participants).  

I begin by discussing the key themes that emerged from communicating the research 

findings with built-environment and community experts and then I reflect on the outcome of 
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the workshop, particularly with regards to challenges of discussing ethnocultural diversity in 

place-shaping practice particularly when economic growth is a high priority .  

8.3.1 Sharing the research findings and discussing the interpretations   

In the first part of the workshop, I shared the findings from the socio-spatial GIS mapping 

analysis regarding spatial distribution of activities in terms of age, gender and ethnicity and 

the emerging themes from the analysis of interviews in the city centre cluster: City Park, 

shopping streets and Oastler Square. I also communicated the findings from the in-situ drop-

in sessions discussed in previous section. Communicating the findings in this way first 

brought new insights in terms of insider knowledge of the priorities of urban and public 

realm regeneration approaches in Bradford City Centre. Second, offered opportunities to 

cross-examine some of initial findings and third, it helped in understanding the values, 

potentials and limitations of ethnographic research in informing planning and place-shaping 

practice in relations to ethnocultural diversity.  

8.3.1.1 The social, spatial and temporal dimensions of activities in city centre cluster  

Participants’ reflected on the findings based on their areas of expertise and scope of 

responsibilities, which brought new insights into the research. Some participants shared their 

accounts on the spatial and temporal patterns of activities during the discussion on the socio-

spatial mapping analysis. The City Centre Operation Manager pointed to inclusiveness and 

affordability as the main vision in the design and management of City Park:‘The fact that it 

is free of charge and maybe it is right that it attracts people from lower income and young 

families and that exactly what it is designed to do and on the flipped side we have big free 

events’. He also pointed to the temporalities of activity patterns and user groups: ‘City Park 

flips from one side to other, it moves its faces and changes day in and day out.’ The youth 

worker pointed to the common locations of occupation and activity among younger users in 

the City Park and suggested ‘that a lot of young people do use that space. The periphery 

kind of space in the City Park and more the Centennial Square.’ In terms of identifying user 

groups, participants mostly referred to age groups with some references to life styles and 

socio-economic status for example categories such as ‘young families’, ‘college students’, 

and ‘lower-income families’. Although, I promoted discussions with regards to activities in 

terms of ethnic diversity and migrants’ use of space, there were no comments on that except 

that ‘I see people from all over the world come there [City Park] and it’s quite diverse’ (a 

freelance architect).  
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Analysing patterns and location of seating and socialising were stated to be important with 

regards to material and spatial qualities of new public space designs by one of the City 

Council’s urban design officers:‘This could inform new public space design in the city 

centre. So, somethings coming out like locations, groups of users and things like natural 

elements and flexible seating forms, benches, seating around planters that looks to be 

working well or sunlight. That helps to inform where to place seats.’  

Participants’ comments on users’ identities offered some information about the approaches 

in ‘recognition of difference’ within urban planning and management context. Ethnocultural 

and racial identities of the user groups were rarely a point of reference in discussions on the 

spatial and temporal patterns of activities. Although in the information sheet and the 

introduction of the workshop I indicated ethnocultural diversity and intercultural dimensions 

are the key aspects of this research. There was evidence of tendency in ‘colour-blind’ or 

‘race-neutral’ thinking about the use of space throughout the workshop discussions. No 

comment was made on migrants’ (particularly refugees and asylum seekers’) use of city 

centre spaces especially the City Park. Unfortunately, this exercise didn’t provide further 

insight into the logic and dynamics behind this approach in identifying user groups, but it 

indicates scope for future research. Burayidi (2015) brings a comprehensive account on the 

consideration of diversity in planning mostly in the western context and argues that although 

values of planning for diversity is greatly acknowledged in planning discourse, ‘this fibre of 

inclusion has yet to weave its way into every fabric of planning practice’ (p. 4). 

The integration of socio-spatial mapping of activity patterns and narrative of outdoor 

experiences was an informative tool for a more in-depth post-occupancy evaluation of 

regenerated and designed spaces within the city centre. Although some participants required 

a comprehensive representation of the patterns- one that looks ‘at different times of the 

year’. 

8.3.1.2 Preferences of leisure activities   

Findings from the on-site and in-depth interviews informed the participants in terms of 

users’ perceptions of the regenerated public realms in the city centre and the issues and 

challenges identified by the interviewees. It also raised some questions regarding 

preferences of leisure activities in City Centre spaces which didn’t explicitly address public 

open spaces, but had references to how public spaces work in relation to leisure offers: what 

makes some places popular and well-used? Are there cultural preferences in terms of leisure 

activities? And what demographic groups use the city centre spaces less? Within these 

discussions there were more references to ethnocultural differences but, it was mostly the 
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‘Asian population’, which was relatively expected considering their significant population in 

Bradford and the mapping analysis indicated that South Asian population are the second 

biggest user groups after white British population in the city centre public spaces.  

One of the key points raised was the importance of ‘brands’ and influences on preference as 

a response to popularity of brands such as ‘Starbucks’ in the City Park among a significant 

number of participants in my research and issues regarding lack of high-street quality retail 

offer in the City Centre: 

‘Bradford historically had a lot of brand poverty, not a lot of big brands investing in 

Bradford historically. So, it's not a surprise the ones that are right at the front were the ones 

where all the people are good at recognising those brands. When you go to Leeds or 

wherever, you know where the brands are, and you know what you are going to get when 

you go there…Whereas perhaps historically a lot of people have felt Bradford’s been a bit 

left behind. It's the name of the brand that shows you are going to get good quality and 

people would magnetise around it quite strongly.’  (Labour Councillor and Executive 

Member for Regeneration, Planning and Transport). 

Culturally-informed preferences of leisure activities among the majority of ‘Asian 

communities’, particularly the Muslim population, in terms of non-alcohol related leisure 

activities and its impact on evening and night-time economy was another important 

discussion. This was also a theme emerged in my Masters research on Bradford urban 

regeneration and social sustainably, which I found that there was an assumption that one of 

the reasons for challenges in Bradford city centre prosperity was due to that a large 

proportion of population have different preferences in terms of nigh-time leisure. This point 

was emphasised by the Senior Planning and Development Plans Officer: ‘There’s always 

been this feelings that because of the South Asian population there isn't a big drinking 

culture and it kind of changes the way to think of what kind of early evening and late 

evening economy might look like, and we always said that the evening economy must be 

looking to bring families into the city centre which things like City Park do. It is important to 

address that.’ This is while there are other places scattered further away where there is a 

significant late-hours eating-out culture among South Asian families but, these successful 

specialised food offers haven’t invested in the city centre.  

Bradford Youth Service Leader pointed that with the improvement of public realms in the 

city centre and offering the safer spaces ‘we got a complete age group which were 

disappeared are now coming back and using North Parade, because we lost that group and 
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there was nothing for them to come to the city centre. Now they are back to the city centre 

because they do feel safe up there.’ Diversifying the choices in the use of city centre spaces 

such as ‘food offers’, ‘independent businesses’, ‘educational uses’, space for ‘younger 

generation’ as well as ‘housing’ schemes was pointed as key priorities to increase the 

diversity of users with different preferences. What was important in these conversations was 

considering the possibilities to ‘incentivising’ new uses and functions in places where the 

‘edges of affordable property’ are. As suggested by the Senior Planning Officer ‘top of the 

town [Oastler Market] is very interesting’ that can also support housing development. 

8.3.1.3 Public space and city centre housing  

Introducing more housing into the city centre was discussed as a solution for addressing the 

decline in the city centre retail market by the members of Bradford Council planning team. 

This strategy was also pointed as a key priority in Bradford City Plan (BMDC, 2015a). 

Investigating the impact of public spaces on preferences of city centre living was expressed 

as a subject for further consideration: 

‘It would be good to see the potential for open spaces to attracting people to live in the city 

centre. Cause I think the unique selling point of Bradford as opposed to Leeds city centre is 

its better pubic realm and public spaces where as in Leeds city centre there are shopping, 

bars but it doesn't have these public spaces, yet people are living more in Leeds city centre. 

It would be interesting to see how important the open space is in the future.’ (Senior 

Development Officer)  

Introduction of ‘live-work scheme’ that wasn’t part of the city centre plan that can benefit 

from the existing public realm infrastructure was suggested by the free-lance architect who 

worked in the city centre. ‘by getting people living in city centre and working, they will use 

spaces more also during weekends.’ (Senior Development Officer) 

The discussion on the need for good quality public spaces that are responsive to the needs 

and interest of the existing and potential city centre residents such as ‘young professionals’, 

‘older people’ and ‘young families’ were also suggested as priorities more related to 

planning decisions.  

Discussions on city centre’s leisure and retail offer and users’ preferences offered some 

understanding regarding participants’ views on ‘recognition’ and ‘redistribution’ in leisure 

and retail planning in meeting the needs of a diverse range of existing and potential users. 

This perspective was informed by Bradford’s demographics mostly in terms of age and in 
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some parts ethnicity. Given the significant number of the youth population and young 

families with small children in Bradford (see Chapter 4), planning for these groups was a 

priority according to planners. Moreover, the discussions on diversifying leisure choices and 

prosperity of retail offers were reflective of the challenges that the planning and regeneration 

sector face in managing town centres as cities’ commercial and leisure hubs. Planners’ 

comments on incorporating housing and educational uses in city centre development 

schemes were evidence of a recent shift in planning and policy which encourages multiple 

functions for city centres as places to live, work, learn and play (for example Sheffield City 

Council (2018) City Centre Plan). These schemes are responsive to the changing population 

within and around city centres and are indications of recognition of different needs in 

redistributive planning for diversity. 

8.3.2 Reflection: possibilities and limitations of discussing diversity in 
practice 

I have explored opportunities to discuss the research findings with stakeholders, focusing on 

aspects of diversity. These discussions with participants from a range of areas of expertise 

brought new insights in terms of insider knowledge of the priorities of urban and public 

realm regeneration approaches in Bradford city centre, and offered opportunities to cross-

examine some of initial findings. They also helped me to develop a greater understanding of 

the values, potentials and limitations of ethnographic research in informing planning and 

place-shaping practice in relations to ethnocultural diversity. 

From the discussions it appeared that the Council had various aspirations for developing and 

regenerating the city centre spaces as Bradford’s economic, cultural and social hub. The 

findings of this research reflected these differing aspirations regarding the social values of 

the regenerated areas, for example City Park was designed to be an inclusive and affordable 

social node in the city centre, and in the rhythms of sociality within pedestrianised shopping 

streets. It is important to note that this workshop was conducted at a time when the city 

centre spaces, particularly the northern parts, were in a process of decline mainly due to a 

change of retail offer in another corner of the city centre (the new shopping centre). 

Reversing this trend or reducing its impact on the prosperity of the city centre’s smaller 

businesses (including the Oastler Market) was an urgent priority. This was also evident in 

concerns over the future of city centre spaces, and some of the ideas reflected the strategies 

suggested in economic regeneration plans like the Bradford City Plan (see Chapter 5). 

Referring to the three social logics of planning for diversity discussed in Chapter 2 and 5, it 

seemed that priorities were primarily concerned with redistributive planning, creating more 

investment opportunities in the city centre to boost the overall economic prosperity of the 
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area and possibly increasing employment opportunities. With regards to public realm 

improvement, the aim to increase lower-income users’ access to public resources such the 

City Park was another indication of redistributive planning at management level.  

Cultural diversity wasn’t a focus in the discussions as such, although there were discreet 

indications of leisure preferences in relation to cultural differences. In terms of ‘recognition’, 

the second social logic of planning for diversity, it appeared that recognition of difference 

had more to do with categories of certain user groups, for example families with children 

(Asian families) or youth and students. Ethnicity, race and intercultural opportunities in the 

city centre spaces didn’t emerge as a topic of discussion. There might be different 

explanations for this, and it is difficult to determine the reasons. Previous studies of 

multicultural planning in the UK have indicated that on the whole built environment 

professionals ‘find it difficult to make connection between their work and issues of 

multiculturalism and race equality’, and that the ‘racialized and often embittered nature of 

public debate about multiculturalism in the UK does not encourage any occupation to wade 

into it.’ (Gale & Thomas, 2015, p. 122). I return to this discussion in the final part of this 

thesis, with an integrated discussion of the findings and their implications for policy and 

practice. 
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PART IV 

INTEGRATION, IMPLICATION AND REFLECTION 

9 Integrated discussion and implications for policy 

and practice 

9.1 Introduction 

This research has applied a mixed-method research design to investigate the lived, perceived 

and conceived spaces of everyday interculturalism in urban public open spaces. In this 

chapter, I integrate the findings of the empirical research, situate them within the existing 

literature and discuss their implications for policy and practice of shaping public spaces and 

fostering conviviality in the context of growing urban diversity. The structure of this chapter 

is based on the four research objectives.  

9.2 Presence, activities and temporalities framed by diverse users 

In the first stage of the research, I looked at the spatial and temporal patterns of activities 

and users’ diversity in the case study public spaces and explored people’s perceptions and 

lived experiences of these spaces. The GIS socio-spatial mapping allowed spatial analysis of 

activities in relation to gender, age, general ethnic category, group size and times of the 

activities, and provided relevant evidence for the extent of inclusiveness of the studied 

spaces. The on-site conversations with users and the in-depth interviews provided a deeper 

understanding of preferences for using (or avoiding) different types of spaces. In 

combination, the data suggests types and intensities of activities that provide different 

rhythms to the life of these spaces, and that these reflect some of the complexity of social 

relations in Bradford. Studying the place-specific rhythms of activities and spatialities of 

activity patterns concerning ethnocultural diversity in different types of spaces (parks, 

playgrounds and squares) contributes originality to the academic area of environment-

behaviour research (Aelbrecht, 2016; Marušić & Marušić, 2012; Mehta, 2009). These 

studies have rarely focused on ethnicity in investigating activities and in particular social 

behaviours of different ethnic groups in public open spaces. The density analysis of spatial 

occupations in relation to characteristics of the observed users (discussed in detail in Chapter 
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6) showed that focusing on ethnicity and spatial distribution of activities can reveal 

important insights about the level of diversity in different behaviour settings. 

Patterns of leisure and social activities tend to be culturally shaped, and ‘leisure’ can take 

many forms and practices in different public spaces (Peters & de Haan, 2011). Everyday 

activities like walking, taking children to playground, shopping, or just sitting on a bench on 

sidewalks are also part of the experience of leisure. So an understanding of the practice of 

mundane activities needs to be integrated with an understanding of cultural differences in 

leisure activities. The analysis of spatial and temporal patterns of activities framed by 

intersections of age, gender, ethnicity and social grouping indicated some difference to, or 

additional information, compared to previous research (for example, Jay & Schraml 2009; 

Peters & de Haan 2011; Stodolska et al. 2016). The analysis of social groupings (individual, 

couple, parent-child, peer groups and family groups) in relation to other aspects of users’ 

characteristics (age, gender and ethnicity) offered a more explicit account of the 

differentiation of activities and spatial occupancies and how these relate to the social 

qualities of these spaces. Previous research mostly focused on difference in types of 

activities and ethnicity. Only a few studies (Gobster, 2002; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995) have 

explored the dynamics of social grouping and ethnic differences.  

This research also offers a more comprehensive and ‘neighbourhood based’ approach to 

understanding outdoor places, both by examining a range of urban public open spaces 

(parks, playgrounds, squares and streets) and by treating the case studies as sequences of 

experiencing particular localities. This stands as distinct from the body of research on 

experience of landscape and diversity (Spierings, Van Melik, & Van Aalst, 2016; Peters, 

Elands, & Buijs, 2010; Jay & Schraml, 2009), that have usually focused on one type of 

public space (parks and green spaces) without addressing the urban context and considering 

a range of typologies of place, such as urban squares. This conceptual approach had 

methodological implications and was integral to the process of case study selection, the 

decision to study public spaces in clusters and within walking distance of each other. Each 

cluster included a key public space, a secondary space and neighbourhood streets, all 

situated within close walking distance. This helped to investigate the activities and 

experiences within the case studies and explore their association with uses, demographics 

and experiences around the studied public spaces.  

‘Ethnicity’ as an objective category cannot be used as a determining factor for 

describing patterns of use of public spaces. The GIS spatial analysis showed that across all 

case studies, ethnicity was seldom an isolated factor informing patterns of use: more studies 
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into intersections of different aspects of users’ characteristics needed to be foregrounded. 

With the application of socio-spatial mapping and GIS analysis, I was able to analyse the 

intersections of age gender, ethnicity, group size with spatial and temporal layers, mostly 

relying on visible differences. Although there were some limitations in capturing nuances of 

identities, the analysis showed activity patterns and behaviour settings that appeared more 

significant when comparing intersections of gender-ethnicity and age-ethnicity. Through in-

situ and in-depth ethnographic methods, I gained a deeper understanding of the dynamics of 

these spatial practices. However, when ‘ethnicity’ was intersected with other aspects of 

identity (age and gender) it does appear to influence types, rhythms and frequency of use of 

urban public open spaces. I refer to Rapaport’s (1977) interpretation on ‘activity system’ as 

activities that are informed by lifestyles and cultural values. The rhythms of ‘activity 

systems’ of the South Asian nuclear families (mostly women and children) in city centre 

civic spaces, parks and playgrounds; the older adult white British women in Oastler Square, 

and the youth groups across all case studies are evidences of the differences in the spatial 

practices of lifestyle-informed activities (see chapter 6). This also reflected the diversity and 

inclusiveness of public spaces in different times of the day and week.  

The age, gender and ethnic composition changed throughout the day and was differentiated 

across different typologies of public space, as well as within the micro spaces of larger areas. 

Analysis of each case study, mostly as expressed in the GIS mapping, demonstrated that 

there were activity spaces occupied by a more diverse range of users; and some activity 

spaces that usually occupied by specific user groups and these patterns of social clustering 

usually had a temporal rhythm that changed throughout the day. During the weekdays, by 

and large, the users of public spaces within the non-central case study clusters appeared to 

be local residents (predominantly South Asian). However, during the weekends the 

demographics of the studied spaces, particularly the leisure spaces (the parks and the city 

centre spaces) changed, and the analysis suggested that they were used by a wider range of 

people commuting from other parts of the city within further distances. More commutes 

from outer-city neighbourhoods increased the diversity of parks in terms of ethnicity and in 

particular socio-economic status. In the following subsections I discuss the presence, 

activities and temporalities based on typologies and locations of public spaces. 

9.2.1 City centre 

The three-case study of City Park, Oastler Square and the central pedestrianized streets were 

indeed used by a diverse range of users and for different purposes. The spatial and temporal 

patterns of activities reflected the diverse population of Bradford city centre, ‘an arena where 

diverse social groups and social classes appear together in highly structured way, segmented 
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by space and time, yet intermingling and interacting on the same site’ (Low, 2000, p. 23, 

referring to a plaza in Costa Rica). However, the types and duration of transitory and 

sedentary activities were different comparing the three case studies. City Park was the 

showcase of the cosmopolitan identity of the city where the old and new diversities traversed 

their everyday life. The pedestrianized streets were the representation of the commercial life 

of the city centre, though they differed from a high street atmosphere due to a decline in 

retail prosperity. Oastler Square functioned as a peripheral public space, often perceived as a 

problematic space rather than as a positive contrast next to the hustle and bustle of the 

market. 

The significance of the city centre spaces, specifically the City Park, was the visibility and 

lingering of the new diversities. Previous studies of migrants’ use of public spaces indicated 

that urban squares have particular meanings in terms of social and cultural practices of 

people who are new to the city (Noussia & Lyons, 2009; Lanfer & Taylor, 2006; Low, 

1996). Being in the square provided opportunities for recent migrants to meet each other and 

this togetherness of homogenous groups of migrants created some form of socio-spatial 

clustering in certain parts of the City Park, that were sometimes more evident in terms of 

gender-identity and nationality lines (for example the clusters of Somali, Sudanic, Kurdish 

and Syrian young men) and other times in terms of kinship (for example the Syrian families 

granted asylum in Bradford). This socio-spatial clustering among newly arrived migrants 

reflected the status of migration trends in the UK and particularly the Northern cities at the 

time of the research (Migration Yorkshire, 2016). City centre spaces, City Park in particular, 

acted as a form of low barrier entry activity for participating in public life among these 

groups. This case study finding makes a useful comparison to similar patterns found in 

Gordon Square, London, where practices of social clustering and people-watching were seen 

among different groups and in particular older adult Nepali women, who used the square as 

a place for in-group socialising and sometimes fleeting conviviality (Rishbeth & Rogaly, 

2017). The functionality, layout and design in both squares created opportunities for seeing 

and being seen without necessarily engaging in conversations considering the lower English 

competencies of the mentioned groups. I return to this topic on discussion of intercultural 

interactions (section 9.4).  

The age, gender and ethnic composition of the users observed in these spaces changed 

throughout the day, in different types of space as well as in the micro spaces within each 

case study. In terms of gender differences, the animated fountains provided a good excuse 

for female users from different ethnocultural backgrounds but predominantly South Asian, 

mostly accompanying their children, to spend longer time in the City Park during the day. 
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As mentioned in chapter 6 this created a form of spatial clustering based on gender: women 

mostly clustering around the water feature and men occupying spaces slightly distanced 

from the main feature of the park. However, among younger generations and teenagers it 

was slightly different. The study of young adults in different parts of the city centre 

indicated that they negotiated their visibility in public spaces through changing their spaces 

of occupation throughout the day. The ethnic diversity of young adults within city centre 

spaces especially in the City Park was higher than in the other case studies in neighbourhood 

spaces. While mostly hanging out in peer groups, at busier times of the day they mostly 

occupied peripheral spaces that offered a higher sense of enclosure or had distanced vantage 

points to the activity spaces (see section 6.2.1). In less busy times during the evenings they 

occupied the central and more visible spaces. Previous studies have also indicated similar 

patterns of use of public spaces among youth groups: for example Spierings et al. (2016) 

state that female youth groups use of a plaza in Netherland was influenced by their intention 

of avoiding but sometimes seeking ‘public gaze’. While focusing on city centre spaces 

didn’t suggest a significant gender difference in terms of youth group’s patterns and 

preferences, the study of urban parks and neighbourhood spaces indicated a significant 

difference in the higher presence of young adult male users which will be elaborated in 

relation to intercultural conflicts in section 9.5.   

9.2.2 Parks and play areas 

Despite the differences in physical and spatial qualities of the two public parks (Lister and 

Horton Parks) and the two play areas (Grosvenor and Marshfield Parks), they all had one 

thing in common: South Asian communities were the most represented user groups and 

black Afro-Caribbean communities were the least well represented groups. The only 

exception was in Marshfield Park where there was a higher proportion of users from black 

backgrounds compared to other parks in both neighbourhood clusters. Unfortunately, the in-

depth interviews didn’t give any insight into this different pattern of use, which is more 

pronounced than might be expected from comparing demographics of local populations. 

What can be noted in the patterns of use is an observable preference for city centre spaces 

over parks as places of recreation for people from the black Afro-Caribbean community. 

Studying activity patterns in the case study parks and play areas indicated that active and 

passive recreation in these spaces were age and gender specific, and associated with 

ethnocultural difference in terms of the spatial distribution, density and types of activities. 

The analysis showed similar findings to previous research on ethnicity and use of green 

spaces, which indicated that Pakistani, Bangladeshi and Indian ethnic groups showed higher 

tendency to participate in active use of parks compared to white ethnic groups (CABE, 
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2010). The frequently observed participation of South Asian women, Muslim British 

Pakistani and Pakistani groups in particular, in the active use of parks (jogging, running and 

walking) and in local play areas in peer and family groups reflected previous research with 

regards to their tendency to use parks in larger groups (Peters, 2010; Jay & Schraml, 2009; 

Rishbeth, 2004; Loukaitou-Sideris, 1995); this presented a more complex reading of gender 

and use of parks in relation to spaces of encounter.  

The result of analysing the diversity and intensity of South Asian female users’ active 

recreation in Lister and Horton parks challenges previous argument that women from 

a South Asian background were more involved in the sedentary use of parks, 

associating this with a lack of opportunity for recreational activities among Muslim 

women due to sociocultural rules that frame their outdoor activities (Kloek et al., 

2013). Participation in self-organised walking and exercising peer groups were a significant 

way of using Lister and Horton Parks, where there was a high concentration of women with 

children in playgrounds, not only South Asian but also from diverse ethno-racial 

backgrounds such as other Asian and Eastern European. Without disregarding the existing 

cultural limitations and greater sensitivity in terms of perceptions of safety among Muslim 

women, the studied parks and playgrounds in the inner city Bradford appear to act as ‘social 

hubs’ for female peer groups and mothers with children (Gilmore, 2017; Keshavarz, 2013). 

This finding also confirms Peters’ (2010) study that indicated urban parks were places where 

the Turkish women ‘felt at ease and relaxed’. This is closely related to proximity to these 

spaces and the activity systems of women with similar cultural backgrounds, with more use 

of neighbourhood spaces, lower car ownerships, more reliant on places within walking 

distance and close to other everyday spaces such as schools and local shops.  

The GIS mapping presented findings consistent with Baran et al.’s (2014) research on age 

and gender difference in the use of parks, showing that playgrounds attracted the most 

diverse populations in terms of age, gender and ethnicity. A high percentage of sedentary 

activities (sitting on benches and picnicking) happened around the play spaces with no 

significant differences between ethnicities; instead the findings indicated that Eastern 

European and South Asian families had relatively similar patterns of use, particularly in 

temporalities of family-oriented use of parks. There appears not to have been any 

comparable research on this finding. However, studies with a focus on intercultural 

engagement have evidenced common needs and interests in the local environment among 

eastern European and South Asian research participants in Bradford (Phillips et al., 2014; 

Hudson et al., 2007).  
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Older adult park users were more involved in strolling around the parks and people-

watching. For Pakistani male users (particularly older adults and young adults) Lister Park 

was a space for afternoon social gatherings. The social dimension of being in the park was 

an important aspect of park activities particularly among Pakistani families during weekends 

when they commuted to parks in extended family groups. Other activities such as collective 

sports were more common amongst male users in Lister Park, specifically among young 

adult British Pakistani groups. As specified in Chapter 6 and 7, the majority of Park run 

participants in both parks were from white middle-class communities which suggests a class 

difference in different types of activities and in the temporal patterns of active and 

recreational use of parks.  

Studying the temporal and spatial patterns of activities and users’ characteristics offers 

useful information about possibilities of intercultural encounters in terms of who interacts 

with whom and where and when interactions are more likely based on proximities and 

intensities of activities.  

9.3 Intercultural sociality in urban public open spaces 

Analysis of the interview and mapping data indicated that there is no straightforward way of 

distinguishing public spaces in terms of their capacity for conviviality or conflict. Findings 

have suggested that on many occasions, similar spaces of encounter were the settings for 

everyday conviviality as well as ethnic exclusion, avoidance and boundary making. 

Temporality, sociality and spatiality intersect to construct spaces as enchanted to some and 

disenchanted to others, at different times of the day and night and in different socio-cultural 

contexts (Watson, 2006, p. 159). However, there were exceptions, with some spaces more 

associated with convivial memories and others with conflicting. Findings that I discussed in 

the three empirical chapters (Chapters 6-8) contributed to understanding the qualities that 

seemed to be conducive to shaping the occasions of intercultural conviviality and conflict 

and the frequency of these instances.  

In chapter 7, I discussed the socio-spatial settings where intercultural interactions seemed 

more likely to occur: paths of passing-by encounters; boundaries of lingering and people-

watching; points of convergence and momentary recess; thresholds and in-between 

encounters; and encounters in activity (play) spaces. The spatialities of these settings offer 

different affordances of circulation, interruption, convergence, crossing, transitions, pausing 

and flow, sometimes playfulness, surprise, unexpectedness and shock. These affordances are 

also shaped by the spatial and material characteristics of micro-spaces within these settings. 
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The patterns reviewed in the literature were mostly framed by either the types of space or the 

social dimensions of intercultural encounters.  

The socio-spatial patterns discussed in this study are not limited to the classic categorisation 

of urban public open spaces (such as parks, streets and squares); instead they describe the 

spatial characteristics that can exist in different types of public spaces. For example, spaces 

such as the City Park, Oastler Square, pedestrianised streets in the city centre, the public 

parks (Lister and Horton) and the neighbourhood streets are shaped by spatial structures 

such as thresholds, points of convergence, boundaries, paths and play spaces. This approach 

stands as distinct from previous research in this area that often explore typology of public 

spaces. The intercultural dynamics within these spatialities ‘largely depend on the particular 

context and characteristics of the user’ (Cattell et al., 2008, p. 558) and the types, qualities 

and temporalities of their functions and activities. The location, design and assemblage of 

seating spaces, benches, bus stops, ledges, swings, slides and even the types of plants and 

flora all contribute to the sensory and emotional qualities and shape opportunities for 

proximity and distancing in public spaces. 

The range of rhythms and styles of inhabitation in urban open public spaces is immensely 

important in terms of shaping possibilities, types and qualities of intercultural encounters. 

This research looked at the dynamics of both sedentary and transitory activities in relation to 

intercultural encounters. While previous research in the field of urban design has often 

addressed stationery and lingering activities in studying the sociability of public spaces 

(Mehta & Bosson, 2010; Mehta, 2009; Whyte, 1980), the findings of this research have 

indicated that in order to understand the uses and intercultural dynamics of public open 

spaces, the relevance of patterns and forms of mobility needed to be integral to notions of 

encounter and attachment. Moving within spaces of recreation and the city forms a 

substantial part of people’s spatial experience of encounter. Wilson (2011) showed that 

looking at social dynamics of ‘spaces of public mobility’ can ‘open up new lines of enquiry 

and ways of thinking about’ public spaces and everyday intercultural encounters (p. 646).  

I found that the Bradfordians who live in or commute to ethnically-diverse neighbourhoods 

and public spaces mostly experience fleeting and routinized encounters with familiar and 

categorically-known strangers, or with neighbours of different ethnocultural background and 

nationalities. Inter-ethnic social relations were often passive engagements shaped around 

‘civility of indifference’ (Amin, 2012). There were occasions of conviviality in which new 

intercultural encounters were experienced, or where routinized encounters with familiar 

others were transformed into more intimate and meaningful relationships. It wasn’t the 
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purpose of this research to consider the implication of these encounters in reducing inter-

group prejudice or the change in values and behaviours towards difference on a wider scale. 

However, narratives of convivial intercultural encounters in this research have indicated that 

people have different ways and values through which they perceive and identify their 

encounters as ‘meaningful’, regardless of the frequency and continuity of these experiences. 

Some of the perceived values of practices of fleeting, routinized and spontaneous 

conviviality discussed in this research include practicing togetherness with difference, 

destabilizing stereotyping and celebrating diversity that are important for developing and 

reinforcing a sense of belonging, intercultural coexistence and integration (see section 7.3). 

Based on the integrated analysis of the empirical findings, I discuss a number of socio-

spatial qualities that seem conducive to the production of spaces of conviviality and conflict 

in urban public open spaces.  

9.4 Spaces of routinized and spontaneous conviviality 

Findings show that in shaping instances of routinized or spontaneous conviviality, a 

combination of social, spatial and temporal conditions opens opportunities for suspending 

the common norms of civil inattention or civility towards difference, and experiencing 

interactions with more emotional significance and meaning with regards to perceptions of 

self and different others. Situations of ‘triangulation’ (Whyte, 1980) including the presence 

of children in activity spaces that involve play and leisure activities or their interaction with 

water, stimulating objects or activities such as animated fountains, organised events or 

spontaneous performances (busking) and informal activities (vending) in public are 

conditions that can precipitate situations of intercultural interaction among unknown 

strangers.  

9.4.1 Situated diversity and overlap of presence and activities  

One of the key qualities of spaces of intercultural opportunity and conviviality is situated 

diversity. Possibilities for intercultural interaction are greater when different people of 

multiple ethnocultural backgrounds, old and new diversities, occupy public spaces, and the 

temporality and spatiality of their presence and activities overlaps. Findings in this research 

crossing different case studies and methods of enquiry show that across all socio-spatial 

patterns of intercultural encounter a degree of density and diversity of people and activities 

was evident. Public territories with different rhythms of movement, pausing, lingering, 

people-watching and playing such as City Park, the shopping streets, busy public parks and 

playgrounds are spaces of ‘throwntogetherness’ (Massey, 2005) and rubbing along. Being in 
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‘elective’ spaces (Neal et al., 2015) of shared activity and pleasure can also present 

opportunities for loose intercultural ties.  

Analysis of the participants’ narratives and the mapping data indicate that ‘people feel they 

have something of a license to speak with others’ when they share space and activity 

(Anderson, 2004, p. 18) and when they are in close proximity. This proximity in shared 

spaces is mediated by the spatial and material affordances of the space and management 

practices such as mix of use and function which afford multiple temporalities, different 

forms and arrangement of furniture and seating spaces, in turn providing different postures 

and physical proximities and events and programmes which invite diverse people to occupy 

the space. I stress that diversity and intersection of people and activities are necessary and 

maybe the most important quality, but are not in themselves sufficient to shape spaces of 

conviviality: a space needs to be multicultural in order to be intercultural.  

Another aspect of this quality is the relationship between the atmosphere (emotional and 

symbolic) of a diverse and overlapping space and the potential for intercultural interaction 

and conviviality. Findings from the in-depth interviews and the on-site Responsive 

Participatory Exercise suggest that people like spaces which serve different purposes and 

activities and feel inclusive to people of different colour, culture and class. Participants’ 

expressions such as ‘melting pot’ and ‘mosaic combination of nationalities’ and ‘the place 

got different things going on’ are examples of descriptions of favourite public spaces such as 

the City Park and Lister Park, as spaces of multiplicity and convergence. The repetition and 

regularity of diverse users and patterns of activity contribute to a sense that diversity is part 

of the character of the space (Amin, 2008). This sense of situatedness of diversity as an 

expected or ‘commonplace’ aspect of space can be generative of situations of spontaneous 

conviviality.  

9.4.2 Visibility and lingering  

The results from interviews and mapping activity patterns across different case study 

clusters indicate that the other qualities of spaces of conviviality include the spatiality and 

temporality of visibility of different others and activities in spaces of passing-by, momentary 

and extended recess. Gehl (1971) considers people-watching a form of passive social 

interaction in public spaces. The findings indicate that in ethnoculturally diverse contexts 

non-verbal interactions (visual, aural and physical proximities) play an important part in 

practices of active engagement with strangers and shaping perceptions of difference. ‘Active 

contacts may occur as a consequence of these passive contacts’ (Moulay, Ujang, & Said, 

2017, p. 62). Observation of people and activities is not only for spending time, pleasure and 
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passive interaction, as people acquire and process knowledge through observing the habits 

and patterns of others’ activities and behaviours. This practice of what Anderson (2004) 

calls ‘practical and expressive folk ethnography’ (p. 21) not only feeds the curiosity for 

knowing strange others, but also contributes to a sense of familiarity and comfort through 

which people explore possibilities for initiating or extending intercultural interactions.  

The analysis of mapping data in city centre spaces suggest that for new arrivals observing 

people and activities was a low-key entry point for engaging in public life and occasionally 

practicing intercultural and language skills. Previous research has shown that for first 

generation migrants, ‘the visibility of activities and interactions in outdoor places was useful 

both for the learning of everyday skills and for modelling diverse cultures within the 

neighbourhoods’ (Powell & Rishbeth, 2012, p. 69). These findings confirm previous 

research conducted by Vertovec and his colleagues (2015a), whose observations in 

Johannesburg, New York and Singapore in terms of the interaction of old and new 

diversities in public spaces and exemplify the concept of ‘route-ines’, which describes ‘the 

merely and regular observation of others along habitually travelled pathways’ (p. 171). 

Despite the meaning that the concept implies, the spatiality of spaces of regular observation 

and spontaneous conviviality are not the only everyday routes; any of the other spatial 

structures that were elaborated in chapter 7 that have affordances for visibility and lingering 

are also spatial representations of ‘route-ines’.  

Findings suggest that spatiality of practices of observing and being observed are mostly 

along routine paths, points of convergence and thresholds, but also within micro spaces such 

as benches and around playgrounds, where there were possibilities for seating and lingering. 

Sittability is the key affordance of spaces of lingering and visibility. Almost all the vignettes 

of positive intercultural interactions described by the interviewees were while they were 

seated. Provision of spatial structures and features (soft and hard) such as benches, ledges, 

plant beds, steps, stairs, sittable edges and grassed surfaces which are properly oriented 

(microclimate comfort) and have a good vintage point towards people and activity and the 

management qualities which allow and invite multiple publics to stay and spend time in 

public spaces contribute to shaping spaces of visibility and lingering. Traditional theorists of 

social life in public spaces such as Whyte (1980) and Gehl (1971) emphasise the dynamics 

of sittable spaces, people-watching and social interactions, and intercultural theorists 

describing the qualities of convivial urban spaces highlight the importance of comfort and 

safety for sitting and engaging with strangers (Rishbeth & Rogaly, 2017; Amin, 2008; Wood 

& Landry, 2007).  
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9.4.3 In-betweenness  

The empirical research shows that most socio-spatial patterns of intercultural encounters 

manifest a condition of in-betweenness. The findings show that this condition is sometimes 

shaped by spatial in-betweenness, for example at thresholds and points of convergence 

(intersections); temporal in-betweenness occurs when people are between routines and 

necessary activities, as at points of momentary recess (waiting in the bus stop, riding on the 

bus or sitting for a break), and in situations of passing-by proximities in spaces of leisure and 

streets; and social in-betweenness relates to a condition in which people connect through a 

sense of shared identity or interest. Spontaneous conviviality in urban public spaces is an in-

between and ephemeral event in itself, conditioned by social, spatial, material and temporal 

qualities and prompted by different situations of ‘triangulation’ (Whyte, 1980). 

Serendipitous and casual interactions happen during and in-between everyday activities 

(Cattell et al. 2008). In discussing the quality of in-betweenness in spaces of conviviality I 

draw on different concepts such as ‘fourth place’ (Aelbrecht, 2016), ‘loose space’ (Frank & 

Stevens, 2007) and ‘liminal space’ (Zukin, 1998b) and look at the implication of these 

concepts in exploring intercultural encounters. While these scholars mostly discuss the 

spatial, temporal and managerial in-betweenness, this research also discusses the in-between 

condition of liminal identities in intercultural interactions.  

The most significant representation of spatial in-betweenness are thresholds (the intervals 

between public and private or public and semi-public). Findings across different empirical 

methods within different case studies show that the liminality of thresholds which have 

blurred the division of public and private are shaped by material configurations. These 

include the connected front spaces of terraced houses, where next-door neighbours can meet 

and chat, the entrance of the shopping centre and the market with adequate space for 

stationary activities and even micro-space such as the counter table of the takeaway shop, 

and the spaces between slides and swings in the playgrounds where parents stand for child 

supervision. These are all spaces of spontaneous and sometimes routinized intercultural 

encounters. They are sometimes liminal spaces of intercultural familiarity, when they are 

routinely used by the familiar strangers. Stevens (2007) argues that thresholds can engender 

a ‘social liminality’ that softens the norms of the indifferent civility and cooperation and 

invites people to be more open for exploration and discovery. They also mediate a fleeting 

proximity of bodies as they pass in-between inside and outside. This study shows the ways 

in which codes of behaviour at thresholds, for example holding the door for others or for a 

newcomer, can be perceived as a convivial intercultural experience.  
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Situations of temporal in-betweenness and fleeting proximity when ethnoculturally different 

people are moving between destinations in urban spaces and running or promenading in 

parks and green spaces are also conditions that offer scope for interaction. However, as 

stated in chapter 7 the capacity of intercultural encounters in passing-by spaces were 

different when comparing passing proximities in spaces of ‘shared’ and ‘elective leisure’ 

(Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017; Neal et al., 2015) and streets. The findings imply that 

situational and liminal identities can emerge from practices of mutual activities (leisure and 

recreational) defined by a space-time event or a habitual rhythm and can bridge between 

different representations of identities as a situation of social in-betweenness. The 

experiences of the ‘runners’ in the park and the ‘mothers’ observing their children play 

exemplify instances (short-lived or sustained) of intercultural encounters in which 

individuals ‘share a similar experience of discovery [that] allow [them] to detach aspects of 

their own identity (cultural, vocational, and sexual) from what they have hitherto regarded as 

its essential and dominating character’ (Edgar, 2005 quoted in Landry & Wood, 2008, p. 

197). Although Landry and Wood (2008) refer to this narrative to describe the intercultural 

possibilities of art performances, here I suggest that these experiences of bridging identities 

also occur in-between mundane practices, and also demonstrate that identities are multiple, 

fluid, dynamic and context-dependant constructs (Kloek et al., 2013; Cantle, 2012).  

Findings also suggest that management practices that use less strict and in-between measures 

to regulate behaviour and activities in public spaces can contribute to a sense of openness 

and publicness for different groups to use the space and engage in informal exchanges. 

Allowing alcohol consumption, water play in the City Park and not interfering with 

congregation and loitering of young or male groups or people with lower socio-economic 

status as opposed to controlling measures in neighbourhood public spaces are indications of 

in-betweenness in management of public spaces. Barker (2016) argues that this approach, 

what she calls ‘mediated conviviality’ in the management of urban public spaces in the 

context of diversity which is based on ‘urban tolerance’ , ‘restriction of behaviours based on 

risks of harm to others ’ with ‘minimal’ and ‘negotiated’ rules can be used as alternative 

conduct for fostering conviviality and unpanicked togetherness in public spaces (p. 3). What 

is challenging in these practices is that they depend largely on ‘skilled mediators’ to 

negotiate these loose regulations with different users (Barker, 2016). This was highly 

evident in the way public spaces in Bradford city centre were managed (constant presence of 

wardens and PCSOs), while other public spaces in the surrounding neighbourhoods of Little 

Horton and Manningham were largely managed and controlled based on the standard bylaws 

of order and control and risk-averse measures. Within public spaces of residential 

neighbourhoods there were no or little presence of management and security measures (no 
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CCTV). Therefore, it was not only the standardised approaches, it’s the lack of visibility and 

immediacy of management (and hence a lack of immediate responses to any infringement) 

that demonstrated different management practices.  

Observations of intensity and diversity of users and activities show that loose-tight 

management and regulation of public spaces can facilitate situated diversity and intercultural 

opportunities. This quality of in-betweenness in management practices also allows spaces to 

be appropriated in a range of ways, rather than having a traditional notion of what ‘using a 

park’ should involve. This allows for ‘park practices’ to evolve over time according to 

demographic and cultural shifts.   

9.4.4 Playfulness  

‘Play frames escape from social convention and the exploration of new possibilities’ 

(Stevens, 2007, p. 51).  

This research demonstrates different ways in which play and playfulness triangulate 

intercultural conviviality. The analysis of mapping and interview data shows that playful 

interactions often occur in parks, playgrounds through children play and green spaces used 

for collective sport activities within residential neighbourhoods; but also, in the civic spaces 

of city centre when there were opportunities for play such as busking and interaction with 

the water. City Park was a significant example of the influence of playful activities in 

fostering convivial togetherness, and organised events that were planned around the theme 

of play or sports were received as great opportunities for co-mingling of different others.  

Goffman (1963) suggests that the presence of ‘open persons’ such as children and older 

people, or activities such as dog-walking, act as ‘ice-breakers’ for interactions between 

strangers. Here, the research findings show that in situations of intercultural encounter, the 

presence of children playing and activities like child-supervision are more conducive of 

interaction compared to other social situations of triangulation. It is important to note that 

the case study selection and the demographic composition of the clusters can be influential 

in this regard. As stated in Chapter 4, the selected neighbourhoods had a high percentage of 

young people (below 16 years old) and the households often had small children (largely 

representative of Bradford which has a relatively low average age). This highlights the 

importance of playgrounds and play facilities in neighbourhoods, not only for younger user 

groups but also for parents. Activities associated with children play frame context for 

intercultural exchange in play spaces for parents who may not find opportunities to engage 

in conversational encounters at school gates or other everyday spaces. These findings 
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confirm previous research indicating the role of children play and playgrounds in bringing 

people together (Koutrolikou, 2012; Peters & de Haan, 2011). I suggest that the ethics of 

care due to the presence of children in playgrounds and play spaces such as the Mirror Pool 

and Mughal Garden fountains help to develop a sense of safety for engaging with different 

others.  

The findings are also in line with the previous research highlighting the influence of 

collective play and sports such as football for possibilities of conviviality and negotiation of 

difference, particularly among asylum seekers and refugees (Wessendorf, 2016; Clayton, 

2009, 2012). The presence of nearby green spaces which are free and accessible and 

appropriated for different forms of play and sports within residential neighbourhoods offer 

spatial and practical affordances for engaging in such informal practices of sociability.   

9.5 Spaces of conflict and dissociation  

Findings also suggest that there are other qualities to the dynamics of discomfort, exclusion 

and tension in everyday encounters in urban public spaces. These dynamics of tension and 

dissociation have a significant effect on attachment and belonging between people and 

places. People use different tactics to negotiate space and difference to avoid or respond to 

the tensions of diversity. Changing the temporal patterns of recreational activities, seeking 

anonymity in outdoor spaces beyond the familiar and routine spaces of one’s community, 

and social clustering with people of similar background and status, are among the spatial 

practices to negotiate the tensions of diversity. These spatial practices are bundled with the 

physical, spatial and symbolic attributes of places as well as a disposition towards difference 

and sense of self and place.  

Through a combined use of on-site survey, in-depth interview and participatory methods, 

this research demonstrates that a lack of a sense of safety, poor maintenance and 

management of public spaces or evidence of neglect can reduce people’s willingness to use 

public spaces for recreational and social activities. Traces of poor management and 

maintenance can contribute to a feeling that the place is less welcoming for engaging with 

unfamiliar others and the possibility of encountering hostility and intolerance feels higher. 

These findings confirm previous research indicating barriers to use and sociability in public 

spaces (Kloek et al., 2013; Jay & Schraml, 2009; Askins, 2004). (It was outside the scope of 

this study to compare the significance of specific safety factors (e.g. CCTV, secure by 

design) in relation to intercultural sociability when collecting and analysing the data).  
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Analysing the narratives about negative intercultural experiences and the lack of 

intercultural opportunities, I found that neighbourhood streets and sidewalks (spaces of 

passing by and ‘passengering’ (Wilson, 2011)) seem more prone to experiences of 

intercultural tensions compared to other types of public spaces. The fieldwork findings with 

regards to pedestrian and car drivers or passengers point to the possible relevance of 

differing power dynamics relating to forms of mobility and choice. There is a need for more 

statistical and comparative analysis to investigate this further in different contexts.  

While it is difficult to frame a coherent picture, it is important to note the ambivalence of 

spaces of leisure and civic activities within Bradford’s ethnically diverse neighbourhoods, 

and that the civic spaces of the city centre, though highly valued by many, were also spaces 

of anxiety and exclusion for some. There was an unevenness about where tensions of 

diversity were experienced, and temporal dimensions (histories of places, times of the day, 

week and season) affected people’s sense of discomfort and dissociation. Findings reveal 

that on many occasions situations of exclusion and tension and spatiality of intercultural 

conflict appear to relate to dimensions of territoriality and a sense of ownership of public 

spaces. In the following sections, I discuss the implications of territoriality in shaping spaces 

of conflict and dissociation and argue that these dynamics are shaped by or preformed 

through spatial, material and symbolic attributes of places. 

9.5.1 Gendered (masculine) and racialised territories in inner-city ethnically 

diverse neighbourhoods 

This research has revealed the way that territorial behaviour and perceptions of territory is of 

great importance in neighbourhoods of diversity with a high percentage of South Asian 

population (mostly of Pakistani background). Relatively rapid population churn has 

contributed to the generation of hostility and a sense of exclusion and discomfort in 

encountering difference. The higher visibility and representation of South Asian and 

masculine identity in the social and physical landscape of these areas have two implications 

for perceptions of difference and a sense of self for two groups who live in or navigate 

through these spaces: female users of different backgrounds but mostly young or white; and 

male or young male people from white (Eastern) European backgrounds. Representation of 

South Asian communities in inner city urban areas result in ‘ethnic labelling’ of public open 

spaces, which reflect the way people have ‘made sense of the cultural diversity…and at the 

same time how they perceived the identities of different places’ (Dines et al., 2006, p. 20). 

Experiences of encountering young Pakistani men, mostly in passing-by spaces but also in 

spaces of leisure, reinforce the stereotype of ‘Asian men’ and have implications for 

racialisation of public spaces and generate a sense of exclusion for some users. These 
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dynamics are sometimes undermined when there is a great sense of diversity and publicness 

in public spaces.  

Within these territories women adopt different tactics to negotiate their sense of comfort for 

occupying and passing these spaces, which may be still visited by women, though only for 

certain purposes, at particular times, and in specific social settings. These experiences have 

been discussed in other contexts too: for example the experiences of women in Morocco and 

the Netherlands of the ways in which norms challenge their access to leisure spaces (Wagner 

& Peters, 2014); and in Germany, showing how the continued and highly visible presence of 

young Turkish men in neighbourhoods public spaces can limit women’s access to public 

spaces and presents ‘opportunities to racialize spaces’ (Ehrkamp, 2008, p. 129). While 

Ehrkamp (2008) points to the impact of these spatial practices on the racialised perception of 

immigrants for native Dutch communities, this study has shown that these perceptions 

extend to newly-arrived people as well. For women of South Asian descent and for migrants 

who have similar cultural backgrounds with Asian communities, there was less anxiety and 

discomfort in navigating and using neighbourhood public spaces. This finding challenges the 

assumptions about Muslim women’s limitations and lack of participation in public spaces 

asserted in the Casey’s (2016a) report.  

Previous studies have pointed to the role of environmental attributes on women’s sense of 

safety in public spaces, including darkness, land-use pattern and the design of streets, but 

they have also acknowledged the greater impact of the socio-cultural context and 

characteristics of the population (Almahmood et al., 2017; Mohammad, 2013; Kallus, 2001). 

The findings in this research confirm these observations, with particular emphasis on the 

design of streets and the width of pavements in relation to the dominance of car-use in 

multicultural neighbourhoods. While there are many urban studies and policies indicating 

the importance of prioritising pedestrians, there has been less discussion of its impact on the 

dynamics of intercultural encounter. I argue that the lack of pedestrian priority in some 

neighbourhood streets not only decreases the possibilities for pausing and interacting on the 

pavement but also facilitates the practice of ‘car culture’ on streets that are shared among 

South Asian young men to express their masculine identity and make comments on young 

women passing-by. For others, too, these spaces are read as gendered and racialised 

territories. Smith et al. (2010) argue that incivilities mostly happen when people are in 

motion (walking, riding or driving) and this was the case in the majority of the memories of 

intercultural conflict and tension in this research. This was particularly important when 

considering the social dynamics of car, youth and masculinity in Bradford. Husband et al. 

(2014) elaborate a detailed account of the ‘car culture’ among young men in Bradford, and 
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what it means for representation of their identity and status. Drawing on the concept of 

‘room without walls’ (Vertovec, 2015b), I argue that being in the car provides a semi-

parochial space to be in public and presents opportunities to quickly negotiate spaces of 

encounter.  

The findings suggest that some of the public spaces, for example Lister Park or the 

neighbourhood streets in Manningham and Horton, are understood as spaces of strong sense 

of ownership by the established British Asian communities. The ways that the inner city 

ethnically diverse neighbourhoods in Bradford are coded generate specific meanings and 

interpretations regarding the boundaries of territories (Altman & Chemers, 1984). The 

symbolic architectural representation of the studied neighbourhoods (the mosques, fashion 

and food shops) manifest decades of community building and root-development in these 

neighbourhoods (Husband et al., 2014; Phillips, 2006). Hickman et al. (2008) argue that 

established communities that have a greater sense of ownership are more likely to express 

resentment toward new arrivals. The findings of the research confirms and gives some shape 

to the tensions that arise between Eastern European and young Asian men in Bradford 

(McDermott et al. 2015), in particular giving a better understanding of the spatialities of 

these and the contribution of the built environment. The strong cultural presence of 

established Asian communities in the built environment can be a barrier to use for other 

groups, specifically for white users. Undoubtedly the histories and demographics of the 

studied neighbourhoods, and their dynamics of class and socio-economic inequality, have a 

strong influence in this regard.  

9.6 Policies’ ‘fit-for-purpose’ in managing diversity and fostering 

conviviality: focusing on the national scale 

In chapter 5, I discussed the outcomes of conducting a Qualitative Content Analysis on 

urban planning policy documents at national and local level investigating the representation 

of three themes of ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’ to understand how these policy 

areas are represented and discussed in the national UK scale and Bradford local policy 

contexts.  

In investigating the representation of public space, I have shown that the notion of ‘public 

space’ in different policy areas is adapted based on the overall emphasis of the policy and 

the scope of the responsibilities and priorities of the different agencies involved in policy 

making. This multiplicity of responsibilities, priorities and conceptions of ‘public space’ can 

generate some forms of contestation and ambiguity over the planning, design and 
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management of public spaces. It can be argued that ‘public space’ is a ‘wicked’ (Carmona, 

2017b) and ‘chaotic’ (Howlett & Ramesh, 1995) discourse in planning policy which requires 

an overarching comprehensive policy approach that can cross-examine the interactions and 

contradictions of policies concerned with ‘public space’.  

Clearly the case study approach, within three localities in one city, requires caution in terms 

of responding to national level policies. However, from the genesis of the design aims, it has 

been the intention of this research to question whether current and recent approaches to 

diversity are ‘fit for purpose’. At this stage, I am able to discuss (tentatively at times) 

whether a) these accurately reflect on-the-ground realities of how public open spaces are 

used in diverse contexts (primarily informed by observational work) and b) whether they 

accurately respond to values and concerns of residents living in super-diverse contexts 

(primarily informed by interview data).  

In this section I focus on this specific task, to evaluate the efficacy of current policies in 

planning for diversity and encounter in relation to public space, informed by the findings 

outlined in chapters 6 and 7, and as discussed previously in this chapter. In 9.6 I am broadly 

concerned with the relationship to national level policy, and in 9.7 I turn to the relationship 

with policy specific to Bradford. 

9.6.1 Public space: the right to use and the right to difference 

In Chapter 2, I discussed three social logics that underpin planning for diversity: 

redistribution (the right to use), recognition (the right to difference) and the right to 

encounter. Here, I discuss the implications of public space policies in relation to the right to 

use and the right to difference in public spaces. In comparing the different values associated 

to public spaces I found that ‘safety and security’ was by far the most frequently mentioned 

theme within the key documents concerned with planning, design and management of public 

spaces. Stevens (2009) has argued that policies’ priorities regarding issues of safety and 

order were more focused on ‘environmental comfort’ and ‘behavioural disorder’ and mostly 

concerned with ‘managing perceptions than underlying causes’ (p. 375). This was also 

evident in the analysis through the frequent mentions of ‘anti-social behaviour’, 

‘cleanliness’, and ‘disorder’. This emphasis is partially supported by the results discussed in 

chapter 7, which showed that evidence of neglect, poor maintenance or lack of safety in 

public spaces can impact the perception of a (un)usable or (un)sociable public space. 

However, in prioritising aspects of safety and order I suggest it is possible to over-design or 

over-manage public spaces, as this may decrease the possibilities for appropriation and use 

in different ways by diverse groups. I found that different ethnocultural groups can have 
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varying perceptions of orderly, social or anti-social behaviours (as I discussed in section 

7.4.2 for example different perceptions regarding levels of noise with music, drinking 

alcohol and driving in residential areas), so awareness of these diverse understandings is 

important in the professional management of public spaces. In managing ‘behavioural 

disorder’ in public spaces both recognition of difference and a culturally competent 

approach to understanding the impact of these actions is needed.  

‘Accessibility’ was also a frequently mentioned theme in key public space policy 

documents. The analysis showed that there was more emphasis on managing ease of 

movement and physical accessibility, while issues related to symbolic or relational aspects 

of accessibility were rarely a specific focus in statutory policies. In discussing the dynamics 

of spaces of conflict and dissociation, I highlighted how perceptions of territoriality can have 

an impact on perceptions of accessibility, not in a physical or spatial respect but more in 

terms of a relational aspect of access and the right to use public spaces. The findings from 

interviews and observations indicated that in some cases the high visibility and expression of 

overtly masculine identities (gendered territories) within some neighbourhood spaces had an 

impact on perceptions of accessibility and a sense of exclusion among female users (mostly 

young or white), and on male or young male people from (eastern) European backgrounds. 

More attention needs to be given to dynamics of ‘whiteness’ and spatial practices to 

negotiate tensions of diversity in ethnically diverse and disadvantaged neighbourhoods and 

use of banal public spaces (Phillips, 2015). In this respect, the Equality Impact Assessment 

(if not practiced as a ‘checklist’ method) can be an important mechanism in informing 

planning, design and management policies concerning justice in rights to use and the right to 

difference. In urban contexts such as Bradford, that is becoming increasingly super-diverse 

with relatively rapid population churn, in order not to overlook tensions of diversity in 

relation to race (white and non-white) and gender, applying combinations of formal and 

informal tools and mechanisms for Equality Impact Assessment that address these issues and 

can influence public realm policies and guidelines is essential. 

9.6.2 A reactive and essentialist tone regarding diversity and encounter 

Analysing policies has shown that over the past sixteen years there have been changes in the 

way in that urban planning in the UK has approached the question of ‘living and 

encountering with diversity’. The narratives of recognition of diversity and planning for 

encounter reflected an incremental and reactive process, often adjusting directions based on 

local, national and international events. Approaches to diversity and encounter shifted from 

a state-led vision of community cohesion (with significant emphasis on the role of the built 

environment and public spaces in relation to cohesion and sense of belonging) to a locally-
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led vision of integration. Surprisingly, the outcome of this shift appeared not to necessarily 

consider or emphasise the effectiveness of the quality of the environment in relation to 

integration, and had more to do with increasing local (often volunteer) capacities and 

responsibilities to integrate (mainly migrants).  

Changes in policy direction were often a response to tensions of diversity, and were 

therefore mostly quick fixes based on evidence gathered from a minor (vocal) proportion of 

certain communities. In both narratives (community cohesion and integration), the focus has 

been on reducing the negative impact of diversity in relation to spatial segregation of 

neighbourhoods, separation of identities and cultural and political solidarity. These 

rationales have also informed a relatively essentialist tone to the idea of ‘meaningful 

encounter’ (see Chapter 5). Undoubtedly, policy discourse on diversity and urban encounter 

‘seems to have evolved in directions that are more sensitive to the dynamics of bodily 

encounter and local specificity’ (Amin, 2010, p. 1). However, the underlying normative and 

value-based perspective of ‘meaningful encounter’ (sustained and positive in term of inter-

group relations) and the policy strategies that promote it, often failing to consider that 

encounters happen ‘across multiple temporalities and durations’ (Wilson, 2016, p. 10). As 

demonstrated in the findings from the in-depth interviews, different forms of encounters 

within a range of socio-spatial conditions can link different meanings in relation to 

perception of difference and sense of belonging. Participants’ accounts of the significance of 

intercultural interactions discussed in Chapter 7, such as developing a sense of commonality 

and belonging through interacting in spaces of shared activities (running in the park, 

watching children in the playground or having a friendly chat while sitting on a bench), the 

practices of new forms of belonging among the refugees and asylum seekers through 

visibility in public and fleeting encounters and all can be seen to have a positive impact on 

their sense of well-being and familiarity. Practices of destabilising stereotypes through 

intentional modelling of conviviality in everyday encounters, were further indications that 

urban encounters in public spaces of mundane activity and informal leisure can be 

meaningful in many ways. In planning for conviviality, it is important to adopt a more 

inclusive understanding of the multiplicity of encounters and meaningfulness in the context 

of growing urban diversity and population churn. The role of planners and designers is to 

increase choices and enhance opportunities for people to experience different forms of 

‘identification’ with strangers in public spaces (Low & Iveson, 2015; Fincher & Iveson, 

2008).  

Given the strength of positive responses and diverse users of spaces such as City Park, 

investment in high quality, centrally located public open spaces, though often implemented 
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due to economic drivers, also appears to have strong positive outcomes for supporting 

positive encounter and developing a shared sense of local place across highly diverse 

groups. However, the drives for regeneration and creating high quality public open spaces 

should not dominate the value of local low-key and practical amenities such as playgrounds 

and incidental and liminal sites of intercultural opportunity. It is important to consider the 

implication of these small-scale forms of investment as supporting a wider impact. Thinking 

holistically about the relationship between residential and city centre neighbourhoods is 

something I expand on in the following section, which focuses on the Bradford context.  

9.7 Managing diversity and fostering conviviality: learning from 

Bradford 

In analysing policies and strategies in Bradford context in relation to three social logics of 

planning for diversity, I looked at how policy directions at national level have influenced 

local decisions and the ways Bradford urban planning and design context has approached 

dimensions of diversity and encounter particularly in relation to urban regeneration policies 

and plans. The seven case study public spaces in this research were either new-built or 

spaces regenerated as the outcome of the regeneration and community development 

strategies of Bradford City Council in collaboration with local, regional and national 

agencies and initiatives. In this respect findings of this research offered useful data both as a 

post-occupancy evaluation, but also offered nuanced insights into how experience of living 

with diversity are shaped by material and spatial affordances of these spaces. The 

discussions with local practitioners were valuable in terms of accessing insider knowledge 

about the priorities in city centre regeneration and the level of emphasis (or lack of 

emphasis) on dimensions of ethnocultural diversity and intercultural opportunities in 

practices of place-making and spatial planning. In this respect, I discuss three themes based 

on the integration of the QCA analysis and empirical findings.  

9.7.1 Redistributive justice in regenerating and management of public spaces: 

city centre and residential areas 

As discussed in Chapter 5, Bradford Council has adopted many strategies to reduce 

‘entrenched differences’ and ‘locational disadvantages’ within disadvantaged areas, 

particularly in the inner-city. The disturbances in 1995 and 2001 showed that focusing on 

redistributive planning without considering the implications on dynamics of encounter can 

generate tension or cause the perpetuation of prejudice, especially within communities that 

felt competition for resources and funding allocation. Projects such as Marshfield and 

Grosvenor playgrounds, the regeneration of Lister Park, Bradford Play Pitch Strategies in 
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Horton Park and above all the City Park project and shopping streets (see Chapter 4) (on 

some levels) have contributed to improving public space provision and increasing access to 

recreational opportunities (redistributive justice) as demonstrated in Chapter 6 and 7. 

However, as discussed earlier, the different management practices within these spaces 

(comparing city centre and surrounding residential neighbourhoods) can have positive and 

negative impacts on perception of accessibility, safety, sociability and publicness within 

these areas (I return to this shortly in section 9.7.3). Prioritising and reduction of resource 

allocation for management and maintenance of different types of public spaces within 

different locations indicated the impacts of austerity on the capacities of local governments 

in redistributive planning. The dimensions of austerity in relation to diversity and 

redistributive justice in management of public spaces need stronger emphasis in research. 

Studies on ‘place-keeping’ (Dempsey, Smith, & Burton, 2014) are attempts to critically 

engage with influence of budget reductions on place-keeping practices, but with no specific 

focus on diversity.  

9.7.2 The implication of ‘recognition of diversity’ in Bradford regeneration 

strategy 

Analysing the representation of recognition in Bradford planning and regeneration policies 

presented an interesting account on the implications of politics of difference in urban 

regeneration. There was a clear structure in terms of the responsibilities of different 

partnerships in relation to the recognition of needs and differences in community planning 

and service provision for Black and Ethnic Minority households, migrants (including 

refugees and asylum seekers), and the specific needs of youth groups and women. However, 

narratives of recognition in regeneration and public realm development plans were more 

about celebratory aspects of diversity and occasionally ‘commodification’ of cultural 

diversity. The creation of Mughal Garden in Lister Park was a physical manifestation to 

celebrate the history of Bradford’s South Asian population through ‘symbolic referencing’ 

(Rishbeth, 2001), but some have questioned the clarity of the visual cues embedded in the 

architecture of the garden in terms of its conveying the ‘intentional valorisation of the local 

“migrant” culture in the heart of Bradford’ (Husband & Alam, 2012, p. 111). In this research 

among all in-depth and on-site interviews, only one participant mentioned the symbolism of 

Mughal Garden. It was more recognised for its opportunities for leisure and play, especially 

playing in the water, and in this respect had many similarities with City Park (designed 

without a symbolic reference to ‘ethnic’ difference). This confirms previous studies which 

have indicated the importance of facility provision over aesthetics preferences in terms of 

planning for recognition (Rishbeth, 2001).  
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In recognition of diversity Bradford has experienced multiple challenges that limited local 

strategies to invest in the city’s diverse population to its full potential, and national and local 

rhetorics of politics of difference were influential in this respect. A chronological review of 

different regeneration projects since 2001 has shown that, for a few years after the riots, 

there was a greater tendency to fund projects that had more discreet or even no references to 

Bradford’s cultural diversity (Bolognani, 2012). In Chapter 5 I referred to some of these 

projects with an intentional use of ‘culture’ as a driver of regeneration that weren’t 

successful in development and implementation, though investigating the factors that have 

contributed into these events was beyond the scope of this research. Recently, more recent 

regeneration plans have depicted a vision of ‘cultural city’ for Bradford in which the city’s 

cultural offer ‘is marketed more effectively and fully capitalised’ (BMDC, 2015a, p. 134). 

Creating a cultural experience through which people can mutually connect, acknowledge and 

celebrate differences is central to Bradford’s recent cultural strategy, and public places are 

commonly foregrounded as venues for showcasing this collective cultural experience 

(through festivals, food fairs, art, music) (BMDC, 2014c) . The implications of these 

strategies in relation to ‘right to difference’ are twofold. As shown in this research trends in 

planning for recognition were well received by the research participants particularly 

regarding celebration of cultural diversity. However, it seems that ‘culture’ in the policy 

narratives is addressed as a general term or a collective expression of diversity largely 

focusing on attracting investment and tourism to Bradford. Some have argued that such 

‘marketing impulses’ in celebratory approaches to diversity ‘inevitably privileges only those 

activities and places that can be marketed to tourists and other spectators as consumers’ and 

this might exclude ‘people, places and activities which do not fit with the desired image’ 

(Fincher et al., 2014, p. 43). Unfortunately, the in-depth interviews didn’t shed any particular 

insight into resident responses to these approaches, but undoubtedly these themes highlight 

scope for future research. 

9.7.3 Dynamics of urban regeneration and mediating conviviality 

Bradford City Park, a policy driven new public space in the heart of the city centre, is 

certainly seen and experienced by many as making an ‘on the ground’ positive contribution 

to the sense of local inclusiveness and conviviality. Despite critiques of the rationale behind 

the project for the costs and prioritisation of economic-led urban regeneration over 

sociocultural dimensions, the analysis of social (intercultural) dynamics of City Park have 

revealed some of the advantages of urban regeneration for local residents (old and new 

diversities), also in creating a different narrative or image of Bradford (more regionally but 
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possibly nationally). This was how the Park was envisioned in the Alsop initial concept, 

through to implementation, and is still a factor in the way the park is managed.  

In Section 9.4, I described how spaces of situated diversity and spontaneous conviviality are 

shaped through interrelationship of material configurations and affordances, management 

practices, temporalities of presence and forms of inhabitation. In Bradford City Centre 

Regeneration project City Park was imagined as a space ‘to help interaction between 

different cultures with the City as a cross-cultural meeting place [and] to support greater 

social cohesion across the whole city not just the centre’ (Alsop, 2003, p. 27). There were 

different design elements and features incorporated in the final scheme: the Mirror Pool; the 

sittable edges around it; the number of benches; the seating spaces in different forms in 

different parts of the park; the adaptability and openness of the layout; the animated 

fountains and lightings; the big screen; the toilets and changing rooms; the trees and grassed 

surfaces and the bins. The regulation practices were based on minimal and negotiated rules 

to increase the inclusiveness of the space with presence of wardens and security measures. 

These have shaped qualities for different modes and rhythms of activities, negotiations of 

proximities and distances, exchanging fleeting (but sometimes sustained) interaction through 

‘corporeal practices and embodied routines’ across highly diverse groups (Low, 2015, p. 

159). All these together contribute to an open-ended process of mediating conviviality.   

In light of the findings from observational and interview fieldwork, I was able to discuss a 

number of challenges within national and local planning policies that require more 

responsive and context-dependant approach regarding planning for diversity and encounter. I 

suggest that in fostering conviviality it is important to consider all three aspects of right to 

access, right to difference and right to encounter and these need to be embedded in both 

processes of place-shaping (Carmona, 2014) and place-keeping (Dempsey, Smith, & Burton, 

2014).  
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10  Conclusion 

10.1   Introduction 

My interest in the question of ‘living with diversity’ in public open spaces and the debates 

surrounding this was the initial driver of this research. This research responded to the need 

for a more proactive and sensitive approach towards ethno-racial diversity in design and 

planning as part of wider socio-political agenda concerned with justice and equality 

(Agyeman & Erickson, 2012). As an urban designer, I was keen to explore the extent that 

planning, design and management can foster conviviality in urban public open spaces 

without over management and homogenizing of public places, and with due reference to 

multiplicities of identities and needs. Ongoing national and international discourses of urban 

cohesion, integration and intolerance, within both academic and political contexts, reiterated 

the urgency and relevance of conducting a research that engages with lived experiences as a 

means of developing in-depth and situated understanding of the dynamics of intercultural 

engagement in urban public spaces. The overall aim of this research was firstly to 

understand the social, spatial and temporal dimensions of intercultural encounters in urban 

public open spaces and secondly to inform practice and policy on design and management of 

public spaces towards increasing conviviality and to help in the reduction of tensions of 

diversity.  

I tailored four research objectives which reflected the intellectual journey of this research 

from investigating lived experiences to the implications for policy and practice:  

Objective 1: To analyse the ways a diverse range of users use and experience the case study 

spaces. 

Objective 2: To identify the spatial, material and management qualities of urban public open 

spaces and the activities supported by them that can facilitate or hinder conviviality and 

generate or exacerbate conflict. 

Objective 3: To assess the fit-for-purpose of current urban planning and design policy 

(strategy and guidance) in mediating interculturalism.  

Objective 4: To examine the extent to which ethnographic understandings of everyday 

activities and social behaviours in urban public open spaces can inform urban design and 

planning policy and practice. 

The in-depth study of the literature and scholarship encompassed different fields of study 

(environmental physiology, planning, urban design, geography and sociology) given the 
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different approaches of the research objectives. The literature review informed the research 

questions and my methodological approach: qualitative, mixed method using multiple case 

studies. The empirical research was conducted in Bradford, a multi-ethnic post-industrial 

northern city in the UK with long history of migration, high concentration of ethnic diversity 

and population churn in central areas that also have high rates of deprivation and 

unemployment. In fact, my further interest in conducting this research stemmed not only 

from my interest in Bradford’s diverse context but also from my critical viewpoint towards 

its association with ‘parallel lives’ rhetoric and the imagination of inner-city Muslim 

‘ghettos’ (Husband et al., 2014) in national and even international discourses of 

multiculturalism.  

I adopted an innovative approach in selecting the case studies: instead of studying each 

public space as spatially isolated, I decided to study them in clusters of sequential public 

spaces within walking distances from each other. This helped to study the sites beyond their 

physical boundaries and in relation to its context. I selected three case study clusters within 

Bradford central areas based on age, ethnicity and socio-economic differences and spatial 

distribution of newly arrived migrants in the neighbourhoods of Manningham, Little and 

Great Horton and Bradford city centre. Each cluster entailed a range of scales and typologies 

of urban public spaces (see Chapter 4). The data collection stages comprised of four stages 

associated with the objectives. The relationship between these stages wasn’t linear and each 

stage informed the next stage and offered additional information to cross-examine the 

previous stage. Here, I offer a summary of each stage of the research process. 

First stage: qualitative socio-spatial mapping of use and activities 

I systematically observed seven case study public spaces across the three case study clusters 

using behavioural mapping technique to record activity patterns (spatial and temporal) and 

users’ characteristics (age, gender, general ethnic category and group size) and GIS spatial 

analytic tools to analyse the socio-spatial rhythms of movements and ‘situated behaviours’ 

across the day and week. The annotated mapping data was transferred into GIS software 

through which I created an extensive and valuable dataset to analyse and visualise the 

spatiality, frequency and intensity of activities in relation to different layers of collected 

data. Along with the mapping method, I conducted on-site informal conversations with users 

which helped to gauge their perceptions of use and preferences within the studied spaces.  

Second stage: Developing in-depth narratives  

This stage involved extended conversations in the form of semi-structured interviews with 

participants from different ethnic backgrounds, age, gender, migrant status and length of 
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residence in Bradford. Through applying this method I aimed to gain a deeper account of the 

dynamics of outdoor experiences in different parts of Bradford, beyond the case studies, and 

tapping into participants’ memories of convivial and conflictual intercultural encounters in 

urban public open spaces. I designed the interviews in four phases of ‘cognition’, 

‘grounding’, ‘recall and exploration’, and ‘reflection’, taking the participant from questions 

at general level to deeper and more critical questions about their experience of encountering 

with different others and perceptions of self, other and the environment.  

Third stage: Qualitative Content Analysis (QCA) of policy documents 

At this stage I investigated the current policy context (2000- 2016) to critically explore the 

representation of three discourse topics in planning and design policies: ‘public space’, 

‘diversity’ and ‘encounter’. A wide range of policy and planning documents at national and 

Bradford level were analysed through a Qualitative Content Analysis method. The result of 

this analysis offered a detailed account on the UK planning and policy agendas and 

strategies in planning for diversity and encounter. At local level, I investigated Bradford 

policy context in relation to discourses of diversity and encounter. This set the context for a 

further exploration of the link of this research and planning and design practice in the 

thesis’s next stage.  

Fourth stage: Responsive Participatory Exercise (RPE) 

This stage was designed to engage with people and local practitioners in planning and design 

sector through the application of participatory methods as part of the overall ambition of this 

research, to integrate research and practice in place shaping disciplines and to explore the 

visions and attitudes of built environment professionals and decision makers in relation to 

dynamics of diversity in Bradford city centre. In light of this purpose, I conducted three on-

site drop-in public engagement sessions inspired by participatory methods in planning 

practice. I also held a workshop attended by key stakeholders from a range of expertise 

(planning and regeneration, urban design, landscape architecture, youth service, 

development, management) to discuss the challenges and opportunities that face Bradford 

city centre, reflecting the Council’s top priority for regeneration and development. 

By conducting these stages, I could produce a rich set of data to address the research 

objectives. In the following sections I summarise the key findings in accordance with the 

research objectives and subsequent research questions (see Chapter 2) and later in the 

chapter, I discuss the contributions of this research.  
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10.2  Key findings 

10.2.1 The ways a diverse range of users use and experience urban public open 

spaces 

There were two research questions associated with this objective: 

• What are the spatial and temporal patterns of different types of activities in relation 

to age, gender and ethnicity of users? 

• How do participants perceive the qualities of the studied spaces? And how these 

qualities influence their uses and activities?  

I addressed the questions primarily through the analysis of the data gathered from the first 

stage of this research: the socio-spatial GIS mapping. The findings were also informed by 

the data from the in-depth interviews particularly regarding users’ perceptions and 

experiences of the case study sites. In answering the first question, I tested different 

intersections of mapping data (ethnicity, age, gender, group size, activity, posture and time) 

and analysed the mapping data through a multiscalar frame: macro (whole site); meso 

(behaviours settings and activity spaces); and micro (sensory and material properties within 

activity spaces) (see section 6.1). This approach was also helpful in my analysis of socio-

spatial patterns of intercultural encounters in the second stage. The density analysis and 

visualisation of the spatial patterns and intensities of activities in relation to characteristics of 

the observed users offered useful insights regarding the relationship between the 

intersections of age, gender and ethnicity, the spatial distribution of activities and physical 

and spatial characteristics in different behaviour settings and temporalities of public spaces. 

A summary of my key findings is presented here: 

• There was a greater diversity of people within the city centre spaces (a mix of old 

and new diversities). City Park’s mapping data showed that there was high level of 

diversity in terms of users’ characteristics (age, gender and ethnicity) and 

engagement in stationary and social activities (with great representation of women 

and children). Also, more people were seen in mixed groups. In Oastler Square the 

level of social and stationary activities was comparatively very low, although people 

of very diverse backgrounds commuted to the area.  

• Patterns of socio-spatial clustering among recent migrants in the City Park and 

practices of watching people and activities acted as a form of low barrier entry 

activity into public life.  
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• The findings showed that ethnicity was seldom an isolated factor informing patterns 

of use. Differences and similarities of spatial patterns of activities were more evident 

when comparing different intersections of user characteristics (e.g. age gender and 

ethnic background). 

• Activity patterns within different behaviour settings were conditioned by temporal 

dimensions, spatial structures and the use and functions inside and around the public 

space.  

• Analysis of the activity patterns in public parks and playgrounds within the 

neighbourhood clusters showed that types of active and passive recreational 

activities and associated spatial and temporal patterns were gender and age specific 

framed by ethno-cultural differences.  

• On a daily basis, women from different ethnicities (mainly South Asian) were well-

represented in parks and playgrounds (though with different temporal patterns) and 

used the parks for a range of social and active purposes. Parks and playgrounds 

acted as a social hub for the mingling of women with similar backgrounds, who 

occasionally mixed with others too. 

• Patterns of socialising were often within groups of similar identities (gender, age 

and ethnicity-nationality). Occasionally, there was evidence of mixing and 

sociability across difference. People in public spaces negotiate the rhythms and 

spatialities of their presence and practice a range of spatial proximity and distancing 

within different micro-spaces. 

10.2.2 The spatial and material attributes and management praactices that can 

facilitate conviviality and exacerbate conflict  

I developed three research questions to address this objective: 

• What are the spatial and physical contexts in which participants experience different 

kinds of intercultural encounters? And how do the experiences relate to activities in 

public spaces? 

• What are the research participants’ perceptions regarding the significance of their 

intercultural encounters and how do they negotiate and represent their identities in 

spaces of encounter?  

• To what extent and how does the design and management of urban public open 

spaces influence the frequency and quality of interactions? 
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My approach to addressing these questions and analysing the narratives of intercultural 

encounters was based on the logic of ‘socio-spatial dialectic’ (Lefebvre, 1991; Soja, 1980). 

Adopting this rationale helped to unpick the lived experiences of intercultural interactions 

and negotiations of everyday spaces in Bradford ethnically diverse urban areas by exploring 

the interaction and interrelation of the social, spatial-material and temporal dimensions. 

Encouraged by Massey’s (2005) reading of ‘space’, I considered spaces of intercultural 

encounters as assemblages of open-ended processes and trajectories of human and 

nonhuman elements framed by space-time interaction. My key findings are summarised 

here: 

• On many occasions, similar types of spaces were the settings of both negative and 

positive intercultural experiences. However, there were exceptions, with some 

spaces more associated with convivial memories and others with conflicting ones. 

• I found five socio-spatial patterns in which intercultural interactions seem more 

likely: paths of passing-by encounters; boundaries of lingering and people-watching; 

points of convergence and momentary recess; thresholds and in-between encounters; 

and encounters in activity (play) spaces. Within these settings a combination of 

material affordances, orders and regulations, rhythms of activities and presences and 

affective-symbolic relationship to people-places produce and reproduce social 

spaces of everyday interculturalism in urban public open spaces. 

• I suggest four qualities that suspend the norms of coexistence in difference, and 

which open opportunities for spontaneous conviviality in urban public open spaces: 

situated diversity and overlap of presence and activities; visibility and lingering; in-

betweenness; and playfulness.  

• People attribute different meanings to their intercultural experiences representing the 

nuances of meaningfulness of intercultural sociality in an outdoor environment: 

exploring commonalities; destabilizing stereotyping; celebrating diversity; 

negotiating attachment to people and places. 

• People adopt different spatial tactics to negotiate tensions of diversity in everyday 

spaces: changing the temporal patterns of activities; negotiating anonymity and 

familiarity in different spaces in the city; and social clustering with people of similar 

background. 

• Tensions of diversity seemed more likely in neighbourhood streets but there were 

also indications of anxiety and exclusions in parks and playgrounds. Most instances 

of conflict occurred during passing proximities and when people were in movement. 

Patterns and forms of mobility need to be integral to notions of encounter and 

attachment. 
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• Practices of territoriality and a sense of ownership of public spaces seem to play an 

important role in shaping experiences of conflict, discomfort and exclusion. These 

experiences are highly gendered related to masculine identity and presence in public 

spaces generating racialised perceptions of place and limiting women’s accessibility 

within suburban neighbourhoods. 

10.2.3 The efficacy of policies in mediating interculturalism  

To discuss this objective, I addressed these research questions: 

• How, why and to what extent ‘public space’, ‘diversity’ are represented in planning 

policies?  

• How do these narratives shape and reflect policy understandings of intercultural 

encounter? 

• How are the wider policies applied and adapted and what kinds of strategies are 

practised in Bradford urban planning and design context regarding the subject 

matter? 

• Given the findings of objective 1 and objective 2, are the reviewed current policies 

fit for purpose in fostering conviviality?  

In analysing the representation of ‘public space’ in policy documents, I studied the various 

conceptions, definitions and values of public space and dimensions of rights and 

responsibilities. The analytical framework that I used for analysing representation of 

diversity was based on the three social logics of planning for diversity: redistribution, 

recognitions and encounter (Fincher and Iveson, 2008). To analyse the ‘fit for purpose’ of 

policies, I discussed whether policies accurately reflect the ‘lived realities’ of how public 

open spaces are used and whether they accurately respond to values and concerns of those 

living in super-diverse urban contexts. Summaries of findings are outlined here: 

• There was unevenness in the definitions and references to typologies of public space 

that was mainly because of the different areas of focus within policies and the 

variety of organisations that have power to shape public space policies. Not 

unsurprisingly, these reflect their responsibilities, values and priorities. 

• There was a significant emphasis on ‘safety and order’ generally concerned with 

nuisance and behavioural disorder within the key public space policies. However, 

the empirical findings indicated that perceptions of (un) accepted behaviours are 

informed by cultural differences. Therefore, in management of ‘behavioural 
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disorder’ in public spaces a culturally competent and responsive approach is needed 

to understand the implications of order and safety measures on justice in recognition 

of difference.  

• There was a significant emphasis on ‘accessibility’ largely concerned with practical 

aspects (ease of movement and physical accessibility). Findings from the on-site and 

in-depth interviews suggested that accessibility is also about perception of access 

and a sense of being welcomed and an entitlement to navigate through and occupy 

spaces. Racialised and gendered territories can undermine sense of publicness and 

access. Dynamics of race and gender in relation to perceptions of access need to be 

foregrounded in planning and management processes especially within ethnically 

diverse neighbourhoods (with old and new diversities). 

• Findings challenge the value-based understanding of ‘meaningful encounter’ in 

policies which was informed by governments’ normative views on managing 

diversity. This research suggests that approaches to planning for encounter should 

consider an inclusive and flexible understanding of conviviality. In planning, 

designing and management of public spaces it is important to increase choices and 

enhance opportunities for diverse ways of experiencing encounter and identification 

with different others.  

• Findings demonstrated that creating a high quality centrally located public open 

space driven by regeneration policies appeared to have significant results for 

fostering intercultural opportunities and creating a positive image of convivial 

togetherness in the heart of the city. The case of City Park showed that in the 

process of mediating conviviality, aspects of recognition, redistribution and 

encounter need to be embedded in the way a space is envisioned, designed and 

managed.  

• Public open spaces in residential areas were also valued for their potentials for 

prosaic intercultural encounters. It is important to consider how austerity policies 

and budget reductions impact on the quality of management and maintenance of 

public spaces particularly within disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Future policy 

agendas need to address the implications of austerity policies in relation to 

redistributive justice and intercultural dynamics. 

10.2.4 Ethnographic understanding informing urban design and planning in 

diverse contexts  

To discuss this objective, I addressed these research questions: 
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• In what ways can the engagement of the local practice with the research findings 

(sharing the findings and discussing the interpretations) imply the priorities of 

design and management? 

• What are the implications for urban design practice in taking more responsive 

position towards mediating conviviality in urban public open spaces? 

First, I outline the outcome of the Responsive Participatory Exercise (the workshop) in 

informing the first research question. A key driver to conduct the participatory workshop 

was to explore the possibilities to create dialogue between research and practice about 

dimensions of diversity ethnocultural (and possibly race equality) in planning, design and 

management of public spaces. An important outcome from the workshop was that there was 

a level of reluctance in discussing dynamics of ethnicity and race in relation to practical 

aspects of planning and design and these issues were mostly discussed implicitly in relation 

to topics such as housing, economic development and preferences of leisure activities in 

public spaces. Investigating the explanations behind this outcome was beyond the scope of 

this thesis and this needs further exploration.  

Second, I draw on the findings outlines above in response to previous objective to highlight 

what might be appropriate priorities for design and management in urban public spaces.  

• Safety is important but also it is important to consider adaptability and 

flexibility in design and management to allow spaces to be appropriated and 

inhabited in a range of ways. People are more likely to pass through, pause and 

linger in spaces that feel safe and lingering is one of the socio-spatial qualities of 

‘spaces of routinized and spontaneous conviviality’. Legibility and visibility of 

people and activities are associated with the perception of safety and therefore visual 

and physical permeability becomes an important spatial quality that needs 

consideration in mediating intercultural conviviality at different scales of micro, 

meso and macro.  

Design and management solutions for order and safety should help users of public 

spaces to be ‘risk aware rather than risk-averse’ (CABE Space, 2007) and increase 

‘urban tolerance’ (Barker, 2016). This is particularly important in managing 

‘behavioural disorders’ in ethnically-diverse neighbourhoods which requires an 

awareness of cultural differences in perceptions of (un) accepted behaviours in 

public spaces. Planners and designers can consider flexible and loose ways of 

designing and managing public spaces and leave gaps for adaptation and exploration 

of new and unplanned uses.  
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• Investment in high quality affordance rich public spaces has beneficial 

outcomes for intercultural encounters. Complexity and diversity of forms and 

functions that respond to the needs and preferences of different groups in terms of 

age, gender, ethnicity and migration status increase possibilities for overlap of 

presences and activities. The City Park case study is a productive example to extract 

knowledge about the ways in which urban design and landscape architecture 

mediate intercultural interaction. It is an illustration of assemblages of hard and soft 

forms and features and management practices to foster situated diversity, 

intersections of activity rhythms, lingering, visibility, in-betweenness and 

playfulness. This study provided an opportunity to generate findings that challenge 

the current critiques of the social value of economic-led regeneration projects.  
 

• Caring for children is supported by local good quality public open spaces and 

this can be a specific bridge between different ethnic groups. Planners and 

designers need to also consider small-scale interventions to create nearby and well-

located local facilities such as playgrounds and green spaces that are scattered within 

ethnically diverse neighbourhoods. This is particularly important in urban contexts 

with a high population of families with younger children. 
 

• Provision and arrangement of seating spaces are important. Designing different 

forms of seating spaces with a good level of visibility of people and rhythms of 

activities offer opportunities for lingering and people-watching. As observed, 

creating the spatial condition of ‘centering’ (a stimulating focus in the middle, that 

can encourage contact) (Jacobs, 1961) is useful in triangulating interaction, and this 

can be designed and planned through fixed spatial structures (animated water 

features) or temporary functions (festivals, performances, playful events).  

Arrangement and orientation of seating spaces are important for possibilities of 

fleeting and extended conversations. There are some standards and guidelines for 

planning and design of sociable seating spaces (see Gehl (1971), Whyte (1980) and 

Hall (1966)). However, these standards need to be tested based on the social and 

spatial specificities of different contexts. Seating spaces that are nearby food and 

drink facilities (Iveson, 2007), activity edges (Aelbrecht, 2016; Stevens, 2007) and 

children play spaces offer opportunities to start a conversation.  
 

• Consideration should be also given to the public realm in terms of pavements 

and circulation spaces. Increasing intersections of paths and movements (both for 

necessary and recreational purposes) and creating opportunities for in-between 
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stationary activities enhance possibilities for passing interactions (sometimes 

extended conversations). Spaces of movement should be considered in relation to 

thresholds of busy and well-used spaces (indoor-outdoor and public-private). Also, 

the spatial quality of loops that afford repeated acts of walking and running to a full 

circle seem conducive to intercultural opportunities. It is important to consider how 

spatial relations of different forms and functions may influence shaping different 

patterns of situated diversity and the spatial and temporal overlap of presence and 

rhythms of activities. 

Public spaces should also offer spaces for visible distancing and social clustering of 

groups with similar identities and interests. It is important to design micro-spaces of 

proximity, but allowing the choice to retreat from spaces of movement and 

intersection. Planners and designers need to be wary of the implications of spatial 

proximities in relation to tension and discomfort. Having the freedom and autonomy 

to interact and move away or change position is important with regards to the sense 

of publicness.  
 

• Different types of management practices have shown to have different effects 

on inclusiveness and publicness of public spaces. Management practices should 

endorse and permit different ways of public spaces usage (for socialising, 

recreational, restorative or cultural practices), based on an awareness of cultural 

differences and towards increasing urban tolerance. In designing overlapping spaces 

and activities it is essential to reflect on spatial and temporal patterns of different 

user groups and set out different forms of landuse mix and regulations that can be 

conducive to intercultural opportunities. This requires careful thinking about 

activities, rhythms and preferences that are framed by intersections of ethnocultural 

difference, age, socio-economic and migration status. As demonstrated in Chapter 6 

to 9, there were some similarities and differences particularly in terms of the 

temporal and spatial patterns of formal and informal recreational activities. Land use 

planning and activity management need to be informed by these spatial and temporal 

patterns to create opportunities for situated diversity and overlap of rhythms and 

activities. 

Developing ways to lightly engineer intercultural engagements can open 

opportunities for improving relations and decrease tensions of diversity. This can 

happen through intentional programmes for fostering intercultural interactions in 

parks, neighbourhoods and civic public spaces, in which ‘engagement with strangers 

in a common activity disrupts easy labelling of a stranger as the enemy and initiates 

new attachments. These practices of intentional sharing of space and activities can 
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create ‘moments of cultural destabilization offering individuals the chance to break 

out of fixed relations and fixed notions’ (Amin, 2002, pp. 969- 970). Activity 

programmes that allow easy and low-demanding participation of different interest 

groups in public can be more successful in curating conviviality and togetherness. 

Some existing intercultural and integration initiatives that target specific 

communities of interest such as refugees and asylum seekers (see #refugeeswelcome 

in parks (Rishbeth et al., 2017)), youth groups (sport activities especially football) 

and family-oriented activities can be held in public open spaces and this can increase 

the visibility of the multiculture and the opportunity to participate in shared 

activities in public spaces.  
 

• Rethinking dimensions of physical, relational and symbolic accessibility. 

Physical accessibility is an important dimension of redistributive planning for 

diversity, but even more important are the relational and symbolic dimensions of 

accessibility (a sense of being welcomed and having the right to inhabit and utilize 

the space). As I discussed in Part III: The lived experiences, users’ sense of 

accessibility was sometimes undermined by the socio-spatial manifestations of 

gendered and racialised territories, although spaces were physically accessible. 

Planners and designers need to consider the implications of their decisions in 

relation to potential and existing practices of territoriality and exclusion particularly 

in neighbourhoods with histories of inter-ethnic tensions, multiple deprivations and 

rapid population churn. In addition, measures need to be taken to revitalise unused 

and neglected public spaces within neighbourhoods through short and long-term 

strategies to claim and re-use these spaces for increasing the amount of accessible 

public open spaces. Low-risk, bottom-up, low-impact and soft initiatives that rely on 

more localised resources can be a viable alternative to the time and resource 

consuming processes of the traditional planning and design systems for re-using and 

developing neglected open spaces and generating inclusive public spaces, 

particularly in the period of austerity. 

Third, do planners and urban designers have a role in supporting conviviality, and what 

might this entail? As demonstrated in this thesis, planning and design of public spaces play 

an important role in fostering conviviality by creating spatial conditions in which strangers 

can meet and interact, reducing inequalities in public spaces and acknowledging differences. 

Engaging with ethnographic research to inform practice has some potentials and limitations, 

but is indeed valuable for improving cultural competency in the planning, design and 

management practices (Rishbeth, Ganji, & Vodicka, 2017). This research has demonstrated 
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the spatial and material qualities that can contribute to shaping inclusive and convivial 

public spaces and therefore useful for urban design practice in the context of super-diversity. 

Certainly, they need to be tested in different contexts.  

10.3 Overview of the research contribution 

The theoretical and practical contribution of the research findings are situated within 

multiple disciplines. My findings on the place-specific rhythms of presence and the 

spatialities of activity patterns across different typologies of public spaces contributes 

originality to the academic area of environmental psychology by including ethnicity in the 

investigation of social behaviours and relationships to the  environment (Aelbrecht, 2016; 

Marušić & Marušić, 2012; Mehta, 2009). I have also taken an innovative approach by 

developing my mapping methodology on the basis of Qualitative GIS (Kemper, 2014; 

Wridt, 2010), to analyse and visualise spatial data to develop a deeper understanding of the 

interaction between different layers of user’s identities and spatial behaviours. My findings 

on patterns of leisure and sociality with regard to different intersections of age-gender-

ethnicity broadly supports previous research on ethnicity, migration and experience of 

landscape (Stodolska, Peters, & Horolets, 2016; Kloek et al., 2013; Peters & de Haan, 2011; 

Jay & Schraml, 2009), but also indicates some differences and details about spatial and 

temporal patterns and frequency of use in different types of spaces including squares and 

streets which have been less frequently explored by previous studies. The findings give a 

fresh insight into the diversity and relatively high intensity of South Asian female users’ 

active recreation in parks, challenging some previous notions of this group as low user 

(Kloek et al., 2013). Further contribution is through testing and expanding seminal urban 

design theories on social dimension of public spaces (Stevens, 2007; Whyte, 1980; Gehl, 

1971) integrated with traditional sociological studies on public behaviours (Lofland, 1998; 

Goffman, 1963) in investigating intercultural interactions. My findings largely support these 

theories that explain the spatial and material affordance of places that can contribute to 

shaping spaces of spontaneous conviviality through situated diversity and overlap of 

rhythms, possibilities of people-watching, in-betweenness and playfulness. These findings 

also contribute to the debates on ‘everyday multiculturalism’ (Wise & Velayutham, 2009) 

and ‘commonplace diversity’ (Wessendorf, 2013) and notions of ‘elective practices’ (Neal et 

al., 2015) in explaining the implications of shared activities, visibility and lingering and 

possibilities of proximity in parks, squares, playgrounds and within micro-spaces of 

conviviality. My original contribution in explaining spaces of conflict and unease is in using 

‘territoriality’ (Altman & Chemers, 1984) as an analytical frame to explain how aspects of 

gender (masculine identity) and race are intertwined in shaping instances of dissociation and 
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racialized perceptions. This argument expands on previous research (Clayton, 2009; Britton, 

2008; Ehrkamp, 2008) in explaining different spatial tactics that people use in diverse 

context to negotiate tensions of diversity.  

10.4  Reflection on the research journey 

In addressing the multiple objectives of this research, I was constantly challenged in 

conducting the fieldwork and data collections, interpreting the data, staying reflexive and 

reflective of my role and position in collecting, producing, understanding and making 

knowledge to be able to represent the specificities of the case studies and the wider social, 

cultural, political and historical contexts. Certainly, the experience of co-writing and 

publishing a paper on a similar topic to this research was indeed valuable in this journey and 

developing my confidence as a researcher.  

I discussed some aspects of the methodological limitations and my position in conducting 

this research in Chapter 3. Here, I focus more on limitations in relation to research design 

and the general constraints of mixed-method qualitative research and the ways in which I 

tried to address these within the research process. Undoubtedly this research was limited by 

time and resources (mostly in terms of the abilities (physical and intellectual scope)) of a 

sole researcher compared to collaborative research projects. The design of research 

objectives and the overall aims required adopting different epistemological positions in 

addressing the specific research subject. Each of the four stages of this research had specific 

significance in contributing to the overall ambitions of this research but the relative balance 

between breadth and depth is always a judgement call.  

The GIS socio-spatial mapping proved an effective way to study the relationship between 

behaviour and the environment, the spatialities of ethnicity and the use of space, and for 

gathering data at an extensive range and size by recording different activities and users’ 

characteristics in seven case studies situated in different localities. Being a participant 

observer in these spaces, as well as other parts of the city, helped me to have a more situated 

understanding of places, and this would have been much more limited if I had chosen other 

methods such as questionnaire or interviews alone. The GIS database was a rich resource 

through which I could test and analyse multiple intersections of data. The data collection 

period was in spring and summer due to weather constraints in other seasons, and the PhD 

timeline and the observation sessions were scheduled only during day time due to 

considerations on safety and security. However, studying the rhythms of activities after dark 

and collecting data from other seasons expanded the depth and breadth of the study, 
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particularly in relation to temporal aspects but also in terms of public space and night-time 

leisure activities of different ethnic-groups. 

In Chapter 3, I discussed the possibilities of error in recording ethnicities and the ethical and 

methodological implications of essentialising identities. Through conducting on-site and in-

depth interviews, I learnt more about the nuances of different identities particularly in 

relation to new diversities and could cross-examine my assumptions about ethnicities and 

nationalities of observed users. A possible methodological approach to further this research 

is through using participatory GIS and mapping and more co-produced research approaches: 

Qualitative GIS in intercultural studies. Co-production and wider engagement with practice 

of urban planning and design in the future is another way to develop a more comprehensive 

account of how everyday interculturalism is imagined, lived and practised. In analysing 

rhythms and spatial patterns of activities in relation to aspects of diversity, I found that 

intersections of different layers of users’ identities can offer much needed detail. Future 

research can benefit from using ‘intersectionality’ (Watson & Ratna, 2011) in theory and 

methodology for investigating intercultural sociality.  

I found that quality of ‘place-keeping’ and management was influential in terms of how 

people use and experience public spaces and interact with ethnoculturally different others. 

Future research can also explore the implications of participating in management and 

maintenance of local public spaces in relation to intercultural dynamics. Investigating the 

level of representation of ethnic minorities in voluntary practices for management and 

ownership of public open spaces such as friends of parks and the impact of these practices 

on cohesion, integration and belonging in super-diverse contexts is an area that would 

benefit from further research.  

What I have discussed in the thesis was a snapshot of realities of living with diversity in a 

context characterised by diversity, deprivation, unemployment, high population of younger 

people and high pressure on housing and community facilities due to increased population 

churn. The experience of diversity and encounter in public spaces of Bradford is very 

different, but similar in some ways, to what is portrayed in super-diverse contexts such as 

Hackney in London or Berlin. There are deep structural inequalities in this context that were 

out of the scope and comprehension of this research but obviously very important in shaping 

experiences of difference and identity of places. In March 2018 (at final stage of this thesis), 

the government published a Green Paper on Integrated Community Strategy stressing the 

need for more responsive and creative approaches in improving integration among 

communities and highlighting the role of planning in creating safe, inclusive and healthy 

places, and tackling ‘real and perceived barriers between communities (HM Government, 
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2018, p. 44). Bradford was among the five case studies selected for a pilot study on 

government’s Integrated Communities Strategy. This indicates that issues of intercultural 

relation, cohesion and integration are still ongoing discourses in policy and presents 

opportunities for developing planning strategies that are informed by collaborative and co-

produced research. In this respect community projects that are shaped based on scholarship-

policy-practice nexus can be very useful in developing bold and innovative approaches to 

investigate the challenges and offer practical, context-dependant and sensitive plans for 

interventions. In terms of planning and design of public spaces developing ‘live projects’ 

that create collaboration between universities, communities and other stakeholders can be 

beneficial in developing creative approaches in research, pedagogy and practice in the 

context of growing superdiversity. ‘Born in Bradford’ (2018) which is an applied health 

research project exemplifies how academic research, in collaboration with health 

organization, local communities and professionals, can have an active role in policy making, 

resource allocation, data collection and practice.  

I believe research on everyday interculturalism in the field of urban planning and design 

need to be actively integrated with dimensions of policy and practice. My ambition is that 

the outcomes of my own research project may form one useful contribution to this on-going 

conversation.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: List of on-site interviews 
 

NO Gender Age group Ethnic 
Background 

Area of Residence where Interviewed 
while … 

1 M Older 
Adult 

White British Tong  City Centre 
Streets 

Seating 

2 M Adult Romanian not recorded City Centre 
Streets 

Peddling 

3 M Adult Mixed White-
Asian 

not recorded City Centre 
Streets 

Peddling 

4 M Adult Indian Manningham City Park Seating 
5 M Young 

Adult 
White British Heaton City Centre 

Streets 
busking 

6 M Adult Mixed Indian- 
African 

Hawks forth City Park Bradford 
festival 

7 M Older 
Adult 

Lebanese City Centre Oastler Market At work 

8 M Adult Black African-
Caribbean 

Tong City Park seating 

9 F Adult Pakistani Manningham City Centre 
Streets 

seating 

10 F Adult Pakistani City Centre Oastler Square Market 
festival 

11 M Adult Somali not recorded City Park Seating 
12 F Adult Spanish not recorded Horton Park Walking 
13 F 

(group) 
Adult British-

Pakistani 
not recorded Lister Park Walking 

14 M Adult Polish not recorded Lister Park Seating 
15 F Adult Pakistan not recorded Horton Park Seating 
16 F Adult Black African-

Caribbean 
not recorded City Centre 

Streets 
Walking 

17 M 
(pair) 

Adult Pakistani not recorded City Centre 
Streets 

Seating 

18 M Older 
Adult 

Pakistani not recorded City Centre 
Streets 

Seating 

19 F Adult  Filipino not recorded Lister Park Supervising 
child 

20 F Adult Mixed White-
Black African 

not recorded Lister Park Supervising 
child 

21 M&F Adult Mixed White-
Black African 

not recorded Lister Park Supervising 
child 

22 Fx2 Adult Pakistani Little Horton Horton Park Walking 
23 M Young 

Adult 
Pakistani Little Horton Horton Park Walking 

24 M Older 
Adult 

Pakistani Little Horton Horton Park Walking 

25 Fx2 Young 
Adult 

Pakistani Not recorded Horton Park Seating 

26 F Adult Pakistani Manningham Manningham Walking 
27 F Adult Black African-

Caribbean 
not recorded City Park Warden  
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Appendix B: List of analysed policy documents 

• List of policy documents – National scale 

GOV Name Year Institution Type of 
document 

1997-2010 N
ew

 L
abour G

overnm
ent 

1 Towards an Urban-Renaissance Executive summery 1999 The Urban 
Task Force 

Report 
informing 

policy 
2 By Design 2000 CABE Guidance 

3 Urban Design Compendium 2000 Homes and 
Communitie

s Agency 

Guidance 

4 A New Commitment to Neighbourhood Renewal- National 
Strategy Action Plan 

2001 social 
Exclusion 

Unit 

Policy paper 

5 Green spaces better places- final report 2002 The Urban 
Green 
Spaces 

Taskforce 

Report 

6 Living Places- Cleaner, Safer, Greener 2002 ODPM Policy paper 

7 living-places- power, rights, responsibilities 2002 DEFRA Policy paper 

8 Sustainable communities building for the future 2003 ODPM Policy paper 

9 Safer Places- The Planning System and Crime Prevention 2004 ODPM Guidance 

10 The value of public space - how high quality parks and 
public spaces create economic, social and environmental 
value 

2004 CABE space Evidence-
based report 

11 Involving young people in the design and care of urban 
spaces 

2004 CABE 
Space  
CABE 

Education 

Guidance 

12 Living Places- Caring for Quality 2004 ODPM Research 

13 Diversity and Planning- research into policies and 
procedures 

2004 ODPM Report 

14 Decent parks? Decent behaviour? - The link between the 
quality of parks and user behaviour Contents Foreword 

2005 CABE Guidance 

15 Towards a Strong Urban Renaissance 2005 The Urban 
Task Force 

Report 
informing 

policy 
16 Diversity and Equality in planning- a good practice guide 2005 OPDM Guidance 

17 Planning Policy Guidance 17 Planning for open space, sport 
and recreation 

2006 DCLG Policy paper 

18 Strong and prosperous communities- The Local 
Government White Paper 

2006 DCLG Policy paper 

19 Planning for a Sustainable Future 2007 DCLG 
DEFRA 

Policy paper 

20 Our Shared Future 2007 CIC Policy paper 

21 Living with risk- promoting better public space design 2007 CABE Guidance 

22 Inclusion by design- Equality, diversity and the built 
environment 

2008 CABE Guidance 

23 Communities in control Communities in control real people, 
real power 

2008 DCLG Policy paper 

24 The Government's Response to the Commission on 
Integration and Cohesion 

2008 DCLG Policy paper 
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25 Cohesion delivery framework overview 2009 DCLG Guidance 

26 Guidance on building a local sense of belonging 2009 DCLG Guidance 

27 Guidance on meaningful interaction 2009 DCLG Guidance 

28 How to mainstream community cohesion 2009 DCLG Guidance 

2010-2015 T
he coalition of conservation and liberal dem

ocrat 

29 Community green- Using local spaces to tackle inequality 
and improve health 

2010 CABE Evidence-
based report 

30 The New Deal for Communities Experience- A final 
assessment 

2010 DCLG Research 

31 Urban green nation- Building the evidence base 2010 CABE space Evidence-
based report 

32 Localism Bill neighbourhood plans- Equalities impact 
assessment 

2011 DCLG Impact 
Assessment 

33 The Portas Review An independent review into the future of 
our high streets 

2011 Mary Portas Evidence-
based report 

34 National Planning Policy Framework 2012 DCLG Policy paper 

35 Re-imagining urban spaces to help revitalise our high streets 2012 DCLG Policy paper 

36 2010 to 2015 government policy- community integration 2012 DCLG Policy paper 

37 High Streets at the Heart of our Communities the 
Government's Response to the Mary Portas Review 

2012 DCLG Policy paper 

38 Building safe active communities 2012 Baroness 
Newlove 

Policy paper 

39 Government Response to the Riots, Communities and 
Victims Panel's final report 

2013 DCLG Policy paper 

40 The Future of High Streets Progress since the Portas Review 2013 DCLG Policy paper 

41 The Future of High Streets 2013 DCLG Policy paper 
42 Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 

Reform of anti-social behaviour powers 
2014 DCLG Policy paper 

2015-present 
C

onservative G
ov. 

43 Estate Regeneration National Strategy: The Role of Local 
Authorities 

2016 DCLG Guidance 

44 Building better places 2016 House of 
Lords 

Report 
informing 

policy 
45 The Casey Review- A review into opportunity and 

integration 
Executive Summary 

2016 Dame 
Louise 

Casey DBE 
CB 

Report 
informing 

policy 
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• List of policy documents – Bradford 

 Name Year 
1 Community pride not prejudice - making diversity work in Bradford, Sir Herman Ousley - 

The Ousley Report 
2001 

2 Bradford centre regeneration masterplan 2003 
3 Manningham Masterplan 2005 
4 West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan Final Report 2006 

5 Evidence Base Bradford Open Space, Sport and Recreation Study 2006 

6 Open Space and Built Recreation Facilities Scoping Report 2007 
7 Bradford District Retail and Leisure Study- Executive summary 2008 

8 Statement-of-community-involvement 2008 
9 Bradford Investment Local Plan 2011 
10 Manningham-Neighbourhood Development Plan VOLUME 1 2011 

11 Proposals for the Bradford West Constituency 2011 
12 Bradford District Plan 2013 

13 Bradford District Retail and Leisure Study Update- Executive summary 2013 

14 Bradford Council's Equality Action Plan 2014 
15 Bradford cultural strategy- June2014 2014 
16 Sustainability appraisal of the core strategy publication draft, full report 2014 

17 Equality action plan progress report- january2015 2015 
18 Local Plan for the Bradford District Bradford City Centre Area Action Plan 2015 
19 Bradford City Plan - February 2015 2015 

20 Bradford District Partnership - 2016 - Bradford District Plan 2016 
21 Bradford District Partnership - 2016 - Bradford District Partnership Annual Performance 

Report 2015-16 
2016 

22 Bradford District Safer and Stronger Communities Partnership - 2016 - Safer and Stronger 
Communities Fund 

2016 

23 Core Strategy Full Version 2016 
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Appendix C: Responsive Participatory Excercise 

Participants’ Responses to questionnaires matched with their identification code on the 

materials produced during all three on-site participatory sessions. 
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ID 
code Gender Age Lives in Born in 

Bradford 
Years in 
Bradford Ethnicity Reasons to 

be in place Likes Dislikes Improvements 

1 Male 46-65 Manningham Yes All British To get out 
I like this place I 

come here 
everyday 

the number 
19th building 

the blue 
shop is an 
‘eye sore’ 

needs tiding up- spaces for 
older people and people in 

wheelchair- to put memorial 
services to bring more people 
down here- more bins more 

benches for people to be able 
to just talk. 

2 Female 26-45 BD4 No 

Parents 
moved 

here when 
was 8 yrs. 

old 

British but 
said 

humanist 

Market 
shopping 

friendly stalls and 
the shop owners 
and the oriental 

supermarket 

feel quite 
unsafe 

when alone 
and big 
group 

congregate 

More vibrant shops and 
diversity without causing 
gentrification in the city 

3 Female 46-65 Works in 
Bradford No 9yrs 

We work 
with a 
diverse 

community 
groups 

Works in 
Bradford 

 

Feels like 
it's been left 

without 
developmen

t, 

Bikes, great open space to link 
more businesses, potential for 

more creative businesses 

4 Male Under 
10 

 Yes Under 10 British 

With 
parents 

seating at 
Bistro 

longer bench 
causes more people 

can sit 
 

Shelter so no one gets wet 
(next to statue), stalls, skate 
park. Long bench for more 

people -longer bench cause 
more people can sit 

5 Female 26-45  No 30+ family 
reasons 

British 
Pakistani Shopping 

You sit next to 
people and talk, 

when you are in city 
park kids play and 

adults talk 

 
Picnic area, activities like city 
park, safer crossings, more 

flower beds, 

6 Female 26-45  No 
Family 

here for 
26yrs 

British 
Pakistani Shopping   Outdoor stalls, more benches, 

shelter area 

7 Male Under 
10 

 Yes 6 yrs. British 
Pakistani 

Shopping 
with mom 

Friendly shop 
owners 

 Pakistan, picnic, 
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ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

8 Male 10-18   Yes 8yrs British 
Pakistani 

Come with 
mom to 
shop 

Market   Shopping centre to be nice, 
picnic area,  

9 Male 46-65 BD8 No 2 yrs. 
moved 
from 
London 

Pakistani Passing by 
was coming 
or going to 
post office 

Close to city centre, 
not busy, tidy 

  Nothing except parking some 
people some people just park 
without using the market, 
shelter for rain and shades for 
sun, place for young people 

10 Female 26-45 Heaton Yes 30 yrs. Pakistani Boyes, John 
Street, 
Traditional 
Bradford 
shopping  

BOYES is fantastic, 
John Street Market, 
potential for kids, 
learning for all  

  stop drinking and the off-
licence store, free car park for 
elderly and eating park!!! 

11 Male 46-65   Yes Bargains 
50 yrs. 

  Shopping When the weather 
is nice, different 
store, it's already 
more accessible and 
need its carpark if 
there are no car 
park people won't 
come to shop 

  Entertainment, dance, music 
as friendly like centenary 
square 

12 Male 26-45   Yes   British  Shop+ 
everything  

    Community centre for all 
diversity, library, more retail 
shop,  

13 Male 46-65 Manningham Yes   Pakistani 
British 

Shopping     Get rid of the cars, free 
community space, benches 
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ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

15 Male 26-45 BD3 No   Muslim.  
British  

Shopping, 
everyday  

Spend a lot of time, 
good for morning 
and afternoon 

Too many 
cars, 
smoking 
and fumes, 
very dark at 
evening 
there is no 
reason to 
come here 
when it's 
evening,  

Know more about Oastler 
square, more trees, more 
seating areas, little shelter, 
more child-friendly spaces, 
very slippery, outdoor stalls 
get rid of cars on both sides, 
bring more people to the 
market, flowers where people 
can see  

14 Male 18-25 Holmewoods yes Since 1 yr. 
old  

White 
British  

shopping at 
the market, 
Does more 
indoor 
socialising,  

    Try a pop-up restaurant for a 
couple of days, social space, 
more temporary stuff to test, 
food markets beer and festival 

15 Male 46-65   No 27 yrs. Human 
being 
(British) 

Shopping       

16 Male 42661   Yes 17 yrs. British   Easy to get to, 
college is nearby, 
nice eating places 
and it's close to BCB 
radio 

Being 
attacked 
before in 
the city and 
harassed 

  

17 Other 18-25   Yes 19 yrs. British College, 
social, born 
here 

close to college 
making it easy for 
stakeholders to get 
to, BCB radio 

Pathways 
are very 
dirty and 
need 
cleaning, 
attacked 
before 
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ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

18 Male 46-65 BD15 No born 
in Halifax 

  British Working 
here, here 
means 
home 

    Shelter 

19                   Not Recorded 
20                   Not Recorded 
21 Female 46-65 BD3 Yes   British Food do 

little 
shopping in 
general 
have a look 
around 

    Need cleaning, need other 
things (!!!) to look more 
appealing, open plan easy to 
get in too and something you 
could lean on 

22 Female 46-65 Bingley Yes   White 
British 

Shopping  Market and variety 
of ethnic foods 
available 

I cover my 
valuable 
things 
whenever I 
come here, 
sometimes 
do not feel 
safe 

Visible PSCO presence, more 
green spaces 

23 Male 46-65   yes 45 yrs. British Born    Drugs and 
police 

Seating for elderly look after 
elderly, extra light, cleaning, 
flowers, benches, housing 

24 Female 18-25   Yes 25 yrs. British  Shopping, 
visiting 
friends who 
live nearby 
and work in 
the market 

    Less drug people, festivals and 
fun days  

25               I like its modern 
open look 

  Buildings need tidying up, 
painting and decorating and 
policing 
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ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

26 Female 65 
above 

  yes 78 yrs. British, 
Local  

hairdressing
, shopping 
in market 
eating out, 
in John 
Street 

    more police 
patrolling the area to 
stop people drinking 
alcohol in front of 
people who want to 
go shopping. It will 
influence people to 
stop more in 
Bradford, which is a 
very good 
multicultural place  

27 Female  26-45 BD6 Yes   Black 
British  

Shopping   Northgate area needs police to 
stop the drug users out 

permanently people and shop 
keepers are frightened of their 
shouting swearing and fighting  

 

25   65 
above 

  Yes All my life  British  Shopping  I like its modern 
open look 

  Buildings need 
tidying up, painting 
and decorating and 
policing 

28 Female 26-45 BD8 
Manningham  

No got 
married 
16yrs  

    I like Bradford 
because of 
multicultural- I like 
the Clifford foods 
and lots of shops 

I don’t like too many cars parked 
in the road not very safe 

  

29 Female 46- 65  Yes All my life British Shopping good market If they get rid of the car I won’t 
come. she says one of the things 
that she likes about this place is 
that she can park just right next 
to the shop and do her nails and 
then go. And I said there is a 
multi-storey parking and she said 
the lift feels unsafe and you don’t 
want to use the lift alone 

Improving for disable 
people, I want it to 
keep as a market and 
accessible. 
Don’t pedestrianize 
this place.  I don’t like 
it that it doesn’t have 
everything, it needs 
better access. 

 
 

          

ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 
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be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 
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29 Female 46- 65 
 

Yes All my life British Shopping good market Don’t pedestrianize 
this place.  I don’t like it 
that it doesn’t have 
everything, it needs 
better access. This lady 
also mentioned that if 
people they get rid of 
the car she won’t come 
she says one of the 
things that she likes 
about this place is that 
she can park just right 
next to the shop and 
do her nails and then 
go. And I said there is a 
multi-storey parking 
and she said the lift 
feels unsafe and you 
don’t want to use the 
lift alone 

Improving for 
disable people, I 
want it to keep as a 
market and 
accessible  

30 Female 46- 65 Near CC No 2 yrs.- 
asylum 
migration 

Congo Shopping nice (pointing to the 
typology cards: 
outside mosque is 
nice. Outside 
school, outside 
playground and the 
mom says she likes 
bikes (pointing to 
the model sample (a 
man with a bike) 

    

30(1) Female 10 to 
18 

Near CC No Migrated 
with 
family 

Congo Shopping   If too much things, 
it's nice  

30 
(2) 

Female 10 to 
18 

Near CC No Migrated 
with 
family 

Congo Shopping     

 

ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

31 Female 65 
above 

  No Migrated 
long time 
ago 

Polish Shopping 
for her dog 

But look when the sun 
shines the sandstone 
of the buildings shine. 
Look it is very 
beautiful, Leeds is all 
brick 

I don’t like the 
weather.  

Repairing buildings: the 
lady pointed to the 
buildings on East side 
“these Victorian 
buildings don’t need 
demolishing just need 
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re-use, it’s heart 
breaking”  

32 Male 46- 65 Homeless Yes   British  I think part 
of the 
drinkers 

  not a lot to like: 
the lady with a 
little child in 
pushchair 

more kids’ spaces for 
little kids, Greening and 
flowers 

33 Male 46- 65   No 5 yrs. British To mix with 
other 
people 

      

34 Female 46- 65   Yes 53 yrs. British Shopping  I like to shop in this 
area 

  more cleaner roads and 
pathways, trees flowers, 
more bins (can’t lift the 
big bin in the street 
because it’s iron  

35 Male 65 
above 

  No Since 1964 
to join my 
father 

Bradfordian- 
Pakistani 

Owns a 
business 

All groups of people 
come here, and I 
know this lady at ts2 
café, she is very nice, 
but they struggle for 
their businesses. 
(pointing to their 
restaurant). Everyone 
spends money here, 
disables and old 
people. 

I lived in Bradford for 52 years in Bradford. 
Since Broadway footage gone down 
Morrisons closed and caused customer 
down. Pharmacy is killing here and drinking 
and drug. I am a Bradfordian and Proud to 
be Bradfordian and I love Bradford but, now 
it’s dying, and it was beautiful.   
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ID 
code 

Gender Age Lives in Born in 
Bradford 

Years in 
Bradford 

Ethnicity Reasons to 
be in place 

Likes Dislikes Improvements 

36 Male  46- 65   No I have 
family 
here 6 yrs. 

British Bradford 
has got 
heart and 
does a lot to 
help 
homeless 

I like the statue it’s 
part of Bradford 
history. This place 
works. All cafes, 
charity shops, 
shopping centre is 
just here. It’s nice 
and quite  

    

37 Male 18-25 BD5  No Moved 
with 
family  

Black 
African  

Shopping     more aesthetically pleasing 
things e.g. play area for 
kids 
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